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EDITORIAL

Evaluation of a medical program: The students’
perspective
Mariana Contiero San Martini1
Carla Cristina Souza Gomez1
Natasha Yumi Matsunaga1
Maria Ângela Reis de Góes Monteiro Antonio1,2
Mariana Porto Zambon1,2
1. University of Campinas (Unicamp), Campinas, SP, Brasil
2. Department of Pediatrics of the School of Medical Sciences (FCM) at Campinas, SP, Brasil
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Medical education has been undergoing changes
with the replacement of the traditional model for innovative education. The teacher, whose role used to
be the specialist on the subject, is now a mediator/
facilitator of the student’s knowledge, who in turn
need to have a more active approach then being mere
observers1,2.
In view of these changes, it is important that the
whole process, including the assessment in relation
to the faculty, is reviewed and be adequate. This assessment must be able to demonstrate the perception of students and check globally the positive and
negative aspects students encounter in education.
These ratings allow fundamental knowledge for future planning and institutional actions.
There several assessment tools available. For the
assessment of the paediatrics course, targeted at
students of the 5th year of the Medicine Program of
the Faculty of Medical Sciences (FCM) of the State
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

University of Campinas (Unicamp), a structured
questionnaire was developed, previously prepared
by the coordination of the discipline and students
of the Teaching Internship Program (PED), part of
the graduate program of FCM-Unicamp, to be answered by the students at the end of the discipline.
The questionnaire comprised questions referring to
the level of satisfaction in relation to the discipline,
workload, content, schedule, tests, supervision of activities, classes, and faculty. In relation to the level
of satisfaction, the evaluation presented a scale of 1
to 10, with a score of 1 to 4 indicating a poor level of
satisfaction, 5 to 8, average, and 9 or 10, excellent.
As to the questions on the appropriate workload, repetitive or advanced content, completion of the program, consistent tests, and supervision of practical
activities and shifts, the students could answer yes,
no, or partially. Finally, the ratings on the theoretical lessons and the supervision of each faculty mem-
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ber in practical activities were scored from zero to
10, with zero indicating that the class or the teacher
were considered terrible, 1 and 2 poor, 3 and 4 regular, 5 and 6 good, 7 and 8 great, 9 and 10 excellent.
After 18 months, each teacher involved in the module
received their feedback. This contained the individual assessment blindly compared to their peers. Subsequently, the grades of each teacher were compared
between the pre- and post-feedback assessments to
identify some characteristics linked to the teacher
figure, especially those related to their didactics performance with students.
Based on the 1,140 questionnaires, we found that
the discipline was evaluated satisfactorily on both
moments and that, after the feedback, there was a
statistically significant improvement in relation to
theoretical classes, practices, skills with a dummy
and, mainly, in the shift activities. The data is compatible with those found by Lieff et al.3 in 2012, who
concluded that the commitment and motivation of
the faculty are factors that could influence the success of the student.
Our study demonstrated the importance of students’ opinions concerning the discipline of pediatrics, anonymously, showing that there are increasing
concern and demand of students on the quality of the
teaching, with critical sense demonstrated in the assessments.

The assessment process considers indispensable
the student/teacher interaction in the teaching-learning relationship. We emphasize that discipline evaluation when well conducted, reflect the impact of the
educational process through the thinking and actions
of students/teachers. Some characteristics linked to
the teacher figure, especially those related to their
didactics performance with students were widely
considered.
We believe that student satisfaction can be related to how motivated the teacher is about teaching,
and other studies have shown that students can be
motivated by their teachers. These authors highlighted the importance of supporting teachers through
faculty development programs (including the development of competencies), which support the sense of
autonomy and help to build intrinsic motivation4-6. In
our opinion, the assessment tool used was a facilitator for the students to express themselves and identify the positive and negative areas in the discipline,
as well as to provide an improvement in teacher performance after the feedback.
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It is estimated that around 30% of all reasons
why elderly individuals seek health services are associated with Adverse Drug Events (ADE) and these
are more frequent when the drug used is considered
unfit for use in elderly individuals. Potentially Inappropriate Medications (PIM) are drugs whose risk of
causing an adverse reaction is greater than the benefits provided or that have few scientific evidence on
their effectiveness. Given this scenario, researchers
from different regions of the world have proposed to
draw up lists, criteria and/or consensus of Potentially Inappropriate Medications (PIM) for use in the elderly. The United States, Canada, Germany, Ireland,
Australia, England, France, Norway, South Korea,
and Brasil have created lists of PIM.1
In a study recently published in the Brazilian Magazine of Sciences on Human Aging (RBCEH)², in the
context of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 5,995 drug prescriptions made to 1,428 elderly individuals suffering
from chronic diseases linked to the supplementary
health sector were analyzed. The study, in an exploratory and descriptive level, applied the Beers Criteria
of the American Geriatrics Society, 2015 version, and
tracked 1,220 (20.3%) prescriptions of PIM. Among
these potentially inappropriate prescriptions, proton pump inhibitors (PPI) were the most prevalent
(39.4%).²
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The Brazilian Society of Gerontology and Geriatrics (SBGG) in partnership with Choosing Wisley
Brasil drew up the “Top Ten” recommendations and
officially presented them at the XXI Brazilian Congress of Geriatrics and Gerontology (CBGG), which
took place in June 2018 in Rio de Janeiro/RJ. It is a
list of ten recommendations based on scientific evidence for sensible choices on elderly health care.
Seven of the list recommendations are directed at
pharmacotherapy in elderly patients. In particular,
the fifth recommendation suggests health professionals do not maintain a continuous prescription of
PPI for the elderly patients for a period longer than
eight weeks; if it is prescribed, then there should be
a clear acknowledgment its recommendation and the
lowest effective dose should be used.³
The PPI (represented by the omeprazole, lansoprazole, pantoprazole, rabeprazole, esomeprazole,
and tenatoprazole) act quickly and highly specifically on the parietal cells of the stomach to treat gastrointestinal disorders. They are capable of acting on
the H+/K+ ATPase enzyme (proton pump), inhibiting
the final step of the formation of gastric acid, both
from basal and stimulated secretion, regardless of
the stimulus. When achieved through the liver, its
metabolism occurs via the cytochrome P450 system
(specifically in the CYP2C19 isoenzyme and, to a less-
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er extent, the CYP3A4) and is subsequently excreted
mostly through the urine. All of these processes are
impaired in elderly individuals as a result of changes
caused by the aging process.4
In another study published in 2018, Cheung et al.5
showed that the continuous use of a PPI in individuals
with an active infection by Helicobacter pylori or with
successful eradication is associated with a significantly increased risk of gastric cancer. In addition,
PPIs are potentially interactive with other inhibitors,
enzymatic inductors, and foods. It is also known that
there is a potential risk of gastric atrophy, disability
in the absorption of nutrients, osteopenia, osteoporosis and fractures, dementia, pneumonia, renal injury, diarrhea (of bacterial origin caused by Clostridium
difficile) and possible hydroelectrolytic disorders.2.6
Despite the scientific evidence suggesting the
non-prescription of long-term PPI (for longer than
eight weeks) in the elderly, the Top Ten recommendations by SBGG stresses, once more, the importance of reviewing all medications in use and the

recommendation for the non-chronic use of PPI. It
is worth noting also that PPIs are drugs considered
exempt from prescription (over-the-counter - OTC)
by ANVISA, which facilitates self-medication by the
elderly - a frequent practice among this age group and increases the risk for adverse clinical outcomes.
This scenario favors the emergence of ADE and, consecutively, of the prescription cascade (or cascade
iatrogenesis).
A good doctor-patient relationship with the elderly, in which they are advised about the risks of
self-medication, can improve this scenario, in addition of the wide dissemination of the Top Ten recommendations and effective public policies aimed at the
constant updating of professionals and the Brazilian
population.
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Dear Editor
We read the publication “Relationship between
microcephaly and Zika virus during pregnancy: a review” with a great interest1. Santos et al.1 mentioned
that “Epidemiological data suggest a temporal association between the quantitative increase and the Zika
virus epidemic, especially in Northeast Brasil. It is not
consensual to measure the cephalic perimeter curve to
be considered.” Indeed, it is agreeable that there is
an observation of the Zika-virus epidemic and microcephaly in Brasil. However, this interrelation is not
observed in other endemic areas such as Southeast
Asia2. The usefulness of cephalic perimeter should
be discussed. There is no doubt that the cephalic perimeter can help identify microcephaly, but it cannot help diagnose the etiology of the microcephaly.
Aiming at finding a pathological clue for Zika virus
infection, a better investigation tool might be transfontanellar ultrasonography 3. In addition, in a setting where there is a Zika virus epidemic without
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increased incidence of microcephaly, the usefulness
of the cephalic perimeter is reduced if one focuses to
specifically use it for the Zika virus infection problem.
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The Guidelines Project, an initiative of the Brazilian Medical Association, aims to combine information from the medical field in order
to standardize producers to assist the reasoning and decision-making of doctors.
The information provided through this project must be assessed and criticized by the physician responsible for the conduct that will be
adopted, depending on the conditions and the clinical status of each patient.

The purpose of this guideline is to present recommendations that may assist in the diagnosis of patients with sexually transmitted infections. For this
purpose, a review of the literature was performed using the appropriate descriptors and using the PICO
strategy (Syphilis, Urethritis, Genital Ulcers, HPV,
diagnostic test, quick test, laboratory methods, etiologic agents). The literature search was conducted
without restrictions regarding the year of publication
or language, in the MEDLINE database, resulting in
52 studies to answer the clinical questions. Details of
the methodology can be found in Annex I.
RESULTS

What are the tests used for the diagnosis of
syphilis?
The choice of test for the diagnosis of syphilis
depends on the stage of the disease and its clinical
presentation. In individuals with ulcerated lesions,
bullous lesions, condylomas, or injuries related to
congenital syphilis, specific methodologies that al745

low for the direct detection of Treponema pallidum in
the sample collected from the lesion are preferable
because they are considered definitive tests. However, such exams are not easily accessible. Besides
relying on experienced microscopist, they depend
on the number of treponemas existing in the sample
and is therefore not a feasible test after the healing of
the lesions of primary and/or secondary syphilis. The
darkfield microscopy, traditionally used to detect T.
pallidum, presents values of sensitivity that range
from 70% to 85% and its specificity can reach 96%. Alternatives also include microscopy after staining by
the Fontana-Tribondeaux, Giemsa, or Levaditi methods, besides the use of direct immunofluorescence
(DFA-TP – Direct Fluorescent antibody Treponema
pallidum) and PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)1 (A)2
(C)3 (B). In DFA-TP, the treponemas present in the
sample are identified through the use of anti-Treponema pallidum antibodies, marked with fluorescein
isothiocyanate. This technique has the advantage of
presenting higher values of sensitivity and specificity in comparison with darkfield microscopy. Among
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754
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all methods of molecular biology, polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) has been the most frequently used for
the laboratory diagnosis of STIs. A systematic review
that included 46 studies found that the use of PCR
for the diagnosis of syphilis presented higher values
of sensitivity in the identification of T. pallidum in
ulcerated lesions of primary syphilis and anal injuries (78.4% and 95%, respectively). It was also possible to verify that the detection of T. pallidum in blood
samples presented higher values of sensitivity in
congenital syphilis (83.0%) and in secondary syphilis
(52.2%)4 (A). In addition to presenting high accuracy,
it can be used in various biological materials such as
serum, blood, cerebrospinal fluid, amniotic fluid, and
tissues. However, the technique is not routinely used
due to its high cost and methodological difficulties.
Serological tests are the most commonly used for
the tracking, indirect diagnosis, and monitoring of
treatment, and its accuracy varies according to its intended use. There are two different types of tests employed, in general, in this order: one for identifying
individuals with a possible infection, known as a nontreponemal test, followed by a second confirmatory
test, known as a treponemal test. However, the order of the tests may be at the discretion of the health
service. The first is directed to nontreponemal antibodies that bind to micellar structures formed from
a suspension containing anticardiolipin antibodies,
cholesterol, and lecithin. The tests most commonly
used are the RPR - Rapid Plasma Reagin, VDRL - Venereal Disease Research Laboratory, USR - Unheated
Serum Reagin, and Trust - Toluidine Red Unheated
Serum Test, which detect immunoglobulin M and G
(IgG and IgM) anti-T. Pallidum antibodies against the
lipid material released by the cells damaged by the
infection. They are based on the flocculation method, and its results are released in the form of titles,
varying according to the activity of the disease, thus
providing a quantitative result that allows for the
control over the response to the treatment5.6 (B). The
persistence of low titles in patients treated adequately is called a serological scar, which may persist for
many years7 (D). Results of nontreponemal tests
may not become positive in cases of primary syphilis (usually, they become positive between five and
six weeks after the infection and between two and
three weeks after the onset of chancres). In addition,
a gradual reduction of titles can happen even without
therapy, and some patients may even become nonresponsive (false-negative results)8 (B). False-negative
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754

results can also occur when there is an excess of antibodies in the serum samples tested, a phenomenon
known as hook effect. Another disadvantage regards
false-positive results that occur in 2% to 5% of cases; since the reaction is not specific, a cross-reaction
with other infectious diseases, pregnancy, autoimmune diseases, and chronic infections can occur9 (C).
After the treatment of immunocompetent individuals, nontreponemal tests become non-reactive
within six months. However, approximately 20% of
infected individuals remain with positive titles10 (B).
Treponemal tests, on the other hand, are specific
to detect antibodies against cell components of T. pallidum and include the FTA-ABS - fluorescent treponemal antibody adsorbed, TPPA - Treponema pallidum
Particle Agglutination, MHA-TP - Microhaemagglutination assay for antibodies to T. pallidum, TPHA - T.
pallidum haemagglutination, and the ECL - immunological test with electrochemiluminescence. These
tests require trained personnel, are more expensive
and technically more complex than nontreponemal
tests. Thus, other methodologies that are cheaper,
easier to perform and automated are represented by
the EIA - enzyme immunoassay and Western-blot11.12
(C). Immunoassay techniques (EIA) use plates coated with antigen (extract of T. pallidum or recombinant proteins). The serum is placed in contact with
these components, and the presence of antibodies
is evidenced using a marked anti-human antibody
(anti IgG or IgM). This technique has the advantage
of being automated, which allows the study of many
samples simultaneously, eliminating the subjective
reading of the hemagglutination and immunofluorescence techniques, since it is performed in a spectrophotometer. Regardless of the type of treponemal
test, these tend to be qualitative and usually remain
positive throughout life, despite the successful therapy, and cannot be used to make a distinction between an active infection of a previously treated one.
Therefore, they do not help in the evaluation of the
response to treatment. These tests are used as a confirmation after a positive result in a nontreponemal
test. With the latest technology, there are also rapid
diagnostic tests for syphilis, known as POC - pointof-care. They are easy to perform, with no need for
the use of equipment, and results are available in approximately 10 to 15 minutes. Like other treponemal
tests, it has some limitations, since they are incapable of distinguishing between a recent infection and
a previously treated one.
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How are the rapid tests conducted for the
diagnosis of syphilis?
The objective of rapid diagnostic tests for sexually
transmitted infections, known as POC - point of care is
to detect antibodies or antigens13 (D). These tests allow
executing, obtaining, and interpreting results quickly,
easily, cost-effectively, and accurately with a minimum
volume of blood collected by venipuncture or digital
pulp14,15 (B)16 (A). They can also be performed with samples of serum or plasma. Several tests were evaluated in
different clinical and community contexts; in Brasil, the
rapid tests available for the diagnosis of syphilis use the
methodological principle of lateral flow immunochromatography and dual platform migration17 (B). As treponemal tests, they presented as their main limitation the
inability to distinguish between an active infection and
a previous or previously treated infection, which may
lead to the overdiagnosis and, consequently, to overtreatment. These tests play an important role in clinical
situations in which the delay in the diagnosis becomes a
problem, such as during gestation (the delay or absence
of treatment poses significant risks to the fetus, completely outweighing the risks of overtreatment for the
mother)18 (A). A study analyzing the accuracy of rapid
testing for T. pallidum found, in a total of 1,323 patients,
results comparable to those obtained with the treponemal test TPPA, with values of sensitivity and specificity
of 87.2% (95% CI: 84 to 89.9) and 94.4% (95% CI: 92.6 to
95.8), respectively for the test performed from samples
collected by digital puncture.19 (B).
What are the laboratory diagnostic methods
for urethritis?
Urethritis is characterized by an inflammation of
the urethra that may or may not have an infectious
origin. Eventually asymptomatic, when it manifests
symptoms there can be the presence of urethral discharge, dysuria, urethral burning or pruritus, which
are usually associated with the causative agent. However, the determination of etiology based only on
symptoms or physical examination is not considered
reliable. They have a strong association with sexually transmitted infections, and can be classified as
gonococcal, when caused by Neisseria gonorrhea, and
non-gonococcal, when associated with Chlamydia
trachomatis or other etiologic agents represented by
Mycoplasma genitalium, Neisseria meningitides, herpes simplex virus, Treponema pallidum, Trichomonas
vaginalis, Ureaplasma urealyticum, adenoviruses, and
Candida sp20 (C). The trauma of the urethra is the less
747

common cause of urethritis but can occur with intermittent catheterization or after urethral instrumentation or the insertion of a foreign body. The clinical
suspicion is triggered when any sexually active individual presents symptoms consistent with urethritis, including itching, urethral discharge, or dysuria.
Women with urethritis and usually have cervicitis
and can manifest abnormal uterine bleeding, bleeding after intercourse, and changes in vaginal content.
The diagnosis of urethritis is mainly based on
clinical signs and symptoms that are accessed by
means of anamnesis and physical examination. However, there are specific laboratory tests available. The
diagnosis can be made based on one of the following signs or laboratory findings: Presence of urethral
secretions; bacterioscopy by Gram staining of purulent secretions obtained through the urethral smear
showing ≥two polymorphonuclear leukocytes on an
immersion slide; testing for leukocyte esterase and/
or presence of ≥10 leukocytes per field in urinary
sediment of the first urine. If these criteria are not
present, the test for N. gonorrheae and C. trachomatis
may be conducted by Naat - Nucleic Acid Amplification Testing21 (B)22 (D). In sexually active young patients who present pyuria without bacteriuria, there
should be a strong suspicion of urethritis caused by
C. trachomatis. In these cases, the laboratory test of
choice is the Naat using first urine. In cases in which
there is evidence of the presence of Gram-negative
intracellular diplococcus in the bacterioscopy, the
patient must be treated for gonorrhea, and the test of
nucleic acid amplification for C. trachomatis must be
performed, since the infections can coexist.
What are the laboratory diagnostic methods
for identifying the etiologic agents of genital
ulcers?
Genital erosive/aphthous lesions, although often associated with sexually transmitted infections
in the sexually active population, may occur due to
various conditions that include non-infectious causes, autoimmune diseases, inflammatory diseases,
neoplasms, or even present an unknown cause. The
causes that are not associated with sexually transmitted infections include infection by the Epstein-Barr
virus, tuberculosis, leishmaniasis, cutaneous amebiasis. It is also possible to find an association to drug
reactions, immunobullous diseases, aphthosis, Behcet’s disease, inflammatory bowel disease, forms of
erosive lichen planus and lichen sclerosus et atrophiREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754
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cus, pre-malignant and malignant conditions, pyoderma gangrenosum, and hidradenitis suppurativa23
(D). Among the infectious agents most commonly related to genital ulcers, we can highlight the infection
by T. pallidum, herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2
(HSV-1 and HSV-2), Haemophilus ducreyi, Chlamydia
trachomatis, and Klebsiella granulomatis, which may
occur in isolation or in association in the same lesion.
Following, we will present methods for the diagnosis of the etiologic agents of infectious genital
ulcers, except for those directed to the diagnosis of
primary and secondary syphilis (already presented
in a specific item of this guideline).
GENITAL HERPES

It is a genital infection caused by the herpes simplex virus (HSV) of types 1 and 2 of the Herpesviridae
family. Although both may cause injuries to any part,
there is a predominance of type 2 in genital lesions.
The clinical manifestations of an HSV infection depend on the patient’s characteristics, such as age,
immunity, in addition to genetic predisposition, and
can be divided into primary (more severe, with the
onset of erythematous papular lesions that progress
to vesicles, rich in infectious viral particles, usually
painful and of variable location in the genital region)
and recurrent (less intense symptoms, usually in the
same location as the initial lesion and may be preceded by prodromes).
The diagnosis of the infection is made based on the
clinical characteristics of the lesion, more specifically
by identifying the vesicles characteristic of this infection, paired with laboratory confirmation. The scraping from the base of the ulcer targeting viral isolation
with Giemsa Wright or hematoxylin and eosin (Tzanck
method) staining is considered the gold standard for
the diagnosis of HSV since it allows to observe viral inclusions; however, it requires freshly collected material, with the virus still viable, as well as a longer time
to identify the virus. Serological tests specific for HSV
are considered the second line when the culture and
CRP methods are not available. The tests include immunofluorescence, immunoblot, western blot, and immunoassay (EIA) and can detect the antibodies against
the glycoproteins of HSV. Some of these tests have the
disadvantage of not providing quantitative results, in
addition to making it impossible to distinguish from
infections caused by HSV-1 and 2. In recent years,
the use of molecular techniques has increased, such
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754

as real-time polymerase chain reaction, which presents faster implementation and is more sensitive for
detecting the virus in both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients; therefore, it constitutes a technique
for the detection and quantification of nucleic acids, in
addition to being a reproducible method24.25 (D).
LYMPHOGRANULOMA VENEREUM (LGV)

LGV is a sexually transmitted infection caused by
serovars L1, L2, or L3 of Chlamydia trachomatis 26 (D).
Typically, after the incubation period, it presents itself
as a papule that may ulcerate at the site of inoculation.
This stage often goes unnoticed by the patient, healing spontaneously. The inguinal adenomegaly develops weeks (two to six) after the initial lesion and is the
most common clinical manifestation. The involvement
of lymph nodes can evolve into abscesses with suppuration and fistulation by multiple holes (buboes). It can
also manifest as proctitis or affect the anal region, resulting in fistulas and stenoses 27 (D). In women, pelvic
lymph nodes can be affected if the primary lesions occur in the cervix. In this case, the patient can present
symptoms related to pelvic inflammatory disease27 (D).
The diagnosis of LGV is based on the clinical manifestations associated with the identification of Chlamydia trachomatis, by means of isolation in cell culture, serology, or tests of amplification of nucleic acids
(Naat) in the material collected from urine and urethral
and cervical swab. Some guidelines do not recommend
the use of serological tests given the possible cross-reactions with other species of C. trachomatis, in addition to the difficulties in interpreting their title variations28 (B)29 (D). On the other hand, others recommend
it as a measure to support the diagnosis in some contexts, for example, in the impossibility of performing
the genotyping of C. trachomatis30.31 (D). The detection
of DNA by CRP in urine or vaginal secretion sample
presents high diagnosis accuracy, with values of sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 99%, respectively32 (B).
However, it has limited accuracy for extragenital sites.
CHANCROID

It is a STI caused by Haemophilus ducreyi. Also
known as soft chancre, it presents itself in the form
of ulcers on the genitals, often multiple, painful, with
purulent exudate, and can be associated with suppurative inguinal lymphadenopathy 33 (D). The diagnosis can be done with the use of light microscopy after
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Gram staining with visualization of small Gram-negative bacilli. Since direct microscopy has low accuracy, the definitive diagnosis is achieved by isolating
the micro-organism in culture from the lymph node
ulcer or aspirate. Molecular methods have high values
of sensitivity and specificity for detecting H. ducreyi
in comparison with the culture, which, at best, can
reach a sensitivity of 75%34 (B). However, so far there
are no commercially available Naat35 (D). The humoral
immune response to the H. ducreyi infection starts to
develop as the disease progresses through the stage of
ulceration. Thus, due to their low sensitivity, serological techniques have no place in the diagnosis of soft
chancre in individuals with genital ulcers36 (B).
DONOVANOSIS

It is a chronic STI caused by the Gram-negative
bacteria Klebsiella granulomatis. Also known as granuloma inguinale, it starts as a subcutaneous nodule
or papule at the site of inoculation, leading to the formation of an ulcer with a well-defined edge37.38 (D).
The ulceration evolves gradually and may become
vegetative. New lesions can be formed by autoinoculation. Sometimes, the spread also results in cutaneous lesions in extragenital sites. The diagnosis is
made by testing for corpuscles of Donovan, obtained
by biopsy smear of the ulceration.
What are the laboratory tests that identify
the various types of hpv and what is their
importance in clinical practice?
The human papillomaviruses (HPV) are the most
prevalent virus involved in STIs. They are composed
by non-enveloped capsids that include dual and circular strands of DNA capable of infecting epithelial
cells of mucosa and epidermis and may cause hyperplasic and neoplastic injuries. They belong to the
Papillomarividae family, which comprises more than
200 types of viruses based on DNA sequence; they
are numbered sequentially and classified into types
of low and high risk, according to the oncogenic potential39 (B). The viral genome has three regions: the
regulatory region (LCR - long control region), made
of genes that encode proteins involved in replication, transcription of the DNA, and cell transformation; early region (E - early); and late region (L - late),
formed by two genes, L1 and L2. The oncogenic potential involves mainly the early genes (E2, E6, and
E7), whose proteins promote, among other activi749

ties, the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes. The
knowledge of the natural history of this infection is
of fundamental importance for the understanding
and use of diagnostic tests in clinical practice. Another point of great relevance is the understanding
that the risk of an infection caused by a virus of low
oncogenic potential, for example, is not the same as
when the infection is caused by a high-risk HPV40 (B).
HPV infections are extremely frequent and occur in the first decades after the beginning of sexual life with high prevalence among young women.
It is often transient (prevalence decreases with age
- in women between 20 and 24 years and between 24
and 29 years, there is a prevalence of 13% and 17%,
respectively, which drops to 4.3% after the age of 30
years)41.42 (B). In most cases, the infection presents
no clinical manifestations, with a viral whitening.
On the other hand, in some cases, the infection becomes persistent and promotes cell proliferation
induced by some specific types of HPV, which can
cause, when the concomitant with other important
factors for the carcinogenic process, the emergence
of neoplasms. Cervical cancer screening may eventually identify cellular changes associated with the
HPV infection; however, its low sensitivity indicates
the need for complimentary testing to identify viral
infection. Molecular tests to identify HPV are being
rapidly introduced in cervical cancer screening since
they can provide both diagnostic and prognostic information. Technical advances directed at identifying
the DNA of HPV are in constant development since
several of these tests are still in the process of clinical
validation. Usually, the infection can be confirmed
by molecular tests that detect HPV-DNA, such as
hybrid capture, in situ hybridization, and CRP, the
latter being the most widely used in HPV research
and typing. CRP has high sensitivity and specificity,
and when associated with the analysis of extension
polymorphism of DNA fragments, it can detect more
than one type of HPV. This method can be used in
the primary screening of women with an infection
caused by high-risk viral types. However, it should
not be used for cervical cancer screening in young
women (younger than 25-30 years) due to the low
positive predictive value (high prevalence of infection
in this population)43 (B). Numerous studies have provided evidence supporting its use as a screening test,
in the evaluation of indeterminate findings on cytology, and in the follow-up after a positive screening,
but with no altered anatomopathological results and
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754
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as a test for follow-up assessment. It is important to
emphasize that the data obtained from clinical studies vary depending on the HPV test used and there
is also variation among laboratories. In other words,
each test has its own values of accuracy for identifying high-grade intraepithelial lesions. Next, we will
present aspects related to cervical cancer screening.
CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING

The main guidelines for cervical cancer screening
programs vary worldwide due to differences in the
availability of resources to finance appropriate measures of public health. Many countries use a cervical
cancer screening program based on the Pap smear.
However, new recommendations have encouraged
the use of the HPV-DNA testing in the screening,
with estimates of over 30% of reduction of cervical
cancer among women aged 25-64 years44 (B). The
strengths in the use of HPV-DNA tests are supported
by objective qualitative and/or quantitative results,
reproducibility and high negative predictive capacity45.46 (B). A systematic review with meta-analysis
confirmed the high sensitivity but with a lower specificity of the HPV-DNA testing in comparison with the
Pap smear47 (A). In this review, in spite of the high
heterogeneity among the studies, the sensitivity values for identifying high-grade intraepithelial lesions
(CIN2 and CIN3) were 1.37 (95% CI: 1.22 to 1.54) and
1.43 (IC95%: 1.15 to 1.77), respectively.
The high negative predictive value of HPV-DNA
tests allow for a better monitoring of women tested
negative for HPV, since the development of cervical
cancer in the next five to ten years is unlikely, allowing, thus, longer intervals between the screenings
(B). In addition, the negative test for HPV also allows
returning to screening with the Pap smear even after
abnormal test results or after treatment.
SYNTHESIS OF EVIDENCE

The laboratory diagnosis of a T. pallidum infection
is based on clinical evaluation, detection, and identification of the etiologic agent. The different types
of serological tests are usually grouped according to
their use in tests for screening, confirmation, and
monitoring of treatment. This form of grouping is a
result of the different antibodies researched, the accuracy, onset and duration of their reactivity, as well
as maintenance or not this reactivity after therapy.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):745-754

Infectious urethritis is caused by sexually transmissible pathogens. There should be clinical suspicion in cases of sexually active individuals with complaints of dysuria, urethral pruritus and/or urethral
discharge. The diagnosis can be confirmed by the
presence of one of the following findings: urethral
secretions; bacterioscopy by Gram staining of purulent secretions obtained through the urethral smear
showing ≥two polymorphonuclear leukocytes on an
immersion slide; testing for leukocyte esterase and/
or presence of ≥10 leukocytes per field in the urinary
sediment of the first urine.
Genital ulcers may be classified into STIs and nonSTIs. Among those caused by STIs, there are syphilis,
chancroid, donovanosis, lymphogranuloma venereum, and genital herpes. Syphilis usually presents as
a chancre, a single, painless, hardened, clean bottom
ulcer, and is caused by Treponema pallidum. The diagnosis is made by visualization of the T. pallidum
in darkfield microscopy and by treponemal and nontreponemal serological. Chancroid is caused by Haemophyllus ducrey, and its characteristic is the presence of very painful ulcers with dirty bottom, jagged
edges and accompanied or not by lymphadenopathy.
The visualization of small Gram-negative bacilli from
the culture is attempted as a diagnostic test. Clinically,
the lymphogranuloma venereum presents itself as a
papule that progresses to a scab and subsequently an
ulcer. The disease can manifest in other areas, such as
the rectum, causing proctitis. The diagnosis is usually
clinical and confirmed by direct immunofluorescence
and monoclonal antigens for Chlamydia trachomatis.
Donovanosis is caused by Klebsiella granulomatis and
is characterized by the presence of vegetative ulcers.
The diagnosis is clinical and supported by the visualization of bacilli in the interior of histiocytes when
stained by Giemsa. Most people infected by HSV-1
and 2 never present clinical signs, but some may have
recurrent genital lesions. The diagnosis is essentially
clinical, but it can also be done by cytodiagnosis. There
are tests with monoclonal antibodies to differentiate
HSV-1 and HSV-2, with results in up to two days after
infection, as well as techniques of CRP.
The cervical cancer screening strategy includes
the Pap smear, HPV-DNA test, and different combinations of pap smear and HPV-DNA. The choice of
the type of test depends on the resources available,
age, and risk factors of the individual. The HPV-DNA
test presents high sensitivity in comparison to the
Pap smear for high-grade intraepithelial lesions.
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ANNEX I

Clinical question
• What are the tests used for the diagnosis of
syphilis?
• How are the rapid tests conducted for the diagnosis of syphilis?
• What are the laboratory diagnostic methods for
urethritis?
• What are the laboratory diagnostic methods
for identifying the etiologic agents of genital
ulcers?
• What are the laboratory tests that identify the
various types of HPV and what is their importance in clinical practice?
Structured clinical question
P

Syphilis OR Urethritis OR Ulcer OR Chlamydia
Infections OR Lymphogranuloma Venereum OR Herpes
Simplex OR Genital Herpes Simplex OR Haemophilus
ducreyi OR Granuloma Inguinale OR Donovanosis OR
Calymmatobacterium OR Papillomavirus Infections OR HPV
Infections OR Human Papillomavirus Infection

I

Serologic Tests OR Serodiagnoses OR Syphilis Serodiagnosis
OR Fluorescent Treponemal Antibody-Absorption Test
OR FTA ABS Test OR Treponema Immobilization Test
OR Treponema Immobilization Tests OR Immobilization
Test, Treponema OR Fluorescent Antibody Technique OR
Human Papillomavirus DNA Tests OR HPV DNA Tests OR
Molecular Diagnostic Techniques OR Cytological Techniques

C

Does not apply

O

Diagnosis

Inclusion criteria for the selected papers
The selection of the studies and the evaluation of the titles and abstracts obtained from the
search strategy in the database consulted were
independently and blindly conducted by two researchers in accordance with the inclusion and
exclusion criteria established and described in
the PICO. Finally, studies with potential relevance
were separated.
According to the design of the studies
We included in our evaluation systematic reviews
with meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials, and
before and after studies.
Language
We included studies available without restriction
to the language.
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According to publication
Only studies with texts available in its entirety
were considered for critical evaluation.
SEARCH FOR PAPERS

Database
The scientific database consulted was Medline
(via PubMed) and manual search.
Research strategy
(Syphilis OR Urethritis OR Ulcer OR Chlamydia Infections OR Lymphogranuloma Venereum OR
Herpes Simplex OR Genital Herpes Simplex OR
Haemophilus ducreyi OR Granuloma Inguinale OR
Donovanosis OR Calymmatobacterium OR Papillomavirus Infections OR HPV Infections OR Human
Papillomavirus Infection) AND (Serologic Tests OR
Serodiagnoses OR Syphilis Serodiagnosis OR Fluorescent Treponemal Antibody-Absorption Test OR
FTA ABS Test OR Treponema Immobilization Test
OR Treponema Immobilization Tests OR Immobilization Test, Treponema OR Fluorescent Antibody
Technique OR Human Papillomavirus DNA Tests
OR HPV DNA Tests OR Molecular Diagnostic Techniques OR Cytological Techniques).
Manual search - Reference of references, review,
and guidelines.
CRITICAL EVALUATION

Relevance - clinical importance
This guideline was prepared by means of a clinically relevant question in order to gather information
in medicine to standardize approaches and assist in
decision-making.
Reliability - Internal validity
The selection of the studies and the evaluation of the titles and abstracts obtained from the
search strategy in the databases consulted were
independently and blindly conducted, in total accordance with the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Finally, studies with potential relevance were separated. When the title and the summary were not
enlightening, we sought for the full article. Only
studies with texts available in its entirety were
considered for critical evaluation.
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RESULTS APPLICATION - EXTERNAL
VALIDITY

METHOD OF EXTRACTION AND RESULT
ANALYSIS

The level of scientific evidence was classified by
type of study according to Oxford49 (Table 1).
TABLE 1– GRADES FOR RECOMMENDATION AND
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE
A: Experimental or observational studies of higher consistency.
B: Experimental or observational studies of lower consistency.
C: Uncontrolled case/study reports.

D: Opinion deprived of critical evaluation, based on consensus,
physiological studies or animal models.

The selected evidence was defined as a randomized controlled clinical trial (RCT) and submitted to
an appropriate critical evaluation checklist (Table 2).
The critical evaluation of RCT allows to classify it according to the Jadad score50, considering Jadad trials
< three (3) as inconsistent (grade B) and those with
score ≥ three (3) consistent (grade A), and according
to the Grade score (strong or moderate evidence).
When the evidence selected was defined as a comparative study (observational cohorts, or non-randomized clinical trial), it was subjected to an adequate critical assessment- (Table 3), allowing for the
classification of the study according to the Newcastle
Ottawa ScaleE52, which considered consistent cohort
studies with scores ≥ 6, and inconsistent < 6.
TABLE 2 - GUIDE FOR CRITICAL EVALUATION OF
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS
Study data – Reference, study
design, Jadad, level of evidence

Sample size calculation –
Estimated differences, power,
significance level, the total
number of patients

Patient selection – Inclusion
and exclusion criteria

Patients – Recruited,
randomized, prognostic
differences

Randomization – Description
and blinded allocation

Patient follow-up - Time,
losses, migration

Treatment protocol Intervention, control, and
blinding

Analysis – Intention to treat,
analyzed intervention and
control

Outcomes considered
- Primary, secondary,
measurement instrument for
the outcome of interest

Results – Benefits or harmful
effects in absolute data, benefits
or harmful effects on average

For results with available evidence, the population, intervention, outcomes, presence or absence of
benefits and/or harmful effects, and controversy will
be specifically defined whenever possible.
The results will be presented preferably in absolute data, absolute risk, the number needed to treat
(NNT) or number needed to harm (NNH) and, eventually, in mean and standard deviation values (Table 4)
TABLE 4 - WORKSHEET USED FOR DESCRIBING AND
PRESENTING THE RESULTS FOR EACH STUDY
Evidence included
Study design
Selected population
Follow-up time
Outcomes considered
Expression of results: percentage, risk, odds, hazard ratio, mean

APPLICATION OF EVIDENCE RECOMMENDATION

The recommendations will be elaborated by the
authors of the review, with the initial characteristic
of synthesis of evidence subject to validation by all
authors who participated in creating the Guideline.
The global synthesis will be based on the evidence
described. Its strength will be estimated (Oxford49/
Grade51) as 1b and 1c (grade A) or strong, and as 2a,
2b and 2c (grade B) or moderate weak, or very weak.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST

There is no conflict of interest related to this review that can be declared by any of the authors.
FINAL DECLARATION

The Guidelines Project, an initiative of the Brazilian Medical Association in partnership with the Specialty Societies, aims to reconcile medical information

TABLE 3 - GUIDE FOR CRITICAL EVALUATION OF COHORT STUDIES
Representativeness
of the exposed and
selection of the nonexposed
(Max. 2 points)

Exposure
definition
(Max. 1 point)
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Demonstration
that the outcome
of interest was
not present at the
beginning of the
study
(Max. 1 point)

Comparability based
on the design or the
analysis
(Max. 2 points)

Outcome
assessment
(Max. 1 point)

Adequate
follow-up time
(Max. 2 points)

Scores and
level of
evidence
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in order to standardize approaches that can aid the
physician’s reasoning and decision-making process.
The information contained in this project must be sub-

mitted to the evaluation and criticism of the physician
responsible for the conduct to be followed given the
reality and clinical condition of each patient.
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION: Graves’ disease (GD) is an autoimmune disorder characterized by hyperthyroidism. Antithyroid drugs (ATDs) are
available as therapy. Agranulocytosis is a rare but potentially fatal complication of this therapy. In this study, we report agranulocytosis induced by propylthiouracil (PTU) in a patient with GD and the difficulties of clinical management.

CASE: RNBA, male, 30 years old, with GD, treated with propylthiouracil (PTU). He progressed with pharyngotonsillitis. Then, PTU
was suspended and antibiotic, filgrastim, propranolol, and prednisone were initiated. Due to the decompensation of hyperthyroidism,
lithium carbonate, dexamethasone, and Lugol’s solution were introduced. Total thyroidectomy (TT) was performed with satisfactory
postoperative progression.
DISCUSSION: We

describe here the case of a young male patient with GD. For the treatment of hyperthyroidism, thioamides are effective options. Agranulocytosis induced by ATDs is a rare complication defined as the occurrence of a granulocyte count <500/mm3
after the use of ATDs. PTU was suspended, and filgrastim and antibiotics were prescribed. Radioiodine (RAI) or surgery are therapeutic
alternatives. Due to problems with ATD use, a total thyroidectomy was proposed. The preoperative preparation was performed with
beta-blocker, glucocorticoid, lithium carbonate, and Lugol solution. Cholestyramine is also an option for controlling hyperthyroidism.
TT was performed without postoperative complications.

CONCLUSION: Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis is a rare complication. With a contraindication to ATDs, RAI and surgery are definitive therapeutic options in GD. Beta-blockers, glucocorticoids, lithium carbonate, iodine, and cholestyramine may be an adjunctive
therapy for hyperthyroidism.
KEYWORDS: Graves disease. Propylthiouracil. Agranulocytosis. Hyperthyroidism.
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INTRODUCTION

Graves’ disease (GD) is an autoimmune disease
that predominantly affects women between the
2nd and 4th decades of life and is the most common
cause of hyperthyroidism.1 It consists of increased
synthesis and secretion of thyroid hormones (THs),
manifesting as nervousness, weight loss, polyphagia,
tachycardia, heat intolerance, excessive sweating,
tremors, and muscle weakness.2
Antithyroid drugs (ATDs), radioiodine (RAI), and
surgery are available therapies for GD treatment.
ATDs may be associated with toxic reactions such as
rash, pruritus, hepatocellular injury and agranulocytosis.3 ATD-induced agranulocytosis is defined as the
presence of granulocytes <500/mm3 following the
use of ATDs and constitutes an absolute contraindication to the use of these medications; in this situation, RAI or surgery are therapeutic alternatives.
We describe here the case of a young male patient
with GD which evolved as skin allergy and agranulocytosis induced by ATD, and discuss the challenges
encountered in his clinical management.
CASE REPORT

RNBA, male, 30 years old, diagnosed with GD and
presenting with sarcopenia, large diffuse goiter, and
free T4 level >7.7 ng/dL. He started treatment with
methimazole (MMI) 10 mg/day and propranolol 80
mg/day and developed a skin allergy 1 month later
when the treatment was then switched to propylthiouracil (PTU) 200 mg/day. The patient used low and
irregular doses of PTU, but his allergy persisted even
with the use of antihistamines.
Due to problems with ATD use, total thyroidectomy was proposed. The patient was admitted to the
Hospital das Clínicas da Universidade Federal de
Goiás (HC/UFG) with fever, tachycardia, and normal
hematological (Table 1) and hepatic evaluations. He
progressed with pharyngotonsillitis when PTU was
then suspended and an antibiotic was initiated. On
the 4th day, he developed neutropenia (495 cells/
mm3). Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)
300 μg was initiated for 2 days, which resolved the
neutropenia, and propranolol 320 mg/day and prednisone 20 mg/day were prescribed.
The patient was discharged with the prescribed
medications while awaiting surgery. He returned
after 7 days with decompensated hyperthyroidism,
when he was prescribed lithium carbonate (LC) 300
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):755-760

mg 6/6h and dexamethasone 8 mg/day. He was admitted for the surgical procedure and received preoperative preparation with potassium iodide 10% and
metalloid iodine 5%, 7 drops 8/8h for 3 days, which
decreased his hormone levels (Table 2).
He underwent total thyroidectomy with satisfactory postoperative progression and was discharged
without complications and in regular use of levothyroxine. He currently presents compensated postsurgical hypothyroidism.
DISCUSSION

GD is the main cause of hyperthyroidism, affecting 1.0-1.6% of the population.1 It may present as goiter, ophthalmopathy, and pretibial myxedema. We
described here the case of a young male patient with
GD, diffuse goiter, and sarcopenia. Evidence suggests
that male gender and goiter are associated with GD
severity. Goiter is also associated with a diagnosis in
younger individuals.4 Therapeutic options include
ATDs, RAI, and surgery. In the described case, the
drug was initially chosen until the definitive surgical
treatment.
ATDs (PTU and MMI) inhibit thyroid peroxidase.
PTU additionally inhibits the conversion of T4 into
T3 in peripheral tissues.5 The use of ATDs is associated with reduced titers of antithyroid antibodies and
anti-TSH receptor antibodies.3 Younger patients with
recent disease onset who require faster biochemical
control are candidates for ATD use.5
The use of ATDs can be associated with toxic reactions in 3 to 12% of the patients,3,6 including rash

TABLE 1 - LABORATORY TESTS ON THE FIRST AND
FOURTH DAY OF HOSPITALIZATION
Hemogram

1st day of hospitalization 4th day of hospitalization

Hemoglobin
(12-16 g/dL)

13.9 g/dL

13.5 g/dL

Hematocrit (36-45%)

40.8%

39%

Leukocytes
(4,000-10,000 cells/
mm3 )

4,300 cells/mm3

1,500 cells/mm3

Neutrophils (40-75%)

58% (3,480 neutrophils)

33% (495 neutrophils)

Lymphocytes
(20-40%)

21% (1,260 lymphocytes)

37% (555 lymphocytes)

Monocytes (2-10%)

15% (900 monocytes)

24% (360 monocytes)

Eosinophils (1-5%)

0% (zero)

0% (zero)

Basophils (0-2%)

0% (zero)

1% (15 basophils)

Platelets
(150,000-450,000)

219,000

65,000
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TABLE 2 - EVOLUTION OF LABORATORY TESTS FOR
THYROID FUNCTION
Date

Free T4

TSH

Diagnosis

19/Sep./2015

> 7.7 ng/dL*

<0.005 μIU/
mL§

04/Jan./2016

2.31 ng/dL*
1.25 x ULM

0.005 μIU/
mL§

Propylthiouracil
Propranolol

18/Apr./2016

7.5 ng/dL*
4.4x ULM

<0.005 μIU/
mL§

Prednisone
Propranolol

02/May/2016

1.97 ng/dL**
1.33x ULM

0.00 μIU/
mL#

Lithium carbonate
Dexamethasone
Propranolol
Lugol’s solution

05/Oct./2016

1.39 ng/dL*

2.870 μIU/
mL§

Levothyroxine

* Reference value free T4: 0.93-1.7 ng/dL, ** Reference value free T4: 0.7-1.48 ng/dL,
§ Reference value TSH: 0.27-5.0 μIU/mL, # Reference value TSH: 0.35-5.0 μIU/mL,
ULM: upper limit of the method

and pruritus as the most common ones. Upon development of rash, the drug may be continued with
the association of an antihistamine or exchange for
another thiocarbamide.3 The reaction often resolves
spontaneously.3 Our patient presented skin allergy after 30 days of MMI use, and MMI was then
switched to PTU and dexchlorpheniramine until the
day scheduled for surgery. The use of PTU was limited to a dose lower than the necessary to control
hyperthyroidism since the patient presented allergy
with an increased dose.
More severe reactions (vasculitis, hepatocellular injury, cholestatic jaundice, agranulocytosis) are
rare and comprise definitive contraindications for
ATD use.5 Close to the surgery date, the patient was
admitted at HC/UFG with fever and tachycardia, and
a normal hematological and hepatic evaluation. He
evolved with pharyngotonsillitis on the second day,
when PTU was then suspended. On the fourth day,
he presented agranulocytosis (neutrophils 495/mm3)
and thrombocytopenia.
Agranulocytosis induced by ATDs is defined as
the occurrence of a granulocyte count <500/mm3 after use of ATDs.7 Fever, prostration, and odynophagia are common complaints, although hematopoietic
damage may occur, even in asymptomatic patients.8,9
Our patient presented with febrile pharyngotonsillitis, one of the main clinical manifestations of ATD-induced agranulocytosis.
The incidence of ATD-induced agranulocytosis is
0.3-0.6%.3,8 Pancytopenia is 10 times less common.8
MMI was responsible for a minor side effect, while
PTU caused a major severe adverse event in our pa757

tient. Some studies have shown that agranulocytosis
is more likely to occur with PTU.5
With the use of ATD’s, agranulocytosis occurs
mainly within the first months, with high doses, intermittent use, and in elderly individuals; however, it
may occur regardless of treatment duration or age.3
Our patient used low doses of antithyroid therapy irregularly for 5 months.
Agranulocytosis has a high mortality rate (210%).10 Factors indicating poor prognosis (age >65
years, pancytopenia, hepatic insufficiency, and renal
failure)8 were not present in the described case.
ATDs can lead to neutrophil destruction by an
immune mechanism and idiosyncrasy.11 The presence of autoantibodies directed against granulocytes
due to the interaction neutrophil-drug and antibodies against ATD can cause granulocyte destruction.8
However, the pathogenesis of ATD-induced neutropenia is not fully understood.11 Development of hematopoietic damage may not be predetermined,8,12
although some studies have associated agranulocytosis with HLA-B*27:05 in Europe and HLA- B*38:02
and HLA-DRB1*08:03 in Asia.7
Management of agranulocytosis includes suspension of ATDs and antibiotics.9 G-CSF accelerates neutrophil recovery and is used when neutrophils are
<500/mm3.13 Despite G-CSF use, mortality remains
high.8 In the described case, PTU was discontinued
and amoxicillin-clavulanate and G-CSF were initiated. Corticosteroids may have anti-inflammatory
effects on hematopoietic cells recovery, but no consensus exists on their use in agranulocytosis.14 Recovery from agranulocytosis is defined as a granulocyte count ≥500/mm3. The mean time to hematologic
recovery varies from 5 to 7 days.10 In our patient,
agranulocytosis resolved within 2 days.
With a contraindication for the use of ATDs, RAI
or surgery are therapeutic alternatives. RAI is used
in patients with a high surgical risk, operated or irradiated neck, or with failure or contraindications
to ATDs. Contraindications include pregnancy, lactation, suspected or coexisting thyroid cancer, active
exophthalmos, and large goiter.5 RAI was not chosen
in the described case because large goiters often do
not decrease in size after RAI, in addition to a risk of
hyperthyroidism decompensation immediately after
the procedure in the absence of the possibility of use
of ATDs for control.
Surgical treatment has the ultimate advantage of
offering definitive control of hyperthyroidism and is
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):755-760
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indicated in patients with large goiters (80 g),15 as in
the case described. Other indications include failure
or contraindications to ATDs and presence of suspect
thyroid nodules.16 Contraindications include comorbidities with prohibitive surgical risk, final stage cancer, or lack of access to experienced surgeons.5
The proposed surgery was total thyroidectomy,
aiming to avoid GD recurrence due to the severity and
challenges of pharmacological and RAI treatment in
the present case. The most common complications
are hypoparathyroidism, recurrent or superior laryngeal nerve injury, and postoperative bleeding. No
complications occurred in our patient. Levothyroxine was started at a dose of 1,6 μg/kg.5
Until the surgery date, beta-blocker was optimized,
and glucocorticoid was introduced. Beta-blockers are
an adjunct therapy in the symptomatic control of hyperthyroidism, attenuating the peripheral action of
THs.17 Glucocorticoids inhibit the peripheral conversion of T4 into T3, but their side effects limit their
chronic use.3 Potassium perchlorate has antithyroid
action, preventing the concentration of iodine by the
thyroid.3 Currently, it is no longer used due to toxicities, such as bone marrow depression.
Despite the use of propranolol and prednisone,
the patient was unable to achieve adequate biochemical control of the hyperthyroidism and was prescribed lithium carbonate (LC) 1.200 mg/day and had
prednisone switched for dexamethasone 8 mg/day.
LC may decrease TH levels.18,19 Rates of hypothyroidism vary from 0 to 47% during treatment with
lithium20 and, for this reason, lithium has been used
as a second line of treatment drug for hyperthyroidism.20 It concentrates on follicular thyroid cells, inhibits synthesis and release of hormones, decreases
iodine uptake, and interferes with tyrosine iodination, thyroglobulin structure, and iodotyrosine coupling and inhibits peripheral deiodinases.21
The failure of LC treatment may be related to high
levels of THs, the presence of TRAB, and thyroiditis.20
Although these factors were present in our case, the
patient had a good response to LC, beta-blocker, and
glucocorticoid. This observation is corroborated by
data in the literature showing improvement in TH
levels in patients with GD after treatment for 36
weeks with LC 500 to 750 mg/day, associated or not
with glucocorticoid and/or beta-blockers.20
LC is safe to treat patients with preoperative hyperthyroidism when ATDs are contraindicated.20
There are few cases in the literature describing the
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):755-760

use of lithium to treat thyrotoxicosis without planning
for definitive treatment.21 Lithium salts may modulate
granulocytopoiesis and are a beneficial option for patients with neutropenia induced by thioamides.22
Another option for management of hyperthyroidism is cholestyramine, an adjuvant resin in lipid-lowering therapy.23 It interferes with the endogenous absorption of THs, increasing their fecal excretion and
decreasing their serum levels.24,25
Cholestyramine associated with ATDs provides a
faster decline in THs, normalizing their levels within 1
week of use.26 Most studies suggest that the required
dose of cholestyramine is 12 g/day divided into 2 to 4
doses for 4 weeks.23,25,26 However, the use of cholestyramine at a low dose (4 g/day) may also be effective in
GD treatment.24 Cholestyramine was not used in the
present case due to unavailability. The use of this medication may be beneficial in thyrotoxic storm since
3,000 μg of T4 can bind to 50 mg of cholestyramine.26
Lugol’s solution was used in the preoperative
management of our patient. Iodine is the oldest thyrostatic agent and reduces their secretion of THs by
inhibition of cyclic AMP and organification.27 Iodine
at supraphysiological doses temporarily inhibits TH
synthesis (Wolff-Chaikoff effect) for 10-14 days, with
possible hyperthyroidism worsening after this period (Jod-Basedow effect).17 Prior to the introduction of
ATDs, iodine was commonly used to treat hyperthyroidism. Current guidelines suggest the use of iodine
associated with thioamide in the immediate preoperative preparation of patients with GD. This preparation is performed with administration of MMI or
PTU until euthyroidism is obtained, then iodine is
administered for 7-10 days before surgery.3
The therapeutic response to iodine begins within
2 to 7 days of use and induces involution of the gland,
decreasing its vascularization.5 Iodine should be administered only when the patient is under the effect
of ATD to avoid exacerbation of the thyrotoxicosis.3
Severe reactions to ATDs require another form of
preoperative preparation, but no alternative is entirely satisfactory as the use of thioamides associated
with iodine. One option is to use iodide and propranolol before surgery.28 This preoperative preparation
should only be used when ATDs are not an option
and surgery is preferred to RAI treatment.29
In view of the above, it should be emphasized
that the clinical follow-up of patients using thioamides is important. These patients should be advised
on signs and symptoms related to agranulocytosis,
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as well as suspension of medication and medical
care if they present with fever or odynophagia. With
absolute contraindication to ATDs, thioamide-free
regimens are required to control hyperthyroidism
until definitive treatment. In the present case, the
combined use of LC, propranolol, dexamethasone,
and Lugol’s solution presented good results for clinical and laboratory control until total thyroidectomy was performed, with a favorable outcome for
the case.

CONCLUSION

Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis is a rare
complication, and its consequences can be minimized with an early diagnosis. Alerting the patient of
the symptoms of this complication is fundamental.
With a contraindication to ATDs, RAI and surgery are
definitive therapeutic options in GD. Beta-blockers,
glucocorticoids, LC, iodine, and cholestyramine may
be an adjunctive therapy for hyperthyroidism in this
context.

RESUMO
INTRODUÇÃO: A doença de Graves (DG) é uma doença autoimune caracterizada por hipertireoidismo. As drogas antitireoidianas (DAT)
são opções terapêuticas disponíveis. A agranulocitose é uma complicação rara, potencialmente fatal desta terapia. Neste estudo, relatamos um caso de agranulocitose induzida por propiltiouracil (PTU) em paciente com DG e as dificuldades do manejo clínico.
RELATO DE CASO: RNBA,

sexo masculino, 30 anos, com DG, tratado com PTU. Evoluiu com faringoamigdalite, sendo o PTU suspenso
e antibióticos, filgrastim, propranolol e prednisona, iniciados. Devido à descompensação do hipertireoidismo, iniciou carbonato de lítio
(CL), dexametasona e a solução de Lugol. A tireoidectomia total (TT) foi realizada com boa evolução pós-operatória.
Descrevemos caso de paciente jovem, sexo masculino, com DG. Para o tratamento do hipertireoidismo, as tionamidas
são opções efetivas. A agranulocitose induzida por DATs é uma complicação rara, definida como a ocorrência de contagem de granulócitos <500/mm3 após uso de dats. PTU foi suspenso e foram prescritos filgrastim e antibiótico. O radioiodo (RAI) ou a cirurgia são
alternativas terapêuticas. Devido a problemas com o uso de DAT, a TT foi proposta. A preparação pré-operatória foi realizada com
betabloqueador, glicocorticoide, CL e solução de Lugol. A colestiramina também é uma opção para controlar o hipertireoidismo. A TT
foi realizada sem complicações pós-operatórias.

DISCUSSÃO:

CONCLUSÃO: A

agranulocitose induzida por drogas antitireoidianas é uma complicação rara. Com a contraindicação às DATs, RAI e
cirurgia são opções terapêuticas definitivas para DG. Os betabloqueadores, glicocorticoides, CL, iodo e a colestiramina podem ser uma
terapia adjuvante para o hipertireoidismo.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Doença de Graves. Propiltiouracila. Agranulocitose. Hipertireoidismo.
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SUMMARY

CT perfusion (CTP) is an imaging technique that can be used to evaluate the changes in the microcirculation of tumor
tissues. Our study aimed to investigate the role of CTP in predicting mediastinal lymph node metastasis.

OBJECTIVE:

METHODS: Clinical data of 58 patients who received surgical resection of lung cancer and lymph node dissection in our hospital from
June 2012 to December 2014 were collected. Patients were divided into a positive lymph node metastasis group and a negative lymph
node metastasis group. Parameters of CTP, including peak enhancement intensity (PEI), perfusion value (PV), as well as blood volume
(BV), were compared between the two groups. The receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to predict mediastinal
lymph node metastasis.
RESULTS: The PV of the positive lymph node metastasis group was significantly higher than that of the negative group (p < 0.001).
The ROC curve analysis showed that PV can be used as an index to predict mediastinal lymph node metastasis of lung cancer. The
sensitivity and specificity of a PV greater than 7.5ml·min-1·ml-1 in predicting lymph node metastasis of lung cancer were 78.3 % and 91.4
%, respectively.
CONCLUSION:

cancer.

The PV of low dose CT perfusion can be used as an index for predicting mediastinal lymph node metastasis of lung

KEYWORDS: Lung Neoplasms. Perfusion Imaging. Tomography, X-Ray Computed. Lymph Nodes/pathology. Lymphatic Metastasis.

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is a malignant tumor that does not
have very effective treatment strategies, and different types of lung cancers cause an unacceptably high
mortality rate 1. It has been reported that the deaths
caused by lung cancer account for 25 % of all cancer
deaths 1, and this proportion is expected to be further
higher in the near future due to the increasing inciDATE OF SUBMISSION:

dence of lung cancer caused by increasingly intensified environmental pollution as well as an increased
number of smokers 2-4. Previous studies indicated
that various populations in poor health condition suffer from it 5,6. A common type of metastasis of lung
cancer, lymph node metastasis usually results in
poor prognosis of patients with lung cancer 7. It has
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been reported that about 20-40 % of all cases of lung
cancer will eventually progress to lymph node metastasis during the whole course of disease 8. Up to
now, surgical resection is still the primary treatment
of lung cancer patients with lymph node metastasis.
However, lymph node metastasis might be missed
during surgical treatment, which in turn leads to
shortened survival time and increased mortality rate
9
. Therefore, it is of great clinical value to develop a
method that can accurately predict lymph node metastasis of lung cancer.
Imaging techniques have been widely used in the
diagnosis and prediction of various diseases, including lymph node metastases of different malignant tumors. It has been proved that the specificity of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in predicting lymph
node metastases of rectal cancer can reach 95 %,
which is much higher than that of triangulated category 10. Neck ultrasound performed before surgery
was also found to be able to provide reliable information on cervical lymph node metastasis of thyroid
cancers, which can be used to guide surgical operations. As another clinically wide-applied imaging
technique, CTR showed high accuracy in the early
diagnosis of lung injury as well as lymph node metastases of malignant tumors. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that CTR can be used to predict
lymph node metastases of lung cancer.
In this study, patients with different types of
lung cancer were involved and divided into positive
and negative lymph node metastasis groups based
on the results of a pathological examination. The parameters of CTP were compared between those two
groups, and the possibility of those parameters being applied in the prediction of lung cancer was discussed.
METHODS

Objects

Fifty-eight patients who received surgical resection of lung cancer and lymph node dissection
in Shandong Provincial Hospital from June 2012 to
December 2014 were collected. Inclusion criteria: a)
Patients who had not received anti-tumor therapy
before CTP examination; b) Patients who could hold
their breath for a long time; c) Patients who did not
have a history of allergy to iodinated contrast agents.
Exclusion criteria: a) Patients with poor CTP images
that could affect measurements; b) Patients whose
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):761-766

diagnosis had not been confirmed by pathological
examination. There were 38 males and 20 females,
and the ages ranged from 35 to 85 years old with an
average age of 66.7. Metastatic lymph nodes of lung
cancer were found in 23 cases by pathological examination, and 35 cases showed no metastatic lymph
nodes. No significant differences were found in basic information between the positive and negative
lymph node metastasis groups (Table 1a). There were
28 cases of adenocarcinoma, 23 cases of squamous
cell carcinoma, 2 cases of adenosquamous carcinoma and 5 cases of small cell lung cancer. Among the
patients with metastatic lymph nodes, adenocarcinoma was found in 28 cases, squamous cell carcinoma
in 11 cases, adenosquamous carcinoma in 1 case, and
small cell lung cancer in 2 cases. All patients signed
informed consent. The ethics committee of our hospital approved this study.
CT scanning
Preoperative CT examinations were performed
using the Brilliance CT scanner (Philips, Netherlands). Patients fasted for 4 hours before being
scanned, and their body weight was measured to
determine the amount of contrast agent for injection. Patients were fixed in supine position and were
asked to hold their breath. Then the area from the
superior aperture of the thorax to the bottom of the
lung was scanned to identify the lesion sites. Eight
layers were selected along the maximum diameter
TABLE 1A. COMPARISON OF CLINICAL DATA BETWEEN
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE LYMPH NODE METASTASIS
GROUPS
Characteristics

Positive
lymph node
metastasis
(n=23)

Negative
lymph node
metastasis
(n=35)

P-value

Male

13

25

0.243

Female

10

10

≤65

12

17

>65

11

18

≤5cm

8

25

>5cm

15

10

adenocarcinoma

16

12

Squamous carcinoma

11

12

other

3

4

Demographics
Sex

Age (years)

0.788

Tumor size

0.006

Pathological type

0.8925
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of lesions for perfusion scanning. 50 ml of nonionic
contrast iohexol (350 mgI/ml) was injected through
the median cubital vein at a speed of 4.0 ml/s, and
scanning was performed 5 s later with an interval
of 5.8 s. The total scanning time was 70 s. Scanning
parameters were slice thickness 5 mm, tube voltage
120kv, tube current 50mA, and matrix 512*512. See
Figure 1 for representative CT images.
Image processing
All images were processed using the Philips CT
perfusion software. The region of interest (ROI) was
selected on lesions and aorta or common carotid artery. Then PEI was calculated using the following
formula: PEI= maximum enhancement intensity of
the lesion-the CT value of scanning. PEI reflects the
concentration of contrast agent in blood. PV was calculated using the following formula: PV= (the maximum initial slope of the time - density curve/PEI of
the aorta at the same layer). PV represents the volume of blood perfusion in a unit time. BV represents
the relative blood volume of the local area.

Statistical analysis
SPSS20.0 statistical software was used to analyze
all the monitoring data. All data were expressed as
mean ± SD. Comparisons of perfusion parameters
between two groups were performed using independent-samples t-test. A P < 0.05 was considered to
be statistically significant. ROC curve analysis was
performed to investigate the possibility of the application of CTR parameters in predicting metastatic
lymph nodes.
RESULTS

Comparison of clinical data between the positive and negative lymph node metastasis
groups
Fifty-eight patients who received surgical resection of lung cancer and lymph node dissection in our
hospital from June 2012 to December 2014 were enrolled in this study. Patients included were 38 males
and 20 females, and the ages ranged from 35 to 85
years with an average age of 66.7. Metastatic lymph

FIGURE 1. REPRESENTATIVE CT IMAGES

A Left: right upper lung cancer with the group 2 of mediastinal lymph node metastasis 1; Middle right upper group 2 lung cancer with
mediastinal lymph node metastasis 2; Right: right upper lung group 10 cancer with lymph node metastasis.
B Left: Right upper lung cancer group 2 with no swelling of mediastinal lymph nodes; Middle right upper lung group 4 cancer with no
swelling of mediastinal lymph nodes; Right: right upper lung group 7 cancer with no swelling of mediastinal lymph nodes.
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nodes of lung cancer were found in 23 cases by
pathological examination, and 35 cases showed no
metastatic lymph nodes. Statistical analysis showed
that age and gender were not significantly correlated
with the incidence of metastatic lymph nodes. However, the maximum diameter of the tumor in the positive lymph node metastasis group was significantly
bigger than that in the negative lymph node metastasis negative group (p = 0.006). These data suggest
that an increased tumor size can increase the risk of
lymph node metastasis of lung cancer.
Comparison of CTR parameters between the
positive and negative lymph node metastasis
groups
As shown in Table 1b, the PV of the positive lymph
node metastasis group was significantly higher than
that of the negative group (p < 0.01). However, no
significant differences in PEI and BV were found
between the positive group and negative groups (p >
0.05). These data suggest that PV, but not PEI and
BV, is closely correlated with the incidence of lymph
node metastasis of lung cancer.
Predictive ability of PV on lymph node
metastasis
The ROC curve analysis showed that the area under the ROC curve of PV in predicting lymph node
metastasis was 0.921 (Figure 2), indicating that
PV can be used to predict lymph node metastasis.
The sensitivity and specificity of PV greater than
7.5ml·min-1·ml-1 (as determined by Youden’s index)
in predicting lymph node metastasis of lung cancer
were 78.3 % and 91.4 %, respectively. These data suggest that PV can be used to accurately predict lymph
node metastasis of lung cancer.

TABLE 1B. COMPARISON OF CTR PARAMETERS
BETWEEN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE LYMPH NODE
METASTASIS GROUPS
Parameter

Positive
lymph node
metastasis
(n=23)

Negative
t-value p-value
lymph node
metastasis
(n=35)

PEI (Hu)

36.26±2.35

33.11±1.41

1.22

0.2267

PV (ml·min-1·ml-1)

10.35±0.82

4.46±0.39

7.20

<0.001

BV ( ml-1·100g)

5.13±0.50

3.91±0.43

1.83

0.0726
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FIGURE 2. ROC CURVE ANALYSIS TO INVESTIGATE
THE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF PV IN LYMPH NODE
METASTASIS

DISCUSSION

Lymph node status is closely correlated with the
prognosis of patients with different types of cancers,
including lung cancer. Therefore, the detection of
lymph node status is the key to the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of cancer. It has been reported
that the number of lymph nodes checked during a
surgical operation can seriously affect the prognosis,
and fewer lymph nodes examined can usually lead
to shorter survival time. Various vulnerable groups
have suffered from this. In addition, the ratio of the
number of metastatic lymph nodes over the total
number of lymph nodes is also a key factor that determined the prognosis of lung cancer patients. This
conclusion is proved by another study that focused
on colon cancer. In that study, Isik et al. reported that
patients with stage III colon cancer usually have a ratio of the number of metastatic lymph nodes over the
total number of lymph nodes higher than 0.25, and
this ratio was also proved to be able to accurately predict stage III colon cancer. Besides the value of metastatic lymph nodes in predicting the survival time
of cancer patients, the number of metastatic lymph
nodes also determines the recurrence of malignant
tumors. Therefore, it is generally believed that the
accurate diagnosis or prediction of metastatic lymph
nodes is the key to the treatment of a considerable
number of cancer patients.
A variety of methods have been developed to detect lymph node metastasis. Ferris et al. reported
that the detection of expression levels of 3 related
markers, including parathyroid hormone-related
protein, pemphigus vulgaris antigen, and tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 1, can be used to
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detect lymph node metastasis of neck and head cancer accurately, and the accuracy is higher than that
of pathologic analysis and intraoperative pathology.
The expression of some microRNAs is also closely related to the development of lymph node metastasis.
Chen et al. reported that several microRNAs, such
as miR-20a and miR-3147, were differentially expressed between early-stage cervical squamous cell
carcinoma with and without lymph node metastasis.
Therefore, those microRNAs can potentially be used
as biomarkers of lymph node metastasis. Accurate
imaging techniques such as MRI, CT, and ultrasound
play pivotal roles in the diagnosis of various human
diseases. Evans et al. reported that mean stiffness
of shear wave ultrasound can serve as an independent predictor of lymph node metastasis in women
with breast cancer, and the data obtained by this
imaging technique can provide valuable information
for the prediction of prognosis. In a study of lymph
node metastasis of rectal cancer, diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging was proved to be able
to effectively predict lymph node metastasis and provide guidance for the selection of proper treatment
strategy. Compared with other biomarkers such as
the expression of microRNAs, which can be affected by environmental factors, CTP imaging provides
a more reliable approach for the detection of lymph
node metastasis.
CTP imaging is also a well-developed imaging
technique that has been widely used in the diagnosis
of various diseases. A 64-slice CT perfusion imaging
was proved to be able to provide quantitative hemodynamic information in the diagnosis of mass-form-

ing chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic adenocarcinoma. In the diagnosis of acute stroke, CTP imaging
was also found to be able to provide valuable information on cerebral hemodynamics. In the studies
of tumorigenesis, the quantitative and qualitative
information of tumor angiogenesis obtained by CTP
was used to predict the growth of cancer and guide
the selection of oncologic therapies. In this study, a
low dose 256-slice CT perfusion imaging system was
used for the diagnosis of mediastinal lymph node
metastasis of lung cancer. The current study found
that the PV of CT perfusion, but not PEI or BV, was
closely correlated with the incidence of lymph node
metastasis of lung cancer. Moreover, based on the
results of ROC curve analysis, PV was proved to be
able to predict lymph node metastasis of lung cancer accurately. These data suggest that the PV of CT
perfusion can potentially serve as a biomarker of the
lymph node metastasis of lung cancer. In addition,
consistent with previous studies, tumor size was
also found to closely correlate with lymph node metastasis. Therefore, the size of the tumor should be
considered in the diagnosis.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, PV of CT perfusion was closely correlated with the incidence of lymph node metastasis
of lung cancer, and PV was proved to be able to accurately predict lymph node metastasis. However,
our study was limited by the small sample size and
further studies with bigger sample size are needed to
further confirm our conclusion.

RESUMO
A perfusão por TC objetiva (CTP) é uma técnica de imagem que pode ser usada para avaliar as alterações na microcirculação de tecidos tumorais. Nosso estudo teve como objetivo investigar o papel da CTP na predição de metástases em linfonodos
mediastinais.

OBJETIVOS:

MÉTODOS: Dados clínicos de 58 pacientes que receberam ressecção cirúrgica de câncer de pulmão e dissecção de linfonodos em nosso

hospital de junho de 2012 a dezembro de 2014 foram coletados. Os pacientes foram divididos em grupo positivo para metástase linfonodal e grupo negativo para metástase linfonodal. Parâmetros de CTP incluindo pico de intensidade de realce (PEI) e valor de perfusão (PV), bem como volume de sangue (BV), foram comparados entre os dois grupos. A curva característica de operação do receptor
(ROC) foi usada para predizer metástase linfonodal mediastinal.

PV do grupo de linfonodos metastáticos positivos foi significativamente maior do que o grupo negativo de linfonodos
metastáticos (p<0,001). A análise da curva ROC mostrou que a PV pode ser usada como um índice para predizer a metástase linfonodal mediastinal do câncer de pulmão. A sensibilidade e a especificidade da VP maior que 7,5ml · min-1 · ml-1 na predição de metástase
linfonodal de câncer de pulmão foram de 78,3% e 91,4%, respectivamente.
RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: A VP de perfusão por TC de baixa dose pode ser usada como um índice para a predição de metástase linfonodal medias-

tinal de câncer de pulmão.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Neoplasias pulmonares. Imagem de perfusão. Tomografia computadorizada por raios X. Linfonodos/patologia.
Metástase linfática.
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SUMMARY

Leprosy is a chronic infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium leprae, which affects mainly the skin and peripherical nerves. Brasil has not yet achieved its goal of elimination of the number of cases of this disease, ranking second in terms of absolute numbers
worldwide, with India occupying the first position. Primary Neural Leprosy is considered to be a challenge in diagnosis, since it affects
the peripherical nerve system with the absence of skin lesions, thus mimicking rheumatological disorders, like in the case presented. A
male, 31, with no previous comorbidities, five years ago, started feeling severe pain in the left ankle as well as morning hand pain and
stiffness. After many years of being submitted to intense rheumatological disease investigation, they all proved to be negative. Upon
physical examination, the patient presented no skin lesions, symmetric polyarthritis in metacarpophalangeal joints and thickness of
the left sural nerve. Lab exams showed no alterations and bacilloscopy was negative. Ultrasonography was used to investigate the
thickness of the left sural nerve. Biopsy showed a minimal amount of perineural lymphocytes and positive AFB testing. Based on the
electroneuromyography, the conclusion was multiple mononeuropathy, and multibacillary polychemotherapy was started. Leprosy
remains a public health problem in Brasil. Due to the high prevalence of the disease, our medical colleagues must be alert and trained
to recognize this clinical presentation of leprosy. Correct referral to Reference Centers accelerates research, contributing to an accurate
diagnosis, classification, and treatment, thus preventing irreversible sequelae with severe functional disability.
KEYWORDS: Leprosy. Mycobacterium leprae. Mononeuropathies. Arthritis.

INTRODUCTION

Leprosy is an infectious disease, caused by Mycobacterium leprae or Hansen bacillus, that affects the
skin and/or peripheral nerves1-3.
It is a chronic disease and presents periods of
exacerbation, which we called leprosy reactions1.
Its clinical presentation depends on the immune response of the host1-4. The elimination of the bacilli
occurs through the upper airways, and the bacillary
patient is the main source of transmission2,4-6.
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

Brasil has not yet reached the goal of eliminating
the disease, and occupies the second position in the
worldwide rank, behind only of India2,4-6. The disease
continues to be a public health problem, since, when
left untreated and not diagnosed early, it may lead
to irreversible sequelae with significant functional
damage 1,2,4-6.
Primary neural leprosy (PNL) is considered a
challenging diagnosis because it affects the periph-
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eral nervous system without the presence of skin lesions, thus often mimicking rheumatological diseases, such as in the case described below 1,3,5.
CASE REPORT

A male, 31 years old, born and resident in Contenda/PR, truck driver, without previous comorbidities. Approximately five years ago, he began feeling a
strong burning pain on the left ankle, associated with
pain and morning stiffness on the hands. Forwarded to a rheumatology service, he began treatment
with hydroxychloroquine and methotrexate, without
improvement. For years, an extensive investigation
for rheumatic diseases was conducted but proved
negative. Upon physical examination, the patient
appeared to be in good general condition, without
skin lesions, symmetric polyarthritis in the metacarpophalangeal joints and thickening of the left sural
nerve. Laboratory exams showed no changes and
bacilloscopy was negative. During an ultrasound, we
observed the thickening of the left sural nerve with
a hypoechoic and heterogeneous aspect, measuring 2.9 mm of transverse diameter and 0.10 cm² of
sectional area (Figure 1). A biopsy of the sural nerve

showed a minimal amount of lymphocytes, and the
AFB reading was positive. In electromyography, we
found the sensory nerve action potentials (SNAP)
of the sural nerve were abolished. The PANS of the
right superficial fibular nerve had slightly reduced
amplitudes. The compound muscle action potentials
(CMAP) of the posterior tibial nerves had a mild reduction of amplitudes, bilaterally, and signs of proximal temporal dispersion. In this way, the conclusion
was of multiple mononeuropathies. So multibacillary
polychemotherapy was started.
DISCUSSION

Primary neural leprosy is characterized by peripheral nerve involvement in the absence of skin lesions and with a negative bacilloscopy1,3,5,7.
The patient may present symptoms such as intense burning pain, paresthesia, thermal and painful
anesthesia, hypohidrosis, motor losses, the involvement of soft parts, arthritis in small and large joints,
thickening of the nerves, and pain upon palpation1,4,5,8.
The symptoms may be the first manifestation
of the disease or can be triggered by leprosy reactions4.9.

FIGURE 1. ULTRASOUND IMAGE SHOWING THICKENING OF THE LEFT SURAL NERVE WITH
HYPOECHOIC AND HETEROGENEOUS ASPECT. THE TIP OF THE WHITE ARROW INDICATES THE
TRANSVERSE DIAMETER THAT CORRESPONDS TO 2.9 MM. THE GRAY ARROW INDICATES THE
SECTIONAL AREA OF 0.10 CM2.
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Among differential diagnoses, we can mention
rheumatoid arthritis, spondyloarthropathies, collagenosis, vasculitis, diabetes, hypothyroidism, tumors,
Aids, syphilis, traumatic causes, among others2,4,7,9,10.
When there is clinical suspicion of primary neural leprosy, a nerve biopsy, in particular of a sensory
nerve, can be performed to confirm the diagnosis6.7.
In such cases, the sural nerve is the first choice7.
Although the nerve biopsy has greater sensitivity, a skin biopsy can be performed in areas with hypoesthesia or in the area of the path of the affected
nerve5,7,10. Histopathological findings often present
nonspecific alterations; however, this does not exclude the diagnosis of leprosy5.6.
Ultrasound can be used as a complementary diagnostic method or for patient follow-up. The examination shows the morphology of the nerve and may
evidence signs of active inflammation in the periphFIGURES 2 AND 3. ELECTROMYOGRAPHY TRACING
SHOWING THE ABOLISHED SENSORY NERVE ACTION
POTENTIALS OF THE LEFT SURAL NERVE.

eral nerves through echotexture, thickening, and
vascularization5.
Electroneuromyography (EMNG) provides information that allows us to characterize the location
and distribution of the neural injury7.8. EMNG can
assist in the choice of the nerve that will be biopsied
at the time of diagnosis or used in the monitoring of
the patients1,6-8.
The leprous neuropathy is mixed and affects
autonomic, sensory, and motor nerves1,3,5. In leprosy, the most common type of neural involvement
is the multiple mononeuropathy, that is, the involvement of more than one nervous trunk asymmetricaly5,7,10.
The treatment with polychemotherapy should be
started according to the classification as paucibacillary (involvement of only one nerve) or multibacillary
(when there is more than one nerve affected)3,7,10.
In primary neural leprosy, skin involvement is
not identified initially, but some patients develop
skin lesions after the diagnosis is defined. During the
treatment, the patient has a clinical follow-up and
thorough dermatological examination in search of
discrete skin lesions not previously displayed7. Thus,
some initial diagnoses of primary neural leprosy can
be reclassified as other forms of leprosy7.
CONCLUSION

Primary neural leprosy is considered a challenging diagnosis. The long incubation period, insidious
symptoms, and absence of skin lesions can delay the
diagnosis, increasing the potential for the development of neurological sequelae.
Faced with a scenario of arthritis without a definite diagnosis and associated with paresthesia and/
or neural thickening, the hypothesis of primary neural leprosy should be considered.
It is important to stress that the absence of skin
lesions and negative bacilloscopy in skin serosity do
not rule out the possibility of multibacillary leprosy.
Leprosy remains a public health problem in Brasil. Due to the high prevalence of the disease, it is
necessary that our medical colleagues are alert and
trained to recognize the clinical presentation of leprosy. The correct referral to reference centers accelerates the investigation, contributing to early diagnosis, classification, and correct treatment, thus
preventing irreversible sequelae that cause severe
functional disability.
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RESUMO
A hanseníase é uma doença infectocontagiosa causada pelo Mycobacterium leprae e acomete a pele e/ou nervos periféricos. O Brasil
ainda não atingiu a meta de eliminação da doença, estando em segundo lugar no ranking mundial, perdendo somente para a Índia.
A hanseníase neural primária é considerada um desafio diagnóstico, pois acomete o sistema nervoso periférico sem a presença de
lesões cutâneas, podendo mimetizar doenças reumatológicas, como no caso descrito a seguir. Masculino, 31 anos, sem comorbidades
prévias. Há cinco anos iniciou com dor forte em tornozelo esquerdo, associado à dor e rigidez matinal em mãos. Durante anos realizou
investigação extensa para doenças reumatológicas, que se mostrou negativa. Ao exame físico, paciente sem lesões dermatológicas,
poliartrite simétrica em articulações metacarpofalangeanas e espessamento do nervo sural esquerdo. Exames laboratoriais sem alterações e baciloscopia negativa. Ao ultrassom, espessamento do nervo sural esquerdo. Biópsia do nervo sural com mínima quantidade
de linfócitos perineural e pesquisa de BAAR positivo. Na eletroneuromiografia, a conclusão foi de mononeuropatia múltipla, iniciando, então, poliquimioterapia multibacilar. A hanseníase continua sendo um problema de saúde pública no Brasil. Devido à elevada
prevalência da doença, é necessário que nossos colegas médicos estejam alertas e capacitados para o reconhecimento desta forma
clínica da hanseníase. O encaminhamento correto para centros de referência acelera a investigação, contribuindo para um diagnóstico
precoce, classificação e tratamento corretos, prevenindo sequelas irreversíveis com grave incapacidade funcional.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Hanseníase. Mycobacterium leprae. Mononeuropatias. Artrite.
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Given the persistent incidence of leprosy, with
around 30 thousand annual cases over the past ten
years, the interest of new clinical specialties on the
disease is promising, even though the subject is not
unknown among leprologists1.
The early diagnosis of leprosy is the cornerstone
of the strategy to reduce its prevalence, temporarily increasing it, but consistently decreasing it in
the medium term. Each new case spurs the search
for the sources of patient infection, which could be
themselves or a multibacillary family member, and
the chain of transmission is interrupted upon treatment.
Another important aspect in the case presented
by Freitas et al.2 is the demonstration that an event
without skin lesions may present itself as multibacillary in the nerve and, therefore, be a source of contagion, according to other rare publications on the
subject.3
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In complex diagnosis, i.e. those involving unusual
procedures such as nerve biopsy, it is pertinent to describe every step taken to reach the diagnosis, with
the patient as a possible source of contagion, and begin the search for those with whom he/she had contact, who are possible new cases and other sources
of contagion.
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SUMMARY

The essential thrombocythemia is one of the seven described forms of myeloproliferative neoplasms. It is characterized by megakaryocytic hyperplasia with consequent thrombocytosis maintained in the peripheral blood, favoring the occurrence of thrombo-hemorrhagic phenomena. We present the case of an 81-year-old woman with a history of ischemic stroke in the context of a sustained
thrombocytosis, which led to a spinal study and a search for the V617F mutation in the JAK2 gene, which was positive. The patient
started cytoreductive therapy with hydroxyurea with favorable current evolution.
KEYWORDS: Thrombocytosis. Stroke. Blood Coagulation Disorders.

INTRODUCTION

Essential thrombocythemia (ET), characterized
by a thrombocytosis maintained at 450x109/L or
more, together with polycythemia vera constitute
primary myelofibrosis, chronic myeloid leukemia,
chronic neutrophil leukemia, systemic mastocytosis,
and non-classifiable myeloproliferative neoplasm, a
group of hyper spreadable entities with several clinical-laboratorial resemblances – the myeloproliferative neoplasms (MNP).1,2
The form of the ET is quite variable. Most patients
present symptoms related to the thrombosis of thick
or large blood vessels or minor hemorrhaging. The
thrombotic incidents at the time of diagnosis and
during the follow-up of the disease occur in rates of
10-29% and 8-31%, respectively.2
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

With regard to the ET, three important mutations
are described: one of the tyrosine-kinase cytoplasmic
genes, the JAK2 V617F, present in around 50-60% of
the cases; one of the protein genes linked to the endoplasmic reticulum, CALR, which occurs in 25-30% of
the cases; and the receiver gene of thrombopoietin,
MPL W515, present in 3-5%.3 The discovery of these
mutations is considered a key tool for the diagnosis
of MNP, including ET. Although not always present,
it is reasonable to consider analysing them when
evaluating patients with thrombocytosis in another
unexplained form. A positive test indicates an underlying MNP, being, therefore, necessary a medullar biopsy as well as a cytogenetic analysis to differentiate
the MNP.2
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Most essential thrombocytosis patients are asymptomatic or suffer from unthreatening microvascular malfunction and are successfully treated with
a low dose of aspirin. On the other hand, the use of
cytoreducing medical therapy to diminish the risk of
thrombosis in ET is adequate, provided this is applied
to patients with a high thrombotic risk. 4
CASE REPORT

We present the case of an 81-year-old female patient with personal data of atrial fibrillation, high
blood pressure, dementia syndrome, and two prior
hospital admissions (in two consecutive months) due
to transient ischaemic attack (TIA). The condition
was initially controlled with hypnosis using Warfarin, but large variations were registered in the rate
of the international normalized ratio (INR); therefore, the hypnosis was changed to Rivaroxaban. The
patient was once more admitted a month after the
last TIA because of a sudden muscle reduction in
the strength of the upper- and lower-right limbs and
dysarthria. When admitted, the CT scanning of the
head presented frontal, temporal and left parieto-occipital hypodensity revealing recent strokes. Upon
admission, she maintained hemodynamic and clinical stability, confirming the already-known arrhythmia.
The echo-doppler exam of the neck vessels showed
a homogenous atheroma with parietal thickness and
a moderate calcification in the bifurcations, without
evidence of stenosis/signs of hemodynamic repercussion. The echocardiogram documented a slight
mitral insufficiency and a slight to moderate tricuspid regurgitation with widened atria. The analytics
showed thrombocytosis of 615x109/L. On the fifth
day of hospitalization, there was a neurological aggravation with right hemiplegia, overall aphasia, and
right homonymous hemianopsia. A new CT scanning
of the head was made, which showed a recent ischemic injury in a deep and cortical area of the middle
cerebral artery, without signs of hemorrhagic trans-

formation. The new analytical control confirmed the
presence of thrombocytosis of 810x109/L. Considering the hypothesis of a recurrent ischemic cerebral
vascular accident (CVA) in a thrombocytosis context,
a spinal study was made and a survey on the V617F
mutation in the JAK2 gene, which was positive,
thus confirming the diagnosis of essential thrombocythaemia. Besides the hypocoagulation (changed to
apixaban), a cytoreducing therapy was started with
hydroxyurea. A follow-up procedure was maintained
in hospital appointments registering a favorable neurological and hematologic evolution.
DISCUSSION

Although essential thrombocythaemia is a less
frequent cause for a stroke, before the specter of
thrombocytosis, it is a diagnostic that must be considered since it requires a high degree of caution
and a directed investigation. For instance, it should
be noted that in a study made in Lyon covering 763
patients with MNP, most cerebrovascular episodes
occurred with essential thrombocythaemia.5 In another study, in a series of 148 patients with an average follow-up of six years, it was possible to see that
cerebral ischemia was the most common ischemic
manifestation in ET cases, both in the diagnosis stage
and the follow-up. 6
The present study allowed to establish essential
thrombocythaemia as the cause for several vascular
occurrences, despite the atherosclerotic and cardioembolic risk factors presented by the patient. One
must also bear in mind the main risk factors for
thrombotic/ischemic events in patients with ET, including age (≥ 60) and previous vascular events, as it
happened in the described case. 7, 8
The decrease of the platelet count to normal
(<400x109/L) in symptomatic patients with ET using
a cytoreducing therapy is clearly associated with a
significant reduction in the occurrence of arterial
and venous thrombotic events.9
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SUMMARY

Smoking is a major global risk factor for preventable death and disability. EAT is an acronym for Education Against Tobacco, a multinational network of physicians and medical students that aims to improve tobacco control by means of school-based prevention targeted at adolescents through counseling, use of software and support materials. The first EAT-Brazil Award, launched in March 2018,
was a competition designed to encourage the proposal of objective solutions for tobacco control in Brasil, and identify new talents in
the area. Brazilian undergraduate students from any field of study could submit a one-page essay on the subject, competing for the
amount of R$ 1000.00 (one thousand reais). There were a total of 39 applicants (20 women and 19 men) from 9 Brazilian states and
18 undergraduate programs, with a mean age of 22.5 years (SD = 3.7). Data from an online anonymous questionnaire answered after
the submission of their essays revealed that most applicants were students of institutions from in the state of Minas Gerais (n = 26/39;
66.6%), studied medicine (n = 20/39, 51.3%), and had no prior knowledge of the EAT-Brazil Network (n = 27/39, 69.2%). The winner of
the award was Lucas Guimarães de Azevedo, a fourth-year medical student at Federal University of Western Bahia.The next editions
of the award should focus on increasing the number of applicants and diversifying their geographical distribution.
KEYWORDS: Tobacco. Smoking prevention. Awards and prizes. Policy making. Brasil.

Smoking is among the main preventable risk
factors for death and disability worldwide.1 Approximately 1.1 billion people in the world smoke daily,
just like 10%-15% of the Brazilian population.2.3 In
2015 alone, smoking was responsible for 428 deaths
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

per day in Brasil, and for a total loss of 3.72 million
years of life, representing a cost of R$ 39.4 billion to
the Brazilian health system.3
EAT is an acronym for Education Against Tobacco,
a global network formed by physicians and medical
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students from 80 medical schools in 14 countries, that
aims to improve tobacco control by means of primary
prevention among adolescents in the school setting
through counseling, use of mobile apps and other
pretested support materials.4 With 2,000 medical student volunteers, the network conducts educational interventions that cover more than 40,000 adolescents
per year. The EAT mobile apps, Smokerface and Smokerstop, are free and available in several languages, and
are downloaded approximately 300 times per day.4.5
EAT was founded in Brasil in 2016 (EAT-Brazil)
and is already present in 15 national medical schools.
Two randomized controlled trials are being conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of actions with Brazilian adolescents.4.5 In 2017, EAT-Brazil was awarded
the Laureate Brazil Prize for Social Entrepreneurship
and, using the resources received from this prize, decided to create its own award: the EAT-Brazil Award
for Tobacco Control.
The EAT-Brazil Award, launched in March 2018,
is a contest designed to encourage the proposition of
objective solutions for the advancement of tobacco
control in the country. After writing a one-page essay
on the subject, Brazilian undergraduate students of
any field of study could apply for the first edition of
the award to compete for the R$ 1,000 (one thousand
reais) prize. As a way to celebrate the World No Tobacco Day, the result was announced on May 31st, 2018.

FIELD OF STUDY

No OF
PARTICIPANTS

Medicine

The EAT-Brazil Award was publicized and supported by several institutions, among them the
Federal University of Ouro Preto (UFOP), the Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education
Personnel (Capes), the National Commission for
the implementation of the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (Conicq), the Brazilian National
Cancer Institute (INCA), the Brazilian Societies of
Pulmonology and Phthisiology (SBPT), Cardiology
(SBC, through its Department of Atherosclerosis)
and of Family and Community Medicine (SBMFC).
The award received a total of 39 applications
(20 women and 19 men) from nine Brazilian states
and 18 different fields of study, and the applicants’
average age was 22.5 years (SD=3.7). Data from an
anonymous online questionnaire answered by the
participants revealed that most of them were students of institutions from the state of Minas Gerais
(n=26/39; 66.6%), studied medicine (n=20/39; 51.3%),
and had no prior knowledge on the EAT-Brazil Network (n=27/39; 69.2%).
One of the applicants reported being a smoker
and declared having smoked straw cigarettes in
the previous 30 days. None of the applicants declared smoking regular cigarettes, hookah, electronic cigarettes or other tobacco products in the
same period. Only one of the applicants reported
being a former smoker, while 35.9% declared hav-

ABOUT YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE EAT-BRAZIL AWARD
Agree/Strongly agree

Neutral

Disagree/Strongly Disagree

Accounting Sciences
Physical therapy
Architecture and Urbanism
Performing Arts
Library Science
Computer Science
Law
Physical Education
Nursing
Electrical Engineering
Pharmacy
Physics

I was able to consolidate my knowledge about tobacco
control due to my participation in this award.
Participating in the award motivates me to
stop smoking/not smoke.
I learned something new about smoking control
due to my participation in this award.
My participation in the EAT-Brazil Award motivates
me to tackle smoking cessation with friends,
family, clients and/or patients.

Speech Therapy
Gastronomy
Nutrition
Pedagogy

The EAT-Brazil Award is a potential generator of new
leaderships for tobacco control in the country
Participating in the EAT Award motivates me to
participate in other projects of tobacco control.

FIGURE 1 - NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS PER FIELD OF STUDY AND RESULTS FROM QUESTIONS ASKED TO THE
STUDENTS (N=39) ABOUT THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE AWARD.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):775-778
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ing experienced at least one of these products at
some point in life.
Applicants reported as the primary motivation
to apply for the award: helping to improve tobacco
control in Brasil (n=17/39; 43.6%), fostering the individual participation in projects on smoking (n=7/39;
17.9%), or gain academic recognition (n=7/39; 17.9%).
46.2% were or have been involved in some project
for tobacco control. Most participants declared that
their participation in the competition made them
learn something new about smoking and motivated
them to participate in other projects on the subject
(Figure 1).
The winner of the award was Lucas Guimarães
de Azevedo, a fourth-year medical student at Federal University of Western Bahia, whose essay was
entitled “The Challenge of Tobacco Control for the
Next Generations.” According to the winner, Brasil
should intensify smoking control actions focused on
young people. For that, he argues that such actions
must be present in spaces occupied by this population that are not currently reached by government
initiatives: media networks. He argues that the digital era brought a democratic access to information,
and social media operates fueling and replicating behaviors for young people and adolescents, who are
increasingly exposed to tobacco in digital media, in
particular to hookah, electronic cigarettes, and flavored cigarettes. As a strategy, the winner suggests
an interesting, low cost and unprecedented initiative
for tobacco control in Brasil: the recruitment, by governmental and non-governmental organizations, of
young people and adolescents (in particular, Youtubers) to carry out actions of smoking awareness and
prevention in social media networks.
The ideas presented in the winning essay are
relevant and current. Due to the reduction in the
prevalence of smokers over the past two decades,
the tobacco industry started to invest both in the

creation of other tobacco products (such as hookah, hand-rolled cigarettes, chewing tobacco, and
electronic cigarette)6 and in the expansion of consumption among young people by means of attractive packaging and product promotion strategies
aimed at this age group.7 Recent studies show that
users of these new tobacco products, in particular
adolescents, use the Internet and social media to
obtain and share information about the products,
strengthen social acceptance, and pressure their
peers into using them.8.9 Moreover, users who
have access to such information online tend to
perceive these new tobacco products as being less
harmful to health.8 Together, these data reinforce
how important it is that social media is included
as a platform in government prevention campaigns
aimed at young people, as well as the importance
of quickly countering fake news, which often
presents new forms of tobacco consumption as a
non-harmful option.10
The comprehensiveness and transdisciplinarity of the first edition of the EAT-Brazil Award (with
participants from nine states and 18 different fields
of study) reinforce the potential of the EAT-Brazil
Award for finding new strategies and talents in tobacco control in the country.
Since most medical schools affiliated to the
EAT-Brazil are from Minas Gerais (n=11/15; 73.4%),
it is likely that the award was more publicized in
the state, which would explain why most applicants
were students from medical schools from the state of
Minas Gerais.
The next editions of the award should focus on
increasing the number of participants and diversifying their geographical distribution. This could be
achieved via partnerships with universities to publicize the award in other states not affiliated to the
EAT, as well as more partnerships with governmental and non-governmental institutions.

RESUMO
O tabagismo é um dos principais fatores de risco globais para morte e incapacidade evitáveis. EAT é a sigla em inglês para Educação
contra o Tabaco (Education Against Tobacco), uma rede mundial formada por médicos e estudantes de medicina cuja missão é atuar
no combate ao tabagismo por meio da prevenção da iniciação ao tabagismo em adolescentes escolares mediante aconselhamento,
uso de aplicativos móveis e de materiais de apoio. O primeiro Prêmio EAT-Brazil, lançado em março de 2018, foi um concurso destinado a encorajar a proposição de soluções objetivas para o avanço do controle do tabagismo no país e a identificação de novos talentos
para a área. Estudantes de graduação brasileiros de qualquer curso submeteram um texto de uma página sobre o tema, concorrendo
à quantia de R$ 1.000. Houve um total de 39 trabalhos inscritos (20 por mulheres e 19 por homens) de nove estados brasileiros e 18
cursos de graduação, com idade média de 22,5 anos (DP=3,7). Dados de um questionário anônimo on-line respondido pelos inscritos
revelou que a maioria era composta por graduandos de alguma instituição do estado de Minas Gerais (n=26/39; 66,6%), que estuda777
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vam medicina (n=20/39; 51,3%) e não tinham conhecimento prévio sobre a Rede EAT-Brazil (n=27/39; 69,2%). O ganhador do prêmio
foi Lucas Guimarães de Azevedo, aluno do oitavo período de medicina da Universidade Federal do Oeste da Bahia. As próximas edições
do Prêmio devem focar o aumento do número de inscritos e a diversificação de sua distribuição geográfica.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Tabaco. Prevenção do hábito de fumar. Distinções e prêmios. Formulação de políticas. Brasil.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To

investigate the efficacy and safety of percutaneous transforaminal endoscopic discectomy (PTED) in the treatment of
lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS) combined with osteoporosis.

METHODS: Eighty patients with LSS combined with osteoporosis were divided into a control and PTED group, which received conventional transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion and PTED, respectively. The surgical indications, incision visual analogue scale (VAS),
lumbar and leg pain VAS, lumbar Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA) and Oswestry disability index (ODI) scores, bone mineral
density (BMD), and adverse reactions were observed.

RESULTS: Compared with the control group, in the PTED group, the operation time, bleeding loss and hospitalization duration, incision
VAS scores at postoperative 12, 24 and 48 h and lumbar and leg pain VAS and lumbar ODI scores on postoperative 6 months were
significantly decreased (P < 0.01), and the lumbar JOA score on postoperative 6 months was significantly increased (P < 0.05). There
was no significant difference in BMD between two groups (P > 0.05). Compared with the control group, in the PTED group, the total
effective rate was significantly higher (P < 0.05), and the incidence of adverse reactions was significantly lower (P < 0.05).
CONCLUSIONS: PTED is safe and effective in the treatment of LSS combined with osteoporosis.
KEYWORDS: Diskectomy, Percutaneous. Spinal stenosis. Osteoporosis. Efficacy. Safety.

INTRODUCTION

Lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS) is a common disease in the elderly. It refers to a series of syndromes
caused by cauda equina or nerve root compression
due to the spinal stenosis. The main pathogeny of
LSS is lumbar disc herniation, osteophyte formation, facet hyperplasia, and yellow ligament hyper-
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trophy1. Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease
caused by the reduction of bone mass in the body.
It is characterized by bone microstructure degradation and increased bone fragility. Vertebral compression fractures can occur in severe osteoporosis
patients2. The elderly LSS patients often have oste-
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EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF PERCUTANEOUS TRANSFORAMINAL ENDOSCOPIC DISCECTOMY IN THE TREATMENT OF LUMBAR SPINAL STENOSIS...

oporosis as a complicating factor. The main manifestations in these patients are lumbar and leg pain,
severe intermittent claudication, and even complete
bedridden3. LSS combined with osteoporosis causes
great damage to the body. Patients with LSS combined with osteoporosis are susceptible to a variety of internal medical diseases, such as coronary
heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, and so on,
of which the treatment is difficult4. Percutaneous
transforaminal endoscopic discectomy (PTED) is a
surgical way to reduce the edema and aseptic inflammation of the nerve root. It has the advantages
of being widely indicated, having a small trauma
surface, low influence on body appearance, rapid
recovery, simple postoperative care, and low cost57
. In addition, PTED does not affect remedial treatment after surgery failure8. This study investigated
the efficacy and safety of PTED in the treatment of
LSS combined with osteoporosis. The objective was
to provide a reference for further clinical application of this treatment strategy.
METHODS

Subjects

A total of 80 patients with LSS combined with osteoporosis and treated in Sanmenxia Central Hospital (Sanmenxia, China) from March 2015 to June 2017
were enrolled in this study. There were 50 males and
30 females. The age of patients was 56-83 years, with
an average of 64.31±6.22 years. The disease course
ranged from 1 month to 11 years. The patients were
randomly divided into control and PTED group, with
40 cases in each group. This study was approved by
the ethics committee of Sanmenxia Central Hospital.
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria were as follows: i) the patients had symptoms of intermittent claudication,
lumbar and leg pain, numbness and feeling cold; ii)
the signs included lumbar scoliosis, paravertebral radiation-induced pain and lower extremity abnormal
sensation, muscle strength, and tendon reflex; iii)
the T value of bone mineral density (BMD) was lower
than the average value of healthy individuals, with
2.5 standard deviation; iv) the CT and MRI confirmed
the lumbar degenerative change and lateral recess
stenosis. The exclusion criteria were as follows: i)
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):779-785

significant organ dysfunction, bleeding tendency,
and neuronal diseases; ii) pregnancy; iii) mental disorders; iv) central spinal canal stenosis; v) lumbar
spondylolisthesis with > II degree.
Surgical methods
The control group received the conventional
transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion treatment.
The patients were placed in the prone position and
received general anesthesia. The lesion was located
by C-arm X-ray. The vertebral plate was separated
to fully expose the lesion, followed by re-positioning to determine the direction and length of the
incision. Screw implantation and decompression
treatment were conducted. The bilateral articular
processes were retained. The fusion device was
installed. After washing the wound and disinfecting it, the incision was closed. The PTED group received PTED treatment. The patients were in the
lateral recumbent position and received local anesthesia. The skin location for the needle was determined by C-arm X-ray at orthophoric and lateral
position, and the puncture point was determined
under orthophoric X-ray. The pain-evoked test and
discography were performed to verify the diagnosis. The intervertebral foramen was enlarged, and
the working channel was placed. The percutaneous
transforaminal endoscope was placed through the
working channel. The working channel and the endoscope direction were adjusted to probe the spinal canal. The protruding blue nucleus pulposus
was removed using nucleus pulposus rongeur. The
nerve root 270° complete decompression and good
self-pulsation indicated the completion of removal. The radiofrequency ablation was conducted to
clear the residual nucleus pulposus in the intervertebral disc, followed by hemostasis. One milliliter
compound beclomethasone was injected into the
wound. The outer tube was removed, followed by
the sterile dressing of the small incision.
Postoperative treatment
In the course of treatment, all patients received
antibiotic prophylaxis treatment, followed by dewatering and hemostasis. After 1-3 days from treatment, the patients performed ambulation. The auxiliary leg-raising exercise was conducted during the
break to prevent nerve root adhesion. The patients
were required to wear the belt in the ambulation.
Waist movement was avoided for 6 weeks after the
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treatment. Moderate back muscle training was performed. Patients received routine anti-osteoporosis
treatment by taking a calcium preparation or active
vitamin D3, or intramuscular injection of salmon calcitonin.
Evaluation of surgical indicators and
treatment-related scores
The surgical indicators, including operative
time, blood loss, and hospitalization duration in
both groups were recorded. At 12h, 24h, and 48h
after the operation, the incision pain felt by the
patients was evaluated using the visual analog
scale (VAS). One day before the operation and six
months after it, the lumbar and leg pain of patients
were evaluated using the VAS. The VAS scores
were as follows9: 0 points: no pain; 1-3 points:
mild pain; patient could bear it; 4-6 points: obvious pain; sleep was affected; patient could bear it;
7-10 points: gradually intense pain; patients could
not bear it. The improvement of lumbar function
was evaluated using the Oswestry Disability Index
(ODI)10 and the Japanese Orthopaedic Association
(JOA)11 scores. The ODI contained 10 questions
about daily activities, including inventories of pain
intensity, personal care, lifting, walking, sitting,
standing, sleeping, sexual life, social life, and traveling. Each question was rated on a scale from 0 to
5 points. The ODI scores ranged from 0 to 50. The
higher scores indicated greater disability. The JOA
scores included 9 points in subjective symptoms, 6
points in clinical signs, 14 points in daily activity,
and 6 points in bladder function. The lower score
indicated severer dysfunction.
Evaluation of treatment efficacy
There are four grades for clinical cure, improvement, and ineffectiveness. i) cured: the clinical symptoms and signs disappeared, the functional activities
were normal, the straight leg elevation was by more
than 70°; ii): markedly effective: the clinical symptoms and signs basically disappeared, the functional
activities were normal, the straight leg elevation was
by more than 45°; iii) effective: the clinical symptoms
and signs were mitigated, the straight leg elevation
was by more than 30°; iv) ineffective: the clinical
symptoms and signs did not obviously change. The
effective rate (%) was calculated as follows: (cured
number + markedly effective number + effective
number) / total number] × 100.
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Examination of BMD
One day before the operation and six months
after it, the BMD values of lumbar vertebrae (L1-4),
femoral neck, Ward’s triangle, and greater trochanter were measured using KJ7000 X-ray bone densitometer (Nanjing Kejin Industrial Co., Ltd., Nanjing,
China).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were carried out using
SPSS22.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The
enumeration data were presented as number and
rate and were compared using the χ2 test. The measurement data were presented as mean±standard deviation and were compared using the t-test. P < 0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

General data of subjects
In the control group, there were 22 males and 18
females; the age of patients was 64.43±3.58 years,
and the disease course was 6.63±2.15 years. In the
PTED group, there were 20 males and 20 females;
the age of patients was 65.02±4.13 years, and the disease course was 6.76±2.21 years. There was no significant difference in age, gender, or disease course
between both groups (P > 0.05).
Comparison of operation time, blood loss and
hospitalization duration between both groups
The operation time, blood loss and hospitalization
duration in the control group were 93.51±15.16 min,
175.84±26.7 ml and 8.27±2.54 days, respectively, and
those in PTED group were 58.27±9.07 min, 14.03±4.07
ml and 4.42±1.05 days, respectively. Compared with
the control group, the operation time, blood loss, and
hospitalization duration in the PTED group were significantly decreased (P < 0.05).
Comparison of incision VAS score between
both groups
At 12h, 24h, 48h, and 72h after the surgery,
the incision VAS scores in the control group were
8.72±2.01, 7.31±1.19, 6.02±0.97 and 2.88±1.04 points,
respectively, and those in the PTED group were
3.61±1.35, 2.24±1.11, 1.21±0.49 and 0.69±0.16 points,
respectively. The incision VAS score at each time in
the PTED group was significantly lower than in the
control group (P < 0.05).
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):779-785
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FIGURE 1. COMPARISON OF LUMBAR JOA AND ODI BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS.

P < 0.05 compared with before surgery; #P < 0.05 compared with the control group. PTED, percutaneous transforaminal endoscopic discectomy; JOA,
Japanese Orthopaedic Association; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index.

*

FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF LUMBAR VERTEBRAE (L1-4) AND FEMORAL NECK BMD BETWEEN
THE TWO GROUPS (G/CM2). *

P < 0.05 compared with before surgery. PTED, percutaneous transforaminal endoscopic discectomy; BMD, bone mineral density.

FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF WARD’S TRIANGLE AND GREATER TROCHANTER BMD BETWEEN
THE TWO GROUPS (G/CM2). *

P < 0.05 compared with before surgery. PTED, percutaneous transforaminal endoscopic discectomy; BMD, bone mineral density.

Comparison of lumbar and leg pain VAS
scores between both groups
Before surgery, the lumbar VAS scores in the control and PTED groups were 5.89±1.57 and 6.14±1.93
points, respectively, with no significant difference
between them (P > 0.05). After surgery, the lumbar VAS scores in the control and PTED groups
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):779-785

were 2.89±1.86 and 1.70±0.81 points, respectively,
which were significantly lower than before surgery
(P < 0.05). Before surgery, the leg pain VAS scores
in the control and PTED groups were 7.79±1.77 and
7.54±1.87 points, respectively, with no significant difference between them (P > 0.05). After surgery, the
leg pain VAS scores in control and PTED groups were
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1.77±0.45 and 1.42±0.40 points, respectively, which
were also significantly lower than before surgery
(P < 0.05). In addition, the lumbar and leg pain VAS
scores after surgery in the PTED group were significantly lower than those in the control group, respectively (P < 0.05).
Comparison of lumbar JOA and ODI scores
between both groups
Compared with before the surgery, after six postoperative months, the lumbar JOA score in each
group was significantly increased (P < 0.05), and the
lumbar ODI score in each group was significantly decreased (P < 0.05). In addition, after six postoperative
months the lumbar JOA score in the PTED group was
significantly higher than that in the control group (P
< 0.05), and the lumbar ODI score in the PTED group
was significantly lower than that in the control group
(P < 0.05) (Figure 1).
Comparison of total treatment efficacy
between both groups
There were 6, 10, 13 and 11 cases with cured, remarkably effective, effective, and ineffective treatment outcome in the control group, respectively, and
13, 15, 8, and 4 cases with cured, remarkably effective, effective, and ineffective outcome in the PTED
group, respectively. The effectiveness rate in the
PTED group was 90.00% (36/40), which was significantly higher than the 72.50% (29/40) in the control
group (P < 0.05).
Comparison of BMD between both groups
After six months of treatment, the BMD values of
lumbar vertebrae (L1-4), femoral neck, Ward’s triangle and greater trochanter in each group were significantly increased, compared with before treatment
(P < 0.05). Before and after treatment, there was no
significant difference in each index between the two
groups (P > 0.05) (Figure 2; Figure 3).
Adverse reactions and follow-up
During the surgery, there was 1 case of transient
nerve stimulation reaction in the PTED group, which
was recovered in 2 weeks after the operation. In the
control group, there were 3 cases of nerve injury, 2
cases of dural bursa rupture, and 1 case of infection,
which were improved after active treatment. The incidence of adverse reaction in the PTED group was
2.5% (1/40), which was significantly lower than 15%
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(6/40) in the control group (P < 0.05). The follow up
on the 12th month after the operation showed that
the patients in both groups were all healed.
DISCUSSION

PTED is similar to spinal endoscopy. In PTED, the
specially designed intervertebral foraminoscope and
correspondingly equipped minimally invasive spinal surgical instrument, an imaging device, bipolar
electrocoagulation, and ozone therapy apparatuses
together make up the minimally invasive spinal surgery system12. The surgery is performed under a sober state with local anesthesia. The skin incision is
small, with no interference to the spinal canal. The
trauma is little, with no destruction of paravertebral
muscles or ligaments, or influence on the stability of
the spine. When completely removing the protruding
or procident nucleus pulposus, the bone hyperplasia
can also be removed, and the spinal canal stenosis is
cleared13. In addition, the damaged fibrous annulus
can be repaired using radiofrequency ablation technology14. As PTED is performed outside the fibrous
ring, the integrity of the fibrous ring and stability of the spine can be maintained to the maximum
extent12. Among the same kind of surgeries, PTED
causes the least trauma to patients and has the best
treatment efficacy. It has been called the ultimate
therapy method for the treatment of LSS.
In the present study, PTED was performed to
treat LSS combined with osteoporosis. The efficacy
and safety of PTED were compared with the conventional transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion treatment. Results showed that, compared with the control group, in the PTED group, the surgical indicators
were clearly improved. In addition, after six months
of the surgery, the lumbar and leg pain VAS scores
and lumbar ODI score in the PTED group were significantly lower than in the control group (P < 0.01),
and the lumbar JOA score in the PTED group was
significantly higher than that in control group (P <
0.01). The effectiveness rate in the PTED group was
significantly higher than in the control group B (P <
0.05), and the incidence of adverse reactions in the
PTED group was significantly lower than in the control group (P < 0.05). These results were basically in
accordance with the results of previous studies15,16,
which indicate that PTED is effective and safe in the
treatment of LSS combined with osteoporosis. In addition, after six months, there was no significant difREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):779-785
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ference in BMD between the two groups (P > 0.05).
This indicates that PTED has no obvious effect on the
BMD for patients with LSS combined with osteoporosis who received routine anti-osteoporosis treatment.
In the recovery period of patients with LSS combined with osteoporosis, the spleen, stomach, and
kidney functions are weak, so more attention should
be paid to the nutrition intake and calcium supplement17. The nursing staffs should advise the patients
to eat more calcium-containing foods, such as milk,
eggs, lean meat and so on, and the patients should receive routine anti-osteoporosis treatment by taking
calcium preparation or active vitamin D3, or intramuscular injection of salmon calcitonin. In addition,
during the treatment, the patients should increase
back, waist, and limb muscle exercises.
In conclusion, compared with the conventional
treatment, PTED has more advantages for surgical indications and improved treatment efficacy, with less

adverse reactions. It is an effective and safe method
in the treatment of LSS combined with osteoporosis. This study still has some limitations. Firstly, the
sample size is relatively small. In future studies, the
sample size should be further increased to obtain
more satisfactory outcomes. Secondly, we did not investigate whether there are correlations among different indicators in LSS combined with osteoporosis.
This should be discussed in future studies.
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RESUMO:
OBJETIVO: Investigar a eficácia e segurança da discectomia endoscópica percutânea transforaminal (DEPT) no tratamento da estenose
lombar (EL) combinada à osteoporose.
MÉTODOS: Oitenta pacientes com EL combinada à osteoporose foram divididos entre um grupo de controle e um grupo de DEPT,
que receberam tratamento convencional com fusão intersomática lombar transforaminal e DEPT, respectivamente. As indicações
cirúrgicas, a escala analógica visual (VAS) da incisão e de dor lombar e nas pernas, os escores lombares de acordo com a Associação
Ortopédica Japonesa (JOA) e o Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), a densidade mineral óssea (DMO) e possíveis reações adversas foram
observados.
RESULTADOS: Em comparação com o grupo de controle, no grupo de DEPT o tempo de operação, a perda de sangue e duração de inter-

nação, os escores VAS da incisão no pós-operatório após 12, 24 e 48 h, o VAS para dor lombar e nas pernas e os escores ODI lombares
após 6 meses de pós-operatório foram significativamente menores (P < 0,01); já o escore JOA lombar após 6 meses de pós-operatório
foi significativamente maior (P < 0,05). Não houve diferença significativa na densidade mineral óssea entre os dois grupos (P > 0,05).
Em comparação com o grupo de controle, o grupo de DEPT teve uma taxa efetiva total significativamente maior (P < 0,05), e a incidência de reações adversas foi significativamente menor (P < 0,05).

CONCLUSÕES: A discectomia endoscópica percutânea transforaminal é segura e eficaz no tratamento de EL combinada à osteoporose.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Discectomia, percutânea. Estenose espinhal. Osteoporose. Eficácia. Segurança.
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SUMMARY

This study was to assess the genetic association of copy number variations in two genes (PRKAB2 and PPM1K) located in
two regions (tetralogy of Fallot and ventricular septal defect) in a Chinese Han population.

OBJECTIVE:

METHODS: A total of 200 congenital heart disease patients (100 tetralogy of Fallot patients and 100 ventricular septal defect patients)

and 100 congenital heart defect-free controls were recruited, and quantitative real-time PCR analysis was used to replicate the association of two copy number variations with congenital heart defects in a Chinese Han population.

RESULTS: One deletion at PRKAB2 and one duplication at PPM1K were found in two of the tetralogy of Fallot patients, respectively;
while all these regions were duplicated in both ventricular septal defect patients and in the 100 congenital heart defects-free controls.

We replicated the copy number variations at the disease-candidate genes of PRKAB2 and PPM1K with tetralogy of
Fallot in a Chinese Han population, and in patients with ventricular septal defect mutations in these two genes were not found. These
results indicate the same molecular population genetics exist in these two genes with different ethnicity. This shows that these two
genes are possibly specific pf tetralogy of Fallot candidates.

CONCLUSIONS:

KEYWORDS: Tetralogy of Fallot. Heart Septal Defects, Ventricular. Genetic Variation. Chromosome Mapping.

INTRODUCTION

There are many forms of variation included in the
human genome. In 2006, copy number variations
were defined for a series of discoveries previously
made as a DNA segment of 1 kb or larger, which presented variable copy numbers, in comparison with
a reference genome. 1 Copy number variations have
been reported to influence gene expression by altering gene dosage and through the effect of its position. 2 Several diseases have been shown to be caused
by the duplication of specific genes. Hence, in this
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study, we analyzed the copy number variations of
genes PRKAB2 and PPM1K within ventricular septal
defect and tetralogy of Fallot patients.
Ventricular septal defect is the 2nd most common
type of congenital heart defect (32%) and characterized as a defect in the septum between the right and
left ventricle; while the tetralogy of Fallot is relatively
rare, and is defined as the combination of a mispositioned aorta that overrides both ventricles, ventricular septal defect, pulmonary stenosis, and right ven-
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tricular hypertrophy. Both congenital heart defects,
ventricular septal defect and tetralogy of Fallot have
a prevalence of 0.16% and 0.05% in births, respectively.3,4 AMP-activated protein kinase, a central cellular
energy regulator, has recently emerged as a primary
candidate for its role in metabolic dysfunction. 5 The
amp-activated protein kinase is highly conserved and
consists of a α-catalytic subunit and β and γ regulatory subunits. PRKAB2 (AMPKB2), the gene that encodes the β2 regulatory subunit, is located in 1q21.2.
Northern blot analysis revealed that AMP-activated
protein kinase-beta-2 is expressed as a 7.5-kb mRNA
in a variety of human tissues, with the highest levels
in skeletal and cardiac muscles. 6 Studies of AMP-activated protein kinase in correlation with type-2 diabetes have been the main research focus, concerning
PRKAB2. 7 Another newly discovered gene, PPM1K
(also called PP2Cm) (a mitochondrial matrix-targeted protein phosphatase 2C family member),
demonstrated that it was essential for cell survival
and healthy development and that it was highly conserved among vertebrates, with the highest expression levels detected in the heart and brain. As a new
member of the Ser/Thr protein phosphatase from the
PP2C family, the gene encodes a 372-amino-acid protein. The knockdown of PP2Cm resulted in cell death
associated with loss of mitochondrial membrane potential in cultured cardiac myocytes and induction of
hepatocyte apoptosis in vivo. 8
We hypothesize copy number variations that cover the region of PRKAB2 and PPM1K alter the dosage of genes involved in cardiac development and account for the isolated tetralogy of Fallot. In addition,
we seek to unravel the problem of whether both copy
number variations are relevant, particularly with tetralogy of Fallot. Hence, we performed replication
experiments in Chinese ventricular septal defect patients. Both gene PRKAB2 and PPM1K were selected
in this study, according to the previous report of de
novo copy number variations 9, to perform this replication in Chinese tetralogy of Fallot and ventricular
septal defect patients.
METHODS

Study subjects
A total of 200 nonsyndromic congenital heart defect patients (100 tetralogy of Fallot patients and 100
ventricular septal defect patients) and 100 congenital
heart defect-free controls were recruited from Tian787

jin Children’s hospital into this study. Informed consent was obtained from their parents or guardians.
This study protocol conforms to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki.
The clinical assessment performed in patients
included anthropometric measurement, physical examination for dysmorphism and malformation, and
radiological evaluation. These patients also underwent chest X-ray examination, electrocardiogram,
and ultrasonic echocardiogram.
Quantitative Real-Time PCR Analysis
Blood samples from congenital heart defect patients and controls were collected and stored at
-20°C. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral
blood leukocytes using standard methods (QIAamp
DNA Mini Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
The exon regions of the PRKAB2 and PPM1K genes
were used for real-time primer design. The primer sequences of these candidate genes were designed on
the basis of the sequence data obtained from the NCBI
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih/org), using Primer
Express software 3.0 (Applied Biosystems) (Table 1).
Those regions were amplified in all 200 patients
and 100 congenital heart defect-free control individuals using real-time quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (qPCR) with a set of gene-specific primers. 10
The gDNA was used as a template in real-time
qPCR reactions with SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix
(Takara Biotechnology [Dalian] Co. Ltd.), which was
performed using a 7000 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, USA). 11,12 The quantification of
these target sequences was normalized to an assay
from chromosome 21, C2, and the relative copy number (RCN) was determined on the basis of the comparative ΔΔCt method, with a normal control DNA
as the calibrator. These experiments were repeated
three times. An approximately 0.5-fold RCN and approximately 1.5-fold RCN were used for deletion and
duplication, respectively.
TABLE 1. LIST OF Q-REAL-TIME-PCR PRIMERS
Candidate
Gene-Primer ID

Primer sequence

PRKAB2-F

5’- GCCAAAGCTCACTGTTGTTGGTTA -3’

PRKAB2-R

5’- GACAGACACAGAGCTGCACTCATTC -3’

PPM1K-F

5’- GAGGAACCAAAGGGAGGCAACT -3’

PPM1K-R

5’- TCCTTTGCCTGTTGGTTTGGA -3’

C2-F

5’-CAATTCAGGTCAGGTGATAACTCAGTAA-3’

C2-R

5’-GCCAGGTTTAGAATGTTTGTCTAAGTC-3’
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RESULTS

Real-Time quantitative PCR analysis
The present study included 100 ventricular septal
defects and 100 tetralogy of Fallot patients. In order
to aim directly at each gene region, specific primers
were designed in the exon regions of those genes,
in which the amplification segment of the PRKAB2
gene was at the 8th exon, while that of the PPM1K
gene was at the 7th exon. Both segments were in the
3’UTR regions.
PRKAB2, located at 1q21.1, which has been previously implicated in congenital heart defects 13, has
been found to have copy number variations in the
same region in the present study. According to the
Greenway et al.9 study, there were four duplications
and one deletion in five subjects with tetralogy of Fallot, and the shared segment spans a small interval
on chromosome 1q21.1. The present study found a
deletion at the 8th exon of the PRKAB2 gene in one
tetralogy of Fallot patient, while no duplication or
deletion was found in all ventricular septal defect patients (Figure 1a).
Copy number variations at 4q22.1 in tetralogy of
Fallot patients have been reported in a previous study
9
, and the region is where the PPM1K gene located.
Combined with the results of our experiment, a correlation between tetralogy of Fallot and the PPM1K
gene is strongly suggested. Meanwhile, all patients
with ventricular septal defects were duplicated in the
same region of this gene (Figure 1b).
In order to confirm the copy number variations
found in the present study, real-time qPCR was performed at least three times to get rid of human-made
handling errors.

As expected, there were no deletions or duplications detected in all 100 congenital heart defect-free
controls according to the qPCR result.
DISCUSSION

At the 1q21.1 region, according to real-time qPCR
results, deletions were found at the PRKAB2 gene region in one tetralogy of Fallot patient. Since more recent copy number variations at this locus were identified in subjects with neurocognitive, psychiatric,
and developmental phenotypes, 14-20 we confirm that
tetralogy of Fallot subjects with 1q21.1 copy number
variation identified in the present study had normal
cognition, social behavior, and neurologic function.
AMPKbeta2 in the N-terminal region may play
a role in isoform-specific AMP-activated protein kinase activity, 6 and it was proven that AMPKB2 was
highly expressed in the skeletal muscle, with low
expression in the liver. AMP-activated protein kinase
beta subunit contains a functional glycogen binding
domain, and the mutation of glycogen binding residues may completely abolish beta-GBD binding to
glycogen.21 This suggests that this gene is associated
with diabetes. AMPKbeta2 was also expressed in the
heart, along with its other subunits. However, no disease-causing mutations were found in PRKAB2 in inherited cardiomyopathies. In another study, AMPKbeta2 was shown to be regulated by the p53 protein,
which may be signaled to reduce the fidelity of cell
growth and division, and responds by initiating cell
cycle arrest, senescence, or apoptosis. 22
Several SNPs at the 4q22.1 region have been reported and associated with bone mineral density (hip

FIGURE 1 DELETION AND DUPLICATION OF COPY NUMBER VARIATIONS SHOWN IN GENES PRKAB2 AND PPM1K IN
TETRALOGY OF FALLOT PATIENTS, RESPECTIVELY.
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and spine) (MEPE), serum uric acid, serum urate
(ABCG2) and conduct disorder (interaction) (PPM1K).
23-25
However, there were no other previously reported studies on disease-candidate copy number variations in this region, except for the study of Greenway
et al.9.
PPM1K is a mitochondrial protein phosphatase
that plays an important role in normal development
and cell survival and was discovered to specifically
bind the branched-chain-alpha-ketoacid dehydrogenase (BCKD) complex and induce the dephosphorylation of Ser293 in the presence of BCKD substrates.
PPM1K inactivation in developing zebrafish embryos
caused abnormal cardiac, neural development, as
well as heart failure. 8 PPM1K-deficient mice exhibited catabolic defects similar to human maple syrup
urine disease. 26
Previous studies have discovered that copy number variation research has focused on neurological
diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer. 27, 28 In
recent years, copy number variations were found to
be more related with congenital disabilities. 29, 30 As
one of the most common types of congenital disability, the pathological mechanism of congenital heart
defects has also been said to be associated with copy
number variations.
The less severe subtype ventricular septal defect
is mainly due to the defect in the ventricular septum,

which consists of the inferior muscular and superior
membranous portion, while the ventricular septum
is extensively innervated with conducting cardiomyocytes. In contrast, the tetralogy of Fallot involves
four heart malformations presented together, which
are pulmonary stenosis, overriding aorta, ventricular
septal defect, and right ventricular hypertrophy. The
first condition includes the narrowing of the right
ventricular outflow tract, in which the PRKAB2 gene
was found to be significantly expressed. This may be
the explanation for why copy number variations that
overlap the PRKAB2 region were not found in the
ventricular septal defect, but only found in tetralogy
of Fallot patients.
In conclusion, we replicated the disease-associated genes of PRKAB2 and PPM1K with tetralogy of
Fallot in a Chinese Han population and verified that
there was no correlation between those two genes
and ventricular septal defect. These results indicate
the same molecular population genetics in these two
genes of different ethnicity. This shows that these
two genes may be specific of tetralogy of Fallot candidates.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Este estudo teve como objetivo avaliar a associação genética do número de cópias em dois genes (PRKAB2 e PPM1K) loca-

lizados em duas regiões (tetralogia de Fallot e comunicação interventricular) em uma população chinesa da etnia Han.

Um total de 200 pacientes com doença cardíaca congênita (100 pacientes com tetralogia de Fallot e 100 com comunicação interventricular) e 100 indivíduos livres de defeitos cardíacos congênitos foram recrutados, e uma análise quantitativa de PCR
em tempo real foi utilizada para replicar a associação de duas variações de número de cópia de defeitos cardíacos congênitos, em uma
população chinesa da etnia Han.

METODOLOGIA:

Uma supressão em PRKAB2 e duplicação em PPM1K foram encontradas em dois pacientes com tetralogia de Fallot,
respectivamente; todas essas regiões estavam duplicadas nos pacientes com comunicação interventricular e nos 100 indivíduos livres
de defeitos cardíacos congênitos.

RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: Nós replicado a variações no número de cópias de genes candidatos de doença PRKAB2 e PPM1K com tetralogia de Fallot

em uma população chinesa da etnia Han; em pacientes com comunicação interventricular, não foram encontradas mutações nesses
dois genes. Estes resultados indicam que a mesma genética de população molecular existe nestes dois genes em diferentes etnias. Isso
mostra que esses dois genes são possivelmente candidatos a genes específicos de tetralogia de Fallot.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Tetralogia de Fallot. Defeitos do septo, ventricular. Variação genética. Mapeamento cromossômico.
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SUMMARY

Parkinsonism is characterized by bradykinesia with rigidity and/or resting tremor, in addition to non-motor symptoms, which include
dermatological manifestations. The objective of this study is to evaluate the main dermatoses in patients with parkinsonism found at
the Philanthropic Association of Curitiba - PR. A cross-sectional descriptive study was carried out with the application of a questionnaire and dermatological evaluation of the patients. The sample consisted of 386 patients and was composed mainly by men (55.4%),
between 60-74 years old (51.6%), with complete primary education (45.3%), disease diagnosis time between 5-10 years (35%) and
in use of medication (96.6%). The most prevalent dermatoses were pigmented nevus (36.3%), warts (25.1%), actinic keratosis (22%),
seborrheic keratosis (21.5%), seborrheic dermatitis (20.5%), and rosacea (19.2%). Among the 13 cases (3.4%) of malignant cutaneous
neoplasms confirmed by biopsy, 2 were melanomas. Regarding patients’ sex, there was a higher prevalence of inflammatory dermatoses (OR 1.64, 95% CI 1.08-2.51, p = 0.025) and benign cutaneous neoplasms (OR 1.77, 95% CI 1.16-2.69, p = 0.01) in men. As to age,
patients aged between 60-74 years had more pre-malignant skin lesions (OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.05-6.44, p <0.001) and seborrheic keratosis
(OR 2.52, 95% CI 1.02-6.25, p = 0.001) and, in those older than 75 years, actinic keratosis was more frequent (OR 5.43, 95% CI 2.17-13.6,
p <0.001). The results of the study show that it is fundamental to dermatologically evaluate and monitor these patients, aiming at
diagnosis and early treatment of lesions, especially of skin cancer.
Keywords: Parkinsonian Disorders. Skin Diseases. Skin Abnormalities.

INTRODUCTION

Parkinsonism is a generic term that encompasses a set of diseases, all similar in clinical symptomatology, characterized by bradykinesia and rigidity
and/or resting tremor. They differ, however, in relation to their pathophysiological mechanisms and
basal ganglia affected. The age of the patient is described as the main risk factor for the disease. Furthermore, its incidence is higher in males than in
females1-3.
Bradykinesia is the most important symptom of
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the pathology and is essential for the diagnosis. It is
caused by the abnormal function of the basal ganglia, resulting in motor disorders, which are characterized by slow movements and of small amplitude.
This change is identified by the perception of the
following signs: micrographia, lack of dexterity, gait
with small steps, hypomimia, and stooped posture.
Are also part of the parkinsonism symptomatology:
resting tremors, plastic muscle rigidity, and postural instability4.5.
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In addition to the motor alterations, parkinsonism also includes non-motor multisystemic symptoms, characterized by cognitive dysfunction and
dementia, psychiatric disorders (psychosis and
hallucinations), mood and sleep disorders, fatigue,
postural hypotension, constipation, bladder dysfunction, alteration of smell and dermatological
manifestations; among these, we highlight: seborrheic dermatitis, melanoma, bullous pemphigus,
and rosacea6-9.
The cutaneous alterations in parkinsonism have
been discussed since the beginning of the 20th century, and there is evidence of a causal association
between these and the evolution of the disease. This
relationship is due to the fact that the α-synuclein
protein, involved in the physiopathology of the disease, is present both in the central nervous system
(CNS) as well as in the skin10.11.
The main dermatosis in parkinsonism is seborrheic dermatitis (SD), which, not infrequently,
precedes motor symptoms. The first record associating these two conditions was described in 1927.
DS is a chronic inflammatory disease that mainly
affects areas such as the scalp, hair, face, eyebrows,
glabella, nasolabial folds, ears, chest, and folds in
limbs11.12.
Studies show potential for increased risk of melanoma in parkinsonism due to changes in melanin
and its synthesizing enzymes, abnormal apoptosis,
besides the fact that both melanocytes and neurons
have the same embryological origin13-15.
Bullous pemphigus (BP) is an autoimmune disease that affects older people and is characterized
by cutaneous pruritus and bullae on erythematous
skin, predominantly in the folds of the limbs and
trunk. Despite the high prevalence of BP in parkinsonism, their physiopathological link is not yet understood11.16.
Rosacea is a common facial dermatosis characterized by persistent facial erythema, edema, stinging, telangiectasies, papules and pustules. Although
the link between rosacea and the disease is not fully
known, there is evidence to suggest a possible association between them11.
These skin changes may also arise as side effects of drugs used in the treatment of the disease
and are related to their route of administration.
These drugs are designed to improve the patient’s
functional capacity, maintaining the role of dopaminergic neurons. The pharmacological treatment
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):791-795

can use anticholinergic medication, MAO inhibitors, dopaminergic agonists, and mainly levodopa.
Non-pharmacological therapy must also be associated with physical activity, a diet for constipation,
and measures for the prevention of osteoporosis10.
METHODS

A cross-sectional descriptive study conducted
by means of a structured and illustrated questionnaire applied by researchers to a sample of adults
through simple random selection, after approval
and signing of the Informed Consent Form. We obtained data related to sex, age, educational level,
time of the parkinsonism diagnosis, pharmacological treatment, and occurrence of dermatoses in
the evolution of the pathology. In the case of cognitive impairment of the patient, the questionnaire
was applied to their companion and/or person responsible for their care.
After the questionnaire was applied, a dermatological inspection was performed on the patients
to assess the presence of active dermatoses, which
later were classified, according to their etiology,
as inflammatory, infectious, neoplastic, and autoimmune.
We included patients with previously diagnosed
parkinsonism and followed-up by APPP, with previously scheduled appointments between 01/12/2017
and 28/02/2018, and excluded patients without no
previous diagnosis of parkinsonism, those who refused to participate in the research or to sign the informed consent form and those who did not answer
all the questions in the questionnaire.
The project was approved by the Research Ethics
Committee (CEP) of the Positivo University under
CAAE: 79488117.0.0000.0093. The researchers had
received prior training with a dermatologist so that
they could recognize and classify the lesions. Even
so, in cases of doubt during the diagnosis, they could
resort to teleconsulting.
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM
SPSS Statistics software v.20.0 and Armonk NY: IBM
Corp. The results were described as frequencies and
percentages. To evaluate the association between
two categorical variables, we used Fisher’s exact test
or the chi-square test. For associations that presented statistical significance, we estimated the values
of the odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals,
with p<0.05 considered as significant.
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RESULTS

The sample comprised 386 patients, with a predominance of males (55.4%) when compared to females (44.6%), most of them white. The interviewees
were categorized into three groups according to their
age: age up to 59 years (17.6%), between 60-74 years
(51.6%), and 75 years or more (30.8%). Regarding formal education, 4.9% were illiterate, 45.3% has primary education, 27.9% secondary education, and 22.8%
undergraduate education.
In relation to the time of parkinsonism diagnosis,
22.8% reported being less than 5 years, 35% between
5-10 years, 27.7% between 10-15 years, and 14.5%
more than 15 years. The predominant profile of the
patients is represented in Graph 1.
Most interviewees (96.6%) declared receiving
pharmacological treatment, and the main drugs used
were: Levodopa (96.3%), Pramipexole (41.7%), and
Amantadine (22.7%).
Of the total sample, 171 patients (44.5%) reported
skin changes after the diagnosis of parkinsonism,
and the time when the lesions appeared is described
in Table 1. Among the patients who underwent pharmacotherapy, 30% noticed skin changes after starting the treatment, these included dryness (33.9%),
stains (15.1%), and pruritus (7%).
Only 84 (21.8%) of the 386 interviewees associated parkinsonism with the appearance of skin lesions
and 55 (14.2%) believe that their dermatoses are
caused by the disease.
When evaluating the dermatological follow-up,
50% of the study population reported never having
consulted a dermatologist. Among those who had
already consulted one, 31.9% said their last consultation was over 12 months ago, 8% between 6-12
months, and 10.1% less than 6 months.

GRAPH 1 - SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL
PROFILE PREVALENT IN PATIENTS INTERVIEWED (N=
386 PATIENTS)

Male sex

793

Aged between
60-74 years

Complete
primary
education

Diagnosis
time
between
5-10 years

TABLE 1 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LESIONS
NOTICED BY THE PATIENT AND THE TIME OF THE
PARKINSONISM DIAGNOSIS (N= 171 PATIENTS)
N

%

Before the parkinsonism diagnosis

49

28.7

<1 year after the parkinsonism diagnosis

19

11.1

1-5 years after the parkinsonism diagnosis

49

28.7

5-10 years after the parkinsonism diagnosis

54

31.6

Total

171

100

Regarding the dermatoses cited in the literature
as frequent in parkinsonism and illustrated in the
questionnaire, 16.5% recognized having had seborrheic dermatitis, 15% rosacea, 3.6% melanoma, and
2% bullous pemphigus.
Upon dermatological inspection, the skin changes most often found were pigmented stains (36.3%),
warts (25.1%), actinic keratosis (22%), seborrheic keratosis (21.5%), seborrheic dermatitis (20.5%), and rosacea (19.2%), with different distribution between the
sexes.
Of the 11 cases (2.8%) of malignant skin neoplasms confirmed by biopsy of the skin lesion, five
were squamous cell carcinomas, four were basal-cell
carcinomas, and only two were melanomas.
The regression analysis revealed that both the
inflammatory dermatoses (OR 1.64, 95% CI 1.082.51; p=0.025), mainly the seborrheic dermatitis (OR
1.72, 95% CI 1,03-2,89; p=0.043), and the benign neoplasms (OR 1.77, 95% CI 1,16-2,69; p=0.01), in particular the pigmented nevi (OR 2.04, 95% CI 1,33-3,14;
p=0.001), are predominant in males.
We also found that in patients aged 60-74 years,
compared to those younger than 60 years, pre-malignant cutaneous lesions (OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.05-6.44;
p<0.001) and seborrheic keratosis (OR 2.52, 95% CI
1.02-6.25; p=0.001) were more frequent. Whereas
actinic keratosis predominated among those aged 75
years or more (OR 5.43, 95% CI 2.17-13.6; p<0.001). In
addition, it was evidenced that seborrheic keratosis
had a higher prevalence in patients with more than 5
years of diagnostic time (OR 2.18, 95% CI 1.08-4.39;
p=0.038).
Comparing the patients who noticed skin changes after the therapy started with those who did not,
we found there was a greater incidence of inflammatory (OR 2, CI 95% 1,25-3,2; p=0.005) and infectious
dermatoses (OR 1.8, CI 95% 1,13-2,86; p=0.018) in the
first group.
With regard to the drugs used by the interviewREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):791-795
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ees, we noticed that Pramipexole was associated to
an increased incidence of dermatoses (OR 1.85, CI
95% 1.16-2.95; p=0.012), and Rasagiline with the onset of xeroderma (OR 5.35, CI 95% 1.53-18.7; p=0.018).
By means of statistical analysis, no correlation
was observed between the occurrence of dermatoses
and the level of formal education of the patients.
DISCUSSION

The sample studied comprised, mostly, men between 60 and 74 years of age; the sex and age were
similar to that described for patients with Parkinsonism1.2. The low level of formal education found in
the present sample is not related to the onset of the
disease but represents a characteristic shared by the
groups treated by philanthropic institutions.
In relation to the treatment for parkinsonism,
most patients use Levodopa, which is considered
the drug of choice for the control of symptoms, followed by the Pramipexole, and Amantadine10. These
medications have among their possible side effects
the possibility of cutaneous alterations, as stated in
their respective pharmaceutical leaflets. However, to
establish a cause-effect relationship, another study
design would be necessary.
As expected, a significant portion of the patients
reported the onset of dermatoses as adverse symptoms after the beginning of pharmacological therapy.
Although Rasagiline is not widely used by these patients, we found that its use was related to a relevant
onset of xeroderma, despite this not being described
as a possible side effect of the medication. It would be
important to conduct new research to verify the causal association between the drug and the symptom.
Considering the perception of the patients regarding the presence of dermatoses, about half of them
noticed the onset of cutaneous lesions five years after the diagnosis. Possible explanations for are cutaneous aging, manifestations of parkinsonism or its
medications, as well as intrinsic or extrinsic factors
of each case. Despite this, only a minority believes
there is a connection between parkinsonism and
the dermatological changes, evidencing their little
knowledge regarding the non-motor symptoms of
the disease.
Regarding the dermatoses found during the dermatological inspection, the main ones were pigmented spots, and not seborrheic dermatitis, as described
by Ravn et al.11. This divergence may be associated
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):791-795

with methodological, populational, and/or geoclimatic characteristics.
Common warts, classified as part of the infectious dermatoses, were the second change most often diagnosed and with greater incidence in men.
Such manifestations can be transmitted from person
to person, through direct or indirect contact, or be
influenced by autoinoculation due to skin microtraumas caused by xeroderma pruritus, or even due to
immunosenescence17.
Although this was not the skin lesion more prevalent in the study, as demonstrated in other publications, seborrheic dermatitis was the fifth dermatosis
most found in patients. It is believed that the association between the two diseases is due to the increased
secretion of male sex hormones and its resulting effects in the sebaceous glands18.
The prevalence of rosacea in this study coincides
with that reported in other studies and, although
there is no causal relationship between them, they
share the same pathogenicity, with high activity of
metalloproteinases in the extracellular matrix11.19.
After analyzing the malignant skin neoplasms,
the results of this study differ from other publications that indicate a reduced incidence of non-melanoma cancers and increased occurrence of melanoma13-15. In this sample, among the suspicious lesions
submitted to biopsy, most were diagnosed as squamous cell carcinoma and basal-cell carcinoma.
When comparing the frequency of dermatoses
and the sex of the patients, we found a predominance
of benign neoplasia and inflammatory dermatoses
in males. This finding was attributed to the action
of androgens, which increase the activity of the sebaceous gland and, consequently, the inflammatory
response20.
Taking into account the age of the patients, there
was a greater prevalence of premalignant skin lesions
in those older than 60 years, which can be explained
by the longer exposure to sunlight throughout life.
In the same way, seborrheic keratosis, which is a degenerative lesion of keratinocytes, tends to increase
in number with the passing of the years.
It is important to highlight that this study presents some limitations, among which its cross-sectional design, the non-probabilistic sampling, and the
absence of a control group. The senility of patients
may also have generated memory biases. However,
this research shows that clinical skills to recognize
cutaneous lesions are fundamental in the gener794
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al training of the doctor and necessary in the fight
against skin cancer. The need for more research on
parkinsonism and its cutaneous manifestations is
also highlighted since there is no national paper published on the subject.
CONCLUSION

In the sample studied, the dermatoses more often
found were pigmented spots, common warts, actin-

ic keratosis, seborrheic keratosis, seborrheic dermatitis, and rosacea. We also found 11 cases of skin
cancer, histologically confirmed, two of which were
melanomas. In addition, we found it is fundamental
to evaluate and monitor the skin of these patients,
aiming at early diagnosis and treatment of injuries,
especially of skin cancer. We proposed a multidisciplinary follow-up that includes a dermatologist to
enable more comprehensive care to the health of the
Parkinsonism patients.

RESUMO
Parkinsonismo é caracterizado por bradicinesia e/ou tremor de repouso, além de sintomas não motores, entre os quais se destacam
as manifestações dermatológicas. O objetivo desse trabalho é conhecer as principais dermatoses em pacientes portadores de parkinsonismo atendidos em uma associação filantrópica de Curitiba/PR. Foi realizado um estudo descritivo transversal com aplicação de
questionário e avaliação dermatológica dos pacientes. A amostra estudada consistiu de 386 pacientes e foi composta principalmente
por homens brancos (55,4%), entre 60-74 anos (51,6%), ensino fundamental completo (45,3%), tempo de diagnóstico da doença entre 5-10 anos (35%) e em uso de medicação (96,6%). As dermatoses mais encontradas na inspeção dermatológica foram manchas
pigmentadas (36,3%), verrugas (25,1%), ceratose actínica (22%), ceratose seborreica (21,5%), dermatite seborreica (20,5%) e rosácea
(19,2%). Entre os 11 casos (2,8%) de neoplasias cutâneas malignas confirmados por biópsia, dois eram melanomas. Em relação ao sexo,
houve prevalência em homens de dermatoses inflamatórias (OR 1,64, IC 95% 1,08-2,51; p=0,025) e neoplasias cutâneas benignas (OR
1,77, IC 95% 1,16-2,69; p=0,01). Quanto à idade, pacientes entre 60-74 anos apresentaram mais lesões cutâneas pré-malignas (OR 2,60,
IC 95% 1,05-6,44; p<0,001) e a ceratose seborreica (OR 2,52, IC 95% 1,02-6,25; p=0,001); naqueles acima de 75 anos foi mais frequente
a ceratose actínica (OR 5,43, IC 95% 2,17-13,6; p<0,001). Os resultados encontrados no estudo evidenciam que são fundamentais a
avaliação e o monitoramento dermatológico desses pacientes, visando diagnóstico e tratamento precoce das lesões, em especial do
câncer de pele.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Transtornos parkinsonianos. Dermatopatias. Anormalidades da pele.
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SUMMARY

To estimate the human resources and services needed to meet the demand of the Brazilian population who would benefit
from palliative care, based on the population growth projection for 2040.

OBJECTIVE:

METHODS: Population and mortality estimates and projections were obtained from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics.
Service needs were estimated based on literature data.
RESULTS: The expected increase in the Brazilian population for 2000-2040 is 31.5%. The minimum estimate of patients with palliative
care needs was 662,065 in 2000 and 1,166,279 in 2040. The staff required for each hundred thousand inhabitants would increase from
1,734 to 2,282, the number of doctors needed would increase from 4,470 to 6,274, and the number of nurses from 8,586 to 11,294, for
the same period.

The definition of a national strategy predicting the increasing palliative care needs of the population is necessary. The
expansion of the support network for chronic and non-transmissible diseases is necessary, but the training of existing human resources
at all levels of attention to perform palliative actions can be a feasible alternative to minimize the suffering of the population.

CONCLUSION:

KEYWORDS: Palliative care. Hospice care. Terminal care.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic non-communicable diseases (CNCD) are
the primary causes of death worldwide, corresponding to 70% of all deaths (40 million people each year).
Approximately 80% of these deaths occur in low- and
middle-income countries.1 In Brasil, CNCDs correspond to approximately 74% of the total number of
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

deaths. Between 2008 and 2015, the four CNCDs
prioritized by the World Health Organization (WHO)
were circulatory diseases, cancer, respiratory diseases, and diabetes, which accounted for 60% of all
deaths recorded in the Mortality Information System
- Single Health System.2
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Due to the characteristics of the CNCDs, patients
often evolve to conditions under which there is no
possibility of cure, with a prognosis of death in about
a year, requiring palliative care (PC)3 to manage the
suffering caused by the disease and improve the
quality of life.4.5 Although the evidence suggesting
that patients with chronic non-neoplastic diseases
require end-of-life care,4 in most countries, PC is directed at patients with terminal neoplastic diseases
with no therapeutic possibility of a cure.3.6
The PC model comprises some measures to be
taken well before the final stage of the disease.5 PC
requires early identification, assessment, impeccable management of pain and other problems of physical, psychosocial, and spiritual nature in the period
close to death.3 Ideally, PC should juxtapose the curative treatments in cases of poor prognosis, in a patient-centered integral approach, taking into account
existential, psychosocial, and clinical needs.5 Several
studies have been conducted to estimate the population in need of palliative care.7-12 Usually, these needs
are estimated using epidemiological approaches or
by evaluating the use of these services by the population. The epidemiological approach uses cause-specific mortality from diseases that would benefit from
PC, per type and frequency of symptoms patients
would probably experience at the end of life. This
method is useful to identify all patients in palliative
care because it does rely on the provision of services.10
The first measurement of PC needs in Brasil was
presented more than a decade ago, comparing the
mortality data registered in 2004 with international parameters.13 A recent Brazilian publication that
used the national registry of deaths and hospital admissions of 2014 and included all adults who died in
that year estimated that between 24.6% and 85.2% of
the patients who died of CNCD would have had an
indication for PC, depending on the method used.14
The authors concluded that the method closest to the
Brazilian reality would be the one that estimates that
57.2%of 11 of the patients who died of CNCD would
have had an indication for PC, which would amount
to 702,195 patients.14
The objective of this study is to estimate the human resources and the structure of services required,
as well as the number of patients who would benefit
from PC, using the projection of Brazilian population
growth for 2040 and the parameters for estimates of
PC needs proposed in the literature.
797

METHODS

Demographic Database
The population data for 2000-2015 and projections of population growth and mortality for 20162040 were obtained from the website of the Brazilian
Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE).15 The
mortality data for 2000-2015 were obtained from the
Mortality Information System of the Single Health
System (SIM-SUS).2 The variables used to generate
the SIM-SUS tables were Chapters of the International Classification of Diseases, deaths per household,
during 2000-2015.16
Criteria for:

1) Estimate of the population with palliative care
needs

The basis of calculation for the population that
would benefit from PC was the absolute number of
deaths per year.2.15 The minimum proportion of patients was 57.2% of the number of deaths, based on
what is proposed by Murtagh et al.11, and the maximum was 85.2% of the total number of deaths, based
on the proposal by McNamara et al.12
2) Estimate of the number of hospital beds

The basis of calculation for the number of hospital
beds needed to assist people in PC were the population data for 2000-2015 and estimates of population
growth for 2016-2040 by the IBGE.15 The estimate
was performed based on the parameters of the United Kingdom,17.18 also used in Portugal: 45 hospital
beds for every million inhabitants. 19
3) Estimate of the type of hospital beds

The basis of calculation was the number of hospital beds needed to assist people in PC (45 hospital beds for every million inhabitants)9,18,19, and the
estimate of type of hospital bed was performed as
proposed in the literature: 30% of the beds in general hospitals, 50% in an institution of medium and
long stay, and 20% of the beds in homes or support
homes.9,19,20
4) Estimate of the number of inpatient units

The basis of calculation for the number of inpatient units necessary to assist people in PC was the
number of hospital beds needed for that population.
It was considered that the units should have between
10-15 beds, based on estimates from the literature.19
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5) Estimate of the of staff needed

The basis of calculation for the staff needed to
assist people in PC were the population data for
2000-2015 and estimates of population growth for
2016-2040 by the IBGE.15 We considered the need for
a staff of primary care/home care for every 100-150
thousand inhabitants, according to the criteria established in the literature.19.20
6) Need for professionals with PC training in Brasil

The basis of calculation for the number of professionals with PC training needed for assistance
was based on population data for 2000-2015 and estimates of population growth for 2016-2040 by the
IBGE.15 For the estimate of the number of doctors, we
considered the proposed 25-30 doctors per million
inhabitants. The basis for calculating the number of
nurses was the estimate of the number of hospital
beds needed. We used as a criterion the proposal of 1
to 1.2 nurses for each hospital bed.19
7) Data protection and ethical issues

The research project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Conceição Hospital
Group under the number 533.468, on 05/02/2014,
thus complying with the ethical criteria for human
research of the 466/2012 Resolution of the Ministry
of Health. The need for a Free and Informed Consent
Form was waived because we used free-access data
by the Ministry of Health, not linked to any patient
identification.
RESULTS

The projection of the Brazilian population for
2000-2040 by the IBGE15 shows a growth of 31.5%.
Figure 1 presents the population data for 20002015, projections of the population for 2016-2040,15
the mortality rates for 2000-2015 from the SIMSUS,2 the estimate of mortality for 2016-2040 by the
IBGE,15 and the minimum and maximum estimates
of the population that would benefit from PC during
2000-2040.11.12
Table 1 shows the number of inpatient units,
staffs, doctors, and nurses for the care of patients
with palliative care needs. The inpatient units should
have between 10 and 15 beds, and a staff of primary care/home care should be organized for every 150
thousand inhabitants.18.19 In the table, we present
the arithmetic average between the minimum and
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):796-800

maximum numbers of units estimated according
to the number of beds in each one of them. For the
year 2000, the average projection was 624 units, and
for 2040, the projection was a total of 821 inpatient
units. The number of staffs of primary care/home
care needed to meet the demand of the population
ranged from 1,156 in 2000 to 1,521 in 2040. In 2000,
there was a need for approximately 4,770 doctors
and 8,586 nurses. For the year 2040, a total of 6,274
doctors and 11,294 nurses would be needed for the
care of patients with PC needs.
The distribution of beds was made according to
the following: while for the year 2000 an average of
7,805 beds was estimated – 2,342 in general hospitals, 3,903 in institutions of medium/long stay, and
1,561 in support homes –, for 2040, 10,267 hospital
beds would be necessary – 3,080 beds in general hospitals, 5,133 in units of medium/long stay, and 2,053
in support homes.
DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to analyze the
needs of PC based on demographic data and projections of population growth and mortality of the Brazilian population. There are several estimates and
parameters developed to estimate the PC needs of a
given population, and there is no consensus among
authors about which is the most appropriate.8,10,12,19
Using the criterion that seemed most appropriate for
the Brazilian population,11 in the year 2020, 765,855
people would have an indication for PC in Brasil.
Another study by this group examined 1.7 million
hospital admissions in Brasil of patients under ICD10 (Code of the International Classification of Diseases - 10)20, “clinical complications for the treatment of
cancer” and the network available for patients in PC.
In Brasil, it is estimated that 90% of these hospitalizations are related to a possible indication for PC. Between 2008 and 2016, there were 1.7 million hospital
admissions under this CID, distributed among 3,374
health units in Brazilian territory, 91% of them in 380
hospitals. In December 2016, there were 115 institutions providing PC registered at the National Academy of Palliative Care. Seventy-nine percent were
hospital units, 12.3% were clinics/health centers,
4.7% were home care services, and 3.8 corresponded
to university leagues.21 The installed capacity is far
from meeting the needs of the population today.
Palliative care treats death as a natural process of
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FIGURE 1. POPULATION WITH PALLIATIVE CARE NEEDS BASED ON POPULATION ESTIMATES IN BRASIL - PORTO
ALEGRE, 2017.

TABLE 1. ESTIMATE OF INPATIENT UNITS, STAFFS OF
PRIMARY CARE/HOME CARE, DOCTORS, AND NURSES
FOR PALLIATIVE CARE IN BRASIL - PORTO ALEGRE,
201718.19
Care Units

Staffs of primary Doctors
care/home care

Nurses

Beds/Unit*

1/150 thousand
inhabitants

20-25/
million
inhabitants

1-1.2/bed

2000 624

1,156

4,770

8,586

2005

667

1,234

5,092

9,165

2010

704

1,303

5,376

9,677

2015

736

1,363

5,622

10,120

2020

763

1,414

5,832

10,497

2025

786

1,456

6,004

11,045

2030

803

1,488

6,136

10,807

2035

815

1,510

6,227

11,209

2040

821

1,521

6,274

11,294

Year

* Arithmetic average between the minimum and maximum number of units
estimated.

life, with no intention to postpone or hasten it. Its
objective is to relieve the pain and other distressing
symptoms. It integrates psychological, social, and
spiritual aspects in the care of the patient, provides
a support network so that the patient can live as actively as possible until their death, and supports the
family during the mourning process.22 Moreover,
799

studies suggest that the survival of patients under
PC with neoplasia is equal to or even greater than
patients who receive curative treatment until the
end of life, with better scores for quality of life23.24. In
addition, PC is cost-effective,24.25 which justifies the
investment in service structures and human resources. Currently, the training of human resources and
the provision of services are a challenge in countries
of medium and high income that already have a more
organized network, in comparison with that of Brasil, to serve the population.9,18,19,26
CONCLUSION

Given the aging of the population and the increased life expectancy, a national strategy foreseeing care needs becomes imperative. Although it
is necessary to expand health care networks, the
training of already existent human resources on all
levels of care, which are capable of spreading the
concept of PC across their workplaces of activity and
perform palliative actions, would likely be a feasible
alternative to alleviate the suffering of the population
affected by progressive and incurable diseases after
its evolution makes it irreversible.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):796-800
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Estimar as necessidades de recursos humanos e serviços necessários para o atendimento de pacientes que se beneficiariam
de cuidados paliativos a partir da projeção de crescimento da população brasileira até 2040.

As estimativas e projeções populacionais e de mortalidade foram obtidas nos dados do Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e
Estatística e do Sistema Único de Saúde. As estimativas de estrutura de serviços e recursos humanos foram realizadas a partir de dados
da literatura.

MÉTODO:

RESULTADOS: A expectativa de aumento da população brasileira entre 2000 e 2040 é de 31,5%. A estimativa mínima de pacientes com

necessidades de cuidados paliativos foi de 662.065 em 2000 e é de 1.166.279 em 2040. O número de equipes necessárias para cada 100
mil habitantes passaria de 1.734 para 2.282 no mesmo período; o número de médicos foi de 4.770 para 6.274 e o número de enfermeiros
necessários para atender as demandas dessa população foi de 8.586 para 11.294 nesse espaço de tempo.

CONCLUSÃO: A definição de uma estratégia nacional prevendo a necessidade de cuidados crescentes da população se torna necessária.

A expansão da rede de assistência a doenças crônicas e não transmissíveis se mostra necessária, porém a capacitação de recursos
humanos já existentes em todos os níveis de atenção para desempenhar ações paliativas pode ser uma alternativa factível para minimizar o sofrimento da população.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Cuidados paliativos. Cuidados paliativos na terminalidade da vida. Assistência terminal.
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND: Depression and anxiety disorders (DAD) are the most prevalent mental health conditions worldwide. Among the adult
population served in basic care, it is estimated that depression affects about 14.3% of these individuals worldwide, and between 21.4%
and 31% in Brasil. Anxiety affects up to 33.7% of the population during their lifetimes.
OBJECTIVES: estimate

the prevalence proportions of DAD among patients in a municipality in Northeast Brasil and study the association between DAD and cardiovascular risk factors.

METHODS: a cross-sectional study with the medical records of patients from primary care centers in Jaboatão dos Guararapes, Pernambuco. Patients aged ≥ 18 years and regularly followed-up were included. Exclusion criteria: a history of traumatic brain injury, alcohol
or drug abuse, previous stroke, medical conditions or medications that mimic DAD symptoms. Subjects were divided into two groups
depending on the presence or absence of DAD, and cardiovascular risk factors were compared between groups.

RESULTS: A total of 1030 subjects were initially included, of whom 215 (20%) were excluded. No-DAD subjects had more history of
myocardial infarction and alcoholism. The prevalence of depression was 10.3%, anxiety disorder was 27.1%, and mixed DAD represented 4.5%. There was a significant association between DAD and hypertension (OR = 2.11; 95%CI: 1.16 -3.84; p=0.01), obesity (OR = 4.47;
95%CI: 1.74 -11.46; p=0.002), and hyperlipidemia (OR = 3.88; 95%CI: 1.81-8.3; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION: DAD were associated with an increased risk for arterial hypertension, obesity, and hyperlipidemia.
KEYWORDS: Anxiety. Depression. Risk Factors. Cardiovascular diseases. Primary Health Care.

INTRODUCTION

Anxiety and depression disorders are the most
prevalent mental illnesses worldwide.1.2 The World
Health Organization (WHO) points to depression as
the leading cause of disability3 and the third leading
cause of years lost due to disability, according to their
study Global Burden of Disease 20164, and is expectDATE OF SUBMISSION:

ed to rank second on the Disability Adjusted Life Years
(Dalys) by 2020.5.6 Economic and health care indicators on cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and depression show an increase in medical costs, increased
demand for health services and loss of productivity.7
In addition, the prevalence of depression in patients
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with CVD is twice that of the general population.8 In
Brasil, the prevalence of depression is approximately 5.8% to 17% of the population against 4.4% of the
world population.6
Approximately 47% of patients with depression
have other comorbidities; of these, systemic arterial hypertension (SAH) is the most prevalent (19.4%).9
According to Wu et al.9, 21.2% of patients diagnosed
with depression had SAH, against 13.3% of those
without depression. Seldenrijk et al.10 showed that
people with depression have a two to three times
increased risk of developing CVD in a period of six
years.
In patients with anxiety disorder, diabetes mellitus type 2 (DM2) is also more prevalent than in the
general population (11% versus 6%). In addition, heart
failure, peripheral arterial disease, and cerebrovascular accident tend to be associated as an independent risk factor for increased mortality due to heart
diseases.11 Such finding after an acute cardiac event
predicts the development of late-life depression.7
Depression and anxiety are often studied separately; however, Stewart et al.12 evaluated patients
with such associated conditions and compared them
with those who had a diagnosis of only one of them.
They found that individuals with anxiety, alone, had
a higher risk of a cardiac event (HR: 1.54; CI95%: 1.211.96, p<0.001). On the other hand, Seldenrijk et al.10
found evidence that suggests a greater contribution
of depression in cardiovascular events in relation to
anxiety disorders. In addition, studies that related
anxiety and depression disorders (ADD) and CVD in
primary care centers suggest that depressive disorders could be associated with a very high risk of mortality from cardiovascular causes.13
Despite the prevalence and importance of these
conditions in primary care, the rates of identification
and treatment remain very low, with less than half of
the depressive episodes identified correctly.14
The prevalence of depression in this population
ranged from 21.4% to 31.0%, according to a Brazilian
multicenter study conducted in four large cities.15
In the same study, the prevalence of anxiety ranged
from 35.4% to 43.0%. Anxiety is one of the most frequent psychiatric disorders in primary care, representing 19% of the cases.16 This finding is consistent
with the results by Combs and Markman17, who
randomly selected patients in primary care units
and found that 19.5% of the subjects presented at
least one type of anxiety disorder. However, studies
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):801-809

involving samples from the North and Northeast regions of the country are scarce.
A meta-analysis including 14,760 adult subjects
treated in primary care showed that the prevalence of
depression was 14.3%.18 There are few studies about
the prevalence of mental disorders in family health
units in Brasil, but it is known that anxiety can affect
up to 33.7% of the world population throughout life,
depending on the study.2
Considering the importance of the scenario of primary care for public health, it is important to investigate more thoroughly the epidemiology of anxiety
and depressive disorder, as well as their association
with other cardiovascular risk factors in the context
of primary care in Brasil. The objectives of this study
are to (a) estimate the prevalence of anxiety disorders and depression among patients of primary care
in the city of Jaboatão dos Guararapes, Pernambuco; (b) verify the association between depressive and
anxiety disorders and cardiovascular risk factors.
METHODS

Study design
We conducted a cross-sectional cohort study from
January 2014 to March 2017.
Inclusion criteria
We included patients 18 years old or older, in regular medical follow-up for at least six months from
the date of the data survey.
Exclusion criteria
We excluded individuals with a history of traumatic brain injury (TBI), abuse of alcohol or drugs,
past history of cerebrovascular accident, psychotic
disorders, hypo- or hyperthyroidism, Cushing’s disease, systemic lupus erythematosus, and masses in
the brain.
Patients in continuous use of medications that
might mimic symptoms of depression or anxiety
were also excluded: reserpine, clonidine, methyldopa, propranolol, promazine, chlorpromazine, acetazolamide, atropine, hyoscine, haloperidol, corticosteroids, barbiturates.
Sample size calculation
The sample size was calculated based on the primary objective of the study. Thus, considering a confidence interval of 95%, a precision of 5%, the value
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that maximizes the size of the sample at a rate of an
estimated loss of 15%, the minimum sample size necessary for the appropriate extrapolation of results
was 515 subjects.

flowchart of the sampling process is represented in
Figure 1.
The patients were divided into two groups, based
on the presence of anxiety and/or depression disorders. The AD group included patients with a diagnosis of anxiety or depressive disorders, based on medical records. The NAD group included patients who
did not have these psychiatric disorders.
The sociodemographic data included gender, age,
ethnicity (self-reported), educational level, and employment status. We further divided the variables of
ethnicity and education, respectively, into: white or
non-white; and no formal education, primary or lower, secondary (including incomplete), undergraduate
or higher.

Sampling and procedures
The network of health services is divided based
on political and administrative criteria into seven
districts of health services (I to VII). The distribution
of the total population and Basic Health Units (UBS)
per health district is represented in Table 1. It is estimated that the family health strategy for the city of
Jaboatão dos Guararapes services 51.3% of the population (approximately 330,818 inhabitants).19
The model of a simple random sample (SRS) was
used to select two units among the 12 available, so as
not to belong to the same district. As a result, a UBS
from district II and one from district VII were selected, representing a sample coverage of 29.2% (96.5
thousand individuals). In a second step, the SRS was
used to select a sample of 515 medical records from
each UBS, based on the sample size calculation. The

Operational definitions
Definition of depression

The medical records of the patients were evaluated to determine the diagnosis of depression, considering the following criteria:
a) Description by the assistant physician, of the

FIGURE 1 - SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE SAMPLING PROCESS

7 health
districts

SRS
District II
(126,000
individuals*)

515 records
selected
SRS

District VII
(65,000
individuals*)

515 records
selected

Missing data
(n=183)

1030 records
selected

CVA (n=10)
Dementia (n=8)
Cognitive impairment (n=5)
Others (n=9)
Final sample
n=815

803

SRS = Simple random sample UBS =
Basic Health Unit. CVA = Cerebrovascular accident
*Coverage estimate of the health district. Adapted from Da Silva19.
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following terms: “major depressive disorder”, “depression”, “depressive disorder”.
b) Regular use of antidepressants
c) The presence of “a” or “b” for at least three consecutive consultations with the unit doctor with a
minimum interval of one month between them.
Definition of anxiety

The medical records of the patients were evaluated to determine the diagnosis of anxiety, considering
the following criteria:
a) Description by the assistant physician of the
following terms: “anxiety disorder”, “panic disorder”
(ICD10 F41.0), “agoraphobia” (ICD10 F 40.0), “state
of post-traumatic stress” (ICD10 F43.1) and “generalized anxiety disorder” (ICD10 F41.1).
b) Regular use of antidepressants and/or benzodiazepines.
c) The presence of “a” or “b” for at least three consecutive consultations with the unit doctor with a
minimum interval of one month between them.
Definition of cardiovascular risk factors

For this study, we considered obesity the diagnosis of obesity on the medical chart or a body mass
index (BMI) greater than 29.9 kg/m². The BMI was
calculated based on the measurements of weight and
height of the subjects, using the formula [weight (kg)/
height (m2)].20
Hypertension was considered present if the participants presented the terms “SAH”/”Hypertension”/”Arterial Hypertension” described as a diagnosis in their medical record or at least one of the
following criteria: systematic records of systolic arterial pressure ≥140 mmHg or diastolic arterial pressure ≥90 mmHg; prescription for anti-hypertensive
medication.21
Diabetes was considered present if the participants had at least two records of fasting glucose ≥126
mg/dL, levels of glycated hemoglobin ≥6.5%, previous
diagnosis of DM, prescription of drugs for diabetes or
insulin injections.22

Hyperlipidemia was defined as a previous diagnosis of hyperlipidemia in the medical chart or isolated increase of LDL cholesterol ≥160 mg/dL, isolated
increase of blood triglycerides (TG) ≥150 mg/dL, increased LDL cholesterol (≥160 mg/dL) and blood TG
(≥150 mg/dL) concomitantly, reduction of HDL cholesterol (men <40 mg/dL and women <50 mg/dL), isolated or in association with increased LDL cholesterol
or TG and/or use of antihyperlipidemic medication.23
Data Collection
The clinical variables were obtained by extracting
the following data from the medical records: age, sex,
socioeconomic characteristics, previous myocardial infarction (MI), peripheral arterial disease (PAD),
peripheral neuropathy (DM2), diabetes mellitus type
2, hypertension, obesity, hyperlipidemia, anxiety, or
depressive disorders.
In the case of multiple consultations, all information was included. Medical records with conflicting
or incomplete information were not considered for
the final analysis.
Ethical considerations
The study protocol was approved by the research
ethics committee of the University Center Maurício
de Nassau, Recife, Pernambuco, Brasil (CAAE:
79409717.6.0000.5193). The Informed Consent Form
was waived since the information was collected from
the medical records.
The research was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki and Resolution 466/2012 of the
National Health Council, which deals with the ethical issues in research involving human beings.
Statistical analysis
The results were tabulated and statistically analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (version 20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois,
USA).
Frequencies and percentage distributions were
presented in tables for categorical variables. A

TABLE 1 - BASIC HEALTH UNITS AND POPULATION DISTRIBUTED PER HEALTH DISTRICT
District

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

Total

Population (thousands)

16.4

126.2

53.2

73

106

19.7

65

459.5

Number of UBS

1

4

0

3

1

2

1

12

Adapted from Da Silva. 19
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comparative analysis was performed using the ChiSquare test for nominal and ordinal variables. Before
analyzing the continuous variables, the sets of data
were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk
test. When the distribution was considered normal
for independent samples, the Student t-test was
performed; otherwise, the Mann-Whitney test was
used. The statistical significance for all tests was set
at p-values <0.05. For normally distributed continuous variables, the mean values and standard deviations (SD) are shown.
The odds ratios were calculated using multiple
logistic regression, as adjustments for gender, age,
level of formal education, ethnicity, and employment
status. The cardiovascular factor analyzed (hypertension, DM2, MI, PAD) was considered a dependent
variable.
RESULTS

A total of 1,030 individuals was initially included
in the study, of whom ten had a history of stroke,
eight had dementia, five presented cognitive deficit,
four had a history of TBI, three had schizophrenia
and two epilepsy. Charts with missing data were also
excluded, representing 183 subjects. As a result, 215

individuals were excluded from the study, and 815
were finally included for the data analysis (Figure 1).
The patients were mostly women (81.1%); their
sociodemographic characteristics are presented in
Table 2, distributed per gender. The clinical characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 3.
In comparison with NAD, depressive and anxious
individuals showed a higher frequency of hypertension, obesity, and hyperlipidemia. The prevalence of
depression was 10.3%, 27.1% of anxiety disorder, and
4.5% of the individuals had mixed anxiety-depressive
disorder (MADD).
Depressive disorders were significantly more
prevalent among women (OR = 3.06; 95% CI: 1.45
to 6.44, p= 0.003). We also found higher prevalence
rates in the population with 60 years of age or older.
There were no significant differences in the prevalence of anxiety or depression in relation to ethnicity,
level of formal education, or employment status.
There was a significant association between anxious and depressive disorders and hypertension, obesity, and hyperlipidemia, even when adjusted for age,
sex and socioeconomic variables, as shown in Table
4. The subjects of the depression and anxiety group
present additional risk of arterial hypertension (OR =
2.11; 95% CI: 1.16 to 3.84; p=0.01), obesity (OR = 4.47;

TABLE 2 - SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS DISTRIBUTED PER GENDER

Age

Ethnicity
Education

Occupation

Depressive
disorders
Anxiety disorders

18-30

Female
(n=661)

Male
(n = 154)

Total
(n = 815)

P-value

6.5% (43)

6.5% (10)

6.5% (53)

0.556

23.5% (192)

31-45

24.5% (162)

19.5% (30)

46-60

32.8% (217)

37.7% (58)

33.7% (275)

>60

36.2% (239)

36.4% (56)

36.1% (295)

White

40.2% (226)

33.1% (51)

33.9% (277)

Non-white

59.8% (395)

66.9% (103)

61.1% (498)

No formal education

15.0% (92)

17.0% (26)

12.4% (118)
55.7% (454)

Primary education

59.5% (366)

57.1% (88)

Secondary education

23.6% (145)

24.8% (38)

22.4% (183)

Higher education

2.0% (12)

0.7% (1)

1.5% (13)

Formal employment

11.5% (76)

9.1% (14)

11% (90)

Informal employment

33.6% (222)

44.8% (69)

35.7% (291)

Unemployed or retired

54.0% (357)

45.5% (70)

52.3% (472)

Major depression

0.4% (3)

0.0% (0)

0.3% (3)

Depressive event

1.5% (10)

2.6% (4)

1.7% (14)

Others

12.4% (82)

2.6% (4)

10.5% (86)

GAD

0.4% (3)

0.6% (1)

0.4% (4)

Panic syndrome

0.1% (1)

1.2% (2)

0.3% (3)

PTSD

0.1% (1)

0.0% (0)

0.1% (1)

Others

18.0% (119)

14.3% (22)

17.3% (141)

0.095
0.577

0.305

<0.001

0.466

GAD = generalized anxiety disorder; PTSD = pos-traumatic stress disorder
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95% CI: 1.74 to 11.46; p=0.002), and hyperlipidemia
(OR = 3.88; 95% CI: 1.81 to 8.3, p<0.001).
DISCUSSION

This paper reports the first study in Brasil, especially in a Northeast municipality, examining the
prevalence of depressive and anxiety disorders in primary care patients and its association with cardiovascular risk factors.
We found a high prevalence of anxiety disorders
(32.1%), which is consistent with a multicenter study
that found a prevalence of 37.6% in primary care
centers of four Brazilian capitals.15 According to the
authors of the study, widespread urban violence and
adverse socioeconomic conditions may explain the
high proportions of anxiety disorder prevalence in
Brasil.
The prevalence of depression (10.3%) was also consistent with the literature in terms of prevalence in
primary care.5.24 Depressive disorders are the second

most common chronic disease in primary care, with
12% of the patients meeting the diagnostic criteria
for depression. However, only half of these patients
are usually diagnosed.16 The literature demonstrates
that the clinical presentation of depression can be
particularly different between non-whites, elderly,
and men, which might partially account for the underdiagnosis of depression in Basic Health Units.25
Approximately 4.5% of the individuals studied
received a diagnosis of MADD. There is no consensus about the prevalence of MADD due to the variety of diagnostic criteria. Some studies have reported a prevalence of 1.8%-11% in individuals in primary
care.26.27 The diagnosis of MADD in primary care
patients is of great importance, considering its relation with the development of other risk factors,
such as lifestyle, smoking, and alcohol consumption, in addition to metabolic syndrome.28 Mortality
from all causes, including cardiovascular diseases,
was particularly higher in female populations with
MADD.29

TABLE 3 - CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION STUDIED
AD (n=215)

NAD (n=600)

Total (n=815) p-value

55±14.3

53.4±15.3

53.9±15.3

0.10

92.2%

79.7%

81.1%

0.65

53.7%

63.1%

44.8%

48.8%

<0.001*

DM 2

20.1%

20.4%

18.3%

19.3%

0.27

Obesity

9.4%

5.8%

2.7%

4.2%

<0.001*

MI

0%

1%

0.3%

0.4%

0.78

PN

2%

0%

0.8%

1%

0.47

PAD

0%

0%

1.3%

1%

0.21

Dyslipidemia

26.8%

23.3%

14.3%

17.3%

0.001*

Smoker

6.6%

5.2%

5.6%

5.9%

0.54

Alcohol consumption

1.3%

0%

1.7%

1.5%

0.64

Anx. (n = 149)

Dep. (n = 103)

Age (years)

53.8±15.4

Sex (fem)

83.2%

Hypertension

AD = anxiety and depression group Anx = anxiety Dep = depression NAD = no anxiety or depression group, DM2 = Diabetes mellitus type 2, MI
= myocardial infarction, PN = peripheral neuropathy, PAD = peripheral arterial disease.

TABLE 4 - RESULTS OF THE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL FOR CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS
Variable

Type of analysis

Coefficient

Standard error

z

P-value

OR

CI 95%
Bottom

Top

SAH

Raw

0.613

0.162

14.3

<0.001

1.85

1.34

2.53

Adjusted

0.535

0.198

7.3

0.007

1.70

1.16

2.51

Obesity

Raw

1.204

0.353

11.6

0.001

3.34

1.67

6.67

Adjusted

1.239

0.385

10.3

0.001

3.45

1.62

7.34

Dyslipidemia

Raw

0.720

0.195

13.6

<0.001

2.05

1.40

3.01

Adjusted

0.628

0.220

8.1

0.004

1.87

1.21

3.88

SAH = systemic arterial hypertension OR = odds ratio. CI 95% = a confidence interval of 95%. analysis adjusted for sex, age, educational level, ethnicity, and occupation.
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The fact that depressive disorders are three times
more frequent among women than in men is in
agreement with previous Brazilian epidemiological
research.15.30 Although the underlying mechanisms
remain unclear, women seem to experience specific
forms of diseases related to depression (premenstrual dysphoric disorder; postpartum depression) that
are associated with hormonal changes and, therefore, contribute to the increased prevalence. Another
difference between the sexes seems to be the trigger
for depression; woman usually present internal triggers, and men external.31
As in previous studies15,30,32 we found variations
in the prevalence of depression or anxiety disorders
in relation to sociodemographic variables. Cardiovascular risk was slightly increased in patients with
depression and anxiety when all sociodemographic
variables were entered simultaneously in the regression analysis (Table 4).
In accordance with other studies28,33,34, we found
an association between depression, anxiety, and
obesity. According to Santos et al.35, the high consumption of carbohydrates seems to be related to
the development of anxiety and depressive behavior
after stressful situations. Our study design prevents
conclusions about whether the psychiatric disorders
studied were the cause or consequence of obesity.
Presumingly, these conditions are mutually related,
and one contributes to the development and maintenance of the other.
We found a greater risk of dyslipidemia among
anxious and depressive patients, similarly to the results of previous studies.28,36,37 The increased risk of
dyslipidemia and especially of obesity among people
with symptoms of anxiety and depression seems to
be mediated by a mild chronic inflammation.36 Santos et al.38 described an association between morphological changes in the hippocampus and disturbances in the levels of chronic inflammation mediated by
cortisol in patients with mood disorders. Multiple
etiological factors, such as smoking, a diet rich in
carbohydrates, and genetics, also related depression
and anxiety to lower levels of HDL cholesterol and
abdominal obesity.30
Depressive disorders are also pointed out as possible effects of individuals with chronic pathologies:
approximately 25% of individuals with DM2 have the
concomitant diagnosis of depression. Upon assessing
the causality between both conditions, the following
risk factors were found for depression associated
807

with the pre-existence of DM2: obesity, metabolic
syndrome, and the very stress of coping with the
disease. On the other hand, depression could collaborate with the development of DM2 due to the use
of antidepressants, weight gain, indisposition and
consequent nonpractice of physical exercises.39 A
meta-analysis developed by Nouwen et al.40 showed
an increase of 24% in the risk of developing depression in patients with DM2 in comparison to healthy
groups. In individuals with asthma, the younger ones
seem to evolve with more ADD as a causal effect.41
The AD group had approximately two times more
chance of hypertension than the NAD. Previous
studies have demonstrated an association between
depression, anxiety, and hypertension in individuals of basic care.9,28,42,43 Ho et al.42 reported that depressive or anxious patients usually attend the unit
of primary care more often. The higher frequency
of consultations results in more measurements of
blood pressure, therefore, increasing the chances
of a hypertension diagnosis.42 On the other hand,
some recent studies suggest an association between
beta-blockers and depression.43 In this context, the
antihypertensive medication could lead to depression. However, these data are controversial in the
literature.
Although the prevalence of DM2 was higher in
the NAD group, there was no statistical significance
between the groups, going against the classical association between depression, anxiety and DM2.11
This finding is in agreement with those presented by
O’Connor et al.44 The higher risk of anxiety and depression among diabetic patients, reported in some
previous studies, may have been influenced, in part,
by the presence of comorbidities associated with
DM2. In our sample, the prevalence of comorbidities
such as myocardial infarction, peripheral neuropathy, and peripheral arterial disease, was low. This
may have contributed to the lack of association between the conditions.
LIMITATIONS

The results of this study must be considered in
the context of some limitations. Although this study
included an expressive and representative sample of
the population studied, we cannot draw clear conclusions about the associations identified between depression or anxiety and cardiovascular risk factors
due to the cross-sectional design of the study.
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Because this is a descriptive study based on data
from medical records, we cannot ensure that the descriptions of diagnostic terms such as “anxiety” and
“depression” from the medical records are related to
an accurate diagnosis of such conditions. This fact
may have over or underestimated the prevalence of
the conditions.
Some cohort studies suggest that hypertension is
not caused by depression or anxiety. However, these
data are controversial in the literature. Because this
is a cross-sectional study, associations can suffer
from the influence of the reverse causality phenomenon and do not allow us to infer or discard the effect
of coincidence between depression, anxiety, and cardiovascular risk factors.
Basic care in the municipality of Jaboatão presents population coverage close to 50%. Furthermore,

the richest population does not usually attend these
units, which can contribute to information bias.
Thus, our findings cannot be extrapolated to that
population subgroup.
CONCLUSION

The prevalence of depression and anxiety disorders were, respectively, 10.3% and 27.1%. Individuals with MADD accounted for 4.5%. Depression and
anxiety were associated with a greater prevalence of
arterial hypertension, obesity, and hyperlipidemia.
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RESUMO
INTRODUÇÃO: Transtornos de ansiedade e depressão (TAD) são os distúrbios psiquiátricos mais comuns no mundo. Dentre a população
adulta atendida na atenção básica, estima-se que a depressão afete cerca de 14,3% desses indivíduos mundialmente, podendo este
valor ir de 21,4% a 31% no Brasil. A ansiedade afeta até 33,7% da população durante sua vida.

OBJETIVO: Estimar a prevalência de TAD em pacientes da atenção primária em um município do Nordeste brasileiro e associar sua
ocorrência com fatores de risco cardiovasculares.
MÉTODOS: Um

estudo de coorte transversal com análise de prontuário de pacientes atendidos em unidades de saúde da família de
Jaboatão dos Guararapes, Pernambuco. Foram incluídos pacientes ≥18 anos e acompanhados regularmente. Critérios de exclusão:
história de trauma crânio encefálico, abuso de álcool e drogas, acidente vascular cerebral prévio, doenças ou medicações que mimetizem sintomas de TAD. Os indivíduos foram divididos em dois grupos, a depender da presença ou não de TAD, e os fatores de risco
cardiovascular foram comparados entre os grupos.

De um total de 1.030 indivíduos recrutados, 215 (20%) foram excluídos. O grupo não TAD apresentou mais história de
infarto do miocárdio e etilismo. A prevalência de depressão foi de 10,3%, a de ansiedade foi de 27,1% e a associação entre os dois foi de
4,5%. Houve associação significativa entre TAD e hipertensão (OR = 2,11; IC95: 1,16-3,84; p=0,01), obesidade (OR = 4,47; IC95%: 1,7411,46; p=0,002) e dislipidemia (OR = 3,88; IC95%: 1,81-8,3; p<0,001).

RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: TAD estão associados com maior risco de hipertensão arterial, obesidade e dislipidemia.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Ansiedade. Depressão. Fatores de risco. Doenças cardiovasculares. Atenção primária à saúde.
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND: Time-motion analysis has been used to provide detailed insight into surfers’ performance. This study evaluated surfers’
activity times at the Portuguese surfing championship in order to account for the time spent in each surfing activity.
METHODS: Eighty-seven individually recorded videos of surfers were analyzed, showing their activity over the entire heat, and video
analysis software was used to obtain each surfer’s activity profile in the competition.
RESULTS: The results breakdown by time percentage show that the surfers were paddling 50.9% of the time, sprint paddling for wave
1.9%, were stationary 34.1% of the time, wave riding 3.7%, and involved in miscellaneous activities (e.g., duck diving, board recovery,
etc.) 9.4% of the total time. Average times spent in each surfing activity were 18.6 seconds for paddling, 2.9 seconds for sprint paddling
for a wave, 21.7 seconds for the stationary period, 11.5 seconds for wave riding, and 6.9 seconds for miscellaneous activities.
CONCLUSIONS: The data revealed that the most performed heat activity was paddling, allowing us to conclude that surfing is basically a

long-arm paddling activity and that this activity constitutes a specific surfing competition demand, which in turn means that individual
surfer’s data can be used as a starting point for the development of tailored conditioning training programs.

KEYWORDS: Water Sports. Athletic Performance. Sports/physiology. Time and Motion Studies. Physical Exertion.

INTRODUCTION

Surfing has increased in popularity both at competitive and recreational levels on beaches worldwide1, and so have the numbers of surfers in competitions2,3. According to the International Surfing
Association2, there are 35 million surfers in over 70
countries. The Portuguese Surfing Federation4 reports that there are about 10,000 federated surfers,
70 surfing clubs and 140 surfing schools in Portugal.
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

Surfing involves intermittent high-intensity bouts
of all-out paddling, aimed at gaining enough momentum for the wave take-off (the moment in which the
surfer stands up on the board to start to ride), intercalated with short recovery periods and repeated bouts
of low-intensity paddling5,6. In a surfing session, it is
necessary to perform the following movements: long
periods of paddling out through breaking waves in or-
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der to reach the take-off zone (the location where the
wave is caught); repeated duck-diving (the surfer’s
pushing the board underwater, nose (the front tip
of the board) first); repeated diving under oncoming
broken waves and the corresponding breath holding;
and brief periods of sprint paddling in order to catch
a wave with power and speed, or to move around
to find its best peak7. These movements are repeated many times throughout a surfing session and
therefore require high muscular endurance, moderate-high cardio-respiratory endurance, recovery and
anaerobic power of the upper torso8.
Competitive surfing consists of heats in which a
maximum of 4 surfers participate, varying between
20 to 30 minutes in duration. Surfers’ performance
is judged based on the execution quality of a variety
of maneuvers, and the main judging criterion is the
performance of radical maneuvers in the most critical sections of a wave considering style, power, and
speed1. Only 2 surfers of each heat progress to the
next round. There are championships where the last
rounds (quarterfinals, semi-finals, and finals) are disputed by 2 surfers only.
Prescribing training programs for surfers involves
taking into account the duration of each activity and
the corresponding metabolism required. Many different factors can influence the time spent in each
surfing activity and its intensity, such as ocean currents, wind orientation, the size of the waves, water
temperature9, the type of wave break, the frequency
of waves, and the tides6,8.
Time-motion analysis refers to the frame-byframe examination of a surfer’s video footage in a
training session or in a competition, where timeand-distance data, movement patterns, frequency,
mean duration and total time spent in activities are
registered8. Since the use of technology provides detailed and meaningful insight into surfing and surfers’ performance3,8, evaluation and analysis of these
data and their relation to the physiological demands
placed on athletes during surfing can be further used
as part of the competitive surfing coaching process,
helping to design training programs and maximize
athletes’ performance.
Up to this date, time-motion analysis has been
used in only three studies on competitive surfing1,5,10,
in one study on surfing training11, and in another one
on recreational surfing12.
Thus, the aim of this study is to establish the activity profile of Portuguese surfers at a Portuguese
811

national competition heat in order to account for the
times spent in each surfing activity and their mutual
relationships.
METHODS

A cross-sectional descriptive survey was used for
data collection in this study.
The study was approved by the RECI - Research
in Education and Community Intervention Unit, the
Piaget Institute’s research unit, and by the Board of
the Portuguese National Association of Surfers.
Subjects
The study population included was Portuguese
male and female surfers competing in the “Allianz
Figueira Pro”, the third stage of the “MEO Surf
League” Championship in Cabedelo Beach, Figueira da Foz, Central Portugal. Both competitions were
organized by the Portuguese National Association of
Surfers and the group Fire.
Sixty-four men and twenty-two women participated in the two championships, totaling 86 athletes.
A total of 50 heats was performed both in the
men’s and women’s competition. Each heat was
constituted by 2 to 4 athletes. In 3- or 4-surfer heats,
only the 2 best scoring athletes moved forward to the
next heat. In 2-surfer heats, only 1 moved forward.
Forty-eight rides were performed in the women’s
championship, and 126 in the men’s, totaling 174
rides in the championship.
The sampling process was randomly stratified to
cover half of the rides performed in the championship (n=87 rides).
Heat Analysis
Each surfer was videoed individually and for the
entire duration of the heat, using a video camera. The
recordings were obtained by four different evaluators, always positioned precisely in the same position
- the place that offered the best view of the surfers in
the sea and also minimized the periods in which they
were submersed and their picture was lost.
The men’s championship was divided into 3
rounds: Round 1, with 16 heats of 20 minutes each;
Round 2, with 8 heats of 25 minutes each; and Round
3, with 4 heats of 30 minutes each. Initially, there
were 4 competing surfers in each heat, and the 2
with the best scores moved forward. In the quarterfinals, semi-finals and finals, there were only 2 athREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):810-817
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letes per heat (man-to-man), who competed for 30
minutes. There was a total of 35 heats in the men’s
competition.
In the women’s championship, 15 heats were performed. Since there were much fewer women than
men, there was only 1 round with 6 heats (Heat 1 to
Heat 6). Two of the heats had 3 athletes competing
against each other, and the other 4 had 4 athletes.
The quarterfinals (Heats 7 to 10) were held with 3
athletes in each heat. In the semi-finals (Heats 11 to
12), there were 4 athletes in each heat. Then, new
semi-finals were held (Heats 13 to 14) with 2 competitors in the same heat. The finals (Heat 15) were disputed by 2 athletes. The heats lasted for 20 minutes,
with the exception of the semi-finals with two competitors and the finals, which lasted for 25 minutes.
The V-Note Video Analysis Software 2.1.2 was
used to analyze each surfer’s movement during the
competition and to calculate the time spent in each
activity.
The analyzed activities included:
• Paddling: alternating upper limbs movements
towards the outside, or in search of the best
wave peak;
• Sprint paddling for wave: the movement performed to catch the wave, recorded from the
moment the surfer would turn towards the
shore and begin to paddle forward with the
forming wave until the start of the take-off (popup), regardless of whether or not the athlete
achieved that goal;
• Stationary period: the time when the surfer
stands up or sits on the board without any type
of movement, including slow one-arm paddling
to maintain the position in the take-off zone;
• Wave riding: the time between the take-off and
the moment when the surfer’s feet lose contact
with the board;
• Miscellaneous activities: includes duck diving, recovery of the board after falling, getting
in and out of the water, walking or running on
the beach, the time when the surfer’s image
is lost due to the passage of a wave, and other
non-specified activities.
The time pattern of each surfer’s activity was analyzed, including the total and the average times of
each activity mentioned above, and their frequency
and occurrence percentage. All the analyses were
performed by the same evaluator.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):810-817

Data analysis
Descriptive statistics data were obtained regarding various surfing activities (paddling, sprint paddling for a wave, stationary, wave riding, and miscellaneous), including the average, standard deviation,
range, and total duration.
Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 23.0.
RESULTS

There were 174 rides in the championship, out of
which 87 videos were made and analyzed.
Table 1 shows the duration (minutes:seconds) of
each surfing activity performed during a competitive
surfing heat, broken down by the 3 competition days
(male and females competitors). In table 2, the same
data are presented by gender.
Figure 1 shows the number of each surfing activity (in seconds; average±standard deviation), and figure 2 shows the percentage intervals (in seconds) of
each activity for all the analyzed surfers during the
heat.
DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first time-motion
analysis study of a Portuguese championship. The
obtained data revealed that paddling was the most
practiced activity (51%), as already observed in other
studies1,5,10-12. However, the most significant percentage of this movement had a short duration (up to 15
seconds), while much longer paddling movements
(between 121 to 300 seconds) registered significantly smaller percentages. This suggests that paddling
is an activity with intercalary movements involving
anaerobic metabolism, where resynthetisation of
ATP is done through chemical reactions that do not
require the presence of oxygen13.
Also, the data from the study by Mendez-Villanueva et al.1 showed that most of the paddling bouts
(60%) were performed at time intervals of between 1
and 20 seconds, a period similar to the one obtained
in this study.
However, Minghelli et al.10 had previously analyzed a sample constituted by Portuguese children
and adolescent surfers, and their data showed that
the most frequent paddling time intervals were up
to 5 seconds (39%) and that paddling time intervals
from 6 to 10 seconds corresponded to 26% of the total
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TABLE 1. TIME DURATION (MINUTES:SECONDS) OF SURFING ACTIVITIES BY DAY OF COMPETITION
Days of
Surfing activities
competition

Paddling

First day

Second day

Average

Wave riding

Miscellaneous

00:19.19

00:03.28

00:17.59

00:12.46

00:08.61

00:01.60

00:22.13

00:06.96

00:13.35

Range

00:00.90-00:13.80 00:01.00-03:22.30

00:01.40-00:38.00 00:00.60

00:01-04:20.60

Total time %

56.4%

2.2%

24.9%

3.3%

Average

00:19.69

00:02.79

00:22.03

00:12.26

00:06.25

Standard deviation 00:26.91

00:01.37

00:29.02

00:07.03

00:14.39

13.1%

00:00.30-03:46.20 00:00.90-00:08.70 00:00.80-03:55.50 00:01.40-00:40.00 00:00.10-02:37.10

Total time %

50.2%

1.5%

36.9%

4.0%

Average

00:12.73

00:02.56

00:25.68

00:09.06

00:03.05

00:01.12

00:27.90

00:05.51

00:03.09

Standard deviation 00:15.23

All days

Stationary

Standard deviation 00:28.97

Range
Last day

Sprint paddle for
wave

7.4%

Range

00:00.80-02:36.40 00:00.20-00:07.70

00:00.20-03:51.30

00:01.50-00:28.60

00:00.80-00:46.80

Total time %

38%

52.7%

3.8%

3.7%

Average

00:18.06

00:02.96

00:21.07

00:11.54

00:06.99

Standard deviation 00:26.14

00:01.46

00:26.34

00:06.79

00:12.80

1.9%

Range

00:01.02-04:20.60

00:00.20-00:13.80

00:00.50-03:55.50 00:01.40-00:40.00 00:00.10-03:11.60

Total time %

50.9%

1.9%

34.1%

3.7%

9.4%

TABLE 2. TIME DURATION (MINUTES:SECONDS) OF SURFING ACTIVITIES BY GENDER
Categories
Men surfers

Surfing activities

Paddling

Average

00:18.11

00:02.89

00:22.10

00:11.64

00:06.89

Standard deviation 00:28.15

00:01.49

00:27.24

00:06.90

00:19.55

Range
Women
surfers

Sprint paddle for
wave

00:00.30-09:51.00 00:00.20-00:13.80

Wave riding

Miscellaneous

00:00.20-03:55.50 00:01.40-00:40.00 00:00.10-09:41.10

Total time %

45.1%

1.6%

33.7%

4.4%

15.3%

Average

00:18.70

00:03.31

00:14.91

00:11.54

00:10.65

00:19.05

Standard deviation 00:26.83

00:01.28

00:06.22

00:29.90

Range

00:00.40-03:13.50

00:00.90-00:06.90 00:01.10-02:32.30

00:01.40-00:27.50

00:00.80-07:38.60

Total time %

55.6%

2.0%

1.9%

19.3%

paddling time. The discrepancy of these results may
be due to age and skill differences between the samples, as well as to external conditions.
As for the time intervals in sprint paddling to
catch the wave, the majority was also of short duration (up to 2 seconds), meaning that for the execution
of this activity the same anaerobic metabolism is requested (phosphatic system) because it involves fast
and vigorous movements13.
The wave riding time was only 3.7% of the total
time. Here, however, some quite diverse results have
also been reported: Minghelli et al.10 data revealed a
wave riding time of only 3% of the total time; Mendez-Villanueva et al.1 showed it to be 3.8% in competing surfers; Farley et al.5 reported 8% in surfers from
the current top 30 surfers in New Zealand; Meir et
al.12 reported 5% of wave riding in the total of one
hour of recreational surfing, and Secomb et al.11 revealed 2.5% in a two-hour surfing training session.
813

Stationary

21.2%

The differences may be associated with the fact
that different conditions of surfing were evaluated:
free surfing and competition, and different athletes’
age groups and skills. In a competition, the athlete
must select the best waves to obtain the highest score
in the time allocated to the heat, so if they spend their
time catching a lot of waves without much quality,
they lose their heat time paddling back to the peak.
On the other hand, during a training session or in
free surfing, the athlete does not have this concern,
being able to catch a greater number of waves without having to select them or to wait for the best wave
to set to surf. During a competition, the surfers are
judged by the two best-scored waves, and not by the
number of waves caught. Moreover, the athlete has
to make some tactical decisions considering the opponent’s score or wave selection, and these options
may also influence the total time surfers spend in the
above-mentioned activity5.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):810-817
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Regarding the age and skill difference, the competitive competence of athletes in the study by Minghelli et al.10 and in this study is also different and
may have influenced the results obtained since in the
former the sample consisted of young regional athletes, while in the latter it involved elite athletes of
Portugal.
The average length of wave riding in the present
study was 11.5 seconds, similar to the data obtained
by Mendez-Villanueva et al.1 - an average of 11.6 seconds for a sample of elite professional surfers ranked
in the World Qualifying Series (WQS). On the other
hand, the average wave riding time obtained in the
Minghelli et al.’s study10 was only 4.4 seconds. These
results cannot be duly compared since they involved
different samples (top Portuguese surfers vs. children and adolescent surfers).
By analyzing the time interval of each activity
mentioned above, it can be verified that there is little
disintegration of glycogen into lactic acid since this
type of metabolism is present in short term activities. Lactic acid is a co-product of anaerobic glycolysis, and when it reaches high levels in muscles and
blood, it causes muscle fatigue13.
Now regarding the time spent in the stationary
period, the data of this study show a different value
(34% of the total time) when compared to other studies. Thus, Mendez-Villanueva et al.’s study1 revealed
42% of the total time in stationary activity, and Farley
et al.5 showed 28%. Finally, Minghelli et al.’s study10
involving younger surfers registered values of only
13% for the stationary period. The differences may
suggest that stationary time depends on several external factors, such as the motivation of the athlete
and the time between oncoming waves.
Regarding the competition analyzed here, which
took place over three days, it has to be noted that it
had very different external conditions on different
days. On the last day, it even happened that some
of the heats had to be postponed because not even
the minimum conditions for surfing had been met.
Accordingly, the stationary period was the highest
on the last day (53% vs. 25% and 37% on the previous
days, respectively). Different tides, wave breaking,
and wind directions provided very different swells
on the different days at the same beach.
However, Secomb et al.11 revealed values of 53%
for the stationary period when analyzing a two-hour
surfing training session, and Meir et al.’s study12
involving recreational surfers obtained the value of
815

44%. The difference shows that surfers are more active in a competition than when training or doing free
surfing.
Also, most of the stationary period times obtained
in this study were very short (up to 15 seconds), revealing that the athletes needed only a brief recovery
period and were always looking for the best sea conditions and, if the external conditions allowed them,
to kept moving during the heat. Also, Mendez-Villanueva et al.1 revealed that most surfers had stationary
intervals of up to 10 seconds, followed by intervals
between 11 and 20 seconds, and Minghelli et al.10
showed a period that was even shorter, with values
of up to 5 seconds.
Finally, the time spent on miscellaneous activities
(e.g., duck diving, recovering the surfboard, etc.) accounted for only 9.4% of the total heat time in this
study. This value is clearly lower than the 16% reported by Meir et al.12, or the 23% observed by Minghelli
et al.10. However, Mendez-Villanueva et al.’s study1
showed only 2.2% of the total time.
The vast majority of the time intervals in these
activities of up to 5 seconds may reveal greater athletes’ dynamism. Most of the miscellaneous activities in Minghelli et al.’s heat analysis10 registered
values of up to 30 seconds. This difference may again
be attributed to technical and physical conditions of
the athletes in each sample and external conditions
of each competition day. Indeed, miscellaneous activities depend on sea conditions, currents, wave
frequency periods, and the level of motivation of the
athlete. Thus, in the analyzed competition, some
athletes even chose to leave the water and return to
the place where the entrance was facilitated by the
current, and this time-consuming activity was also
included in the miscellaneous activities.
In fact, the data obtained in this study only provides information on the specific population, place,
and conditions studied in the videoed competition
since multiple surfing conditions and environmental factors, such as swell size, inconsistent surfing,
currents, wave length or frequency, beach break or
reef break, competing for waves, surfers’ technical
and physical condition and motivation all influence
the time lengths and percentages surfers spend in
each activity.
The frequency and duration of surfing activities
and the ratio between work and rest periods are important variables to know the metabolisms involved
in the activity, but nowadays, there is also specific
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):810-817
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equipment for measuring these variables, which can
provide more accurate information about the type of
metabolism involved. Some sports analyses have also
included the use of global positioning system (GPS)
technology, heart rate control, and estimated energy
expenditure of the surfing activity in order to determine the intensity of the activity and the metabolism
required. However, the aquatic environment is hostile to electronic equipment, water-proof equipment
is expensive, and some athletes also find that monitoring during competition interferes with their performance during the heat.
Nonetheless, identification of physically highly demanding periods is important for surfing as it
can provide relevant data to help understand specific
surfing competition requirements, and can be used
as a reference to adapt training programs to the temporal work demands of a surfing competition and to
develop specific conditioning and appropriate training protocols.
However, it is necessary to carry out additional
studies at the Portuguese national level, involving
elite athletes, both adult and young surfers, for a better analysis of the total time of the surfing activity
since it depends on unpredictable variables of the
surfing environment.
CONCLUSION

The data obtained in this study revealed that, for
this specific sample of competing surfers, the most

performed activity during the heats was paddling,
while the time spent on wave riding was only 4% of
the total time of the heat. Thus, the results showed
that surfing consists mostly of long-arm paddling,
which provided valuable information for coaches
about specific demands of the surfing competition,
and which can be further used to develop conditioning training programs according to the surfer’s specific demands.
The results of this study also showed that surfing
is an intermittent activity that is characterized by a
large variability of the times of the activities involved
and that surfing activities seem to be very much influenced by external environmental factors, as well
as by the surfer’s motivation and technical skills.
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RESUMO
INTRODUÇÃO: A análise temporal dos movimentos tem sido usada para fornecer informações detalhadas sobre o desempenho dos
surfistas. O objetivo deste estudo foi avaliar os tempos das atividades dos surfistas em um campeonato português de surfe, em nível
nacional, a fim de contabilizar o tempo gasto em cada movimento do surfe.
MÉTODOS: Foram realizadas 87 filmagens individuais dos surfistas, durante os diversos heats que decorreram ao longo da competição,

sendo estas analisadas com um software para obtenção do perfil das atividades dos surfistas na competição.

Os dados obtidos revelaram que o movimento de remada correspondeu a 50,9% do tempo total despendido na competição, a remada para apanhar a onda consistiu em 1,9%, o período estacionário compreendeu 34,1%, o ato de apanhar a onda de
apenas 3,7% e outras atividades (bico de pato, recuperação da prancha etc.) envolveram 9,4% do tempo total da competição. Os tempos médios gastos em cada atividade de surfe foram de 18,6 segundos para remada, 2,9 segundos para remada para apanhar a onda,
21,7 segundos para o período estacionário, 11,5 segundos para andar de onda e 6,9 segundos para outras atividades.

RESULTADOS:

Os resultados revelaram que o surfe consiste em uma atividade que abrange longos períodos de remada, envolvendo
uma demanda energética específica para a prática desse esporte. Os dados obtidos são necessários para o desenvolvimento de estratégias de treinamento que levem em consideração o tempo gasto em cada atividade do surfe e o consequente metabolismo energético
envolvido, a fim de que se efetive uma prescrição adequada de um programa de treinamento.

CONCLUSÕES:

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Esportes aquáticos. Desempenho atlético. Esportes/fisiologia. Estudos de tempo e movimento. Esforço físico.
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND: The use of the 3D printer in complex cardiac surgery planning.

OBJECTIVES: To analyze the use and benefits of 3D printing in heart valve surgery through a systematic review of the literature.

METHODS: This systematic review was reported following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and registered in the
Prospero (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews) database under the number CRD42017059034. We used the
following databases: PubMed, EMBASE, Scopus, Web of Science and Lilacs. We included articles about the keywords “Heart Valves”,
“Heart Valve Prosthesis Implantation”, “Heart Valve Prosthesis”, “Printing, Three-Dimensional”, and related entry terms. Two reviewers
independently conducted data extraction and a third reviewer solved disagreements. All tables used for data extraction are available at
a separate website. We used the Cochrane Collaboration tool to assess the risk of bias of the studies included.

RESULTS: We identified 301 articles and 13 case reports and case series that met the inclusion criteria. Our studies included 34 patients
aged from 3 months to 94 years.

CONCLUSIONS: Up to the present time, there are no studies including a considerable number of patients. A 3D-printed model produced
based on the patient enables the surgeon to plan the surgical procedure and choose the best material, size, format, and thickness to be
used. This planning leads to reduced surgery time, exposure, and consequently, lower risk of infection.
KEYWORDS: Heart Valves. Printing; Three-Dimensional. Cardiovascular Surgical Procedures.

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases continue to be one of the
primary causes of mortality, accounting for 40% of
all deaths worldwide (WHO).1 There are estimates
that in 2030, this rate will reach 43.9%.2 In addition
to ischemic heart disease, valvular heart disease is
one of the most prevalent cardiovascular diseases.
Surgical repair of valvular lesions, however, have
limitations depending on the patient’s conditions,
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

congenital abnormalities, risk factors, comorbidities,
and adverse immune responses.3
In a systematic review, the authors mention different techniques used by 3D printers, among them
is stereolithography, which fabricates a solid object
from a photopolymer resin, and then laser light is
then used to harden the surface layer of the polymer
liquid.
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Fused deposition modeling creates a 3D structure
by extruding melted thermoplastic filaments layer
by layer along with a physical support material that
is later dissolved away. PolyJet technology creates 3D
prints through a process of jetting thin layers of liquid photopolymers that are instantly hardened using
UV light.4
In recent years, technological development has
rapidly increased in cardiac surgery, contributing to
the prevention of many complications.5
Advances in the surgical approach of valve diseases include progress in tissue engineering and the use
of new surgical materials, improvement of mechanical and biological valves, and decreased use of thrombolytic and immunosuppressive drugs.6
In industrialized countries, the prevalence of
chronic diseases, including degenerative valve disease has increased due to the aging of the population.
By 2050, the number of people who require valve replacement may triple. Limitations to valve repair and
remodeling in elderly patients include valve calcification due to aging.7
A strategy to deal with these limitations and that
offers a promising future is three-dimensional (3D)
rapid prototyping, which has emerged as an important tool for the guidance of preoperative and surgical
planning.8 The technique, developed in the 1980s,
was initially used in the industry and has been increasingly used in health care for providing detailed
information on preoperative diagnosis.5
A prospective case-crossover study involving
10 international centers analyzed 40 patients with
complex CHD (mean age 3 years) and used an MRI
scan and/or a CT scan to stratify the cardiovascular
anatomy. Then, models were fabricated by fused
deposition modeling with polyurethane filament.
The images with their dimensions were compared
with the 3D models, which accurately replicated the
anatomy with a mean bias of -0.27 ± 0.73 mm. Of
the total number of surgeons, only 4% did not agree
that the 3D models provided a better understanding
of the morphology of CHD and surgical planning. In
conclusion, 3D models are precise replicas of cardiovascular anatomy and helped redefine the surgical
approach.9
Printing physical models of the heart to be operated contributes to the careful planning of surgeries
in adults and children with congenital abnormalities, thereby reducing the risk of error and complications.5 Therefore, 3D printing enables accurate
819

measurement of the cardiac system, resulting in longer-term benefits to the patient.10
In the present study, we analyze the use and benefits of 3D printing in heart valve surgery by a systematic review of the literature.
METHODS

Protocol and Registration
This systematic review was reported following
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review
and registered in the Prospero (International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews) database
under the number CRD42017059034.
Eligibility Criteria
The following inclusion criteria were considered:
3D printing and heart valve in humans; articles written in Portuguese, English or Spanish. We excluded
studies limited to materials and devices, reviews,
and conference abstracts.
Information Sources
We searched the following electronic databases:
PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, Scopus and LILACS. In addition, we manually searched the references of the articles selected and performed a citation analysis using Google Scholar.
Search
The initial search comprised the keywords “Heart
Valves”, “Heart Valve Prosthesis Implantation”,
“Heart Valve Prosthesis”, “Printing, Three-Dimensional”, and related entry terms. The complete strategy was used for the search in PubMed. Searches
were conducted in August 2018 and, initially, 301
articles were identified in the electronic databases.
After removing duplicates, 268 articles were left to
be evaluated by title and abstract. From those, 75 articles were selected for full-text analysis, and 10 met
the inclusion criteria. After reference and citation
analysis, 3 additional articles were included for fulltext analysis. Thirteen articles were included in the
systematic review. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram
of the study selection process of this review.
Study Selection
The titles and abstracts of the retrieved articles
were independently evaluated by 3 reviewers (LB,
GR, and FB). Abstracts which did not provide enough
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):818-824
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FIGURE 1: FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE STUDY SELECTION PROCESS.

information regarding the eligibility criteria were
kept for full-text evaluation. Reviewers independently evaluated full-text articles and determined study
eligibility. Disagreements were solved by consensus,
and if any disagreement persisted, they sought a
fourth reviewer’s opinion (SG).
Data Extraction
Three reviewers (LB, GR, and FB) independently
conducted the data extraction, and disagreements
were solved by the fourth reviewer (SG). First, the
general characteristics of the studies were collected, such as 3D printing and cardiac valves. Then, the
type of valve, image acquisition method, type of patient, manufacturing material and 3d printing evaluation method.
Data Analysis
The analysis of the articles retrieved was performed in a descriptive manner, in two stages. In the
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):818-824

first one, we analyzed the year, authorship, place of
study, type of study, target population, study design,
assessment of outcomes regarding the question addressed and the given answer options. In the second
stage, we analyzed the prevalence of the outcome
measure and the factors associated with this outcome.
RESULTS

Study Characteristics
The studies included were published between
2008 and 2018, and the sample size varied from 1
to 8 individuals. The studies included 4 children, 2
teenagers, 8 adults, 16 elderlies, and 4 had no age
records. There was no post-surgical follow-up. The
surveys were conducted in the United States, Poland, Spain, Germany, Japan, and France. The study
designs were case report and retrospective analysis. The descriptive data of the studies included are
presented in Table 1.
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Synthesis of Results
Some methodological aspects varied among the
reviewed studies and may affect the synthesis of results, including the instruments used to assess 3D,
the type of valve and its manufacturing material, and
imaging methods. Data about the quality of results
from each study are described in Table 2.
DISCUSSION

This systematic review evaluated the use of 3D
rapid prototyping, which provides very accurate information in highly complex cardiovascular diseases. We identified 13 articles on this technique, which
included a small number of patients (report of isolated cases) aged between 3 months to 94 years. The
studies were conducted in the USA (n=6), Europe
(n=6), and Japan (n=1).

The 3-D printing technique was used in aortic,
mitral, tricuspid and pulmonary valve repair, either
combined or isolated. However, there was no postoperative follow-up in any of the cases. Mitral repair
was reported in three articles,12-14 aortic repair in
five, 11,15,17,19,20 tricuspid valve repair in one,18 pulmonary valve repair in one,23 tricuspid/mitral repair in
two, 16,21 and aortic/mitral repair in one article.22
Due to the high complexity of the cardiac valve
replacement surgery and recommendation, the inclusion criteria varied between the studies. The case
reports described 3D printing technology as an accurate tool for replication of cardiac prosthesis in implantation surgeries.
A multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) scanner is provided with a software package that turns
images into a printable file that is sent to a 3D printer. This method is used for acquisition and precise

TABLE 1: DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF THE STUDIES INCLUDED
Study, Year

Country

Study
design

Number of Age
subjects

Gender

Basic Diseases

Type of
valve

Duan et al.11/2013

USA

Case report

1

12

male

Congenital malformations

Aortic valve

Dankowski et
al.12/2014

Poland

Case study

1

41

male

Dilated cardiomyopathy

Mitral valve

62

male

Bacterial endocarditis

Mitral valve

1-Mitral valve regurgitation
2- Tissue infection

Mitral valve

Little et al.13/2016

USA

Case report

1

Vukicevic et
al.14/2017

USA

Case report

2

Gallo et al.15/2016

Italy

Case report

1

79

Hypertension, diabetes mellitus, chronic
kidney disease, dyslipidemia, atrial fibrillation, epilepsy, thalassemia minor, and
monoclonal gammopathy

Aortic valve

Maragiannis et
al.16/2016

USA

Case report

8

84, 92, 94, 5- male
70, 91, 64, 3- female
81, 55

Severe degenerative aortic stenosis

6-Tricuspid
and 2-Mitral
valve

Sodian et al.17/2008

Germany Case report

1

81

Aortic valve stenosis, after coronary artery Aortic valve
bypass grafting (CABG)

Bauch et al.18/2015

USA

Case report

2

Schmauss et
al.19/2015

Germany Case report

8

16, 3m, 2,
14, 81, 43,
50, 70

4- female, 1-Congenital malformations
4- male
2- Congenital malformations
3- Congenital malformations
4- Congenital malformations
5- Aortic stenosis
6- Heart insufficiency
7- HIV, a type A Aortic dissection
8- Aortic valve stenosis, calcified ascending aorta

Aortic valve

Fujita et al.20/2017

Japan

Case report

1

82

female

Aortic valve

Jacobs et al.21/ 2008

Germany Case report

3

50, 81, 50

2- female, Malignant tumor and ventricular aneu1- male
rysm

Mitral and
Tricuspid
valve

Kim et al.22/ 2008

USA

Case report

4

30, 50, 72,
69

1- female, Congenital VSD
3- male
Atrial septal aneurysm
Periprosthetic valvular defect.
Thoracic aortic pseudoaneurysm

Aortic
and Mitral
valve

Hadeed et al.23/
2016

France

Case report

1

5m

821

female

Atrial fibrillation

Tricuspid
valve

Previously undergone mitral valve
replacement

Congenital malformations (systolic heart
murmur)
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TABLE 2. QUALITY OF RESULTS FROM EACH STUDY
Study, Year

Imaging Modality /
Technique

Printer details

Manufacturing material

Endpoints of printers

Duan et al.11/2013

Computed tomography

Micro-CT (GE eXplore
CT120; GE Health Care,
Milwaukee, WI) at 100
μm resolution, 80keV, 30
mA, 800 angles, 30 ms
exposure time, 30 gain,
and 20 offset.30

Alginate/gelatin hydrogel

Living aortic valve conduits with
anatomical resemblance to the native valve based on alginate/gelatin
hydrogel system

Dankowski et
al.12/2014

Multi-slice computed
tomography (MSCT)

3D printing as a clinically
applicable heart modeling
technology

Rubber-like urethane

Little et al.13/ 2016

Echocardiography and
tomography

A multimaterial patient-specific 3D model

Multimaterial
TangoPlus

Vukicevic et
al.14/2017

Clinical 3D transesophageal
echocardiography and
computed tomography

Multi-material 3D printing Multi-material,
technology and addition
TangoPlus-Shore 3
3D TEE

Specific mitral leaflet geometry
and the mitral valve apparatus
can be digitally reconstructed from
currently available clinical imaging
tools

Gallo et al.15/2016

A 64-row multidetector computed
tomography (MDCT)

Three-dimensional (3D)
model

Stereolithography

Was useful to rule out the risk of
occlusion of the brachiocephalic trunk during the stent-valve
deployment and is a useful tool to
plan complex transcatheter

Maragiannis et
al.16/2016

ECG-gated and 64-slice
multi-detector CT

Multimaterial 3D printed

The rubber-like material
TangoPlus

Replicate the anatomic and functional properties of severe degenerative aortic valve stenosis.

Sodian et
al.17/2008

128-slice computed
tomography

3D printing techniques

Stereolithographic model, Proving benefit in complex anatStereolithographic proomy
totyping

Bauch et al.18/2015

Computed tomography
(CT)64 slice

Three- dimensional (3D)
printing technology

Poly-actic acid filament

Research to minimize detrimental
interactions between permanent
pacing leads(His) and the tricuspid
valve apparatus

Schmauss et
al.19/2015

CT 64 or 128 slices or
MRI scans

3D printing models in
collaboration with theInstitute of Micro-Technology and Medical Device
Technology,

A starch/cellulose powder (zp 15e) bound with
polymer (zb 60). Using
different types of material enables the production
of rigid and flexible parts.

Perioperative planning and simulation in a variety of complex cases in
pediatric and adult cardiac surgery

Fujita et al.20/2017

Multislice computed
tomography (MSCT)

3D reconstruction of
computed tomography
image.

Stereolithography

Simulation was performed using a
patient-specific heart prototype to
evaluate the safety and efficacy of
TAVI guidewire use.

Jacobs et al.21/
2008

Computer tomography
(CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)
images

3-dimensional (3D)
printed multimaterial

Plaster model

Planning and improved orientation to resection of ventricular
aneurysm and malignant cardiac
tumors may facilitate the surgical
procedure due to better.

Kim et al.22/ 2008

Multidetector CT

3D image processing
software.

Polymerization of a
photosensitive resin

Plan the operative approach for
a 2.5-year-old child with single
ventricle and single AV valve

Hadeed et al.23/
2016

Multi-detector-CT using
64-slice

Printed using a three-dimensional printer with
HeartPrint® flex material
(Materialise).

Flex material (Materialise)

Allows better understanding regard
to size, position of ventricular septal
defect, and its relationships with
the great arteries.

reproduction of anatomical structures24-26 and, despite limitations of diagnostic imaging techniques associated with cardiac and vascular movement, MSCT
provides accurate and reliable data of the organ size
and localization of structural and/or valve abnormality. This high-resolution method allows the images
to be reconstructed, processed and printed as a digREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):818-824

Replicate the mitral valve leaflet geometry, regional calcium deposition
(yellow) and pathology.

ital model, from which an individualized, geometric
prototype is constructed. This technique facilitates
surgery planning, leading to higher accuracy of the
surgical procedure12,13 and shorter surgery time.
The complexity of cardiovascular diseases may
be exemplified by the fact that tricuspid valve dysfunction may also be directly related to signs of
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transvenous stimulation.18 According to Vukicevic et
al.14, MSCT images were able to describe functional
elements of the mitral valve leaflets and subvalvular
apparatus, including the myocardial structure, papillary muscles, chordae tendineae, and pathologic calcium deposits.
Our main findings were: a) both 3D transesophageal echocardiographic and MSCT can be used to
replicate the morphology of mitral leaflets, papillary muscles, and left ventricle; however, MSCT is
more effective in replicating the chordae tendineae
and pathologic calcium deposits. b) Multi-material
3D printers can be used to replicate the mitral valve
leaflet material properties with sufficient precision
for device implantation. It has been shown that the
mitral valve can be digitally reconstructed by both
MSCT and 3D printing technologies.14
Nowadays, 3D printing is performed using stereolithography apparatus, which solidifies photocurable resins by laser technology and polymerization
reaction.11 The models created by this printing process accurately replicate the aortic valve anatomy,
with excellent visual correlation with MSCT images.16 Therefore, digital reconstruction is performed
from a set of unique images that are transformed
into specific anatomic models.14 Patients with severe
anatomical changes, valve calcification, ischemic aneurysms, previous surgery, and vascular dysfunction
may benefit from the method12 and the tactile feedback provided by 3D printed models.15
This example may be extended to patients with
previous myocardial revascularization surgery who
benefited from stereolithographic models obtained
by preoperative tomography17 and newborns and
children with congenital heart diseases.19,23
For patients with severe aortic valve stenosis, simulation using a 3D heart model contributed to the planning of transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI),
considering the prohibitive surgical risk.20 The use of
3D rapid prototyping models to identify structures at
risk and during resection of ventricular aneurysm and
malignant cardiac tumors may facilitate the surgical
procedure and lead to better results.21

Some structures may have constitutional and
functional failures such as fissures or cavities, which
may be corrected by surgical intervention. However,
while these abnormalities are not precisely seen or
noticed by imaging techniques, 3D printed models
could be studied in detail by the surgeons. Currently,
the surgeon needs to expose the operative field and
instantly decide on the area to be corrected and the
best procedure to be adopted.
The use of 3D printer as a supportive tool in surgical planning, when performed using high-quality
imaging, benefits patients with several heart diseases, since the 3D-printed heart model is similar to the
exposed heart. In addition, as prototyping technology becomes more usual, its manufacturing time and
cost will be reduced.
CONCLUSION

With a 3D printed models of the patient’s heart,
the surgeon can plan and perform some processes
before the surgical procedure or operation per se.
Simulations enable the planning and selection of the
best material, size, format, and thickness to be used.
This results in a reduction in surgery time, lower exposure of the operative field, reduced risk of infection and earlier rehabilitation.
Our results suggest that 3D printed physical
models may be superior to conventional teaching
materials such as printed and computed images for
providing better specific vision and understanding
complex anatomy. The use of 3D printed models in
the future will facilitate the investigation of permanent electrical stimulation of tricuspid valve using
electrodes, and thereby improve the understanding
of cardiac anatomy complexity and the planning of
surgical procedures.
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RESUMO
INTRODUÇÃO: A impressora 3D é utilizada como coadjuvante no planejamento de cirurgias de cardiopatias complexas.

OBJETIVOS: Analisar o uso e os benefícios da impressão 3D em cirurgias de válvula cardíaca por meio de revisão sistemática da literatura.
MÉTODOS: Esta

revisão sistemática foi conduzida de acordo com os itens do Preferred Reporting for Systematic Reviews e registrada
no banco de dados Prospero (Registro Prospectivo Internacional de Revisão Sistemática) sob o número CRD42017059034. Foram
utilizados os seguintes bancos de dados: PubMed, Embase, Scopus, Web of Science e Lilacs. Incluídos artigos com os termos de busca
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“Heart Valves”, “Heart Valve Prosthesis Implantation”, “Heart Valve Prosthesis”, “Printing, Three-Dimensional” e termos relacionados.
Dois revisores independentes conduziram a extração dos dados e um terceiro (revisor) solucionou as discordâncias. Todas as tabelas
usadas para a extração de dados estão disponibilizadas em site próprio. A ferramenta Cochraine Collaboration foi utilizada para avaliar
o risco de viés na inclusão de estudos.

Identificados 301 artigos e 13 relatos de casos e séries de casos que atenderam aos critérios de inclusão. A amostra envolveu 34 pacientes, com idade de 3 meses a 94 anos.

RESULTADOS:

Até o presente momento, não há estudos que contemplem um número considerável de pacientes. A impressão de um
modelo 3D produzida a partir do protótipo do paciente permitirá ao cirurgião planejar a cirurgia, bem como escolher o melhor material,
tamanho, formato e espessura da válvula a ser utilizada. Esse planejamento reduz o tempo de cirurgia, a exposição e, consequentemente, a redução do risco de infecção.

CONCLUSÃO:

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Valvas cardíacas. Impressão tridimensional. Procedimentos cirúrgicos cardiovasculares.
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SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION: Assessment of acute postoperative pain is mandatory for effective treatments. Pain trajectories may help professionals
improve treatments. It has been suggested that uncontrolled pain in the immediate postoperative period generates higher pain intensities on the following days of hospital stay.
OBJECTIVE: To determine the relationship between pain during the first postoperative hour and the first 24 postoperative hours.

METHODS: Setting: a general university hospital. Study design: a prospective observational, analytical study of patients undergoing
surgical procedures under general anesthesia and hospitalized for at least 24 hours. Five assessments of pain were carried out during
the first hour in the recovery room followed by three assessments during the first 24 hours. The slopes of pain trajectories were calculated, and the relationship between them was analyzed.

RESULTS: 234 patients were recruited, 31.3% had uncontrolled pain on arrival at the recovery room; at the end of the first 24 hours after

surgery, 5.5% of the patients had uncontrolled pain. The first pain intensity score in the recovery room correlated negatively with the
slope for the first hour (P1): rS = -0.657 (p = 0.000). Similarly, the first pain intensity score had a negative association with the pain
trajectory slope during the hospital stay (P2): rS = -0.141 (p = 0.032). When comparing the two slopes, a nonsignificant negative correlation was found: rS = -0.126.

CONCLUSIONS: the trajectory of pain during the first hour does not predict the behavior of the trajectory during the first day after surgery.
KEYWORDS: Postoperative pain. Pain measurement. Pain management. Acute pain.

INTRODUCTION

Competent acute postoperative pain treatment
has noteworthy physiological and psychological benefits, such as early feeding and mobilization, reduced
pulmonary and cardiovascular morbidity, and relieved suffering1-5; in other words, proper pain relief
is an important outcome of surgery. Therefore, monitoring pain intensity and its relief over time is a valuable postoperative care measure. The control of pain
intensity on arrival at the post-anesthesia care unit
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(PACU) is essential in order to obtain a successful
hospital transit, 6 and it has been identified as a predictor of severe postoperative pain7,8. It is important
to realize that the measure of the intensity of pain at
a single time excludes the changing course of postoperative pain over time, so the buildup of trajectories
of pain can help understand individual patients9. A
trajectory is a path or line of development, hence the
influence of the trajectory of pain intensity during
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the first hour could predict the intensity during the
next few hours after surgery. The objective of this
study is to explore the relationship between pain intensity in the first postoperative hour and the intensity of pain during the first 24 hours. We hypothesize
that the trajectory of pain intensity during the first
hour after surgery directly affects the trajectory of
pain intensity during the first postoperative day.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A prospective observational, analytical study
was conducted at a single university hospital that
performs 14,500 anesthetic procedures per year.
Approval was requested from the Institutional Ethics Committee, which decided there was no need
for informed consent. All adult patients subjected to
surgical procedures under general anesthesia and
hospitalized for at least 24 hours were included. The
study period was 14 consecutive months. The following patients were excluded: those discharged to the
Intensive Care Unit, those with a severe preoperative
cognitive deficit or uncontrolled psychiatric illness,
those who were unable to communicate, obstetric
and pediatric patients, and patients treated by the
Acute Pain Service.
The anesthetic technique was determined by the
attending anesthesiologist and was mostly based on
propofol (1–2 mg/kg), rocuronium bromide (0.5 mg/
kg), remifentanil (0.1–0.3 mcg/kg/min), and subMAC concentrations of inhaled agent (sevoflurane or
desflurane) according to BIS readings, paracetamol
(1 gram) or diclofenac (1 mg/kg) were administered
intravenously during induction of anesthesia. By the
end of surgery, all patients had received an intravenous loading dose of opioid (morphine or hydromorphone) equivalent to 0.15 mg/kg of morphine. Once
the patient had been extubated and obtained a Ramsay sedation score of 2, they were transferred to the
Post-Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU) where the pain
assessment was as follows: on arrival (t0), after 15
min (t1), after 30 min (t2), after 45 min (t3) and after
60 minutes (t4). Three assessments were carried out
after the patient had been transferred to the hospital
ward: on arrival (t5), after 12 hours (t6) and after 24
hours (t7). Staff members of the Anesthesia Department carried out the assessments by using the Verbal Rating Scale (VRS) (0 = no pain and 10 = the worst
imaginable pain).
Demographic variables, type of surgery, ASA clasREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):825-829

sification status, pain intensity at different times,
the doses of intraoperative morphine plus titration in
the PACU and the equianalgesic doses of morphine
during the first 24 hours of hospitalization were analyzed. Based on each patient’s pain intensity, the
individual slope of the first hour’s trajectory (P1) was
calculated using t0 to t4 pain scores and the slope for
the first 24 hours (P2) by using t5 to t7 pain scores.
Mild pain was defined as VRS ≤ 3/10, and severe/
unbearable pain was defined as VRS ≥ 7/10. Positive
slopes meant worsening of pain, and negative slopes
meant improved pain over time.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To calculate the sample size, the average number
of surgical procedures per month was taken from the
institutional data (n = 1138); about 75% (n = 853) of
those were performed under general anesthesia, and
of these approximately 55% (n = 426) were on an outpatient basis. It was estimated that a sample size of
234 patients would provide 80% of power to detect
differences between slopes, with a 95% confidence
level; the analysis was performed to two queues.
Patients were classified as decreasing or increasing
in pain over time. Frequencies and percentages analyzed the nominal variables. For the quantitative
variables, averages and standard deviations (SDs)
were calculated, and if they were asymmetrical, the
median and percentiles were calculated. The statistical tests were carried out using the software SPSS
Statistics 22, and Spearman’s correlation coefficient
(rS) was used to determine the association between
variables. Individual slopes of the first postoperative
hour (P1) and the slopes of the first 24 postoperative
hours (P2) were compared.
RESULTS

A total of 234 patients were included; their ages
ranged between 18 and 88 years, with an average of
50 years, and 59% (n = 138) were female. The mean
intensity on arrival at the PACU was 4.5/10, with
40.6% (n = 95) of the patients reporting a pain intensity of ≤ 3/10 in the initial assessment in the PACU (t0)
and 31.2% (n = 73) reporting a pain intensity of ≥ 7/10
when they arrived at the PACU (t0) . The mean intensity on ward admission at t5 was 2.8/10, with 70.9%
(n =166) of the patients reporting a pain intensity of
≤ 3/10 in the final assessment in the hospital ward
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(t7), and 5.5% (n = 13) of the patients reporting a pain
intensity of ≥ 7/10 at the end of the first 24 postoperative hours (t7).
Slope P1 was positive in 47.8% (n = 112) of cases.
The slopes of the first hour (P1) were in a range between -2.7 and +1.7. Of the patients who presented a
negative slope in P1, 40% (n = 49) also had a negative
slope in P2.
The slope was positive in P2 in 48.7% (n = 114) of
the patients. Overall, the slopes of the trajectories
showed a negative trend over time (P1 = -0.25; P2 =
-0.19) (Figures 1,2). When comparing the slopes of
P1 and P2, a negative correlation of rS = -0.126 was
found (p = 0.056).
The slopes of the first 24 postoperative hours (P2)
fluctuated between -3.5 and +3.5, with a proportion
of negative slopes of 39.7%. The proportion of positive slopes was identical at 26.5% in both follow-up
periods.
When slopes P1 and P2 were compared, a negative correlation of rS = -0.126 was found (p = 0.056).

A large interindividual variation was found in
very early postoperative pain intensity after uncomplicated surgery, emphasizing the need for postop-

TABLE 1. DEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS

FIGURE 1. PAIN TRAJECTORY WHILE IN THE RECOVERY
ROOM

Characteristics

n (%)

Patients

234 (100)

Those patients who developed positive slopes
during the first hour had an average consumption
of morphine equivalent to 6.6 mg (SD ± 6.6) during
the first 24 hours after the surgery, while those with
neutral or negative slopes during the first hour presented an average consumption of 7.1 mg (SD ± 7.6).
The opioids used after surgery were hydromorphone
(77%), morphine (17%) and fentanyl (6%) (Table 1).
Those patients with negative trajectories in P2 had
an average morphine consumption of 7.0 ± 7.0 mg
(SD), while the consumption of patients with positive
or neutral slopes was 6.9 mg (SD ± 7.6). It was not
possible to establish a correlation between the consumption of opioids during the first 24 hours and the
intensity of pain or their slopes.
DISCUSSION

Sex
Women

96 (41)

Men

138 (59)

Age
18–50

116 (49.6)

51–70

91 (38.9)

71–80

21 (9)

80

6 (2.6)

ASA status
1

36 (15.38)

2

110 (47)

3

87 (37.2)

4

1 (0.42)

Type of surgery
General

98 (41.9)

Head and neck

43 (18.4)

Urology and Gynecology

40 (17.1)

Orthopedics

17 (7.3)

Others

10 (4.3)

Plastic

8 (3.4)

Thoracic

7 (3.0)

Neurosurgery

5 (2.1)

Vascular

6 (2.6)

t0 = on arrival, t1 = 15 min, t2 = 30 min, t3 = 45 min, t4 = 60 min

FIGURE 2. PAIN TRAJECTORIES DURING THE HOSPITAL
STAY.

ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists)
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erative pain protocols. This study showed that only
four out of every 10 patients had received adequate
pain relief when they arrived at the PACU; moreover,
a third of the patients arrived at the PACU with unbearable pain. This is in line with earlier findings10,11.
Undoubtedly many factors contribute to the initial
high intensity of pain, depending on the nature of
the surgery and sociodemographic factors, but transitional analgesia (from the operating theatre to the
PACU) certainly has a significant role in this first outcome. To obtain a complete overview of individual
pain behavior during this initial period, the need for
triage of analgesia is obvious, after the evaluation of
vital signs and at the end of the stay in the PACU.
The result of this initial high pain score (intercept in
the trajectory path) was a higher number of patients
with uncontrolled pain scores for longer during their
stay in the PACU.
In contrast, the number of patients with proper pain control at the end of the observation period
(first 24 hours) was clearly higher (70.9%). Also, it
was found that when the initial assessment of pain
is higher, the slope tends to be more negative (more
rapid pain reduction); this was also found in a sample of medical and surgical patients who obtained
relief within the first two hours of treatment12.
Overall there was a decline in pain intensity over
time, which is in line with previous results; however, there was wide individual variability13. An adequate trajectory of pain implies a low initial intensity and a progressive decrease over time, that is, a
negative slope. It is necessary to have professional
education and institutional pain policies to implement evidence-based protocols of multimodal analgesia seeking to reduce the number of patients with
uncontrolled pain at admission to the PACU14. The
usual clinical practice of Acute Pain teams includes
an assessment of pain intensity at rest and during
activity, after which therapeutic decisions are made
such as changes in multimodal analgesic schemes;
in those scenarios, one clinical challenge is to translate a subjective assessment of the patient’s pain
experience into an objective assessment15, which
is required for proper prescriptions. The trajectory of pain is an instrument that allows pain to be
characterized individually and makes it easier to
establish the effectiveness of analgesic treatment
over time. As described by Chapman et al.9, the trajectories of pain enable healthcare professionals to
obtain more precise information regarding the efREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):825-829

fectiveness of analgesic plans, according to whether the slopes of trajectories are positive, neutral, or
negative (bad, null, or good levels of effectiveness,
respectively). This approach allows professionals
to make better decisions in considering pain as a
process over time. The expected trajectory of pain
in response to treatment is a negative slope, and
the lower the intercept, the easier the pain control.
However, a neutral slope can be accepted in cases
of controlled pain, with lower pain scores (VRS ≤
3/10). The identification of patients with positive
slopes (uncontrolled pain), or with neutral slopes,
suggests the need for a more efficient treatment.
By comparing the proportion of remaining neutral
or positive slopes during the entire follow-up period, we find a frequency that is two times greater
(60.2% vs. 37%) than that reported by Chapman et
al.9. In our study, it was not possible to demonstrate
a correlation between P1 and P2, given that the coefficients were very close to zero and there was no
statistical significance. This finding does not lead to
the conclusion that there is an association between
the trajectory of pain in the first hour and during
the first 24 hours.
It is also interesting to note that the amount of
morphine used in patients with controlled or uncontrolled pain was nearly the same. Although it
has been shown that the amount of opioids used is
not directly related to pain scores16,17, the contemporary practice is to titrate the doses of analgesics
according to the analgesic response obtained. It
could be speculated that if the clinicians who attended these patients had information regarding
their pain trajectory, they could have made different decisions, such as increasing the doses. Although measuring pain is desirable in all patients,
some subgroups may benefit more from obtaining
postoperative pain trajectories, i.e., patients with
an elevated risk of cardiorespiratory complications, in whom analgesia can modify the prognosis (e.g., coronary disease, morbid obesity, chronic
lung diseases, drug addiction, tolerance to opioids,
among others).
The limitations of our study are the small sample
size, the lack of functional outcomes of the patients
and the heterogeneity of surgical interventions; however, the purpose of the study was to demonstrate
the usefulness of the method of constructing trajectories, which was accomplished despite the wide
variation in procedures.
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RESUMO
INTRODUÇÃO: A avaliação da dor pós-operatória aguda é obrigatória para tratamentos eficientes. As trajetórias da dor podem ajudar
os profissionais a melhorar os tratamentos. Tem sido sugerido que a falta de controle da dor no período pós-operatório imediato vai
gerar maior intensidade dessa dor durante os dias seguintes de estadia no hospital.
OBJETIVO: Determinar o relacionamento entre a dor durante a primeira hora pós-operatória e as 24 horas após a mesma.

Lugar da pesquisa: Hospital universitário geral. Desenho do estudo: Foi feito um estudo analítico prospectivo operacional
com pacientes submetidos a procedimentos cirúrgicos sob anestesia geral e que foram hospitalizados pelo menos 24 horas antes. Cinco
avaliações de dor foram feitas na primeira hora na sala de recuperação, seguidas de três avaliações durante as primeiras 24 horas. Os
declives das trajetórias da dor foram calculados e seu relacionamento entre elas foi analisado.

MÉTODOS:

RESULTADOS: Duzentos e trinta e quatro pacientes foram recrutados, 31,3% apresentaram dor não controlada no ingresso à sala de
recuperação; no final das primeiras 24 horas após a cirurgia, 5,5% dos pacientes apresentaram dor não controlada. O score da primeira
intensidade de dor na sala de recuperação teve uma correlação negativa com o declive da primeira hora (P1): rS = –0,657 (p=0,000).
De maneira similar, o score na primeira intensidade de dor teve uma associação negativa com o declive da trajetória da dor durante a
permanência no hospital (P2): rS = –0,141 (p=0,032). Quando comparados os dois declives, não foi encontrada uma correlação significativa: rS = –0,126.
CONCLUSÃO: A trajetória da dor durante a primeira hora não prediz o comportamento da trajetória durante o primeiro dia após a cirurgia.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Dor pós-operatória. Medição da dor. Manejo da dor. Dor aguda.
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SUMMARY
Even though stress has been long known as a provocative factor for Graves’ disease, its relationship with Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis is more controversial. Studies on this topic are scanty. This paper aims to report a case of stress-induced Hashitoxicosis.

OBJECTIVE.

RESULTS. Here we report a case of Hashitoxicosis induced by a psychological stressful event in a 28-year-old woman with Hashimoto’s

thyroiditis. She had remained stably euthyroid for 12 years. She was first observed in April 2016, while euthyroid. She came back after
11 months because of fatigue and palpitations, in the absence of neck pain. Thyroid function tests revealed moderate thyrotoxicosis
(undetectable TSH; FT4 36.94 pmol/L, normal values 9.0-24.46; FT3 13.50 pmol/L, normal values 3.07-6.14) with negative TSH-receptor antibodies. In the previous three months, she had experienced a psychological stressful event. Inflammatory markers were
negative, and the white cell count was normal. Thyroid ultrasound revealed a modest increase in vascularization. Transient subclinical
hypothyroidism ensued after seven weeks and spontaneously recovered. On the last visit, the patient was still on euthyroidism. (TSH
1.01 mU/L; FT4 9.22 pmol/L; FT3 3.98 pmol/L). We also performed HLA serotyping and genotyping.

CONCLUSION. This case demonstrates that, similarly to Graves’ disease, Hashitoxicosis can also be triggered by stressful life events.
KEYWORDS: Hashimoto Disease. Thyrotoxicosis. Hyperthyroidism. Hypothyroidism.

INTRODUCTION

Autoimmune thyroid diseases develop in genetically predisposed individuals who are exposed to certain environmental factors that are capable to trigger
an immune response against self-antigens.1 Endogenous predisposition includes susceptibility genes,
such as thyroid-specific (Tg, TSH receptor) or immune-modulating genes (HLA, CTLA-4, CD24, CD40,
FOXP3),2. Exogenous or environmental triggers
include drugs, pollutants, infections, physical and
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psychological stress.1,3 Particularly, we have recently found that physical, infectious, and psychological
stressful events, alone or combined, may precede the
onset and the recurrences of Graves’ disease.4-6
We report here a patient with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, in whom stable euthyroidism was disrupted
by a psychologically stressful event with transient
thyrotoxicosis followed by transient hypothyroidism.
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CASE

A woman was diagnosed with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis at 17 years of age. She had remained stably
euthyroid over the subsequent 12 years (Fig.1); therefore, she had been never treated with levothyroxine.
At first observation in April 2016, the patient was
28-year-old and euthyroid (TSH 1.20 mU/L, normal
values 0.25-4.0; FT4 11.04 pmol/L, normal values
9.0-24.46; thyroperoxidase antibodies [TPOAb] 398
U/ml). Ultrasound revealed a normal sized (15 ml)
slightly hypoechoic thyroid, with diffusely inhomogeneous echo pattern and pseudonodules; vascularization was modestly and diffusely increased. After
eleven months, the patient wcame back because of
moderate fatigue and palpitations. Suspecting thyrotoxicosis, we inquired about possible triggers. The
patient admitted that, over the past three months,
she had been distressed because she failed to graduate in her current session. Physical examination
showed normal blood pressure (120/80 mmHg) with
high-normal pulses (88 bpm). Body weight was unchanged as compared with the previous visit one
year earlier (56 kg). Thyroid function tests were con-

sistent with the diagnosis of Hashitoxicosis, in that
they confirmed our suspicion, since free thyroid hormones levels were 1.5 to 2-fold over the normal upper
limit (FT4 36.94 pmol/L; FT3 13.50 pmol/L, normal
values 3.07-6.14), and TSH was suppressed (Fig.1).
Serum thyroglobulin antibodies (TgAb) were undetectable, while TPOAb were positive at levels threefold higher compared to the previous year (1,242.0
vs. 398 U/ml). Serum TSH-receptor antibodies were
undetectable. Routine blood chemistry, including
hemogram and inflammatory markers (erythrocyte
sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, and fibrinogen) was unremarkable. She was not taking any
medication other than oral contraceptive pills. Thyroid ultrasound was unchanged compared to one
year earlier. Thyroid hormones decreased over the
following four weeks, and only FT3 remained slightly over the normal upper limit (6.6 pmol/L). In parallel, symptoms improved. However, TSH jumped to
6.71 mU/L over the following three weeks, and FT4
dropped close to the lower normal limit (9.10 pmol/L)
(Fig.1). Body weight increased by two kilograms (58
kg). Since the patient did not complain about any

FIGURE 1: SERUM VARIATIONS OF TSH, FT4, AND FT3 OVER TIME. THE INTERVAL IN WHICH THE STRESSFUL
EVENT OCCURRED IS SHADOWED. NORMAL VALUES OF TSH, FT4, AND FT3 ARE GREY-BOXED (TSH 0.25-4.0 MU/L;
FT4 9.0-24.46 PMOL/L; FT3 3.07-6.14 PMOL/L).
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symptom and was not seeking pregnancy, we elected not to treat her but watchfully wait. TSH, FT4,
and FT3 normalized over the following four weeks
(2.41 mU/L, 9.52 pmol/L and 3.32 pmol/L, respectively) and remained stable thereafter (Fig.1). Patient’s
HLA serotype was HLA A4/13, C7/16, DR4/13-52-53,
DQ4/6. We also performed HLA genotyping, which
was A*04/13, C*07/16, DRB1*04/13, DQB1*04/06,
DQA1*0303/0103.
DISCUSSION

Even though stress has been long known as a
provocative factor for Graves’ disease,4-7 its relationship with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is more controversial.7,8 Studies on this topic are scanty. Either a
stressful event or pregnancy has been recognized in
6% or 10% of 95 patients with autoimmune thyroiditis, in contrast with 11% or 25% of 98 patients with
Graves’ disease, respectively.9 In a prospective study
on a Dutch cohort, stressful events were associated
neither to de novo occurrence of TPOAb nor to autoimmune hypothyroidism.10 Similarly, in another
study by the same group, the authors did not find
any correlation between stress and positive TPOAb
in euthyroid women.11 Finally, the thyroid antibody
status was shown to be independent of stress in the
postpartum period.12
The long interval between the beginning of the
autoimmune response and the onset of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis makes it difficult to assess the role
of stress in triggering the disease.13 Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis may present with euthyroidism, hypothyroidism or, rarely, with thyrotoxicosis (Hashitoxicosis). At our institution, half of the patients
present normal thyroid function, while the others are almost exclusively hypothyroid.14 Within
hypothyroidism, the rate of subclinical thyroid
failure (i.e. high TSH and normal FT4) has been
steadily increasing over the last decades, as opposed to overt failure (i.e. high TSH and low FT4).14
The occurrence of Hashitoxicosis is a rare event (<
5%), and its prevalence has remained stable over
the last decades.14. Hashitoxicosis, which was first
described by Fatourechi et al.15 in 1971, is five-fold
more frequent in women than in men, with a peak
between the age of 40 and 60 years. It is caused by
the inflammation-mediated destruction of thyroid
follicles with subsequent leakage of preformed
thyroid hormones in the circulation.16 HashitoxiREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):830-833

cosis is transient and lasts from 3 to 24 months,
as it evolves into either hypothyroidism or euthyroidism.15
In the case reported here, the patient had remained euthyroid for more than ten years. As confirmed by relatives, during the three months preceding thyrotoxicosis she had been distressed because of
failure to achieve what she considered a fundamental
personal goal, namely to graduate on time. Noteworthy, she could not recall stressful events occurring
prior to the diagnosis of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.
Differential diagnosis of Hashitoxicosis includes other causes of thyrotoxicosis. Negative
TSH-receptor antibodies, the absence of “thyroid
inferno” at the ultrasound, the absence of ophthalmopathy, and the mildness of symptoms rendered
Graves’ disease to be unlikely. Finally, the absence
of a recent viral infection of the upper respiratory
tract, the absence of neck pain, normal white cell
count and negative inflammatory markers allowed
us to exclude subacute thyroiditis.
We also evaluated the patient’s HLA status. HLA
molecules are involved in the immune response by
participating in the presentation of endogenous antigens to CD8+ lymphocytes (HLA class I) and exogenous antigens to CD4+ lymphocytes (HLA class
II). Carrying certain HLA antigens is considered a
risk for the development of autoimmune diseases.17
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and Graves’ disease share,
at least in part, common HLA antigens, such as
DR3. We also found HLA Cw7 (C*07) and HLA DR4
(DRB1*04) in our patient. Interestingly, these haplotypes were among the most frequent in patients
with stress-related Graves’ disease, in whom they
were more common than in healthy controls (Cw7
66.1% vs. 32.3%, P< 0.0001; C*07 65% vs. 32.3%,
P 0.006; DR4 30.8% vs. 10.8%, P 0.001; DRB1*04
35% vs. 10.8%, P= 0.01).5 Also, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis has been demonstrated to be strongly associated with HLA DR4 allele (DRB1*04-DQB1*03DQA1*03).17-19 In our case, the patient carried both
DRB1*04 and DQA1*03.
CONCLUSIONS

This case demonstrates that Hashitoxicosis can
be elicited by stressors, similarly to Graves’ disease.
Further studies are warranted to assess genetic
markers of susceptibility for stress-induced Hashitoxicosis.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO. Mesmo que o estresse seja conhecido há muito tempo como um fator provocativo para a doença de Graves, sua relação
com a tireoidite de Hashimoto é mais controversa. Estudos sobre esse tema são escassos. O objetivo deste artigo é relatar um caso de
Hashitoxicose induzida por estresse.
RESULTADOS. Aqui nós relatamos um caso de Hashitoxicose induzido por um evento psicológico estressante em uma mulher de 28 anos

com tireoidite de Hashimoto. Ela permaneceu estável eutireoidiana por 12 anos. Ela veio a nossa observação pela primeira vez em abril
de 2016, enquanto eutireoidiana. Voltou após 11 meses por causa de fadiga e palpitações, na ausência de dor no pescoço. Testes de
função tireoidiana revelaram uma tireotoxicose moderada (TSH indetectável; T4F 36,94 pmol/L, valores normais 9,0-24,46; FT3 13,50
pmol/L, valores normais 3,07-6,14) com anticorpos negativos para o receptor de TSH. Nos últimos três meses ela experimentou um
evento psicológico estressante. Os marcadores inflamatórios foram negativos e a contagem de leucócitos foi normal. A ultrassonografia da tireoide revelou um aumento modesto da vascularização. Hipotireoidismo subclínico transitório ocorreu após sete semanas e se
recuperou espontaneamente. Na última visita, a paciente ainda estava em eutireoidismo. (TSH 1,01 mU/L; FT4 9,22 pmol/L; FT3 3,98
pmol/L). Também realizamos a sorotipagem e a genotipização do HLA.

CONCLUSÃO. Este caso demonstra que, similarmente à doença de Graves, também a Hashitoxicose pode ser desencadeada por eventos

estressantes da vida.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Doença de Hashimoto. Tireotoxicose. Hipertireoidismo. Hipotireoidismo.
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SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES: To identify recurrence and its potential predisposing factors in a series of 595 patients with an initial diagnosis of Chronic
Subdural Hematoma (CSDH) who underwent surgical treatment at a Reference Hospital of São Paulo.

METHODS: A retrospective descriptive study, in which the medical records of all patients with a CSDH diagnosis submitted to surgical
treatment from 2000 to 2014 were analyzed.

RESULTS: The final study population consisted of 500 patients with a diagnosis of CSDH (95 patients with a diagnosis of Cystic Hygro-

ma were excluded), of which 27 patients presented recurrence of the disease (5.4%). There were no statistically significant differences
in relapses when cases were stratified by gender, laterality of the first episode or surgical procedure performed in the first episode (trepanning vs. craniotomy). It was possible to demonstrate an age-related protective factor, analyzed as a continuous variable, regarding
the recurrence of the CSDH, with a lower rate of recurrence the higher the age.

CONCLUSIONS: The results indicate that, among possible factors associated with recurrence, only age presented a protective factor with
statistical significance. The fact that no significant difference between the patients submitted to trepanning or craniotomy was found
favors the preferential use of burr-hole surgery as a procedure of choice due to its fast and less complex execution.
KEYWORDS: Hematoma, Subdural, Chronic. Neurosurgery. Intracranial Hemorrhages. Recurrence. Surgical Procedures, Operative.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) is a common
disease characterized by the presence of encapsulated fluid resultant from blood degradation products
in the subdural space, covering the surface of the
brain. It has a relatively indolent progression1,2. It is
known that its main predisposing factors are cerebral atrophy, advanced age, alcohol abuse, and the
previous mild traumatic brain injury3. It is a result,
directly or indirectly, of trauma that causes lesions in
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the parasagittal veins (Mittenzweig) due to the movement of the brain, after the impact, in relation to the
membranes that cover it4. However, currently, it is
clear that there are multiple causes for the expansion of CSDH after an initial traumatic event, forming a complex process of inter-related mechanisms,
including inflammation, the formation of membrane,
angiogenesis, and fibrinolysis1.
In neurosurgical routine, CSDH presents itself as
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one of the most common clinical entities5. The overall incidence of CSDH varies from 1.72 to 20.6 per
100,000 individuals per year and has increased over
the years. Such increase is attributed to population
aging and the increased prevalence of use anticoagulant and antiplatelet drugs in a global context.2,6-8.
Its rate of recurrence after initial treatment varied
between 10% and 39% in previous studies9.
The purpose of this study was to identify its recurrence rate and the potential risk factors associated
with it in a series of 595 consecutive patients with an
initial diagnosis of CSDH submitted to surgical treatment in a tertiary hospital in the state of São Paulo.
METHODS

The research was carried out after approval by
the Research Ethics Committee. It is a retrospective
descriptive study in which we evaluated the medical
records of patients with a CSDH diagnosis submitted
to surgical treatment, 2000 to 2014.
Initially, we evaluated 595 medical records of
patients with a preoperative diagnosis of CSDH. We
excluded from the analysis 95 patients who had a
post-surgical diagnosis of subdural hygroma. Then,
we identified patients who had a recurrence of the
hematoma to identify potential risk factors associated with recurrence.
The data were analyzed using generalized linear
models (GLM) adjusted to the binomial probability

distribution. The proportion of patients with recurrence was obtained through the ratio of the number
of patients who presented the condition by the number of patients in the study. The bivariate analyzes,
i.e., the comparison between the median ages and
the proportion of males in the groups were achieved
respectively by the Mann-Whitney and chi-square
test.
The odds ratio (OR) of recurrence followed by its
respective confidence interval of 95% was estimated
by the exponentiation of the model coefficient (Beta)
for the variable of interest. All analyses were performed using the free statistical software R 3.3.2 (R
Development Core Team 2016).
RESULTS

During the period from January 2000 to December 2014, 11,164 patients received neurosurgical
treatment in our service. Of these, 500 were diagnosed with CSDH and comprised the sample of this
study. The patients included had a median age of
66 years (IQR: 52-77) and were predominantly male
(74%, n = 371).
In 410 (82% of 500) The first lesion episode occurred in one of the hemispheres, and bilateral lesions occurred in 90 (18%) of the 500 patients. Trepanning was the first procedure carried out in 478
(95.6 % of 500), while the craniotomy was the procedure adopted in 22 (4.4%) of 500 patients.

FIGURE 1 - VALUES OF ODDS RATIO OR (POINT); CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (DOTTED LINE), AND THE RESPECTIVE
P-VALUES FOR EACH VARIABLE USED IN THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL. THE HORIZONTAL LINE INDICATES A
OR VALUE = 1.
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FIGURE 2 - NUMBER OF CASES OF THE MAIN DISORDERS OBSERVED IN PATIENTS WITH LESION RECURRENCE.
SAH (SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION), DM (DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE II); AF (ATRIAL FIBRILLATION); CVA
(CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENT); PH (PORTAL HYPERTENSION).

The analysis of the patients’ medical records
showed that 27 (5.4% of 500) presented recurrence
of the hematoma. In general, patients with recurrence of the lesion had a median age of 59 years compared with 66 in the group with no recurrence; the
age difference between both groups did not differ
significantly from the expected at random (W=8007,
p=0.02). In addition, the patients who presented recurrence were predominantly male, 19 (70.4%) of 27;
in the group with no recurrence, this number was
352 (74.4% of 473). However, the difference between
the groups was not significant (x2=0.05, df=1, p=0.8).
The model analysis of multivariate logistic regression indicated that the odds ratio (OR) of a recurrence lesion was 1.20 (CI: 0.45-3.90) in patients with
a bilateral lesion, although this effect is not significant (p<0.05). The procedure adopted did not affect
the chances of recurrence, and the OR calculated for
trepanning was 0.36 (CI: 0.11--1.63).0.46-1.81). The
age, analyzed as a continuous variable, was found to
be a protective factor for lesion recurrence, OR: 0.97
(CI: 0.95 and 0.98; p<0.05); therefore, the greater the
age, the lower the risk of recurrence. On the other
hand, we found that sex was not a risk factor (OR:
0.71, CI: 0.30-1.80)(Figure 1).
Of the patients who had a recurrence, 12 (44.4%)
had no history of previously known trauma. Six paREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):834-838

tients, among the 27 with recurrence (22.2%), had
previous use of antithrombotic drugs. The main previous disorders presented by patients with recurrence are shown in Figure 2.
DISCUSSION

The recurrence rate of CSDH described in the
medical literature is variable. In the study by Hammer et al.10, involving 73 operated patients, they observed a recurrence rate of 26%. In contrast, a study
carried out in the Bundang Hospital from the Seoul
National University, which evaluated 368 cases of
CSDH, showed a rate of 8.4%11. In both cases, values
higher than those found in the present study.
It was not possible to observe a significant difference in the recurrence rate between the sexes, which
is in agreement with other studies12,13.
In a retrospective analysis by Hsieh et al.14 on
the differences between unilateral and bilateral CSDH in 75 patients undergoing neurosurgical
treatment between 2011 and 2015, there was no
statistically significant difference in the recurrence
rate between both groups. Likewise, there was
no statistically significant difference between the
groups in the present study.
In relation to the comparison between craniot836
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omy and trepanning as initial surgical procedures,
a multicenter prospective study conducted in the
United Kingdom with 787 patients submitted to surgical intervention showed no statistically significant
difference in the rates of recurrence among patients
undergoing one of these procedures15, which is compatible with the findings of this study.
The relationship between the increase in age and
the incidence of recurrence is not completely clear.
Qian et al.12, in an article published in 2017, assessed
242 patients undergoing trepanning, demonstrating there is a correlation between advanced age and
higher rates of recurrence, the opposite of the results
presented in this study. However, the series by Mori
et al.5 that evaluated the results of surgical treatment
in 500 consecutive patients showed no correlation
between these variables.
In relation to previous traumatic brain injury
(TBI), although it is a classic prerogative for the
emergence of CSDH, in the present study, 44.4% of
patients who relapsed did not have any prior report
of TBI. In a study by Souza et al.16 (2013) that evaluated 778 patients submitted to surgical treatment
in Brasil, 60.4% had suffered a previous TBI. However, the study did not focus, specifically, on patients
with recurrence, but those with a history of CSDH.
Therefore, it was not possible to establish a parallel
between previous brain trauma and the rate of recurrence.
Recent meta-analyses have demonstrated that
the use of antithrombotic medication, including anticoagulants and antiplatelet drugs, is a risk factor
for CSDH recurrence7,17, with statistical significance
for the use of antiplatelet drugs and borderline sig-

nificance for the use of anticoagulants7. This fact
explains the data found in this sample, in which
22.2% of the patients who had recurrence used antithrombotic medication. On the other hand, a study
conducted by means of a retrospective analysis of 178
patients admitted for CSDH between 2007 and 2011
showed no influence of drugs that affect hemostasis
in recurrence, in addition to having demonstrated
that patients in use of these drugs are less aware of a
traumatic brain injury preceding the condition18.
CONCLUSION

CSDH is a condition prevalent in neurosurgical
patients. Despite being frequent, there are still gaps
in its physiopathology, epidemiology, and therapeutic options. Based on the data collected, we could
evaluate the effect of some risk factors among the
cases of recurrence.
We found a recurrence rate lower than that found
in other studies, which must be evaluated with caution since this is a retrospective study and, therefore,
there was no guarantee of follow-up of all patients
and their possible recurrences. With regard to gender, laterality of the first episode (unilateral vs. bilateral), and initial procedure (trepanning vs. craniotomy), it was not possible to demonstrate a significant
difference in the recurrence rate between the groups.
Unlike other studies, the age showed to be a protective factor for recurrence. The fact that no significant
difference was evidenced between patients undergoing trepanning or craniotomy favors the routine use
of trepanning as the procedure of choice, due to its
rapid and less complex implementation.

RESUMO
OBJETIVOS: Identificar a taxa de recidiva e seus potenciais fatores predisponentes em série de 595 pacientes consecutivos com diagnóstico

inicial de hematoma subdural crônico (HSDCr) submetidos a tratamento cirúrgico em hospital terciário de São Paulo nos últimos 14
anos.

Estudo retrospectivo descritivo, no qual foram analisados os prontuários de todos os pacientes com diagnóstico de HSDCr
submetidos a tratamento cirúrgico, no período de 2000 a 2014.

MÉTODOS:

RESULTADOS: A amostra final consistiu em 500 pacientes com diagnóstico de HSDCr — foram excluídos 95 pacientes com diagnóstico

de higroma cístico —, dos quais 27 sujeitos apresentaram recidiva do quadro (5,4%). Não foram observadas diferenças estatisticamente
significativas nas recidivas quando os casos foram estratificados por gênero, lateralidade do primeiro episódio ou procedimento
cirúrgico executado no primeiro episódio (trepanação vs. craniotomia). Foi possível demonstrar um fator protetor relacionado à idade,
analisado como variável contínua, no que diz respeito à recidiva do HSDCr, com menor taxa de recidiva com o avançar desta

CONCLUSÕES: Os resultados indicam que, dentre os fatores possivelmente associados à recidiva, apenas a idade se apresentou como
fator protetor com significância estatística. O fato de não ser demonstrada diferença significativa entre os pacientes submetidos a
tratamentos cirúrgicos por trepanação ou por craniotomia favorece o uso preferencial da trepanação como procedimento de escolha,
em virtude de apresentar execução rápida e menos complexa.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE:

operatórios.
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SUMMARY

To verify the association between prone position, increased diuresis, and decreased cumulative fluid balance in critically ill
pediatric patients who underwent mechanical ventilation (MV) for pulmonary causes and describe adverse events related to the use
of the position.

OBJECTIVE:

METHODS: This is a retrospective observational study. Patients aged between 1 month and 12 years who underwent MV for pulmonary
causes, between January 2013 and December 2015, were selected and divided between those who were put on prone position (PG)
and those who were not (CG) during the hospitalization at the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). Data were analyzed longitudinally
from D1 to D4.
RESULTS: A total of 77 patients (PG = 37 and CG = 40) were analyzed. The general characteristics of both groups were similar. In the
comparison between the groups, there was no increase in diuresis or decrease in cumulative fluid balance in the prone group. In the
longitudinal analysis of D1 to D4, we saw that the PG presented higher diuresis (p = 0.034) and a lower cumulative fluid balance (p =
0.001) in D2. Regarding the use of diuretics, there was greater use of furosemide (P <0.001) and spironolactone (P = 0.04) in the PG.
There was no increase in adverse events during the use of the prone position.

The prone position was not associated with increased diuresis or decreased cumulative fluid balance in critically ill pediatric patients who underwent to MV for pulmonary causes.

CONCLUSION:

KEYWORDS: Prone position. Diuresis. Water Balance. Positive-Pressure Respiration. Intensive Care Units, Pediatric.

INTRODUCTION

Respiratory illnesses in pediatrics are often the
cause for hospitalization and admission into a Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). The evolution of these
scenarios into respiratory failure requires invasive
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ventilation1,2. Patients on mechanical ventilation are
more prone to fluid retention due to both increased
antidiuretic hormone (ADH) secretion and activation
of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, as well
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as the peripheral vasoplegia induced by the use of
sedatives and analgesics, such as benzodiazepines
and opioids. Such retention is aggravated by the lack
of limb mobilization, which reduces the “pump” effect of the musculature on venous return, and by the
aggressive fluid resuscitation that some patients require due to the severity of their condition, leading
a positive cumulative fluid balance (FB) and, consequently, to a fluid overload3,4.
Previous studies have demonstrated that a positive cumulative fluid balance in adult and pediatric
patients on mechanical ventilation is associated with
unfavorable outcomes, such as worse oxygenation
levels, longer hospital stays, and increased mortality4-6. There is an interest in finding alternatives for
the optimization of the fluid balance and, consequently, improving results for pediatric patients. There is
evidence that the fluid restriction and proper maintenance of the urinary debt can improve pulmonary
function and decrease the duration of mechanical
ventilation. Among these alternatives are the stimulation of diuresis through the use of diuretics and
vasoactive drugs, eventual renal replacement therapy and, less frequently, the use of the prone position
(PP)7-9. Evidence that the prone position increases
the volume of diuresis are scarce, and this has been
described as a secondary outcome in a single study8.
Therefore, our objective was to investigate the
association between the prone position, increased
diuresis, and decreased cumulative fluid balance in
critically ill pediatric patients undergoing mechanical ventilation for pulmonary causes, in addition to
describing possible adverse events related to the implementation of the position.
METHODS

A retrospective cohort study was conducted by
reviewing medical charts from a Pediatric Intensive
Care Unit (PICU) of a university hospital at tertiary
level. The unit consists of 12 beds with an average of
450 admissions per year. Fifty percent of the patients
are submitted to mechanical ventilation (MV), and
the overall mortality rate is 6%. Databases are constantly updated, and various institutional protocols
apply for clinical conditions.
We selected inpatients aged between 1 month and
12 years submitted to mechanical ventilation for pulmonary causes in the period from January 2013 to
December 2015. The criterion for stratification beREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):839-844

tween the prone group (PG) and control group (CG)
was the use of the prone position during hospitalization. We excluded patients with chronic lung disease, who underwent tracheotomy, requiring renal
replacement therapy, chronically using diuretics,
who did not have sufficient data on the medical chart
or with less than four days of mechanical ventilation
time.
The demographic data, variables in question (age,
sex, weight at admission, mortality score according
to the Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 [2] PIM)10, primary diagnosis (the cause for hospitalization), secondary diagnosis (relevant finding, but not the cause
for hospitalization), profile of respiratory viruses,
need and time on MV, the relationship between the
PP time and MV time, death, hospitalization time in
PICU and in the hospital were recorded in individual
charts.
The following data were obtained daily from each
patient: fluid balance, diuresis, MV parameters, use
of diuretics and vasoactive drugs, time of prone position (with prone position time equal to zero for the
patients in the control group). We also considered
complications that occurred during the period of
mechanical ventilation. The fluid balance was calculated from the enteral and parenteral administration volume minus the volume eliminated, including
urine, feces, gastric residue, blood loss, and fluids
surgically drained in ml/kg/day. The diuresis of each
patient was registered in ml/kg/h and the total fluid
balance, positive or negative, in ml/kg/day, all recorded in intervals of 24 hours from the day mechanical
ventilation was started until the day of the extubation. The daily dose of diuretics administered was
described in mg/kg/day. We calculated the index of
vasoactive drugs (IVD), at the time of the morning
medical visit, using the formula [dopamine + dobutamine + (epinephrine X 100) + (norepinephrine X 100)
+ (milrinone X 10)], with all drugs expressed in mcg/
kg/min11.
In relation to the outcomes, patients were divided
into two groups: prone and control. The main outcomes were increased diuresis and reduced cumulative fluid balance. The secondary outcomes were the
number of MV days and days in the PICU and in the
hospital. The tests used for the analysis of variables
were the Mann-Whitney test and the chi-square test
or Fisher’s exact test. To analyze the relationship
between the variables (prone position, increased diuresis, days of MV, sex, age, weight, PIM2, and flu840
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id balance), we used the generalized linear model.
We considered as statistically significant a value of
p<0.15 in the univariate analysis for inclusion in the
multivariate analysis, and a value of p<0.05 in the
multivariate analysis (ANOVA). For the longitudinal
analysis, we decided to conduct an ANOVA for repeated measures in four moments (D1 to D4 in both
groups - PG and CG). By means of the ANOVA, we
compared the diuresis, fluid balance, and the use of
furosemide. All analyses were performed using the
SPSS software version 20.0.
For the control group, D1 is equivalent to the first
day of MV; D2 to D4 are the following days during
which the patient remained on MV (and at no time
during that period the ventilation was in prone position). For the prone group, D1 is equivalent to the
day (24 hours before) before the prone position was
started; D2 to D4 are the days following days, during
which the patient may or may not have repeated the
prone position. The research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the institution.
RESULTS

Eighty-four patients had their data collected, 77
of which were used for the final analysis. Seven patients were excluded: one for having been submitted
to renal replacement therapy, four due to inadequate
record of data on the chart, and two due to less than
four days of mechanical ventilation time. The sample is characterized in Table 1. Regarding the severity
of the patients on the first day of admission, there
was no difference in the Pediatric Index of Mortali-

ty 2 (PIM 2) scores. In terms of the main diagnosis,
bronchiolitis and wheezing in infants were the most
common. Four patients had Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) in the group that received
the prone position. There was no difference between
the groups in relation to the number of chronic conditions at the time of hospitalization.
In relation to the outcomes, the group that received the prone position presented more time on
mechanical ventilation and a longer stay in the PICU.
Hospitalization, use of vasoactive drugs, and deaths
were similar. The prone group did not, in general,
have more serious adverse events compared to the
control group. These results are shown in Table 2.
For the patients who were in the prone position,
the median of the relationship between the time on
prone position and the total time of MV was 16.5%
(IQR 10.7-24.7).The median in hours and the interquartile intervals of PP time for the four days evaluated in the prone group were: D1= zero; D2= 13.0 (8.014.0); D3= 12.0 (10.0-16.0); and D4= 0 (0-11.0). Table
3 shows the measures of diuresis, fluid balance, and
the dose of furosemide on the four days assessed.
In general, there was no difference between the
diuresis (P=0.58) and fluid balances (P=0.15) of the
two groups. The comparisons stratified per day show
that there was a difference in the volume of diuresis
(P=0.034) and in the FB (P=0.001) only in D2. With respect to the use of furosemide, whose average doses
were measured at the same moments of the diuresis and FH, there was a difference in the dose of the
diuretics between the treatment groups on all days
evaluated (P<0.001).

TABLE 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SAMPLE
Prone Group
n = 37

Control Group
n = 42

P-value

Age (months); median (IQR)

3.0 (2.0-6.0)

4.0 (2.0-9.0)

0.485

Male; n (%)

22.0 (59.5%)

23.0 (54.8%)

0.674

Mortality score PIM2; median (IQR)

2.0 (1.0-5.3)

1.1 (0.9-5.3)

0.914

Main diagnosis; n (%)
Bronchiolitis / Wheezing baby
Pneumonia / Pneumonia with pleural effusion
Others

33 (89.2%)
4 (10.8%)
0 (0%)

34 (81.0%)
6 (14.2%)
2 (4.8%)

0.308
0.643
0.178

MV parameters (first 3 days of MV)
PIP (cmH2O), mean (SD)
PEEP (cmH2O), mean (SD)
FiO2 (%)

32.9 (3.5)
5.7 (1.7)
0.45 (0.15)

29.6 (4.6)
5.3(1.5)
0.40 (0.11)

<0.01
0.054
0.01

Legend: IQR = interquartile range; SD = standard deviation; PIM2 = Pediatric Index of Mortality 2; VM = mechanical ventilation; = PIP peak inspiratory pressure; PEEP = positive
end-expiratory pressure; FiO2 = fraction of inspired oxygen.
For antisymmetric variables, we used the Mann-Whitney test; for symmetric variables, the Student’s t-test was used; for categorical variables we used the chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test.
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF OUTCOMES
Prone Group
n = 37

Control Group
n = 42

P-value**

Time of MV (days); median (IQR)

9.9 (7.1-12.2)

6.7 (4.8-8.6)

<0.001

Length of stay in the PICU (days); median (IQR)

14.0 (10.0-19.0)

10.5 (7.0-14.0)

<0.001

Length of hospital stay (days); median (IQR)

21.0 (16.0-27.0)

18.0 (15.0-24.0)

0.460

Death; n (%)

1.0 (2.7%)

1.0 (2.4%)

0.927

Diuretics
Furosemide (mg/kg/day); median (IQR)
Spironolactone (mg/kg/day); median (IQR)

1.62 (1.29-2.33)
0.91 (0.56-1.43)

1.04 (0.58-1.40)
0.71 (0-1.11)

<0.001
0.04

Index of vasoactive drugs; median (IQR)

9.11 (6.54-12.89)

10.0 (6.25-14.55)

0.906

Intercurrent event; n (%)
Absent
Pneumothorax
CA on prone position
CA on supine position
Accidental extubation during prone position
Accidental extubation during supine position
Extubation failure
Others

27 (73.0%)
2 (5.4%)
1 (2.7%)
2 (5.4%)
0 (0%)
1 (2.7%)
1 (2.7%)
3 (8.1%)

35 (83.3%)
3 (7.1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (2.4%)
1 (2.4%)
2 (4.8%)

0.263
0.751
------0.927
0.927
0.542

Legend: IQR = interquartile range; **Numerical variables – Mann-Whitney test; Categorical variables – the chi-squared or Fisher’s exact test; CA = Cardiac arrest.

TABLE 3. RESULTS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS AT FOUR MOMENTS
Time

Prone Group*
n = 37

Control Group*
n = 40

Mean difference (95% CI)

P-value**

Diuresis (ml/kg/h)
Day 1

3.19 (0.22)

2.90 (0.21)

0.29 (-0.317 a 0.895)

0.345

Day 2

3.89 (0.20)

3.30 (0.19)

0.59 (0.047 a 1.1370)

0.034

Day 3

3.92 (0.22)

4.15 (0.22)

-0.23 (-0.852 a 0.389)

0.460

Day 4

4.08 (0.22)

4.30 (0.21)

-0.22 (-0.824 a 0.387)

0.474

Fluid balance (ml/kg/day)
Day 1

37.57 (4.90)

50.11 (4.71)

-12.54 (-26 07 to 1.00)

0.069

Day 2

13.48 (4.40)

34.26 (4.23)

-20.77 (-32.94 to -8.61)

0.001

Day 3

15.27 (5.17)

7.05 (4.97)

8.23 (-6.07 to 22.52)

0.255

Day 4

13.29 (4.37)

5.43 (4.20)

7.86 (- 4.22 to 19.94)

0.199

Furosemide (mg/kg/day)
Day 1

1.03 (0.15)

0.05 (0.14)

0.98 (0.57 a 1.38)

< 0.001

Day 2

1.49 (0.15)

0.29 (0.14)

1.19 (0.78 a 1.61)

< 0.001

Day 3

1.76 (0.16)

0.78 (0.16)

0.98 (0.53 a 1.43)

< 0.001

Day 4

2.14 (0.18)

1.22 (0.17)

0.92 (0.42 a 1.42)

< 0.001

Legend: *Mean (standard error), based on marginal estimates; **Adjustment for multiple comparisons.

DISCUSSION

Our study was one of the few to analyze the prone
position in patients with an indication for MV due to
pulmonary causes, without necessarily having ARDS
as a primary diagnosis. In addition, we focused on
the possible “diuretic effect” of this practice. The initial motivation for the study was the clinical observation that patients submitted to the prone position
presented an increased diuresis8. Since this a safe
position, with already some benefits published in the
literature, we used the prone position as a routine
option for patients with hypoxemia and positive cumulative fluid balance, regardless of their etiological
diagnosis8,12-16.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):839-844

The prone position as an alternative for the improvement in oxygenation, lung recruitment, and
gas exchange in patients with respiratory failure has
been widely studied12,13,17. There is also evidence that it
could be related to decreased pulmonary lesion caused
by MV and increased survival in patients with Acute
Respiratory Distress Syndrome14-16. However, only
one study, whose main objective was to demonstrate
the benefit of the position on aspects already known,
observed increased diuresis. Pragmatically and globally, we did not identify the same effect of increased
diuresis or reduction of the cumulative fluid balance.
Because this is a pragmatic study, the patients did not
receive the same amount of prone position time nor
842
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were they put on the prone position at the same stage
of disease or severity. Only in D2, in the prone group,
there was an increase in diuresis and decrease in the
cumulative fluid balance. We believe that such increase in diuresis is related to the stage of the disease
and not the “prone effect,” since the patients were already in a situation of greater clinical stability, therefore receiving higher doses of diuretics.
When analyzing variables such as time of MV,
length of stay in PICU, and use of diuretics, the group
that was not put on prone position showed less severe outcomes. We believe this happened because
the group had a more favorable clinical evolution,
which did encourage the staff to use the prone position during their hospitalization. In clinical practice,
patients with more bloating, greater need for oxygen, or with higher cumulative fluid balance tend to
be put on the prone position more often. This was
shown in the average of MV parameters of the first
three days for patients from the prone group.
An important point we evaluated was the equality
of adverse events in both positions, as demonstrated
by Fineman et al.18, which characterize the use of the
prone position as a safe practice. Only one patient
presented CPR in the prone position. This episode
was isolated and does not seem to have a relationship
with the position since the patient was in severe clinical condition. There were no accidental extubations
in the prone position.
Our study had some limitations. First, the comparison of outcomes in different days of evolution. The
initial objective was to verify if the “diuretic effect” of
the prone position would appear in usual treatment
conditions within a PICU, but that did not occur, even
with the use of higher doses of diuretics in this group.
To better exemplify this: in the control group, D1 was

the first day of mechanical ventilation, in which the
patient needed fluid resuscitation to be stabilized.
Therefore, until this clinical stability was achieved,
these patients did not use diuretics. The prescription
of diuretics for patients under MV only happens when
their condition evolves; when the objective is precisely to improve the fluid balance, so deleterious to the
outcomes of our patients4-6. In the prone position, D1
was never the first day of MV, which may have been
on D2, D3 or D4. On these days, the patient already
has a diuretic prescribed and, often, in increasing doses to minimize the effects of fluid overload. In addition, other factors that were not studied might have
interfered with the increased use of diuretics in this
group. Another limitation is that most of our patients
did not have any ARDS, a disease in which the prone
position was more studied with evidence of its benefits. Secondly, the mortality score (PIM2) used in the
study predicts the risk of mortality at the time of admission into the PICU, and it is not a dynamic score. It
is calculated on the first day of hospitalization. In the
prone position, 10.8% of the patients had a diagnosis of
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome associated with
their primary disease, which in itself increases their
severity in relation to the other group. Thus, it is possible that the groups became heterogeneous, despite
having similar PIM2 on the first day. This might also
justify the longer MV and length of hospitalization in
the prone group.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the prone position showed no association with increased diuresis or reduced cumulative fluid balance in critical pediatric patients submitted to MV for pulmonary causes.

RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Verificar a associação entre posição prona, aumento da diurese e diminuição do balanço hídrico em pacientes pediátricos
criticamente enfermos e submetidos à ventilação mecânica (VM) por causa pulmonar, além de descrever eventuais intercorrências
relacionadas à aplicação dessa posição.

Estudo observacional retrospectivo. Pacientes submetidos à VM por causa pulmonar, com idade entre 1 mês e 12 anos no
período entre janeiro de 2013 e dezembro de 2015, foram selecionados e divididos entre os que receberam posição prona (GP) e os que
não receberam (GC) durante a internação na Unidade de Terapia Intensiva Pediátrica (Utip). Os dados foram analisados longitudinalmente de D1 a D4.

MÉTODOS:

RESULTADOS: Foram analisados77 pacientes (GP=37 e GC=40). Em termos de características gerais, os grupos foram semelhantes entre

si. Na comparação entre os grupos, não houve aumento da diurese ou diminuição do balanço hídrico cumulativo no grupo prona. Na
análise longitudinal de D1 a D4, evidenciou-se que o GP apresentou maior diurese (p=0,034) e menor balanço hídrico cumulativo (p =
0,001) no D2. Com relação ao uso de diuréticos, houve maior uso de furosemida (P<0,001) e de espironolactona (P=0,04) no GP. Não
houve aumento de eventos adversos durante a utilização da posição prona.
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A posição prona não demonstrou associação com aumento da diurese ou diminuição de balanço hídrico cumulativo em
pacientes críticos pediátricos submetidos à VM por causa pulmonar.

CONCLUSÃO:

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Decúbito ventral. Diurese. Balanço hídrico. Respiração com pressão positiva. Unidades de Terapia Intensiva Pediátri-

ca.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence of overweight and obesity and its association with sleep quality

in university students from the Anhui province in China.

METHODS: A cross-sectional study was conducted in China with 1328 participants. The prevalence of underweight and obesity in university students was estimated according to the reference working group on obesity in China. The sleep quality was evaluated using
the standard PSQI (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index).

RESULTS: This study included 470 male and 858 female students from a university in Anhui; 4.4% of the females and 17.7% of the males

were overweight or obese. The prevalence of obesity in males was significantly higher than in females, and the prevalence of obesity
in higher years was greater than in other years (p<0.05). In general, the mean score for sleep quality was 4.91±2.67; 36.5% of male and
39.1% of female students had poor sleep quality (PSQI score >5). Among the seven components of sleep quality, sleep duration and
the use of sleep medication showed significant differences between male and female students and different years (p<0.05). An obvious
correlation was found between sleep quality and body mass index (BMI)(p<0.000) in females who took hypnotic drugs.

CONCLUSION: This study suggests that the sleep quality of females is probably associated with their BMI. College students are a special

group of young adults whose cause of poor sleeping quality and BMI may be significant to study, so the health status of university
students can be improved.

KEYWORDS: BMI; sleep quality; university students

INTRODUCTION

Overweight and obesity are rapidly becoming a
major global public health problem (“globesity”)1-3.
Although the perception of obesity has improved, and
the treatment of obesity has increased, global obesity
rates are still on the rise4-6. A survey found that oneDATE OF SUBMISSION:

third of university students in Spain was either overweight or obese7. The relative prevalence of obesity
in Asian populations is lower than in other parts of
the world, according to the World Health Organization 8. However, the prevalence of obesity is increas-
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ing in China. According to the Chinese National Survey, 23.2% of Chinese adults are overweight or obese.
University students have a high level of knowledge,
a great potential for development and are a creative
group; their impact on the nation’s future development is of far-reaching significance. Therefore, the
influence of obesity on university students’ physical
and mental health should not be ignored.
University life brings many new and stressful
challenges, self-responsibility, variable schedules,
repeated deadlines, dormitory living, disorganized
lifestyle, increased freedom, and social and academic obligations. In order to deal with these challenges, students voluntarily change their sleeping
habits. Previous studies have found that 67% of
students suffer from sleep disturbances and poor
sleep quality 9. Poor sleep quality significantly affects university students’ ability to study and daily
life, causes interpersonal tension, and may even
cause other physiological disorders. Moreover, the
relationship between sleep and obesity may vary
across race and gender groups. Research on sleep
is mainly undertaken in the West and focuses on
the relationship between sleep duration and obesity. For instance, research shows that the relationship between sleep duration and obesity may form
a J-shaped or U–shaped curve10-14. Data from Eastern countries are scarce, and there are insufficient
data on university students15;16. In order to understand the relationship between body mass indexes
(BMI) and sleep quality in students, we conducted
this cross-sectional study on university students
in South Anhui (China).
METHODS

Participants
A random multistage cluster sampling method
was used to select the study population from six
universities in the southern Anhui region, China,
from December 2014 to February 2015. We selected university students from different programs to
represent college students and used a questionnaire
survey in classes. Trained investigators administered
the questionnaire survey to 1400 students and measured relevant indicators. Seventy-two participants
were excluded because of missing information, and
1328 participants aged 19–23 years remained in the
present analysis (470 males and 858 females). All
participants agreed to provide their personal inforREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):845-850

mation regarding the purpose and the procedures
of our study, and written informed consent was obtained.
BMI
Weight and height were self-reported by the
students. The BMI was computed using a standard
equation (BMI = weight in kg/height squared in meters), according to the Working Group on Obesity
in China 17. Body type was categorized as follows:
underweight (BMI<18.5); normal (18.5<BMI<23.9);
overweight (24.0<BMI<27.9); and obese (BMI≥28).
The cutoff points for overweight and obesity were 24
and 28, respectively.
Sleep quality
We used the Chinese version of the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), which has good reliability18, to assess the sleep quality of college students
over the previous month. The PSQI consists of 19
items that generate seven components: subjective
sleep quality; sleep latency; sleep duration; habitual sleep efficiency; sleep disturbances; use of sleep
medication; and daytime dysfunction. Each item
is rated on a four-point scale ranging from “none”
(zero) to “three times a week” (three). The sum of the
scores for all items is the total PSQI score, with a total score range of 0 to 21 points. Higher global scores
indicate worse sleep quality. The evaluation of sleep
quality followed global recommended standards
(score ≤5: good; score >5: poor). In addition, we divided the PSQI into two more detailed classifications for
further research.
Statistical analyses
All data were double entered into an EpiData3.1
database; SPSS16.0 software was used to analyze
data on BMI and sleep quality among the university students. The chi-square test or Fisher’s exact
test was used for categorical variables, and one-way
ANOVA was used for continuous variables. A twotailed P-value of <0.05 was considered significant for
all tests.
RESULTS

Body type of university students
There were 1328 participants, 470 males (35.4%)
and 858 females (64.6%); their age ranged from 19
to 23 years (mean±SD = 19.50±1.33). The overall
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mean BMI was 20.63 (SD=2.83); male: mean±SD =
21.67±3.29, female: mean±SD = 20.06±2.37. Among
the university students, 249 (18.75%) were underweight, 958 (72.14%) were of normal weight, 91
(6.85%) were overweight, and 30 (2.26%) were obese.
The two genders and different years had different
prevalence of underweight, overweight and obesity, and the differences were statistically significant
(p<0.05; Table 1).
Sleep quality of university students
The mean score on the PSQI was 4.91 (SD=2.67),
and no statistically significant differences were found
for overall quality of sleep between male and female
students, or among different years (p=0.077). Among
the seven dimensions of the PSQI score, a gender difference and a year difference existed for sleep duration and use of sleep medication (p<0.05). In addition,
the sleep disturbance score differed between male and
female students, and there was a significant difference
in the sleep latency score (p<0.05) (Table 2).
The associations between sleep quality and BMI
On testing the correlation between the two kinds
of classification of PSQI and overweight or obesity,
we found that the PSQI 2 and BMI among females
showed some correlation (Table3).

DISCUSSION

The mean BMI of the students included in the
study was 20.63, which was lower than that of Chinese adults 19. We also found that the prevalence of
overweight and obesity in male students was higher
than that in females. Moreover, the prevalence of underweight was obviously higher than the prevalence
of obesity. Wronka et al. 20 conducted a study on 1129
women in the south of Poland; they observed that
the prevalence of underweight was higher than the
prevalence of overweight and obesity, especially in
students from high income families. Previous studies have also observed that gender is a contributing
factor for the classification of BMI 21,22. The two main
explanations for this phenomenon are that university students have unhealthy eating behavior and inadequate nutrient intake 23, and that females may have
higher leptin concentrations than males21,22. In addition, we found that the prevalence of obesity among
senior students was higher than in other years, and
that the prevalence of obesity in first-year students
was lower than in other years.
The proportion with poor quality of sleep was
36.5% for men and 39.1% for women; this result is
lower than that found by Mesquita’s research on
sleep quality in Brazilian college students 24. How-

TABLE 1 – BMI OF COLLEGE STUDENTS (PERCENTAGE)
Variable
gender
Grade

Underweight

Normal

Overweight

Obesity

Total

χ²

p

Male

52(11.1)

335(71.3)

62(13.2)

21(4.5)

470

81.37

0.00

Female

197(23.0)

623(72.6)

29(3.4)

9(1.0)

858

Freshmen

149(21.4)

492(70.7)

46(6.6)

9(1.3)

696

19.38

0.02

Sophomore

55(14.7)

276(73.8)

29(7.8)

14(3.7)

374

Juniors

33(16.9)

146(74.9)

13(6.7)

3(1.5)

195

Seniors

12(19.0)

44(69.8)

3(4.8)

4(6.3)

63

TABLE 2 – SLEEP QUALITY OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN EACH COMPONENT (MEAN±S.D.)
Item

Subjective
sleep
quality

Sleep
latency;

Sleep duration

Habitual sleep
efficiency

Sleep disturbances

Use of
sleep medication

Daytime
dysfunction

PSQI score

Male

0.81±0.71

0.61±0.88

0.71±0.59

0.20±0.60

0.96±0.92

0.23±0.58

1.23±0.89

4.74±2.76

Female

0.85±0.67

0.71±0.90

0.78±0.50

0.16±0.48

1.09±0.96

0.10±0.38

1.32±0.86

4.99±2.61

t

1.28

3.82

4.76

1.89

5.72

25.78

3.34

2.64

P

0.258

0.051

0.029

0.170

0.017

0.000

0.068

0.104

Freshmen

0.82±0.69

0.63±0.87

0.81±0.48

0.16±0.48

1.02±0.93

0.11±0.41

1.31±0.82

4.86±2.60

Sophomore

0.84±0.67

0.63±0.87

0.74±0.56

0.20±0.58

1.01±1.02

0.17±0.52

1.31±0.92

4.91±2.76

Juniors

0.96±0.70

0.90±0.98

0.65±0.60

0.21±0.63

1.12±0.86

0.23±0.54

1.25±0.95

5.26±2.72

Seniors

0.81±0.64

0.68±0.84

0.44±0.50

0.10±0.53

1.16±0.95

0.08±0.37

1.03±0.82

4.30±2.49

F

0.73

5.04

12.98

1.38

1.05

4.63

2.25

2.29

p

0.536

0.002

0.000

0.248

0.371

0.003

0.081

0.077
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ever, the sleep quality of university students is generally poor, and comprehensive measures should be
taken to improve the quality of sleep and promote college students’ physical and mental health. Our study
found that sleep quality was not associated with sex
or year, which is consistent with previous studies9;25
. Sleep quality was measured on seven dimensions.
Sleep duration, sleep disturbance and medication
use were associated with sex. Through the study of
classification variables, sleep quality was found to be
good in more male than female students.
After subdividing the low PSQI scores, we found
that sleep quality in female students, but not in
males, was associated with BMI; however, Mota
and Vale 26 reported that poor sleep quality was not
associated with BMI. The seven dimensions of the
sleep quality score were not associated with different BMI categories in males in our study, but the
score relating to the use of sleep medication was associated with different BMI categories in females:
obese females were significantly more likely to use
such drugs than non-obese females. Female students
may be more sensitive to problems with sleep quality
and BMI. Furthermore, the use of different classifications on the PSQI can give different relationships
between BMI and sleep quality, which suggests that
different classifications of PSQI may influence the
study of sleep quality and should be chosen carefully
in future studies.
Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of our study include a large sample size, the use of well-trained interviewers and the
valuable data pool. However, limitations to our study

must also be considered when interpreting results.
First, the sample size in different groups was small;
for example, there was a small sample of senior students and more females were included than males,
which may have affected the correlation found between sleep quality and BMI. Second, none of these
findings demonstrated a causal relationship, due to
the cross-sectional design of the study, and we did
not investigate the correlation with the university
programs and their relevance. Finally, we did not analyze the college students’ eating habits or practice
of physical exercise, which previous studies have
found to be related to sleep and obesity 27-29.
CONCLUSION

Our study shows that BMI and sleep quality of
college students vary according to gender and year.
After adjusting the classification of PSQI, we found
that sleep quality differed between male and female
students. By researching the different dimensions
of the PSQI, we also found that the relationship between the BMI and sleep quality was important only
in female students who took hypnotic drugs. College
students are a special group, and therefore it is important to study their sleep quality, as well as the
relationship between sleep quality and body type. In
addition, the government and school-related departments concerned should place great importance on
the mental and physical health of college students.
Author Contributions: Yingshui Yao and Yuelong
Jin conceived and designed the experiments. LiJun
Zhu and Yuelong Jin performed the experiments. Yan
Chen analysed the data. Jun Wang wrote the paper.

TABLE 3 – COMPARISON OF SLEEP INDICATORS AMONG DIFFERENT BODY TYPES (MEAN±S.D.)

Male

Sleep
quality

Sleep time

Sleep duration

Sleep efficiency

Sleep disturbance

Hypnotic
drugs

Daytime
dysfunction

Underweight

0.81±0.63

0.63±0.86

0.52±0.61

0.11±0.47

0.94±0.92

0.33±0.68

1.37±0.89

Normal

0.83±0.72

0.59±0.87

0.73±0.58

0.22±0.62

0.93±0.93

0.23±0.57

1.21±0.88

Overweight

0,74±0.72

0.66±0.94

0.71±0.61

0.19±0.62

1.03±0.89

0.19±0.54

1.29±0.96

Obesity

0.76±0.62

0.62±0.92

0.71±0.56

0.10±0.44

1.10±0.04

0.23±0.58

1.14±0.79

0.24

0.13

2.06

0.701

0.36

0.619

0.65

F
P

0.865

0.940

0.104

0.552

0.779

0.603

0.586

Underweight

0.90±0.74

0.76±0.87

0.82±0.51

0.20±0.57

1.16±1.00

0.13±0.42

1.28±0.81

Normal

0.83±0.64

0.69±0.91

0.76±0.49

0.15±0.46

1.06±0.95

0.08±0.36

1.33±0.86

Overweight

0.72±0.70

0.66±0.81

0.90±0.62

0.14±0.35

1.14±0.74

0.07±0.26

1.45±0.95

Obesity

0.78±0.67

0.78±0.97

0.67±0.50

0.00±0.00

0.78±0.67

0.66±1.00

1.44±0.88

F

1.90

0.31

1.452

1.00

0.88

7.71

0.41

P

0.129

0.820

0.226

0.392

0.450

0.000

0.748

Female
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: O objetivo do estudo era investigar a prevalência de sobrepeso e obesidade e sua relação com a qualidade do sono em estudantes universitários da província de Anhui, China.
METODOLOGIA: Um estudo transversal foi realizado na China com 1328 participantes. A prevalência de baixo peso e obesidade em
estudantes universitários foi estimada com base nas referências do Grupo de Trabalho sobre Obesidade da China. A qualidade do sono
foi avaliada utilizando o padrão PSQI (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index).
RESULTADOS: O estudo incluiu 470 homens e 858 mulheres, todos estudantes universitários de Anhui; 4,4% das mulheres e 17,7% dos
homens foram classificados com sobrepeso ou obesidade. A prevalência da obesidade em homens foi significativamente maior do que
em mulheres, e a prevalência da obesidade nos últimos anos foi maior do que em outras categorias (P < 0, 05). Em geral, a pontuação
média de qualidade do sono foi 4,91 ± 2,67; 36,5% dos homens e 39, 1% das mulheres tiveram uma qualidade de sono ruim (PSQI
> 5). Considerando os sete componentes da qualidade do sono, a duração do sono e o uso de medicação para dormir apresentaram
diferenças significativas entre estudantes homens e mulheres de anos diferentes (P < 0,05). Uma clara correlação foi encontrada entre
a qualidade do sono e o Índice de Massa corporal (IMC) (P < 0.0000) em mulheres que usavam drogas hipnóticas.
CONCLUSÃO: Este estudo sugere que a qualidade do sono das mulheres está provavelmente associada com o IMC. Os universitários
são um grupo especial de jovens adultos, por isso é importante para estudar a causa da sua má qualidade do sono e sua relação com
o IMC, para que seja possível melhorar a saúde dos estudantes universitários.
PALAVRAS - CHAVE: IMC, a qualidade do sono; estudantes universitários
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES: The study aims to improve the functional capacity and quality of life (QOL) of nonagenarian women by implementing an

individualized muscle strength training program in a geriatric residential care home.

STUDY DESIGN: A randomized controlled trial
METHODS: Twenty-six

elderly women were randomized into a control group (CG) and an intervention group (SG). The SG carried out
a strength program with TheraBands® for 12 weeks, with two weekly sessions. The assessment tools that we used pre- and post-intervention were the Barthel index of daily living activities, the five times sit-to-stand test (FTSTS) and timed up and go (TUG) test with
wiva® sensors.

RESULTS: The SG maintained the Barthel index scores for activities of daily living and improved in the FTSTS; the CG showed a signif-

icant decrease on both tests. The dynamic balance test showed significant differences between groups for the variables sit to stand,
peak angular velocity, anterior-posterior range, turning, stand to sit, total time, and speed.

CONCLUSIONS: Individualized muscle strength training programs may help promote healthy lifestyles in such populations by maintain-

ing autonomy, improving function and balance.

KEYWORDS: Exercise Therapy. Exercise. Frailty. Postural Balance. Quality of Life. Aged.

INTRODUCTION

The increase in life expectancy together with the
decrease in birth rates in industrialized countries
means that health care systems and public health
policymakers need to focus their attention towards
promoting healthy lifestyles at the highest sector
of the population pyramid1. Frailty syndrome is an
age-associated condition that is characterized by
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

decreases in the functional reserve and resistance
to stressors, related to different physiological systems. This syndrome is strongly associated with
sarcopenia and puts older individuals at special risk
for disability, hospitalization, and death induced
by falls2-4. Along with sarcopenia, skeletal muscle
fat infiltration, which is assessed through mus-
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cle tissue attenuation, it is associated with an increased risk of reduced mobility, in both older men
and women5. Frailty also increases with age and is
associated with disease and disability and can be
identified by the presence of three or more of the
following criteria: unintentional weight loss, weakness, slow walking speed, low physical activity, and
exhaustion6.
Several studies have reported that physical activity intervention programs, aiming to develop physical capacities in aged people, have positive effects on
function and autonomy1,7. This is particularly evident
in nonagenarians in whom the decrease in physical
activity results in loss of function8.
The present study is an attempt to improve functional capacity and quality of life (QOL) of nonagenarians by implementing an individualized strength
training program in a geriatric residential care home.
METHODS

This is a randomized controlled pilot study with
two groups of participants. One group was submitted to an intervention program, including muscle
strength training with TheraBands® (SG); the second
group, control group (CG), was asked to maintain
their daily routines. Two assessments were defined,
at the week before intervention (week 0) and the last
week of the intervention (week 12).
PARTICIPANTS

Participants in this study were recruited through
a collaboration agreement between the University of
Vigo (Spain) and “Fundación San Rosendo”, a company for the management of residential care homes
for older adults. Individuals with the following criteria were included: (a) frail older females6, (b) cognition mini-exam <239, (c) aged over 85 years, (d)
able to stand and walk for at least 30 meters without
shortness of breath, (e) able to walk safely and independently without aid, (f) resident in a geriatric longterm care home.
PROCEDURES

All the participants and their families were previously informed about the characteristics of the research protocol. The study was approved by the clinical research ethics committee of the University of
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):851-856

Vigo (CE 14-1009-17), and all participants gave their
informed consent.
INTERVENTION

Participants were randomly assigned to either the
SG or CG. The SG participated in a 12-week training
program which consisted of two 60-minute sessions
per week, focused on improving lower limbs muscle
strength by using TheraBands®. The training program included 10 exercises focused on lower limb
muscle strength (plantar and dorsiflexors; knee flexors and extensors; hips flexors, extensors, abductors, adductors, and rotation), in which 2 to 4 exercises were implemented per session (for details see
Table 1).
The CG was asked to maintain daily routines
(handcraft, reading, and cognitive stimulation) with
no systematic physical activity.
Both programs were developed by physiotherapists and physical activity professionals with more
than 5 years of experience in therapeutic work
with older adults. The evaluation was developed by
the HealthyFit research group (University of Vigo),
healthcare professionals, and experts in the evaluation of the physical condition of older adults.
ASSESSMENTS

Participants were assessed the week before the
training program (week 0) and on the last week of
the intervention (week 12). The testing protocol was
defined as the anthropometric measures, functional
assessment, and dynamic balance assessment.
Anthropometric measures included; height (stadiometer handac) which was assessed in cm with 1.0
mm precision; weight (Tanita TBF300), assessed in
kg with 0.1 kg precision; and BMI, calculated according to the following formula– weight/height2 (kg/m2).
Participants were assessed while barefoot and lightly
clothed.
The functional assessment included; the Barthel index of daily living activities and the five times
sit-to-stand test. The Barthel index of daily living
activities included a 10-item questionnaire aiming
to assess individual autonomy concerning daily life
activities. Each participant’s functional capacity, according to the Barthel index, is referenced in order to
better prescribe the intervention program. The score
range goes from 0 to 100, assuming the higher the
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TABLE 1: MUSCLE STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Week

1-2

Session

Type A

Methodology

2 exercises
10 reps x 2 series x
exercise
Pause: 40s/10reps;
60s/exercise

Warm-up

Foot Abduction and adduction./ Heel movements. /Circumduction with the foot. / Plantar flexors with ankle extension.

Principal
Phase

Ankle
extension.
Ankle
abduction and
adduction.
with hip
rotation

Calm
down

3-5
Type B

Type C

6-7
Type D

2+1 exercises
15 reps x 3 series x
exercise
Pause: 40s/15reps;
60s/exercise

Knee
flexion/
extension.

Knee
flexion/
extension

Hip
flexion

Hip
flexion
Hip flexion and
abduction

Ankle
extension.
Ankle
abduction and
adduction.
with hip
rotation
Hip flexion and
abduction

Type E

8-10
Type F

3 +1 exercises
15 reps x 3 series x
exercise
Pause: 40s/15reps;
60s/exercise
Knee
flexion/
extension
Hip
flexion
Hip flexion and
abduction
Plantar
flexion

Ankle
extension.
Ankle
abduction and
adduction.
with hip
rotation
Knee
flexion
Hip abduction

11

Type E

Type F

3 +1 exercises
15 reps x 3 series x exercise
Pause: 35s/15reps; 55s/exercise

Knee
flexion/
extension
Hip
flexion
Hip flexion and
abduction

Type E

3 +1 exercises
15 reps x 3 series x
exercise
Pause: 30s/15reps;
45s/exercise

Ankle extension.

Knee
flexion/
Ankle abduction and extenadduction.
sion
with hip rotation
Hip
Knee flexion
flexion
Hip abduction

Plantar
flexion

12
Type F

Hip flexion and
abduction
Plantar
flexion

Ankle
extension.
Ankle
abduction and
adduction.
with hip
rotation
Knee
flexion
Hip abduction

Type E

Type F

3 +1 exercises
15 reps x 3 series x
exercise
Pause: 0s/exercise

Knee
flexion/
extension
Hip
flexion
Hip flexion and
abduction
Plantar
flexion

Ankle
extension.
Ankle
abduction and
adduction.
with hip
rotation
Knee
flexion
Hip abduction

Hip abduction without TheraBands®, both legs simultaneously.
Foot crossing.

Notes. Reps: repetitions; s: seconds;

score obtained, the higher the autonomy10. The five
times sit-to-stand test is a part of the short physical
performance battery and aims to assess the lower
limb muscle strength/velocity11. In this test, participants are asked to stand up from a chair five times as
quickly as possible and the time to complete the task,
in seconds, is recorded as their performance.
Dynamic balance assessment included, the timed
up and go test with wiva® sensors12. Wiva® sensors include an accelerometer, a magnetometer and a gyroscope that allow professionals and practitioners to record information about the angular velocities reached
during TUG, with the inertial detection devices placed
in the L4-L5 spinal segment. In addition, wiva® gathers split time data into the early stages of TUG (sit to
stand, gait to go, turning, gait return, stand to sit) and
the total time required to complete the task. All this information was saved and sent to a computer via Bluetooth with Biomech study 2011 v.1.1.
The sample size was calculated based on the results obtained by Hirsch et al.13 in the balance parameters (20% differences between the groups analyzed).
The comparison of two means was considered, with
a level of security/confidence of 85% (1-α), a statistical power of 60%, and a proportion of expected losses
of 20%. With these criteria, the sample size should
include a total of 26 subjects.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analyses were completed using
SPSS for Windows (IBM-SPSS, version 20.0; SPSS
Inc, Chicago, Ill, USA). Summary data are presented as mean (SD) and %. Data were checked for normality of distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (p>0.05). The groups’ homogeneity was assessed
using the unpaired t-test. The intervention program
effects on the SG in comparison to the CG was assessed by using the ANOVA 2x2. The correlation
analysis was performed to determine which stages
of the TUG (sit to stand, gait to go, turning, gait return, stand to sit) may have influenced the final score
(time to perform the TUG). P-values <0.05 (2-tailed)
were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

Twenty-six women, aged 85 years and more, following the defined inclusion criteria, were included
in the study. They were randomly allocated to two
groups, SG (n=13) and CG (n=13). The randomization
process was carried out using the statistical program
SPSS for Windows in the section selecting cases/random sample of cases.
Two participants did not complete the study beREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):851-856
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TABLE 2. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS ACCORDING TO THE LEVEL OF
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Total
(n = 24)
Mean

Age, y

SD

Strength Training
Group (n = 11)

Control Group
(n = 13)

Mean

Mean

SD

SD

90.63

4.43

90.18

4.02

91.00

4.88

151.35

7.10

151.20

7.40

151.50

6.80

Weight, kg

59.48

10.06

60.95

8.47

58.23

11.42

Cognition
mini-exam9

14.30

6.38

13.36

6.86

15.17

6.07

Height, cm

No studies
Educational
background, % Primary
Secondary
University

54.20
29.20

8.30

8.30

54.50

53.80

27.30

30.8

9.10

7.70

9.10

7.70

FIGURE 1. CORRELATION BETWEEN TIMED UP AND GO AND SIT TO STAND

cause of death. The final number of participants
was 24 (ST=11 and CG=13), and the average age was
90.63±4.43 years. The detailed sample characteristics are presented in Table 2.
Table 3 indicates the statistical analysis results of
the variables assessed, per group, pre- and post-intervention. Concerning the BMI, we found there was a
significant improvement in the SG and significant differences between the groups post-intervention. The
functional assessment showed significantly different
behaviors between the groups. The SG maintained
the scores on the Barthel index of activities of daily
living and improved in the FTSTS; the CG showed a
significant decrease on both tests. The dynamic balance test showed significant differences between the
groups for the variables sit to stand, peak angular
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):851-856

velocity, anteroposterior range, turning, stand to sit,
total time, and speed. The changes within the group
showed a significant decrease in sit to stand, peak angular velocity, anteroposterior range, turning, stand
to sit total time, and speed, in the CG. In the SG, a significant decrease in turning was observed (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION

The present research examined the effects of a
muscle strength training program through the use
of TheraBands®, on frail nonagenarian women. The
findings show that the intervention program promoted significant improvements in function, BMI, and a
trend to improve the dynamic balance parameters.
Previous studies have found significant correla854
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TABLE 3. ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO THE
GROUP.
Strength Training
Group (n = 11)

Control
Group (n = 13)

Pre-test

Pre-test

Post-test

Post-test

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

BMI, kg/m2

30.82

2.93

27.18

4.25*

30.66

2.31

30.60

5.20$

FTSTS, s

16.53

4.86

12.74

3.12**

16.17

3.77

17.70

4.88*$

Barthel Index

65.91

24.68 66.87

25.34

66.92

20.67

51.67

21.65*$

Sit to stand, s

4.40

2.43

4.58

3.02

4.22

1.66

6.16

8.67*$

Peak Angular
Velocity, º/s

9.60

2.94

9.24

4.62

8.77

3.25

5.71

3.64*$

AP Range, m/s2

5.08

1.93

5.72

2.06

5.42

1.90

4.19

2.04*$

PD Range, m/s

1.73

0.80

2.64

1.37

2.69

0.75

2.29

0.99

1.26

2.66

1.31

2.19

0.29

1.48

0.69

8.05

3.56

7.53

6.12

9.06

4.65

9.87

4.78

4.58

2.22

5.45

3.29*

7.66

4.42

8.09

5.28$

7.98

3.10

7.01

2.54

9.82

4.86

9.53

0.78

3.04

2.60

3.16

1.94

4.36

1.28

4.97

0.75*$

127.03

76.34

99.98

42.13

98.00

39.15

Dynamic balance
TUG: Sit to Stand

2

ML Range, m/s2 2.43
TUG: Go
Gait go, s
TUG: Turning
Turning, s
TUG: Return
Gait return, s
TUG: Stand to Sit
Stand to sit, s
Peak Angular
Velocity, º/s

129.42

124.12

TUG: total
Total Time, s

28.05

9.99

27.73

11.62

35.12

11.59

38.62

15.44*$

Speed, m/s

0.21

0.08

0.22

0.09

0.17

0.06

0.15

0.06*$

*p < 0.05, ** p<0.005 significant differences intra-group, $p < 0.05, $$p<0.005 significant differences inter-group. Notes.
BMI: Body mass index; FTSTS: Five times sit to stand test; TUG: Timed up and go; AP: Anteroposterior; PD: Proximal distal;
ML: Medium lateral.

tions between overweight and decreases in mortality in nonagenarians14,15. In the present study, the
SG showed a significant decrease in BMI, which
was significantly different from the CG after the intervention program. Furthermore, the SG was classified as obesity grade I at week 0, and overweight
by week 12, while the CG maintained obesity grade
I throughout the training program. This finding
may support the benefits of muscle strength intervention programs on such populations. However,
more research is needed to confirm and understand the mechanisms to improve the health and
quality of life.
The intervention program also improved function in nonagenarians, as shown by the FTSTS and
Barthel index of activities of daily living scores. The
present results are in line with previous research
in which muscle strength training promoted hypertrophy, decreased fat mass, decreased falls, and increased functional capacity in such populations7,16.
855

The TUG test is an important tool to assess mobility and risk of falls. Aged populations completing the
TUG test under 20 seconds have shown autonomy in
daily living tasks, presented high scores on the Berg
balance scale and can walk at optimal speed (0.5
m/s)17. The present findings showed that SG trend to
increase their walking speed, while the CG experienced significant decreases in sit to stand, turning,
and stand to sit.
There are some methodological limitations that
should be considered when interpreting the results.
First, the size of the sample on which the intervention was performed is small. Another limitation lies
in the fact that the option of carrying out an intervention of a longer duration should be considered to see
if these factors would lead to different results than
those obtained. Finally, the use of novel tools, such
as wiva® sensors, could be considered a limitation, as
the results cannot be compared with those of other
studies.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):851-856
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CONCLUSION

Little research has been developed on nonagenarians. However, it seems that muscle strength intervention programs may help promote healthy lifestyles on such population by maintaining autonomy,
improving function and balance.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: O objetivo do estudo é melhorar a capacidade funcional e a qualidade de vida (QV) de nonagenários por meio da implemen-

tação de um programa de treinamento aeróbico e de força individualizado em um centro geriátrico residencial.

DESENHO DO ESTUDO: Estudo controlado randomizado.

Vinte e seis mulheres idosas foram randomizadas em grupo controle (CG) e grupo intervenção (SG). O SG realizou
um programa de força com 12 semanas de duração de duas sessões semanais. As ferramentas de avaliação usadas antes e após a
intervenção foram o Índice de Barthel das atividades da vida diária, o teste Five-to-Stand (FTSTS) e o Timed Up and Go (TUG) com
sensores Wiva®.

METODOLOGIA:

RESULTADOS: O SG manteve as pontuações no Índice de Barthel e melhora no FTSTS; o GC apresentou redução significativa nos dois
testes. O teste de equilíbrio dinâmico mostrou diferenças significativas entre os grupos para as variáveis: Sit to Stand, pico da velocidade angular, amplitude anteroposterior, giro, posição sentada, tempo total e velocidade.
CONCLUSÕES: Os

programas de intervenção de força muscular podem ajudar a promover estilos de vida saudáveis nesta população
para a manutenção da autonomia, a melhora da função e o equilíbrio.

PALAVRAS CHAVE: Terapia por Exercício. Exercício. Fragilidade. Equilíbrio Postural. Qualidade de Vida. Idoso.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate endocervical and vaginal environment changes in women using a levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system

(LNG-IUS).

METHODS: A quasi-experimental study included sixty women who had an LNG-IUS inserted in the Family Planning Clinic of UNICAMP

between April and November of 2016. Women in reproductive age, non-pregnant, without the use of antibiotics and contraceptives
seeking for LNG-IUS insertion were selected for this study. All women were evaluated with regard to vaginal and endocervical pH, vaginal and endocervical Gram-stained bacterioscopy, and Pap-smear before and two months after LNG-IUS insertion. Clinical aspects
such as cervical mucus, vaginal discharge, and cervical ectopy were also observed.
RESULTS: After LNG-IUS insertion, there was an increase in the following parameters: endocervical pH>4.5 (p=0.02), endocervical neu-

trophil amount (p<0.0001), vaginal cytolysis (p=0.04). There was a decrease in vaginal discharge (p=0.01). No statistically significant
changes were found in vaginal pH, neutrophils amount in the vaginal mucosa, vaginal discharge appearance, vaginal candidiasis,
bacterial vaginosis, vaginal coccobacillary microbiota, cervical mucus appearance, or cervical ectopy size.

CONCLUSIONS: Short-term LNG-IUS use did not increase vulvovaginal candidiasis or bacterial vaginosis, and led to diminished vaginal

discharge. Notwithstanding, this device promoted reactional changes in the vaginal and endocervical environment, without modification on cervical ectopy size.

KEYWORDS: Levonorgestrel/adverse effects. Contraceptive Agents/adverse effects. Vaginosis, bacterial. Vaginal discharge.

INTRODUCTION

The levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system
(LNG-IUS) has been used since the early 1990s and
is considered one of the most effective methods of
contraception1. LNG-IUS is also widely used for other

DATE OF SUBMISSION:

clinical purposes, such as reducing heavy menstrual
blood loss, symptoms of endometriosis, endometrial hyperplasia, and endometrial protection during
post-menopausal estrogen replacement therapy2-5.
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Several studies suggest that the progestogenic
effects of LNG-IUS and the route of hormone delivery influence the vaginal microenvironment since
the cervicovaginal epithelium is directly modulated
by the action of hormones6-9. Estrogen induces the
maturation of the cervicovaginal epithelium and
promotes the accumulation of glycogen in the epithelial cell. Thus, women under a progestin-based
contraception method have increased parabasal cells
and decreased intermediate and superficial cells.
This has a direct impact on the bacterial population,
since glycogen is an important factor in Lactobacillus
growth, protecting against genital infections via the
production of bacteriocins, lactic acid, and maintenance of low vaginal pH10,11.
Data on the impact of LNG-IUS on the cervicovaginal epithelium and women’s susceptibility to genital
infections are controversial. Some investigators have
shown a general risk to develop a genital infection
after LNG-IUS insertion12,13.
A study using 16SrRNA gene technology to characterize the bacterial profiles of vaginal microflora in women using LNG-IUS showed that bacteria
typically associated with the dysbiotic vaginal environment were significantly more abundant than
in controls6. However, other studies have failed to
demonstrate an association between such contraceptive method and genital infections or changes in
the vaginal microbiota7-9.
Another factor that protects the cervicovaginal
epithelium is the secreted cervical mucus, which is
subject to hormone-induced physical or biochemical alterations, thus affecting the risk of genital infections14. Moreover, the study group has shown
that changes in the profile of inflammatory cells in
the vaginal cavity are an important marker of infections, justifying the investigation of such parameter
in LNG-IUS users15.
Cellular alterations in the Pap smear, vaginal bleeding, altered vaginal pH, inflammatory cellular infiltrate in the vagina and cervicitis are common adverse effects that need to be
better investigated in LNG-IUS. This study aims
to evaluate, in the short term, biochemical, microbiological, and clinical modifications in the
endocervix and vagina after LNG-IUS insertion.
We hypothesized that the LNG-IUS insertion can
diminish vaginal discharge due to the progestagenic effects on the vaginal epithelium and endocervical glands
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):857-863

METHODS

This quasi-experimental study involving 60 women was conducted at the Family Planning Clinic of
CAISM-UNICAMP, Campinas, Brasil, between May
2016 and December 2016. The study was approved
by the Research Ethics Committee at the University
of Campinas, CAAE nº 46001315.7.0000.5404, research project nº 1.208.156, and written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. Inclusion criteria were: women of reproductive age (between 18 and 45 years), with regular menstrual
cycles, sexually active and willing to use long-term
contraception. As exclusion criteria, we considered: use of vaginal or systemic antibiotics, or vaginal douching in the 30 previous days, current hormonal therapy, vulvovaginitis or genitourinary pain
symptoms, pregnancy, sexual intercourse less than
6 hours prior to sample collection, uterine anomalies, unexplained bleeding, contraindication to hormonal treatment and history of breast cancer.
The insertion of the LNG-IUS was performed in
the first phase of the menstrual cycle, shortly after
the end of menstruation (6th to 9th day), without any
indication of menstrual bleeding. The insertion procedure was guided by a pelvic examination, which
consisted in holding the cervix by a tenaculum and
passing the uterine sound in order to measure the
depth of the uterus; next, the IUS was inserted, leaving out approximately 3 centimeters of the string,
and the women were kept at rest. Analgesics, anesthetics, or anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were
not necessary before the insertion. Previously, all
women were submitted to gynecological examination, and samples were collected from the vaginal
wall and endocervix by sterile swabs. The collected
samples were submitted to bacterioscopy (Gramstain) and cytological analysis by Pap smear to
characterize the type of vaginal flora, inflammatory
process, presence or absence of pathogens, vaginal
epithelium lysis, and bacterial vaginosis. Evaluations
of vaginal and endocervical pH, cervical ectopy, the
appearance of cervical mucus, and appearance and
amount of vaginal discharge were also performed.
To characterize the vaginal pH, a 4.5 cut-off was assumed, considering that normal vaginal range varies
from 3.8 to 4.511.
In order to quantify the leukocytes both in the endocervix and in the ectocervix, we used Gram-stained
smears observed at 1000x magnification, scoring the
slides as follows: 1) absent or discrete frequency: less
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than 4 leukocytes per field; 2) moderate frequency:
five to nine neutrophils per field; and 3) accentuated
frequency: more than 10 leukocytes per field. This
same scoring system was used for the quantification
of squamous cells in the Pap smear, but at 400x magnification. Regarding cytolysis, we used as a criterion the quantification of the number of nude nuclei of
intermediate cells in the Pap smear, also using the
same scoring system described above.
The cervical ectopy diameter was measured and
was considered discrete when it occupied less than
half the diameter of the cervix and as moderate or
accentuated when it occupied more than half the diameter of the uterine cervix.
All patients were evaluated again two months after the device insertion (± 3 days variation) to avoid
menstrual cycle variation. Vaginal microbiological
analysis and characterization of bacterial vaginosis
were performed based on the Gram-staining method
and according to the Nugent score16. The existence of
vulvovaginal candidiasis was indicated by the presence of yeasts and hyphae, white and lumpy vaginal discharge and inflammation in the vaginal wall.
Normal flora (Grade I) was defined by the absence of
pathogens in the analysis of the vaginal smear and
presence of 80% or more of lactobacilli17. Grade III
flora was defined when Lactobacilli was substituted
by coccobacilli or cocci flora (Gram-negative and/or
anaerobic flora). Grade II was considered an intermediate flora.
The evaluation of cellular cytolysis, cellular inflammatory alterations, genital infections, and vaginal microbiota was performed both in the Gram and
Pap samples of the cervix and vagina, relating these
factors to the vaginal and endocervical pH before and
after LNG-IUS insertion.
The mean of the intermediate cells in the vaginal mucosa was used to calculate the sample size
(lowest expected variation and more conservative
or representative for this study). A 10% beta error,
a significance level of 5%, and a supposed estimated
incidence of 40% of intermediate cells were considered in the patients submitted to the insertion of the
LNG-IUS. A total sample was estimated in 58 cases.
The 9.2 version SAS System for Windows (Statistical Analysis System), SAS Institute Inc, 2002-2008,
Cary, NC, USA, was used for the statistical analysis.
The LNG-IUS used was manufactured by Bayer Oy
(PO Box 415, Fl-20101 Turku, Finland) and the insertion followed the label recommendations.
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RESULTS

The mean age of the study participants was 32 ±
7 years (only one patient over 45 years old, aged 52),
data not shown, of which 44 (73%) were white women; further socio-demographic information from
study participants are shown in Table 1.
Clinical, cellular, and microbiological effects
on the cervix and vagina before and two months
after insertion of the LNG-IUS are shown in Table 2. The number of cases with endocervical pH
≥ 4.5 increased significantly after insertion (p <
0.05) and the number of cases with vaginal pH ≥
4.5 also increased after insertion of the device,
although with no statistical significance (73% vs.
60%, p = 0.116). The presence of neutrophil cells
was not altered in the vagina (p = 0.317); however,
it showed a significant increase in the endocervix
in the presence of LNG-IUS (p < 0.0001). Vaginal
discharge reported by patients changed from moderate/accentuated to absent/discrete after LNGIUS insertion, with a marked decrease in intensity
(p = 0.011). There were no changes in the appearTABLE 1: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
60 WOMEN PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY.
Characteristic

N/60

%

Race
White

44

73

Black

5

8

Brown

11

18

Primary school

5

8

High school

21

35

University

34

56

0

12

20

1 to 2

40

66

≥3

8

13

0

12

20

1 to 2

43

71

≥3

5

8

0

55

91

1 to 2

5

8

≥3

0

0

Educational level

Number of gestations*

Parity

Number of miscarriages

* Including parity and miscarriage
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TABLE 2: CLINICAL, CELLULAR, AND MICROBIOLOGICAL
ASPECTS RELATED TO THE CERVIX AND VAGINA
BEFORE AND TWO MONTHS AFTER INSERTION OF
THE LNG-IUS.
Variable

Before
LNG-IUS

After
LNG-IUS

N (% )

N (% )

≥ 4.5

53 (88)

58 (97)

< 4.5

07 (12)

02 (2)

Endocervical pH

P value*

0.0253

Vaginal pH

0.1167

≥ 4.5

36 (60)

44 (73)

< 4.5

24 (40)

16 (27)

Neutrophils in endocervix

< 0.0001

Moderate/accentuated**

22 (37)

44 (73)

Absent/discrete

38 (63)

16 (27)

Appearance of endocervical mucus

0.1573

Cloudy

1 (2)

3 (5)

Limpid

59 (98)

57 (95)

Moderate/accentuated

1 (2)

3 (5)

Absent/discrete

59 (98)

57 (95)

Neutrophils in vagina

0.3173

Intensity of vaginal discharge

0.0116

Moderate/accentuated

20 (33)

9 (15)

Absent/discrete

40 (67)

51 (85)

Cloudy

1 (2)

4 (7)

Clear-appearing

59 (98)

56 (93)

Moderate/accentuated

6 (10)

3 (5)

Absent/discrete

54 (90)

57 (95)

Aspect of vaginal discharge

0.1797

Endocervical ectopy

0.2568

Squamous cells predominance***

0.7389

Intermediate/parabasal

47 (78)

48 (63)

Superficial

11 (18)

7 (12)

Moderate/accentuated

7 (12)

15 (25)

Absent/discrete

53 (88)

45 (75)

Positive

6 (10)

10 (17)

Negative

54 (90)

50 (83)

Positive

3 (5)

3 (5)

Negative

57 (95)

57 (95)

I

48 (80)

45 (75)

II

6 (10)

5 (8)

III

6 (10)

10 (17)

Cytolysis

0.0455

Bacterial vaginosis

0.2059

Vulvovaginal Candidiasis

1.0000

Microflora grading

0.5433

*McNemar or Symmetry test. OR= Odds ratio. CI 95%: Odds ratio 95% confidence
interval. ** Moderate/accentuated: presence of more than 10 neutrophils in high magnification field (1000 x). *** The lower n value in this analysis is due to a lower number
of Pap-smears available for analysis of cell dominance (two missing cases before and
five missing cases after LNG-IUS insertion).

ance of vaginal discharge or cervical mucus (p =
0.150), and the clear-looking mucus was predominant in both study phases. The predominance of
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):857-863

TABLE 3: COMPARISON OF ENDOCERVICAL AND
VAGINAL PH, AND NUGENT SCORE BEFORE AND TWO
MONTHS AFTER LNG-IUS INSERTION.
Mean ± SE
Parameter

Before
insertion

After insertion

P
value*

95% CI
Before
insertion

After
insertion

Nugent score 2.14 ±
0.28

2.58 ±
0.35

0.496

1.59-2.7

1.87-3.28

Endocervical
pH

6.44 ±
0.13

6.71 ±
0.81

0.083

6.17-6.71

6.55-6.87

Vaginal pH

4.69 ±
0.62

4.74 ±
0.71

0.792

4.57-4.82

4.604.88

*Wilcoxon test

parabasal/intermediate vaginal squamous cells increased from 47 (81%) to 51 (85%), while the superficial cells decreased from 11 (19%) to 7 (15%), without statistical significance (p = 0.738). There was
a slight increase in vaginal cytolysis (12% vs. 25%,
p = 0.045) and bacterial vaginosis (10% vs. 17%, p =
0.205) at the end of the two-month period.
Table 3 shows that the mean Nugent score was
slightly higher post-insertion (2.14 ± 0.28 vs. 2.58 ±
0.35; p = 0.496). The mean value of the endocervical
and vaginal pH after insertion was not statistically
different from the pre-insertion period (Table 3).
Moreover, a case-by-case analysis showed
that 20 (33%) of the women had some degree of
increase in Nugent score values after LNG-IUS insertion. The ectopy of the transformation zone increased in size in 3 (5%) of the women, decreased
in 9 (15%), and remained unchanged in 48 (80%).
Infection by Candida sp. was diagnosed in three
women before insertion of the LNG-IUS; in one of
them, the infection was maintained after insertion
of the LNG-IUS, but without clinical symptoms.
Two new cases of Candida sp. were detected after
insertion of the LNG-IUS.
DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have shown that there was no increase of vaginal candidiasis or bacterial vaginosis, as
well as no significant changes on cervical ectopy size
or vaginal discharge after two months of the LNGIUS insertion. Although cervical and vaginal pH had
slight increases and a significant amount of inflammatory cells was observed, such factors do not seem
to be relevant as causes of disease or complaints.
Taking into consideration that long-term use and/
or microbiological findings after IUS insertion can be
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confounded with many different risk factors (sexual
activity, smoking, diet, medication intake, etc), we
decided to check cervical and vaginal changes after
only two months, in order to avoid bias. Indeed, the
increase or decrease of vaginal candidiasis or bacterial vaginosis after one or two years of IUS insertion
could be related to the patient’s behavior rather than
only IUS. The majority of published papers in this
area are frequently focusing only on specific aspects,
thus neglecting the overview of the cervical and vaginal environment as a whole. Certainly, the clinical
correlation to microscopic findings presented herein is a different approach that provides excellent
strength to our results.
The insertion of the LNG-IUS seems to promote
changes in the vaginal and endocervical environment, without, however, presenting a relevant clinical adverse outcome. The presence of a foreign body
in any biological cavity is a concern for clinicians,
whether in the short or long term. In the case of
intrauterine devices, this concern arises due to the
possibility of complications such as missing strings,
ascending infections, uterine perforation, and pelvic
inflammatory diseases18-20.
The use of IUDs has increased among young and
sexually active women in recent years (particularly
in nulliparous women, although not as much as the
increase observed for women in general). In 2002,
only around 0.5% of nulliparous women using contraception methods were using an IUD in the United
States. This rate increased to 4.8% between 2011 and
201321. In Brasil, the percentage of sexually active
women using IUDs for contraception is around 3.0%.
However, this number is also expected to rise in the
next years despite problems, such as high cost and
limited availability of the IUDs in the public health
system that prevent a larger increase22.
The numbers for younger and nulliparous women
are still smaller than for multiparous women due to
outdated beliefs and misconceptions about the safety
of IUD use. Particular concerns such as the risk of
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), infertility, safety,
and difficulty of insertion may still present as biases
in the provision of this group of women. However,
recent studies have shown that intrauterine devices are safe and effective for the majority of women,
including those who are young and nulliparous and
should be routinely included in the contraception options offered to them21.
This study evaluated 60 women before and two
861

months (in the same phase of the menstrual cycle)
after the insertion of the LNG-IUS, which induced
favorable modifications including a decrease of vaginal discharge and endocervical ectopy (p=0.256). On
the other hand, we observed increased cytolysis and
number of endocervical neutrophils, and endocervical pH (> 4.5). There were non-significant differences
in bacterial vaginosis and vaginal candidiasis. This is
consistent with the overall good acceptance of this
contraceptive method in clinical practice.
Our results are in accordance with other researchers who also reported the absence of significant changes in the composition of vaginal microflora or in the frequency of bacterial vaginosis in LNG
users, even after a long period of time7,9,23,24. Donders
et al.23 suggest that both hormonal and non-hormonal contraceptive methods have a greater tendency
to present candidiasis, while our study showed a
non-significant decrease in Candida sp infection after
a short-term LNG-IUS insertion.
A decrease in cervical ectopy, as well as, a reduction in vaginal discharge, could be related to the local
progestogenic effect of the LNG-IUS. It has been suggested that the possible mechanism responsible for
the progestogenic and anti-estrogenic effect of LNGIUS is the inhibition of the Insulin-like growth factor
(IGF), which stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of cells that contain IGF membrane receptors, such as epithelial cells25. Hence, the decrease
in endocervical ectopy found in our study could be
related to this proliferative mechanism.
Furthermore, the higher frequency of cytolysis after LNG-IUS insertion found herein can be explained
by the anti-estrogenic effects of LNG-IUS, leading to
the predominance of intermediate cells rather than
superficial cells. The intermediate cells are rich in
glycogen and, therefore, more susceptible to the cytolysis by lactobacilli, since glycogen is an important
factor in Lactobacillus growth10,11.
Our study found an increase in the number of endocervical neutrophils after LNG-IUS insertion. This
was probably a direct physical effect of the LNG-IUS
string, which can lead to neutrophil chemotaxis and
can modify the biochemical properties in this environment. In fact, it has already been demonstrated
that LNG-IUS users present an increase in chemokines that promote leukocyte chemotaxis, such as Interleukin 8, in the endometrial epithelium26. Another
study has also demonstrated that users of such IUS
would be more susceptible to infection by microorREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):857-863
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ganisms that have an affinity for endocervical cells,
such as Chlamydia trachomatis27. However, our study
does not allow us to infer if these alterations could
increase the susceptibility to endocervical inflammation. Therefore, longer follow-up studies focusing specifically on biochemical and microbiological
changes in the endocervix are necessary to confirm
this possible association.
This study aimed to evaluate practical modifications in the vaginal and endocervical environment in
order to support the Gynecologists clinical decisions.
Our study is particularly relevant because the data
analysis was not limited to comparing average values, but it also presented a paired analysis with caseby-case follow-up. Nevertheless, new studies with
larger populations and with a control group using
Cu-IUS should be considered in the future.

CONCLUSION

The short-term LNG-ISU use mainly causes reactional changes in the vagina and endocervical microenvironment related to the decrease of the vaginal
discharge and lysis of the vaginal epithelium, an increase of the pH and neutrophil amount in the endocervix. The use of this intrauterine device did not
seem to be related to vaginal infection and dysbiosis
in short-term uses.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Avaliar as alterações do ambiente endocervical e vaginal em mulheres usuárias de sistema intrauterino liberador de levonorgestrel (SIU-LNG).

MÉTODOS: Um estudo quase-experimental incluiu 60 mulheres que inseriram o SIU-LNG na Clínica de Planejamento Familiar da
UNICAMP entre abril e novembro de 2016. Mulheres em idade reprodutiva, não gestantes, sem uso de antibióticos e contraceptivos,
em busca pela inserção do SIU-LNG, foram selecionadas para este estudo. Todas as mulheres foram avaliadas quanto ao pH vaginal e
endocervical, bacterioscopia vaginal e endocervical por coloração de Gram, exame de Papanicolau antes e dois meses após a inserção
de SIU-LNG. Aspectos clínicos como muco cervical, corrimento vaginal e ectopia cervical também foram observados.
RESULTADOS: Após

a inserção do SIU-LNG houve aumento nos seguintes parâmetros: pH endocervical >4,5 (p=0,02), quantidade de
neutrófilos endocervicais (p<0,0001), citolise vaginal (p=0,04). Houve diminuição do conteúdo vaginal (p=0,01). Não foram encontradas alterações estatisticamente significativas no pH vaginal, na quantidade de neutrófilos na mucosa vaginal, apecto do corrimento
vaginal, candidíase vaginal, vaginose bacteriana, microbiota cocobacilar vaginal, aparência de muco cervical ou tamanho da ectopia
cervical.

CONCLUSÃO: O uso do SIU-LNG em curto prazo não aumentou a candidíase vulvovaginal ou a vaginose bacteriana, levou à diminuição
do conteúdo vaginal. No entanto, este dispositivo promoveu mudanças reacionais no ambiente vaginal e endocervical, sem modificação no tamanho da ectopia cervical.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Levanogestrel/efeitos adversos. Anticoncepcionais/adverse effects. Vaginose bacteriana. Descarga vaginal.
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SUMMARY

This study aims to verify the association between risk factors for the onset of SUI and transobturator suburethral sling
surgical treatment outcomes.

OBJECTIVE:

PATIENTS AND METHODS: A

retrospective study was conducted with 57 patients operated by the Pelvic Floor Surgery Service. Demographic data were compiled from the sample, the body mass index (BMI) was calculated, and the patients were divided according to
the response to the surgical treatment.

RESULTS: A total of 77.2% of the sample was cured or improved after surgical treatment. Out of the total sample, 75.4% of the women
were postmenopausal, and 73.7% denied current or past smoking. The median age was 61 years, the median number of births was 4.0,
the median BMI was 28.6 kg/m2, and 50.9% of the sample was classified as pre-obese. BMI, menopausal status, age, smoking, and
sexual activity were not factors associated with the surgical outcome. However, parity equal to or greater than 5 was associated with
worse postoperative results (p = 0.004).

CONCLUSIONS: among risk factors associated with the emergence of SUI, only parity greater than 4 showed a negative impact on
transobturator sling surgery outcomes.
KEYWORDS: Urinary incontinence. Obesity. Parity. Menopause. Suburethral slings.

INTRODUCTION

Urinary incontinence (UI) is defined by the International Continence Society as any unintentional
leakage of urine1. The onset of this disease is associated with risk factors such as high parity, the hormonal environment of hypoestrogenism of menopause,
neurological diseases, metabolic diseases, the use
of diuretic medication, a history of pelvic surgeries,
and situations of chronic increase of intra-abdominal
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pressure2. The prevalence of UI is highly variable, depending on the age range of the population studied,
with higher frequency in women and, among these,
those who declared themselves as from a non-white
ethnic group, with more advanced age, and with lower levels of formal education2. It is a condition that
causes significant social stigma and can encumber
the public and complementary health systems3.
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The most frequent type is the stress urinary incontinence (SUI), characterized by the involuntary leakage
of urine associated to physical exertion when the intravesical pressure exceeds the urethral pressure due
to a failure in the urethral resistance mechanisms2. Its
treatment can be conservative or with physical therapy, but when these fail or if there is a worsening of the
condition, surgical treatment is indicated. According
to a SUS - Datasus report on hospital procedures, in
2007, 8,617 surgical procedures for correction of urinary incontinence in women were performed, totaling
an expense of R$ 2.95 million2.
The surgical treatment is currently based on the
placement of synthetic strips called slings in the suburethral topography, and the pubic-vaginal ones in
the retropubic space are the most used4. More recently, suburethral slings have been positioned using
the transobturator approach with similar results.
The success rates of sling surgeries vary from 74%
to 95% with published follow-up of up to 17 years,
including cases of SUI (bladder neck hypermobility
and recurrent cases) and mixed urinary incontinence
(MUI) due to sphincteric deficiency5.
The onset of SUI is related to risk factors for increased intra-abdominal pressure and pelvic floor
disorders2. However, little is known on the influence
of these same factors in the success of the surgical
treatment of the disease. Therefore, the present
study aims to verify the association of risk factors
linked with the onset of SUI with the results of surgical treatment with the outcomes of transobturator
sling surgery, according to the patient’s own assessment in relation to their urinary leakage. Specifically, factors such as BMI, parity, menopausal status,
age, and smoking will be verified as influencers of
therapeutic success.
METHODS

A retrospective study was conducted with a convenience sample using the cases operated by the
Pelvic Floor Department of the Gynecology Course
- Medical Faculty of Jundiaí (FMJ). The study was
approved by the Research Ethics Committee (CAAE
- 45104915.1.0000.5412). We selected the patients
operated for SUI treatment between 2012 and 2016.
The transobturator sling surgeries were always
performed by the same two team members and
1-cm-wide polyvinylidene meshes, pre-cut, by Dynamesh-SIS (BMR - Medical) were used. All surger865

ies were performed following an inpatient regimen
with discharge after 24 hours of the procedure. In
relation to the surgical technique, the patients were
submitted to spinal anesthesia, and on lithotomy position the middle urethra was identified; saline solution was infused in the suburethral anterior vaginal
mucosa for hydrodissection; then, an incision of approximately 2 cm was made on the mucosa at the
middle third of the urethra, where the sling was then
placed using the inside-out technique with the aid of
the passage of transobturator needles.
The data from the medical records regarding age,
weight, height, parity, types of childbirth, menopausal
status, smoking, sexual activity, and symptoms of urinary incontinence before and after surgical treatment
were compiled. The data were then stored in an Excel®
spreadsheet database for subsequent statistical analysis. With the height and weight data of patients, we
calculated the BMI (body mass index) using the following formula: BMI = weight (kg) / height x height (m2).
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
women were classified as follows, based on their BMI:
underweight <18.5 kg/m2; normal weight 18.5 <24.9
kg/m2; overweight >25-29.9 kg/m2; and obese >30 kg/
m2. The age was expressed in complete years, disregarding the months. The presence of sexual activity
was recorded as yes or not. The patients were classified according to their hormonal status into pre-menopausal and post-menopausal; women with absent
menstruation for 12 months or more were placed in
the post-menopausal group. Smoking was noted as
“yes” if present, “no” if the patient had never smoked,
or “former smoker” if the patients reported having
stopped smoking for at least 12 months. In relation to
smoking, the current smokers were studied in along
with the former smokers.
In relation to the response to surgical treatment,
the patients were divided into: “cured SUI”, if they did
not present any more episodes of leakage after the
surgery; “improved SUI” if they presented a reduced
number of urinary leakage after the surgery and did
not require any other surgical or conservative intervention; “no SUI improvement”, when there was no
reduction in the number of urinary leakages after the
surgery; and “new urgency symptoms” if they started
having incontinence episodes, based on the self-reporting of the patients and notes on the medical records.
Due to the sample size, the cases were grouped into
“cured SUI” and “improved SUI” when the surgical
outcomes were satisfactory, and “no improvement of
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):864-869
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SUI” and “new urgency symptoms” when the surgical
outcomes were unsatisfactory.
The data obtained were submitted to a descriptive
analysis in which the general frequencies were classified (in a univariate table), followed by a bivariate
analysis, in which the Yates chi-square test and the
Fisher exact test were used to test the association of
therapeutic success (cure of SUI or not) against the
independent variables. Finally, using the forward
selection method, the multivariate analysis was performed using a logistic regression model, considering six independent variables, with the last four being
dichotomized (age, BMI, parity, menopausal status,
smoking, and sexual activity). We pre-set alpha at 5%,
and the software used was SPSS version 13®.
RESULTS

We analyzed a total of 63 patients, of which eight
were excluded because they did not fulfill all the criteria of inclusion (flowchart). The age range found for
the 55 patients included in this study was 34 to 88
years, with an average of 61.3 years (SD ± 12.5) and
a median age of 61 years. In relation to the number
of births, the average was 4.5 (± 2.6 births SD), the
median of births was 4.0, with a minimum of 1 birth
and a maximum of 13 births. After the calculations of
TABLE 1.
Variable/postoperative result

N

%

BMI

Normal

9

15.8

Pre-obese

29

50.9

Obesity grade 1

14

24.6

Obesity grade 2

3

5.3

Obesity grade 3

2

3.5

Menopausal

43

75.4

Pre-menopausal

11

19.3

Not informed

3

5.3

No

42

73.7

Former smoker

5

8.8

Yes

8

14.0

Not informed

2

3.5

Present

27

47.4

Absent

23

40.4

Not informed

7

12.3

Cured

29

50.9

Improved

15

26.3

No improvement

10

17.5

New urgency symptoms

1

1.8

Not informed

2

3.5

Hormonal status

Smoker

Sexual activity

SUI postoperative
status
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BMI, we obtained an average of 28.9 kg/m2 (SD ± 4.6),
a median of 28.6 kg/m2 with a minimum of 18.8 and a
maximum of 44.1 kg/m2.
Half of the patients in the sample presented a
BMI between 25.0 and 29.9 kg/m2, being classified as pre-obese (50.9%); only 15.8% of the patients
had a healthy BMI, and 33.4% of the patients were
obese. Most of the patients were on menopause
(75.4%) and had no current or past habit of smoking (73.7%). In relation to the surgical outcomes, 29
(50.9%) patients presented no more episodes of UI,
15 (26.3%) patients reported improvement of UI after the surgery, 10 (17.5%) patients showed no improvement and only one (1.8%) developed symptoms
of urgency (Table 1).
Due to the small number of patients with normal
BMI, for statistical analysis purposes, the patients
were grouped according to their BMI into “healthy +
pre-obese” and compared to the patients with “obesity grades 1, 2 and 3” together. For the patients with
healthy weight or pre-obese, surgery had satisfactory outcomes in 78.4%, and in the obese group, the
rate of cure or improvement was 83.3% (Table 2).
Regarding the correlation between surgical outcome and age, 81.5% of women up to 59 years old
presented satisfactory surgical outcomes, as well as
most patients (78.6%) above 60 years old (p>0.999).
TABLE 2. BIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF THE THERAPEUTIC
OUTCOME (POSTOPERATIVE) ACCORDING TO THE
VARIABLES OF THE STUDY.
SUI Postoperative
Cured or
better
N (%)

No improvement or new
urgency symptoms N (%)

p

Up to 59 years 22 (81.5)

5 (18.5)

> 0.999*

≥ 60 years

22 (78.6)

6 (21.4)

Hormonal
status

Menopause

34 (81.0)

9 (19.0)

Pre-menopause

8 (72.7)

3 (27.3)

Parity

≤4

30 (93.8)

2 (6.3)

5 or >

13 (59.1)

9 (40.9)

Healthy or
pre-obese

29 (78.4)

8 (21.6)

Obesity grade
1, 2, and 3

15 (83.3)

3 (16.7)

Never

35 (85.4)

6 (14.6)

Yes or former
smoker

8 (61.5)

5 (38.5)

Present

21 (77.8)

6 (22.2)

Absent

17 (77.3)

5 (22.7)

Age

BMI

Smoker

Sexual
activity

0.678**

0.004**
> 0.999**

0.109**

> 0.999**

*Yates Chi-square test. **Fisher Exact Test
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The menopausal status also did not influence the response to surgical treatment, since the rate of cure or
improvement was 81% and 72.7% in menopausal and
non-menopausal women, respectively (p=0.678). The
presence of sexual activity and the habit of smoking
also showed a negative association with the response
to surgical treatment, although the population of
smokers and former smokers had a tendency for
more cases of patients without improvement or with
new symptoms of urgency (Table 2).
Considering a cut-off point for parity equal to 4,
since the median for parity was 4, and the average
was 4.5 births, we found that the UI cure or improvement rates were significantly higher in patients
with four or fewer births in relation to patients with
five or more births, 93.8% versus 59.1%, respectively
(p=0.004) (Table 2).
To control the confounding factors, parity remained as the only constant to increase the likelihood of developing comorbidities in the postoperative period (p=0.009) (Table 3).
DISCUSSION

The onset of UI has well-documented risk factors,
such as age, factors of increased intra-abdominal
pressure (such as chronic cough and constipation),
menopausal status, obesity, and multiparity, but the
association of these risk factors with the outcomes
of surgical treatment is still inconsistent in the literature6-11. Advanced age has long been related to the
development of UI6,7, likely because it is associated
with comorbidities that are facilitators of urinary
disorders, such as diabetes and neuropathies, but
also due to the concomitance with hypoestrogenism
and the use of diuretic medications for the control
of hypertension and heart diseases. The average age
of the patients included in this study was 61.3 years,
which is a little higher than the average of 54.1 years
described in another national study6 and similar to
the average age described in other international studies. In our study, age did not influence the rates of
satisfactory outcomes (cure or improvement in 81.5%
x 78.6% of patients aged <60 years and ≥60 years, respectively). The literature data suggest that, in fact,
the influence of age on the outcome of the UI treatment is related to the fact that young women take
more risks of undergoing invasive procedures, obtaining higher cure rates8.
The patient post-menopausal hormonal status has
867

a great influence on the onset of UI, as well as other
dysfunctions of the genital tract, such as vaginal atrophy and prolapse. The entire female genital tract has
estrogen receptors that regulate the synthesis and
the breakdown of collagen, in addition to increasing
urethral resistance by stimulating increased periurethral vascularization (corresponding to 1/3 of the urethral pressure); they also promote the relaxation of
the detrusor muscle, reducing the frequency and amplitude of its contractions12-14. A case-control study
conducted in Vienna with 94 patients found a higher
risk of UI in the post-menopausal period and that the
reduction, mainly of estradiol, is closely related to
SUI15. In the present study, we also found that most
patients operated were post-menopausal (75.4%), but
there was no association between menopausal status and the outcome of the surgical treatment since
there was cure or improvement in 81% and 72.7% of
the patients in post and pre-menopause, respectively.
Up to this time, we did not find any data in the literature involving this kind of correlation.
It is believed that a higher BMI is associated with
increased risk of urinary incontinence9,10,16 because
the excess weight would increase intra-abdominal
pressure, which would lead to the increase of vesical
pressure, greater urethral mobility and, consequently, UI17. A study that included 82 women with UI who
underwent bariatric surgery found an improvement
of urinary complaints in 83% of the women after
weight reduction, and 33% reported cure of UI after
bariatric surgery, validating the association between
obesity and urinary leakage18.
Sling surgeries are recent. The technique was
first described in 1907 by Giordano and performed
in humans in 2001 by the French urologist Delorme.
This “new” treatment has been gradually replacing
the Burch technique, of 1961, with a similar cure rate
and lower morbidity19. According to a study conducted with 514 SUI patients who underwent transobturator sling surgery, with a follow-up of at least six
weeks, the rate of subsequent surgery for tape transection was 0.8%. In the same study, the cure rate,
after a follow-up of at least 12 months, was 84.2%20.
TABLE 3 - VARIABLE ASSOCIATED WITH COMORBIDITY.
Variable

B

SE

P

Parity
Constant

2.238
-2.526

0.857
0.735

0.009
0.001

*Multiple logistic regression model (n=48).
B  estimated coefficient
SE standard error of the estimated coefficient
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However, it is important to consider risk factors for
failure of the sling surgery, like in the Burch technique, in which obesity has been proven to be a risk
factor. A Brazilian study demonstrated that patients
with BMI>30 have a 3.7 times greater likelihood than
the nonobese of developing incontinence after only
one year of the Burch surgery21. That is why surgeons
began to opt for other techniques, such as the sling.
The influence of BMI on the outcome of sling
surgeries is still controversial. Some authors found
an association between higher BMI and worse outcomes22, while others found no such association23.24.
A study conducted with 171 women who underwent
transobturator sling found a significant reduction in
the objective success rate in patients with BMI>30
kg/m2 (95.5% vs. 76.3%, p=0.001)23. On the other
hand, another study in which 69 women underwent
transobturator sling surgery and 120 underwent retropubic sling found no association between obesity
and the surgical outcomes24. Similarly, the present
study found no association between higher BMI
and worse prognosis after surgery, since the cure or
improvement rates were similar in the two groups
(83.3% vs. 78.4% patients with obesity and with normal BMI or overweight, respectively).
It is believed that one of the main etiologies of UI
is vaginal delivery, with increased risk with multiparity11. A neurophysiological study of the pelvic floor
showed that during vaginal delivery, there are imperceptible tears and strains in muscles, ligaments, and
nerves responsible for controlling the emptying of
the bladder, which lead to UI25. But pregnancy alone
is associated to a higher risk of UI, and there are publications that found a positive correlation between
parity and the number of pregnancies and the onset
of UI, irrespective of the type of delivery26. However, until now, no study has demonstrated the relationship of parity and worse prognosis of TOT sling
surgery for UI. In our sample, there was a positive
correlation between greater parity and worse surgical prognosis. The cure or improvement rate for patients who presented parity equal to or fewer than 4
was 93.8%, while for those that had parity above 4 it
was 59% (p=0.004).
Despite the few data in the literature for comparison, the present study suggests a demographic finding
that possibly has a negative influence on the surgical
success of SUI corrections, namely the number of
births. The other parameters studied showed no significant influence on the surgical outcomes, but it is imREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):864-869

portant to consider that our sample was reduced due
to, among other reasons, the limited number of slings
we have every month. In relation to BMI, possibly, we
could not find any kind of correlation with therapeutic
failure because the number of patients with this parameter within the normality was small, only nine women,
i.e., 15.8% of the sample, so our sample population was
predominantly pre-obese and obese. The small sample
size may also have caused the inclusion of a majority of
patients in post-menopause and, for this reason, the influence of estrogen on the surgical outcomes may not
have appeared in this population.
The sample used in our study can also be a limiting factor in the interpretation of the data, since
the selection of patients was made by convenience,
based on the cases operated by the service. This population did not present a normal distribution, and the
surgical outcomes were evaluated over a short period of postoperative follow up. Moreover, we did not
find a questionnaire or an objective way to classify
the surgical outcomes, so the data were dependent
on the subjective analysis of the patients operated.
It was not the objective of this study to evaluate
the sample patients’ data of urodynamic studies or
physical examinations, since the indication of surgical treatment for SUI was established regardless of
other pelvic floor dysfunctions, if the patient presented a specific complaint of SUI, for which a urodynamic study is indispensable or free from criticism for the
diagnosis. However, all the patients who attended
the surgical service of the Pelvic Floor Department
of the Jundiaí Medical Faculty underwent a physical
examination, type I urine, culture and antibiogram
testing, and women forwarded to surgery underwent
urodynamic testing. Another relevant fact was that
the surgical technique for the placement of the transobturator sling was the same in all the cases and
performed by the same team of surgeons.
Despite the higher weight tendency and the predominance of post-menopausal patients, the positive
results of the transobturator sling technique are
compatible with data from the literature, with improvement rates at around 77%, which corroborates
the quality of the data.
CONCLUSION

A number of births greater than four was the only
factor associated with a worse surgical outcome for
transobturator sling in the population studied.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: O estudo pretende verificar a associação entre fatores de risco relacionados ao surgimento da IUE com resultado do tratamento cirúrgico com sling suburetral transobturador.
PACIENTES E MÉTODOS: Foi realizado estudo retrospectivo com 57 pacientes operadas pelo serviço de Cirurgia do Assoalho Pélvico da
FMJ. Foram compilados dados demográficos da amostra, calculado o índice de massa corpórea (IMC) e as pacientes foram divididas
de acordo com a resposta ao tratamento cirúrgico.
RESULTADOS: 77,2% da amostra apresentou-se curada ou melhorada após o tratamento cirúrgico, 75,4% das mulheres se encontravam

na pós-menopausa e 73,7% negaram tabagismo atual ou passado. A mediana de idade foi de 61 anos, a mediana do número de partos
foi de 4,0 e a mediana do IMC foi de 28,6 kg/m2; 50,9% da amostra foi classificada como pré-obesa. O IMC, o status menopausal, a
idade, o tabagismo e a manutenção da atividade sexual não foram fatores associados ao resultado cirúrgico. Porém, a paridade igual
ou superior a 5 associou-se a piores resultados pós-operatórios (p=0,004).

CONCLUSÕES: Entre os fatores de risco associados ao surgimento da IUE, apenas a paridade maior que 4 influenciou negativamente as

taxas de melhora após cirurgia de sling transobturador.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Incontinência urinária. Obesidade. Paridade. Menopausa. Slings suburetrais.
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SUMMARY

This study aimed to assess the prevalence of medical and nonmedical use of psychiatric medication among undergraduate students
of health sciences from a public university in Brasil. Another objective was to determine the frequency of nuclear morphological abnormalities in the buccal mucosa of students using psychiatric drugs. A cross-sectional study based on a Web survey was carried out
with 375 health sciences undergraduate students from schools of Pharmacy, Physical Education, Nutrition, and Medicine. Additionally,
spontaneous genetic damages in exfoliated cells of the buccal mucosa of 41 individuals by counting micronucleus (MN) and binucleated (BN) cells frequencies were evaluated. The results showed 76 (20.3%) of students reported the use of psychotropic drugs after enrolling in university. The majority of these students were from Pharmacy and Medicine programs, females, aged between 18-25 years old,
nonsmokers, alcohol addicts, and with a family history of mental illness. In addition, Medical students, individuals with high-income,
who live alone and are in the last period of the program are more likely to use psychotropic drugs. Moreover, exposure to psychiatric
medication was able to increase the number of binucleated cells. These results provide evidence that the use of psychoactive drugs is
increased in the academic context and may be related to the failure of the cell cycle.
KEYWORDS: Chromosome Aberrations, Drugs Utilization, Psychotropic Drugs, Students.

INTRODUCTION

Several studies have reported that undergraduate students have psychological morbidities worldwide1-8. Approximately 12-18% of students on college
campuses in the United States of America have a diagnosable mental illness1. Anxiety disorders are the
most prevalent psychiatric problems among American college students, with approximately 15.9% of
students suffering from an anxiety disorder, such
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as panic disorder, social anxiety disorder, specific
phobia, or generalized anxiety disorder2. Another
common mental health problem among American
college students is major depression, with a prevalence rate of 9%3. A cross-sectional study in Colombia showed that the prevalence of psychotropic drug
users was 18.3% for nursing students and 16.5% for
medical students and that antidepressants were the
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most consumed psychotropic drug (12.9%)4. In Brasil,
the prevalence of common mental disorders among
medical students at the Federal University of Bahia
and at the Federal University of Espírito Santo was
29.6% and 37.1%, respectively5,6. A study performed
at a public nursing school in the state of São Paulo,
Brasil, indicated that 16% of 308 students were using
anxiolytics when the study was performed or had already used anxiolytics at some time in their lives7.
Another study was carried out in a public medical
school in the state of Sao Paulo, Brasil. Of the 289
students interviewed, 11.4% were using or had already used antidepressants, with fluoxetine being
the most prescribed8.
These prevalence rates may be due to the fact
that attending college is a challenging time for many
students, as they have many performance barriers
and adult-like responsibilities, such as maintaining
concentration, making decisions, meeting deadlines
under pressure, making public presentations, and
maintaining a good attendance record. Health science students have some other stressful factors that
include excessive study load, extensive curriculum,
lack of leisure time, and contact with death and diseases9. These situations may lead to mental disorders and high consumption of psychotropic drugs.
Furthermore, college students often engage in
the non-medical use of prescription medications,
namely taking prescription medications without having a prescription. Approximately one in every five
individuals reported nonmedical use of at least one
class of prescription medication in their lifetime in
an American cross-sectional web survey conducted
among college students from 2003 to 201310. Another concern is the misuse of prescription medications
by taking more than the prescribed dose. Stimulants
such as amphetamine/methylphenidates are one of
the most commonly misused medications among
college students, with 5–35% of college students
having misused stimulants. The most commonly reported reasons for the use of stimulants that were
not prescribed include studying, staying awake, and
improved alertness11.
Considering the range of health and socio-economic problems associated with psychological morbidities, various generations of drugs, such as antidepressants, anxiolytics, and stimulants, have been
designed. Although it is well known that these drugs
can cause adverse reactions, such as xerostomia,
ulcers, and hyperplasia, their effect on genetic ma871

terial deserves further investigation12,13. Genotoxicity can be observed by the increase in the frequency
of micronuclei (MN) in exfoliated epithelial cells14.
Chromosome fragments or whole chromosomes
that are not included in the main cores during nuclear division produce MNs that reflect chromosomal
damage. Other nuclear alterations can be observed
after exposure to a genotoxic agent, such as nuclear
buds, cytoplasmic bridges, pyknosis, karyorrhexis,
increased numbers of binucleated cells, and karyolysis. The increase in the frequency of these alterations
is not related to malignancy; however, it is a viable
index to assess the genotoxicity of exposure to various carcinogens15.
The objective of this study was to assess the prevalence of the medical and nonmedical use of psychiatric medication (opioids, stimulants, sleeping pills,
and sedative/anxiety medications) among university students of health sciences (medicine, nutrition,
pharmacology, and physical education) at a public
university in Brasil. It also aimed to evaluate the
relationship between the students’ basic socio-demographic variables and their psychological health.
The pharmacological classification, the most common drugs used by students, and the person who motivated the consumption of psychotropic drugs were
also investigated. The frequency of micronuclei (MN)
and other nuclear abnormalities in the buccal mucosa of undergraduate students using or not using psychiatric medication was also determined.
METHODS

Epidemiological study
A cross-sectional study was carried out from May
to June of 2017. A total of 1560 health sciences undergraduate students, including those attending programs of Pharmacy (461), Medicine (476), Physical
education (341) and Nutrition (282), were enrolled in
2017 at the Federal University of Ouro Preto (UFOP).
The sample size was calculated using the Program
Stat-Calc and the following data: expected frequency
of respondents of 50%, alpha value of 5% and power of study of 80%. Thus, the minimum appropriate
sample size was 373 undergraduate students. The
total number of respondents was 375. The study received approval from the Brazilian Human Research
Ethics Committee of Centro Universitário Newton
Paiva, under protocol n. 2.016.320.
The students received a pre-notification letter deREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879
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scribing the study and inviting them to self-administer a Web survey by using a URL address. Informed
consent was obtained online from each participant.
Two reminder emails were sent to non-respondents.
The students were asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire which was developed by
the authors and adapted from a household survey
concerning the use of psychotropic drugs in Brasil16.
The questionnaire requested information on identification (age, gender, semester and marital status),
life habits (cigarette smoking and alcohol use), family history of mental illness or disease related to the
oral cavity, and socioeconomic conditions (health insurance, monthly income, whether the student lives
on their own or who they live with). The use of psychiatric medication was assessed with the following
items: frequency, motive, time of use, difficulty of acquisition, tolerance, and adverse reactions.
With the help of Microsoft Office Excel 2010,
the collected data were tabulated and statistically
processed using the software EPI Info™ 7 (Version
7.1.4). The students were compared for demographic and socioeconomic variables and the use of psychiatric medication using the chi-square test. A
p-value < 0.05 was used to indicate a statistically
significant difference. If there was a significant difference between variables, the particular exposure
was determined as a risk factor using the odds ratio.
Micronucleus Assay
To evaluate the genotoxicity of psychiatric medication, the micronucleus test was performed. Taking into consideration the effects of age, gender, tobacco and alcohol consumption on the induction of
micronucleus, the samples comprised consisted of
students older than 18 years and younger than 30,
nonsmokers with no history of smoking, and alcohol
consumption of less than 12 “standard drinks” per
fortnight. Amounts are based on a “standard drink”,
which is defined as 1 glass of beer, 1 glass of wine, or
½ a dose of distilled drink. The National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) in the United
States has estimated consumption amounts of alcohol that increase health risks as more than 7 standard drinks per week for women and more than 14
standard drinks per week, on average, for men17. Taking into account that DNA damage occurs before the
manifestation of symptoms, we consider the damaging values of alcohol consumption, regardless of sex,
to be lower than those recommended by NIAAA.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879

Thus, from the 375 students that answered the
web survey, 41 individuals presented the inclusion
criteria and voluntary participation in the second
part of this research, being 19 (14 women and 5 men)
students exposed to psychotropic drugs and 22 (15
women and 7 men) non-exposed controls.
Exfoliated cells of the oral mucosa were collected
according to Thomas et al.14. Briefly, buccal cells were
fixed in Saccomanno’s solution (50% (vol/vol) ethanol
and 2% (vol/vol) polyethylene glycol). The cells were
centrifuged for 10 min at 1500 rpm at room temperature. The supernatant was aspirated off, leaving approximately 1 ml of cell suspension, to which 5 ml of
buccal cell buffer, containing tris-hydrochloric acid,
ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, and sodium chloride, were then added. These two steps were repeated
twice more. The cells were fixed with 4 ml of ethanol:
glacial acetic acid (3:1) for 10 min before preparing
the slides. The slides were fixed for 1 min in Coplin
jars containing 50% (vol/vol) and 20% (vol/vol) ethanol. The slides were washed and then placed in 5M
HCl for 30 min. The sample was stained using the reactive Schiff for 60 min in the dark at room temperature, counter-stained using Fast Green for 20–30 sec
and rinsed in Milli-Q water. The cytological analysis
was conducted under an optical microscope at 400x.
Slides were coded for blind scoring and analyzed by
two independent slide readers (LBO and JARP). In
total, over 2000 cells were analyzed for each individual. Nuclear alterations (micronucleus, pyknosis,
karyorrhexis, condensed chromatin, karyolysis, and
the number of binucleated cells) were observed. The
scoring criteria for the various distinct cell types and
nuclear abnormalities were based on those described
by Thomas et al.14.
The frequency of micronuclei and other nuclear
alterations in the buccal mucosa cells of students
were computed. To compare differences between
the case and control groups, the Mann–Whitney test
was performed using the GraphPad Prism Software.
P value < 0.05 was used to indicate a statistically significant difference.
RESULTS

Pharmacoepidemiological study
The number of respondents to the electronic questionnaire was 375 individuals. The socioeconomic data
of the participants are shown in Table 1. The respondents to the questionnaire were predominantly fe872
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TABLE 1: FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Variables

F (n =375)

%

Physical Education Bachelor

40

10.6

Physical Education Graduation

17

4.6

Pharmacy

143

38.2

Medicine

100

26.6

Nutrition

75

20.0

Undergraduate course

Gender

Variables

F (n =375)

%

Protestant

4

1.0

Umbandista

4

1.0

No religion
Unfilled answer

45
40

12.0
10.7

<1 wage

30

8.0

1-5 wages

158

42.1

5-10 wages

55

14.6

24
108

6.4
28.9

Income

Female

290

77.3

Male
Unfilled answer

82
3

21.8
0.9

>10 wages
Unfilled answer

<18 years

7

1.9

Smoker

32

8.5

18-25

254

67.7

Were you ever a smoker?

36

9.6

25-30

96

25.7

> 30 years
Unfilled answer

17
1

4.4
0.3

Not addicted
Unfilled answer

306
1

81.6
0.3

Presence

272

72.5

Absence
Unfilled answer

102
1

27.2
0.3

Presence

223

59.4

Absence
Unfilled answer

151
1

40.3
0.3

Presence

41

10.9

Absence
Unfilled answer

333
1

88.8
0.3

Friends

176

46.9

Spouse

28

7.4

Parents

127

33.9

Alone
Unfilled
answer

43
1

11.5
0.3

Age group

Marital status
Stable union

11

2.9

Married

18

4.8

Single

338

90.1

Divorced

5

1.3

Widowed
Unfilled answer

1
2

0.3
0.6

Agnostic

19

5.1

Atheist

12

3.2

Buddhist

3

0.9

Catholic

180

48.0

Christian

20

5.3

Spiritism

36

9.6

Evangelical

10

2.6

Gnosticism

1

0.3

Jewish

1

0.3

Religion

Addiction to tobacco

Alcohol consumption

Family history of mental illness

Family history of buccal
mucosa problems

Living arrangement

Ouro Preto Federal University. Ouro Preto. MG. 2017. *Brazilian minimum wage at the time of the study was R$ 954.

male (n = 290, 77.3%), unmarried (n = 338, 90.1%) and
aged between 18 and 25 years (n = 254, 67.7%).
Of the 375 students, 76 (20.3%) reported they used
psychotropic drugs after admission to the University.
Table 2 shows that the use of psychotropic drugs is
higher among university students in Medicine and
Pharmacy programs, females, age between 18 and
25 years, single, catholic, with income of 1-10 minimum wages (according to the reference standard
for income of the Brazilian Institute of Geography
and Statistics of 2018, when the minimum wage was
954 Brazilian Reals), non-smokers, alcoholics, living
alone, and with a family history of mental illness.
The statistical associations can be observed in Table
3. Observing the odds ratio, individuals in medical
school are 7.943 times more likely to use psychotro873

pic drugs than those in other programs, followed by
individuals in pharmacy school (4.912 times). University students with an income between 5 and 10
minimum wages are 1.681 times more likely to use
psychotropic drugs. The study also indicated that individuals living alone (2.109 times) and with a family history of mental illness (3.768 times) are more
likely to use psychotropic drugs. A linear analysis for
trends in proportions was performed considering the
program period of all students and a significant statistical association was found between the academic
semester regardless of the course and the use of psychotropic drugs (X2 = 4.570, p = 0.0289); students in
the last semester has a 15.750 times higher chance
of using psychoactive drugs, followed by those in the
third semester (3.370 times).
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879
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TABLE 2: FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS
WHO REPORTED THE USE OF PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS AFTER ADMISSION TO THE UNIVERSITY
Variables

F(n=76)

%

Undergraduate course

Variables

F(n=76)

%

Protestant

0

0.0

Physical Education Bachelor

2

2.6

Umbandista

0

0.0

Physical Education Graduation

1

1.3

Pharmacy

30

39.5

No religion
Unfilled answer

14
8

18.4
10.5

Medicine

30

39.5

Nutrition

13

17.1

<1 wage

7

9.2

1-5 wages

21

27.6

5-10 wages

22

29.0

>10 wages
Unfilled answer

9
17

11.9
22.3

Smoker

8

10.5

Were you ever a smoker?

8

10.5

Not addicted

60

79.0

Presence

57

75.0

Absence

19

25.0

Presence

62

81.6

Absence

14

18.4

Presence

10

13.2

Absence

66

86.8

Friends

30

39.5

Spouse

8

10.5

Parents

25

32.9

Alone

13

17.1

Gender
Female

56

73.7

Male

20

26.3

<18 years

0

0.0

18-25

47

61.8

25-30

23

30.3

> 30 years

6

7.9

Stable union

1

1.3

Married

6

7.9

Single

69

90.8

Divorced

0

0.0

Widowed

0

0.0

Age group

Marital status

Religion
Agnostic

5

6.6

Atheist

2

2.6

Buddhist

0

0.0

Catholic

33

43.4

Christian

2

2.7

Spiritism

9

11.8

Evangelical

3

4.0

Gnosticism

0

0.0

Jewish

0

0.0

Of the 76 students who used psychotropic drugs,
with respect to the degree of difficulty of acquisition, 29 (38.1%) reported that it was easy to obtain
the drugs, 27 (35.l5%) as reasonable, and 7 (9.2%) as
difficult. 13 individuals (17.2%) did not answer this
question. The main difficulties were related to obtaining the prescription and price, 24 (31.5%) and 16
(21.1%), respectively. 13 (17.1%) individuals did not report difficulties, and 23 (30.3%) subjects did not answer this question. In addition, 38 students (50.0%)
reported not having used more psychiatric medication than they would like, and 52 (68.4%) reported
that they did not develop medication tolerance, so
there was no need to increase the dosage in order to
obtain the desired effect. As for personal problems
resulting from the use of psychotropics, 31 students
(40.7%) listed loss of appetite, loss of concentration,
insomnia, drowsiness, and decreased libido in inREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879

Income

Addiction to tobacco

Alcohol consumption

Family history of mental illness

Family history of buccal mucosa
problems

Living arrangement

Ouro Preto Federal University, Ouro Preto, MG, 2017.

creasing order of prevalence. In addition, 15 (19.7%)
of the university students reported decreased school
performance. Furthermore, 17 (22.3%) individuals reported wanting to stop taking psychiatric medications,
but they were afraid of the unpleasant side effects and
worsening of symptoms. In addition, 27 (35.5%) mentioned that they had sought specialized help to stop
the use.
The 76 students who reported using psychopharmaceuticals together encompassed a use of a total of
140. Of these, 106 were classified according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC); the most commonly used therapeutic class was antidepressants,
NO6A, with emphasis on Fluoxetine (n = 19) (Figure
1). Others ATC classifications reported by the participants are described in Table 4. In addition, 36 people
were using only one psychotropic drug, 36 individuals
used 2 or 3, and 4 used 4 or 5 psychotropic drugs.
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TABLE 3: ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THE USE OF
PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS AND SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE STUDY
WHO REPORTED THE USE OF PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
AFTER ADMISSION TO THE UNIVERSITY
(N=76)

OR

X2

P

Variables
Undergraduate course

4.617

Physical Education Bachelor

1

Physical Education Graduation

1.156

Pharmacy

4.912

Medicine

7.943

Nutrition

3.943

Income*

12.073

<1 wage

1

1-5 wages

0.504

5-10 wages

1.681

>10 wages

1.971

Living arrangement
Friends

1

Spouse

1.947

Parents

1.193

Private accommodation

2.109

Positive family history of mental illness

3.768

0.0316

0.0005

TABLE 5: MEAN NUMBER OF FREQUENCY OF
MICRONUCLEI AND OTHER NUCLEAR ALTERATIONS
IN STUDENTS EXPOSED TO PSYCHIATRIC MEDICATION
AND NON-EXPOSED CONTROLS.
Nuclear alterations

Exposed students (n=19)

Non-exposed
students (n=22)

P-value

Micronuclei

1.447 (0.072%)

1.659 (0.083%)

p>0.05

Nuclear buds

1.079 (0.054%)

1.000 (0.050%)

p>0.05

Nucleoplasmic
bridges

0.316 (0.018%)

0.500 (0.025%)

p>0.05

Condensed
chromatin

0.079 (0.004%)

0.091 (0.005%)

p>0.05

Karyorrhexis

2.053 (0.103%)

2.159 (0.108%)

p>0.05

Karyolysis

21.605 (1.080%)

20.000 (1.000%)

p>0.05

Pyknosis

0.421 (0.021%)

0.341 (0.017%)

p>0.05

Binucleated
cells *

8.184 (0.409%)

5.682 (0.284%)

p<0.05

* p < 0.05 statistically significant. Percentages represent mean number of frequency of
micronuclei or other nuclear alterations divided by 2000 cells.

4.720

0.0298

17.968

5.4388

FIGURE 1 - FREQUENCY OF 10 PSYCHOTROPIC
DRUGS MOST USED BY STUDENTS AT THE FEDERAL
UNIVERSITY OF OURO PRETO. MG. 2017.

Ouro Preto Federal University, Ouro Preto, MG, 2017. *Brazilian minimum wage at the
time of the study was R$ 954.

TABLE 4: CLASSIFICATION OF PSYCHOTROPIC
DRUGS USED BY STUDENTS ACCORDING TO THE
ANATOMICAL THERAPEUTIC CHEMICAL CODE (ATC)
ATC

Number
of drugs
(n=106)

Classification

A08A

2

Antiobesity preparations excluding
diet products

N02A

1

Analgesics

N03A

5

Antiepileptic

N05A

3

Antipsychotics

N05B

12

Anxiolytics

N05C

3

Hypnotics and sedatives

N06A

66

Antidepressants

N06B

10

Psychostimulants, agents used for
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and nootropics

N07B

4

Drugs used in addictive disorders

Micronucleus Assay
In the present study, frequencies of micronuclei
and nuclear abnormalities such as nuclear bud, condensed chromatin, pyknosis, karyorrhexis, karyolysis, and nucleoplasmic bridge had no significant
difference (p> 0.05) between the case and control
groups. However, there was a statistically significant
increase in binucleated cell number in the group exposed to psychotropic drugs (Table 5).
875

DISCUSSION

The results of the study show that there is a high
prevalence of the use of psychoactive drugs by health
science students, with a statistical association with
faculty, semester, income, with whom they reside,
and a positive family history of mental illness.
There was a higher prevalence of the use of psychiatric medication among females, although statistical significance was not found. Other studies provide information that gender seems to influence the
mental health of medical students, with the female
gender being a strong predictor of stress, anxiety,
and depression9,18,19. Furthermore, stress in pharmacy students was associated with females20.
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879
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Higher rates of the use of psychiatric medication
were found among medicine and pharmacy students.
A systematic literature review observed a high prevalence of stress and depression among medical students21. This can be influenced by a greater number of
tests that these students go through during the program, and also because medical students are more
competitive, self-critical, and socially isolated than
students from other programs. High levels of stress
during medical school can lead to the development
of burnout syndrome, which is characterized by a
state of physical and mental exhaustion connected
to work or activities of care. Furthermore, studies
have shown that medical students had a lower quality of life and had worse physical health associated
with exhaustion and difficulty of sleeping, which
can influence the use of medication22. In relation to
the pharmacy program, some authors revealed the
presence of exceptional levels of stress and anxiety
in students, confirming that student life is generally
stressful and anxiety-provoking for both genders20.
The semester of the program and the use of psychiatric drugs seem to be related since there was a
stronger prevalence of use in the last period. Some
authors have reported that Medical students during
the final semester before graduation presented a
high probability of using psychotropic drugs and an
association between the most advanced academic
year and symptoms of stress, anxiety, and depression18. This could be explained by the proximity of
the graduation, the completion of the program, and
the preparation to make the commitment to practice
the profession, in addition to preparing for medical
residency exams at the time of specialization, when
the selection processes are highly competitive23.
Furthermore, it has been reported that pharmacy students present stress levels in the completion
period of an academic degree. A cumulative effect
throughout pharmacy school could be present in the
last years of the curriculum, combined with higher
demands probably due to the curriculum format of
those years. Academic pressure, workload, and competition among colleagues may also explain the high
levels of distress counterbalanced by personal traits
and positive affective states20.
There was a trend to use psychotropic drugs
when the income was higher. However, Wahed et
al.22 have reported a significant association of lower
socioeconomic class with depression and stress in
Egyptian students. Furthermore, according to this
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):870-879

research, students who grew up in poor families are
more likely to develop depression or anxiety disorders and suicidal thoughts. The present study suggests the hypothesis that people with low financial
status in Brasil would have greater difficulty accessing psychotropic drugs than people of families with
good wages, but this was not confirmed.
The current study revealed that students living
alone (living arrangement) showed significantly higher consumption of psychoactive drugs compared to
students living with other people. Brenneisen Mayer
et al.24 reported that housing accommodation could
influence the quality of life of the students, and hypothesized that students who live alone have higher
depression and anxiety scores. Other studies showed
that living away from their families with a lack of social support are stressors and that family support
systems could be a positive method of coping with
stress for students living with parents or relatives19.
However, positive family history is a consistent indicator of depression. Individuals with a positive family history, even without high pre-onset stress, will
have a longer period of depression in their life. Being
especially vulnerable to mental illness, these people
may require little provocation to start another episode
of depression25. Panic disorder, generalized anxiety
disorder, phobias, and obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD) aggregate in families, according to Hettema et
al.26, the major source of risk being genetic. Thus, for
some types of psychiatric disorders, genes largely explain this familial aggregation. Our study was in line
with the observation that students with a family history of mental illness are more likely to use psychotropics compared to others without a family history.
Given that psychiatric medications are highly
consumed, the study of their clinical safety is critical. Genotoxic studies, such as micronuclei assay
of exfoliated epithelial cells from the buccal mucosa
(BM), provide a measure of both chromosome breakage and chromosome loss and have shown strong potential as a tool for biomonitoring human populations
exposed to genotoxic agents27. The advantages of the
micronucleus assay of exfoliated oral mucosa cells
are the statistical power obtained from scoring larger
numbers of cells than the number typically used for
metaphase analysis; the cells can be collected easily
from the mouth in a minimally invasive manner; and
the fact that the buccal mucosa is a highly regenerative tissue14,27.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study
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describing the genotoxicity of psychiatric medication
using the micronucleus assay of exfoliated epithelial
cells. However, other assays have been performed. Antidepressants such as Duloxetine (a potent inhibitor of
serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake), Imipramine
and Desipramine (tricyclic antidepressants) have had
their genotoxic capacity previously demonstrated in
in vivo assays in a mouse28-30. The clastogenic, mutagenic and cytotoxic effects of trazodone (serotonergic
antidepressant) and milnacipran (inhibitor of serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake) were investigated
by using chromosomal aberrations (CAs), sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs), micronuclei (MN), and comet
assays in cultured human peripheral lymphocytes31.
El-Zein et al.32 analyzed CA, SCE, and MN frequency
in peripheral blood lymphocytes obtained from twelve
children treated for attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) with therapeutic doses of methylphenidate. In all participants, treatment induced a significant increase in chromosome aberrations, sister
chromatid exchanges, and micronuclei frequencies.
However, results indicating that psychotropic drugs
do not have a genotoxic potential were also described
by other researchers33,34. Bozkurt et al.34 did not observe a statistically significant difference between SCE
frequencies and CA tests in examined peripheral lymphocytes of sertraline-treated (administered orally at
50 mg daily for 10 months to 1 year) and non-treated
patient groups.
In the present study, the frequency of micronucleus and other nuclear abnormalities was not statistically significant between the case and control
groups. However, there was an increase in the number of binucleated cells in the group exposed to psychotropic drugs.
Binucleated cells contain two main nuclei instead of one, which have the same morphology and
staining intensity and are indicative of cytokinetic
disturbance. Altered kinetics of cell division may
be a response to environmental challenges35. Their
formation is probably associated with aneuploidy,
reflecting genomic instability14. In addition, Ilgreen36
has suggested that in many mammalian cell types
the first step to higher ploidy levels is that the cells
become binucleated, and these could play a role in
the malignant transformation of a given cell population. The molecular mechanisms by which this
induction is produced are far from understood. Possibilities such as malpositioning of the centrioles,
the effect of drugs on the polymerization of tubulin,
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the disruption caused by the drug on microfilaments
and microtubules, or even a possible effect on the polymerization of actin/myosin (responsible for the formation of the contractile ring during mitosis and/or
cytokinesis have been described)37. Thus, our finding
is relevant because of the implications in long term
treatments with these drugs, taking into account
that damage accumulation could have some significance for health status. The evaluation of the safety
and benefit/risk ratio should be considered. Although
there are several studies on the genotoxic effect of
psychiatric medication, more information is needed
and this deserves future investigation.
We acknowledge several limitations to this study.
A longitudinal design would permit clarification of
causal relationships and changes in students’ psychological state, results that are not achieved with
a cross-sectional study. Moreover, the sample size
to study the micronucleus could be larger, although
the groups of exposed students and non-exposed students were matched properly for several variables.
In conclusion, this study provides evidence that
the use of psychoactive drugs, especially antidepressants, increases among health sciences undergraduate students, with associated risk factors including the
program, the academic semester, the family income,
with whom the individual resides and a family history
of mental illness and that these drugs may be related
to cellular alterations. These findings signal the relevance of consequent implementation of preventive
programs to safeguard students’ psychological state.
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INCREASE OF BINUCLEATED CELLS IN THE ORAL MUCOSA: A STUDY ON THE USE OF PSYCHOTROPICS BY STUDENTS OF A BRAZILIAN INSTITUTION

RESUMO
O objetivo deste estudo foi avaliar a prevalência de uso médico e não médico de medicação psiquiátrica entre estudantes de graduação
em Ciências da Saúde de uma universidade pública do Brasil. Outro objetivo foi determinar a frequência de anormalidades nucleares
morfológicas na mucosa bucal desses estudantes. Realizou-se um estudo transversal baseado na Web com 375 estudantes de graduação em Ciências da Saúde das escolas de Farmácia, Educação Física, Nutrição e Medicina. Adicionalmente, danos genéticos espontâneos em células esfoliadas da mucosa bucal de 41 indivíduos foram analisados para estudo da frequência de micronúcleos e células
binucleadas. Os resultados mostraram que 76 (20,8%) dos estudantes relataram que usaram drogas psicotrópicas após se matricularem na universidade. O uso desses medicamentos foi maior entre estudantes de cursos de Farmácia e Medicina, sexo feminino, idade
entre 18 e 25 anos, não tabagistas, alcoolistas e histórico familiar de doença mental. Além disso, estudantes de Medicina, indivíduos
com alta renda, que moram sozinhos e estão no último período do curso são mais propensos a usar drogas psicotrópicas. Ademais, a
exposição à medicação psiquiátrica foi capaz de aumentar o número de células binucleadas. Esses resultados fornecem evidências de
que o uso de drogas psicotrópicas aumenta no contexto acadêmico e pode estar relacionado à falha do ciclo celular.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Aberração cromossômica. Utilização de drogas psicotrópicas. Estudantes.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the temporal trend and factors associated with adolescent pregnancy during ten years in Brasil.

Data were extracted from the Live Births Information System, of the Brazilian Health System and included information
regarding live births from adolescent mothers from 2006 to 2015. The overall proportion of gestation in adolescence and the specific
proportions according to the characteristics analyzed were calculated using the standardized reporting coefficients and the simple
linear regression method. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Southern Santa Catarina (UNISUL).

METHODS:

RESULTS: The general proportion of Live Births from adolescent mothers varied from 21.4% in 2006 to 18.1% in 2015. This reduction
occurred because of the negative variation observed among mothers aged 15 to 19 years. The indigenous group was the only that did
not present a reduction. There was an increase in the proportion of adolescents with between four and seven years of formal education and in the proportion of adolescents living with partners. There was a reduction in all Brazilian Regions and in large part of the
Federation Units.

CONCLUSION: The analysis of the temporal trend identifies a reduction in the proportion of live births among adolescent mothers in
Brasil. However, there is a growing trend among some specific groups.
KEYWORDS: Pregnancy in adolescence. Epidemiology. Social conditions. Adolescent behavior. Human development.

INTRODUCTION

Adolescence is the stage of human development
characterized by the passage to adulthood.¹ During
this cycle, important changes occur in the physical,
emotional, and psychological development.2.3
Since it is a stage of great transformations and discoveries, it is also considered a period of vulnerability, associated with risk behaviors such as drug abuse
and unprotected sexual practices, which brings a
risk of infections and unplanned pregnancies.4
The topic of adolescent pregnancy has been widely discussed in recent years. While in the past it
was considered an expected event part of the usual
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

scenario, nowadays many countries, including Brasil, consider it a public health problem associated to
numerous unfavorable outcomes, especially for the
mother and the baby.5.6
Each year, worldwide, approximately 16 million
adolescents between 15 and 19 years of age become
pregnant; and 2 million under 15 years old.7 This is
more common among young people from less privileged social classes, with few years of formal education and living outside of urban areas.8
The global rate of births among women under 19
years old dropped from 6% in 1990, to 4.8% in 2007.
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However, although birth rates in this age group are in
decline, the absolute number of births had a smaller
reduction, due to the increase in the adolescent population in recent years. In 2008, 11% of all births worldwide
were still by adolescents, and 95% of them occurred in
countries of low and medium levels of development.9
In Brasil, the proportion of adolescent pregnancy
also decreased, and this occurred in all regions. In the
capitals, there was a reduction from 10.1% in 1996, to
8.1% in 2011.10 According to the demographic census
of 200011.12, compared with the one from 2010, the
number of children of adolescent mothers decreased
due to the reduction of pregnancies between 15 and
19 years old, while that in the age range between 10
and 14 years old the number has increased.
National studies indicate that school evasion is
much more prevalent among adolescents who become pregnant, when compared with those who
do not5.13 Furthermore, pregnancies during this life
stage are more vulnerable to obstetric and perinatal
complications.5.14
Thus, adolescent pregnancy, even when desired,
and its consequences to society remain present and
affect the human development of their communities.15
Thus, studies are vital to understand its causes and
find the best ways to prevent them. The analysis of the
temporal trend of adolescent pregnancy may contribute to the understanding and planning of educational measures, strengthening, and support for young
mothers. The objective of this study was to analyze
the temporal trend of adolescent pregnancy and its
associated factors in Brasil between 2006 and 2015.

METHODS

This is an ecological time-series study carried out
based on the data from the Information System on
Live Births (SINASC), provided by the Single Health
System Department of Informatics (Datasus). We
included in the study information on live births by
adolescent mothers aged 10 to 19 years from 2006 to
2015, totaling 5,761,082 infants. The data were using
the SPSS 18.0 software.
The proportion of live births by adolescent
mothers was calculated using this age group’s
percentage in relation to the total number of live
births reported, as well as the specific proportion
of adolescent pregnancy according to each variable analyzed.
For the temporal trend, we used the standardized
coefficients of notification and the method of simple linear regression. The dependent variables were
the proportions of adolescent pregnancy, according
to age, skin color, years of formal education, marital status, region, and Federation Units (UF). The
independent variables were the years over which
the information was collected (2006 to 2015). Thus,
we obtained the estimated model using the formula
y=b0+b1x, in which y is the standardized coefficient,
b0 is the average period coefficient, b1 is the average
annual increment, and x is the year. Variations with
p<0.05 with a confidence interval of 95% were considered significant.
The research project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at UNISUL, under Caae
70233017.1.0000.5369, on July 3rd, 2017.

LIVE BIRTHS / 100

CHART 1 - TREND OF THE OVERALL PROPORTION OF LIVE BIRTHS AMONG ADOLESCENT MOTHERS (10 TO 19
YEARS OLD) IN BRASIL, FROM 2006 TO 2015.

BIRTHS OF MOTHERS BETWEEN 10 AND 19 YEARS OLD
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TEMPORAL TREND OF ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY IN BRASIL

RESULTS

The proportion of live births to teenage mothers varied from 21.4% in 2006 to 18.1% in 2015. We
found a very strong negative correlation (r) between
the time in years and the proportion of live births by
adolescent mothers (-0.951). The coefficient of determination (R2) showed that the time factor was responsible for approximately 91.0% of the reduction in
the proportion of adolescent pregnancies (0.91). The
beta coefficient (β) represented an average reduction
trend of 0.324 of the outcome each year (p<0.001)
(Chart 1).
After classifying the adolescents by age groups,
the proportion of live births among mothers aged
between 10 and 14 years presented a variation from
0.9% in 2006, to 0.8% in 2015 (p=0.196), a tendency
to stability. While the proportion of live births among
mothers aged between 15 and 19 years ranged from
20.5% to 17.2%, respectively (p<0.001), a trend of reduction.
In relation to the skin color declared, the highest
rates of live births were found among indigenous
adolescents, and the variation observed was from
27.3%, in 2006, to 29.5%, in 2015 (p=0.070), tendency to stability. The other groups showed a reduction,
with a decrease from 19.5% to 13.0% among yellow

women (p<0.001), 18.5% to 13.0% among white women (p<0.001), 21.2% to 17.2% among black women
(p<0.001), and 25.1% to 21.5% among brown women
(p<0.001).
Regarding maternal formal education, the only
group to present an increasing trend in the period was the one classified as between four and seven years of complete formal education. This group
varied from 29.4% to 30.4% at the end of the decade
analyzed (p=0.004). All other categories showed a reduction. The proportion of those who had studied up
to three complete years ranged from 17.2% to 13.3%
(p<0.001), those who had eight to 11 complete years
ranged from 21.6% to 19.6% (p=0.015), and the proportion of adolescents with 12 complete years or more of
formal education ranged from 6.4% to 1.6% at the end
of the period (p<0.001).
As for the mother’s marital status, the proportion
of adolescent mothers living with a partner presented an increasing trend, with a variation from 9.8% to
11.8% (p=0.025). On the other hand, among adolescent
mothers living without a partner, there was a trend of
stability, and the variation observed was from 28.6% in
2006 to 26.4% in 2015 (p=0.186) (Table 1).
Regarding the place of birth, the proportion of
adolescent pregnancies showed a decreasing ten-

TABLE 1 - TRENDS IN ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY ACCORDING TO SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES IN
BRASIL, FROM 2006 TO 2015.
YEAR

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

β

r

P-value

21.4

21.1

20.4

19.9

19.3

19.2

19.2

19.2

18.8

18.1

-0.324 -0.951

<0.001

10 a 14 years

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.8

-0.004 -0.447

0.196

15 a 19 years

20.5

20.1

19.4

18.9

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

17.9

17.2

-0.320 -0.951

<0.001

Indigenous

27.3

28.4

29.0

29.0

29.0

28.3

28.5

28.9

28.7

29.5

0.120 0.594

0.070

Yellow

19.5

17.9

18.6

15.9

15.2

13.6

13.8

14.8

13.4

13.0

-0.710 -0.920

<0.001

White

18.5

17.8

16.9

16.3

15.5

15.2

14.7

14.5

13.9

13.0

-0.567 -0.991

<0.001

Black

21.2

20.1

19.7

19.6

19.3

19.3

18.8

18.8

18.1

17.2

-0.348 -0.954

<0.001

Brown

25.1

24.7

24.0

23.4

22.8

22.7

22.5

22.6

22.2

21.5

-0.356 -0.961

<0.001

Live births (%)
10 a 19
years
Mother’s age range

Skin color

Years of formal education
< 3 years

17.2

16.9

16.4

16.1

15.9

15.3

14.4

14.0

13.4

13.3

-0.466 -0.988

<0.001

4 to 7 years

29.4

29.5

29.4

29.4

29.3

30.2

31.1

31.2

30.9

30.4

0.205 0.811

0.004

8 a 11 years

21.6

21.1

20.5

20.1

19.6

19.3

19.5

20.1

20.1

19.6

-0.180 -0.739

0.015

>12 years

6.4

6.1

5.4

5.1

4.4

3.2

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

-0.628 -0.972

<0.001

9.8

9.0

8.3

7.5

7.2

11.5

13.0

13.1

12.6

11.8

0.531 0.699

0.025

28.1

27.3

26.7

26.1

26.5

27.5

27.8

27.3

26.4

-0.120 -0.455

0.186

Marital status
Lives with partner

Lives without partner 28.6

r = Pearson coefficient; β = regression coefficient. Source: Buratto (2018).
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TABLE 2 - TRENDS IN ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY ACCORDING TO PLACE OF BIRTH IN BRASIL, FROM 2006 TO 2015.
YEAR

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

r

β

P-value

Live births (%)
Region
North

28.1

27.7

27.1

26.9

26.3

26.4

26.5

26.5

26.2

25.5

-0.925

-0.229

<0.001

Northeast

24.6

24.1

23.2

22.5

22.0

22.1

22.1

22.1

21.8

21.2

-0.909 -0.319

<0.001
<0.001

Central-West

21.8

21.2

20.4

19.8

19.3

19.0

19.1

18.9

18.5

17.5

-0.961

-0.411

South

19.2

18.8

18.3

18.1

17.5

17.0

17.1

16.9

16.4

15.3

-0.978

-0.380 <0.001

Southeast

17.8

17.5

16.9

16.5

15.9

15.8

15.9

16.1

15.6

14.9

-0.937

-0.274

Rondônia

26.0

25.2

24.5

24.1

23.2

22.9

22.3

21.8

21.1

20.1

-0.996

-0.607

Acre

27.4

26.9

26.9

26.7

26.8

26.7

26.7

27.2

27.2

26.9

-0.102

-0.008 0.779

Amazonas

27.0

26.8

26.4

26.6

25.8

26.8

27.1

27.4

26.7

26.4

0.064

0.009

0.861

Roraima

25.9

26.4

25.2

25.3

25.0

25.0

25.5

25.4

25.7

24.3

-0.563

-0.108

0.090

Pará

29.2

28.9

28.2

28.0

27.4

27.5

27.5

27.3

27.2

26.5

-0.941

-0.251

<0.001

Amapá

27.2

26.6

26.1

25.8

25.5

25.8

26.1

25.8

26.1

25.4

-0.687

-0.122

0.028

Tocantins

28.4

27.6

26.9

26.0

25.4

24.4

24.1

24.0

23.6

23.0

-0.982

-0.587

<0.001

Maranhão

29.4

28.9

28.0

27.1

26.3

25.9

25.7

25.7

25.5

25.5

-0.933

-0.451

<0.001

Piauí

25.9

25.9

24.0

22.9

22.4

21.5

21.8

21.7

22.0

21.8

-0.867

-0.489

0.001

Ceará

22.6

22.2

21.4

21.3

20.5

20.6

20.8

20.8

20.7

19.4

-0.886 -0.266

0.001

Rio Grande do Norte

23.4

22.8

22.0

20.6

20.5

20.5

20.6

20.7

19.9

19.1

-0.907

-0.392

<0.001

Paraíba

23.2

22.2

21.3

20.8

19.9

20.3

20.3

20.2

19.7

19.4

-0.897

-0.347

<0.001

Pernambuco

23.3

23.1

22.5

22.0

21.3

21.4

21.7

21.5

21.3

20.5

-0.907

-0.263

<0.001

Alagoas

25.8

25.7

24.9

24.2

24.4

25.3

26.1

26.9

26.3

26.3

0,515

0,149

0,127

Sergipe

22.1

21.6

20.9

19.8

20.3

21.0

21.3

21.7

21.4

21.6

0.117

0.027

0.747

Bahia

24.3

23.5

22.4

21.9

21.3

21.6

21.3

21.1

20.6

20.0

-0.946

-0.402

<0.001

Minas Gerais

18.8

18.7

18.0

17.4

16.8

16.4

16.3

16.4

16.0

15.4

-0.970

-0.370

<0.001

Espírito Santo

20.5

20.0

19.0

18.2

17.5

17.1

17.7

18.0

17.6

16.7

-0.851

-0.349

0.002

Rio de Janeiro

19.0

19.0

18.6

18.1

17.7

17.9

18.3

18.4

17.8

17.1

-0.794

-0.152

0.006

São Paulo

16.7

16.3

15.7

15.5

14.8

14.7

14.8

14.9

14.5

13.8

-0.939

-0.273

<0.001

Paraná

20.6

20.1

19.6

19.9

19.1

18.6

18.5

18.6

17.9

16.8

-0.963

-0.363

<0.001

Santa Catarina

18.2

18.2

17.6

16.9

16.4

16.1

15.8

15.6

15.0

14.2

-0.988 -0.433

<0.001

Rio Grande do Sul

18.4

17.8

17.4

16.9

16.3

15.9

16.2

16.0

15.6

14.5

-0.963

Mato Grosso do Sul

24.2

23.8

23.2

23.0

22.4

22.1

22.1

21.6

21.6

19.9

-0.960 -0.389

<0.001

Mato Grosso

25.2

24.3

23.2

22.6

22.0

21.1

21.7

21.2

20.4

19.5

-0.968

-0.557

<0.001

Goiás

22.2

21.5

20.6

19.9

19.2

18.9

18.8

19.0

18.5

17.6

-0.953

-0.450

<0.001

Distrito Federal

15.4

14.8

14.2

13.6

13.4

13.5

13.6

13.3

13.2

12.3

-0,916

-0,267

<0,001

<0.001

Federation Unit
<0.001

-0.360 <0.001

r = Pearson coefficient; β = Regression coefficient. Source: Buratto 2018

dency in all Brazilian regions. In the North region,
the variation was from 28.1% in 2006, to 25.5%, in
2015 (p<0.001); in the Northeast, from 24.6% to
21.2% (p<0.001); in the Center-West, from 21.8% to
17.5% (p<0.001); in the South, from 19.2% to 15.3%
(p<0.001), and finally, in the Southeast, the variation
was from 17.8% to 14.9% (p<0.001).
The proportion of live births from teenage mothers decreased in all Brazilian UFs, with the exception
of Alagoas. In this state, the proportion increased
from 25.8% to 26.3% (p=0.127), showing a tendency
to stability (Table 2).
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DISCUSSION

During the decade examined, the proportion of
live births among adolescent mothers in Brasil was
reduced due to the decrease of this event among adolescents over the age of 15 years. Although the proportions of pregnancies among young adolescents
are low, in absolute terms, the numbers are still high.
Pregnancy in this group (10 to 14 years) can be more
strongly associated with health, emotional, and social problems. It is also worth noting the existence of
rape and sexual assault as important causal factors
of pregnancy in patients younger than 15 years.8.16
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Among the factors that influence the high incidence of pregnancy among younger adolescents, the
increasingly early beginning of sexual intercourse
and the lack of public policies on sexual and reproductive health education targeted at this age group.17
According to a study conducted based on data from
the National Survey on Students’ Health, 88.0% of adolescents started having sexual intercourse between
13 and 15 years of age.18
In recent years we have observed a drop in fertility rates in all ethnicities; however, among indigenous
populations, these numbers remain high and above
the average in Latin America.19 In 2010, the percentage of mothers aged between 15 and 19 years in Latin
America was of 26.4% among indigenous peoples, and
only 11.8% among adolescents of other ethnicities.19
As to the relationship between skin color and formal education in Brasil, according to the Brazilian
Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), in 2015,
white adolescents had the lowest proportions of live
births and the highest proportions of maternal formal education.20
Regarding maternal formal education, the only
group to present an increasing tendency was that of
mothers with between four and seven years of formal
education. This category comprises primary education and is probably composed of young people under
15 years of age. It is important to emphasize that the
degree of formal education described the one corresponding to the time the newborns are registered in
Sinasc; it is not possible to observe if the adolescent
continued her studies after childbirth.
National studies indicate that the trajectory of
formal education is what is most affected by motherhood in adolescence. School evasion among pregnant

women and the postponement of their professionalization affect their transition to adulthood and keep
them financially dependent on their family of origin
or their companion. In addition, it increases exposure to social risks, such as drug use, violence, and
emotional and cultural deprivation.21.22
The rising trend observed among adolescents
who lived with their partners deserves special attention, because, according to the 2010 census, marriage is strongly related to adolescent pregnancy.12
Moreover, living with a partner is also related to less
formal education.13
A limitation of this study is that it did not allow
to observe if the marriage occurred before or during
pregnancy. So it is impossible to infer if pregnancy
is more of a risk factor or the outcome of early marriage.
In relation to the place of birth, there was a downward trend in all Brazilian regions, and the greatest
variation was observed in the Center-West Region.
As for the UF of birth, there was a decreasing
trend in almost all states. We found a trend of stability in the states of Acre, Amazonas, Roraima, Alagoas,
and Sergipe.
CONCLUSION

The trend analysis identified a reduction in the
proportion of live births among adolescent mothers in Brasil. However, there is an increasing trend
among some specific groups, such as indigenous
populations, adolescents in primary education, and
those with marital stability. This downward trend is
evidenced in all Brazilian regions and in most Federation Units.

RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Analisar a tendência temporal da gestação na adolescência e de fatores associados durante dez anos no Brasil.

MÉTODO: Estudo ecológico de séries temporais realizado com base no banco de dados do Sistema de Informações sobre Nascidos Vivos

(Sinasc). Fizeram parte do estudo informações referentes a nascidos vivos filhos de mães adolescentes no período de 2006 a 2015. A
proporção geral de gestação na adolescência e as proporções específicas conforme as características analisadas foram calculadas pelos
coeficientes de notificação padronizados e o método de regressão linear simples. Aprovado pelo comitê de ética da Universidade do
Sul de Santa Catarina (Unisul).

A proporção de nascidos vivos de mães adolescentes variou de 21,4% em 2006 para 18,1% em 2015, e essa redução
ocorreu à custa da variação negativa observada entre mães na faixa de 15 a 19 anos de idade. A população indígena foi a única que
não apresentou redução. Houve aumento das proporções de adolescentes com escolaridade entre quatro e sete anos de estudo e das
proporções de adolescentes que vivem com parceiro. Houve redução em todas as regiões brasileiras e em grande parte das Unidades
da Federação.

RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: A análise de tendência identifica redução das proporções de nascidos vivos entre mães adolescentes no Brasil. Porém, há

uma tendência de aumento entre alguns grupos específicos.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Gravidez na adolescência. Epidemiologia. Condições sociais. Comportamento do adolescente. Desenvolvimento hu-

mano.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To investigate clinical curative effects of lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation in combination with sling-exercise-therapy
training on chronic nonspecific lower back pain.
METHODS: A total of 60 patients with chronic nonspecific lower back pain in the Outpatient Department were included in this study.
These patients were randomly divided into two groups: the observation group and the control group. The control group adopted a
single sling-exercise-therapy training three times a week, while the observation group adopted lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation in
combination with manipulation treatment once a week. The course of treatment lasted for four weeks.

RESULTS: (1) Before and after treatment, the ODI score was compared within the group. A remarkable statistical significance was
observed from the third day (P<0.05). At the third month of follow-up, the difference in ODI scores between these two groups was
statistically significant (P<0.05). (2) Before and after treatment, it was observed that differences in VAS scores from the third day were
statistically significant (P<0.05). (3) The difference in muscle strength between these two groups had remarkable statistical significance
in the third month of follow-up (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The

effective rehabilitation function of lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation in combination with sling-exercise-therapy
training in patients with CNLBP is superior to that of sling-exercise-therapy training alone.

KEYWORDS: Back pain. Low Back Pain. Exercise Therapy/methods. Back Muscles.

INTRODUCTION

Low back pain is classified into three categories,
according to existing clinical guidelines: specific spinal marrow pathological lower back pain, nerve root
lower back pain, and non-specific lower back pain.
Recognizable pathological lower back pain (e.g., infection, tumor, osteoporosis, bone fracture, and deformation), nerve root pain, and cauda equina syndrome are not within the scope of non-specific lower
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back pain. Chronic nonspecific low back pain (CNLBP) refers to pain or discomfort that continuously
persists for ≥12 weeks in the area between the inferior margin of the 12th costal arch and hip horizontal
grain, which is accompanied or not by relevant low
back pain symptoms1. Its population mainly includes
middle-aged and elderly people over 40 years old,
and 11-12% of patients with low back pain present
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disordered functional activities. The incidence rate
of CNLBP accounts for over 85% of low back pain,
which severely affects the quality of life and working
and labor abilities of these patients.
There are various CNLBP rehabilitation therapies, but rehabilitation methods with evidence based
on medical science remain limited 2,3. As one of the
exercise therapies, sling-exercise-therapy (SET) is a
new and modern rehabilitation method that enhances core muscles. The efficacy of this method has been
verified through clinical practice and has been widely applied at home 4. SET 5 improves the balance and
control ability of the body under an unstable status
by enhancing trunk muscles and the exercise ability
of the unilateral limbs.
As one of the complementary and alternative
therapies, lumbar manipulation (LM) is a conventional therapy, with lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation
as a representative. Determining how to improve rehabilitation efficacy has been a critical problem in
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and Western
medicine rehabilitation studies on CNLBP.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

General Data

Sixty patients with CNLBP in the department
from March 2014 to October 2014 were included
in this study. These patients were randomly divided into two groups (n=30, each group): observation
and control. (1) Observation group: This group was
comprised of 19 male and 11 female patients, with an
average age of (30.45 ± 5.55) years old. The course
of treatment lasted for (11 ± 3.5) months. (2) Control
group: This group was comprised of 17 male and 13
female patients, with an average age of (32.01 ± 4.59)
years old. The course of treatment lasted for (12 ± 2.1)
months. Differences in general data between these
two groups were not statistically significant.

the anus, elevate the pelvis and maintain the posture,
or repeat the actions. (2) Unilateral intensive training in the spinal position: Elastic and inelastic slings
were used to hang both lower limbs, respectively;
and elastic slings were added at the waist and pelvis
for assistance, when appropriate. Patients were advised to make the above actions. (3) Training in the
spinal position: Inelastic slings were used to hang
both legs, and elastic slings were added at the waist
and pelvis for assistance, when appropriate. With
the upper arms propped up on the bed, and patients
were advised to tighten the abdomen and contract
the anus, elevate the pelvis and trunk and maintain
the posture, or make curling-up actions. Sling-exercise-therapy training was carried out every other day
for 20 minutes, three times a week.
The observation group adopted SET and received
lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation.
Lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation (Standardized manipulation specified in “the 11th Five-Year Plan”
support plan project of the Ministry of Science and
Technology)
(1) Relaxation manipulation: Massage, roll or push
pain points in the lumbar and surrounding regions
for 5-15 minutes to fully relax the spastic muscles.
(2) Pulling technique: In the lateral position, the
patient bends the hip and knees of the lower limb upwards, and naturally extends the lower limb downwards. The physician stands by the bedside to support
the patient’s front shoulder by one elbow or hand and
support the hip by the other elbow or hand. Either elbows or hands were used to apply force in opposite
directions, in order to turn around the waist until obvious resistance was identified. With a stable touch,
a sudden and large-scale pulling motion was applied,
and “Kata” sounds were heard, as shown in Figure 1.
After successfully performing this technique, the

METHODS

The observation group adopted lumbar
oblique-pulling manipulation in combination with
SET, while the control group adopted single SET. Basic actions for the training: (1) Bilateral training in
the spinal position: Inelastic slings were used to hang
both legs, and elastic slings were added at the waist
and pelvis for assistance, when appropriate. Patients
were advised to tighten the abdomen and contract
887

FIGURE 1. LUMBAR SPINE INCLINED, PULL TECHNIQUE
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same method was conducted for the opposite side.
Lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation was performed
every week for 20 minutes.
The observation group adopted SET every other
day for 20 minutes, three times a week. During
the first treatment of the week, SET was performed, and lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation
was carried out. The course of treatment lasted
four weeks.
Diagnostic criteria
Currently, there are no consistent diagnostic criteria for CNLBP. According to existing international
guidelines and local literature, the main diagnostic
criteria remain as follows: medical history, physical
examination, and necessary auxiliary imaging examination.
(1) Main symptoms include pain and discomfort
that continuously persists for ≥3 months in the low
back, lumbosacral portion and hip. No pain or numbness discomfort was observed in the lateral or bilateral lower extremities (below the knee joints), and no
intermittent claudication was observed.
(2) Physical examination indicates that sensorimotor function in both lower extremities was normal,
and the straight-leg-raising test was negative.
(3) X-ray examination of the lumbar vertebrae indicated that the sequence of the vertebral body was
normal. No significant abnormalities were observed
in the lumbar spinal vertebrae and sclerotin of the
annexes. No significant abnormalities were identified in the shape and width of all intervertebral spaces. No remarkable abnormalities were found in the
size and shape of each intervertebral foramen. Spinal
fracture, deformation, osteoporosis, as well as spondylolysis, were excluded.
(4) Computed tomography (CT) did not indicate
any significant abnormality in the intervertebral
discs, and no obvious oppression was found in the
nerve roots.
(5) Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) did not reveal any significant abnormality in the paravertebral
soft tissues, no stenosis was found in the spinal canal,
and no abnormalities were identified in signals of the
spinal canal and bone marrow. Spinal tumors and protrusion of the intervertebral disc were excluded.
Inclusion criteria

(1) Conforms to the diagnostic criteria above;
(2) Patients aged 18-65 years old;
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):886-892

(3) The course of treatment is >3 months (including the three months);
(4) If patients received other manipulation or
rehabilitation therapies, they would go through a
washout period of >5 days.
Exclusion criteria

(1) Imaging examination indicating significant
abnormalities including compression fracture of the
lumbar vertebra, lumbar disc herniation, lumbar spinal stenosis, lumbar spondylolisthesis, spinal tumor,
infection, and tuberculosis.
(2) Patients suspected of spinal injuries in addition to spinal cord injury.
(3) Patients with severe cardiac, pulmonary, cerebral, and blood system diseases, as well as diabetes
mellitus, ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatoid arthritis, and severe osteoporosis.
(4) Patients with severe skin injuries or skin disease in the treatment areas.
(5) Patients who received lumbar surgery and patients with lumbar deformation.
1.4 Assessment criteria (1) The degree of low back
pain was evaluated according to the Visual Analogue
Scale (VAS) researched and formulated by The National Institutes of Health Clinical Center: a score of
0 represents no pain, and a score of 10 expresses the
most severe pain. (2) The internationally recognized
and improved Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) was
adopted for the evaluation; it includes 10 items of different function evaluations. A 6-grade scoring method
was used for scoring (0-5). A score of 0 represents no
functional disorders, and a score of 5 indicates significant functional disorders. The scores of these 10 items
were added up, and the percentage of the sum of the
highest scores of the 10 items (50 score) was the ODI
of the functional disorders. The higher the score, the
more severely the patients suffered from these functional disorders. (3) The linear constant-speed training
system for the abdomen and back (Taiwan) was used
to measure the maximum muscle strength value of
the low back muscle (unit: kg).
Statistical Method
SPSS 16.0 was used for the statistical analysis of
the data, and descriptive analysis was adopted for
gender, age and the course of treatment. Measurement data were expressed as the mean ( x ± SD). The
t-test was performed for obeyed normal distribution,
and the rank-sum test was used for non-normal dis888
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tribution. The correlation test adopted a bivariate
correlation analysis. If two variables had measurement data and conformed to the normal distribution,
Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient was used for
the description. Measurement data and ranked data
that could not conform to the normal distribution
were described using Spearman’s and Kendall’s rank
correlation coefficient.

observed from the third day between the two groups,
compared with that before treatment (P<0.05). Differences in muscle strength value between the two
groups were statistically significant (P<0.05). The
value of the observation group was superior to the
control group (Table 2).
DISCUSSION

Low back pain refers to a syndrome of pain and
discomfort in the lower back, lumbosacral portion,
and hip; these are the main symptoms. According to
statistical analysis, approximately 7-11% of patients
with lower back pain can be converted into non-specific low back pain, which often lasts for more than
12 weeks 1,2. At present, CNLBP has often been used
as one of the exclusion diagnoses in clinical practice
and refers to lower back pain caused by unknown
causes, other than lumbar disc herniation, fracture
of the lumbar vertebra, lumbar spondylolisthesis,
tumors, and organic diseases such as fracture, osteoporosis, ankylosing spondylitis, root inflammation,
or cauda equina syndrome 3. Hence, it differs from
specific lower back pain. Specific pain areas are not
affirmed, and the pathogenesis cannot be clearly obtained through objective examination methods. In
recent years, various studies have indicated that disorders of the transverse abdominal muscle and multifidus muscle function are closely correlated with
CNLBP 4. Recently, more local and foreign scholars
have continuously conducted further studies on CN-

RESULTS

1. According to the comparison of ODI scores before
and after the treatment, through paired t-test, significant statistical differences were observed from the third
day between the two groups, compared with that before
treatment (P<0.05). At the third month of follow-up, the
difference in ODI scores between the two groups was
statistically significant (P<0.05); and the observation
group was found to be superior to the control group.
2. According to the comparison of ODI scores before and after the treatment, through paired t-test,
significant statistical differences were observed from
the third day between the two groups, compared
with that before treatment (P<0.05). Differences in
VAS scores between the two groups were statistically significant at all times (P>0.05), but the improved
value in the observation group was superior to that
in the control group from the second week (Table 1).
3. According to the comparison of muscle
strength value before and after treatment, through
paired t-test, significant statistical differences were

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF THE VAS SCORE BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS
Follow-up time

Group

N

missing

±SD

Z

P

Second week

Observation group

30

0

2.86±1.36

-1.03

0.310

Control group

30

0

2.50±1.36

Observation group

30

0

4.21±1.92

-0.60

0.551

Control group

30

0

3.93±1.57

Observation group

30

1

5.07±1.75

-0.31

0.757

Control group

30

1

4.93±1.62

Third week
Fourth week

According to the T-test, the difference in VAS score at each time between the two groups was not significant (p>0.05), but there was an improvement in the observation group starting from the second week.

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF THE MUSCLE STRENGTH VALUE BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS
Follow-up time

Group

N

missing

±SD

Z

P

First month

Observation group

30

1

16.28±12.92

-0.41

0.685

Control group

30

1

12.83±5.54

Observation group

30

1

19.26±16.00

-2.45

0.014

Control group

30

1

13.90±5.25

Third month

Via the rank sum test, the difference in muscle strength between the two groups had remarkable statistical significance at the third month of follow-up (P<0.05), and
the muscle strength value of the observation group was significantly better than the control group.
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LBP. Results of various studies have indicated that
disorders of the transverse abdominal muscle and
multifidus muscle function account for the highest
percentage among the causes of CNLBP. Therefore,
improving the function of core muscles and enhancing the strength of core muscles have been the key
for treatment of CLNBP.
The present situation of treatments: The treatment of CNLBP can be performed through drugs,
patient education/behavioral treatment, physical rehabilitation, and exercise treatment. Drug therapies
include non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs, muscle
relaxants, antidepressant drugs, and epidural cavity/
intervertebral joints steroid drugs. Among these,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have achieved
significant efficacy in relieving pain; but great disputes exist regarding other drugs. The efficacy of basic treatments and painkillers is not significant, and
there are few comprehensive rehabilitation regimens
pertaining to TCM and Western medicine rehabilitation technologies.
Panjabi proposed the concept of core stability for
the first time in 1992 and established the three-subline model for maintaining the stability of the spine:
passive subline, active subline, and nerve control
subline. Passive subline is composed of the vertebral body, small joints, joint capsules, and ligaments.
Active subline is composed of muscles and tendons,
which coordinate with the nerve control subline to
jointly maintain the stability of the spine. Active subline is composed of the core muscles and muscles
around the spine, which include deep and shallow
muscles. Deep muscles are local stable muscles that
play a major role in maintaining the stability of the
spine. Shallow muscles are overall movement muscles and source of the power demands of body movement, thus playing an auxiliary role in maintaining
the stability of the spine. Akuthota and Nadler5 believe that the area from the ribs to the pelvis is the
core of the body, and muscles in this area, which are
responsible for maintaining the stability of the spine,
are called core muscles. The decreased contraction
ability of lumbar muscles can lead to decreased stability of the spine, which interacts with low back
pain. Transverse abdominal muscles and multifidus
muscles are the most important stable muscles of
the spine, and patients with chronic low back pain
present with the insufficient control of transverse
abdominal muscles and delayed contraction6. The
atrophy degree of the multifidus muscles is positiveREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):886-892

ly correlated with the duration and degree of lower
back pain and the degree of function disorders 7. The
study conducted by Eash et al.8 revealed that intensive muscle strength training of the core muscles can
improve spinal stability in patients with lower back
pain, and optimize segmental motion control. SET
can improve the balance ability and trunk stability of
the body by increasing the strength of the core muscles. In the treatment and rehabilitation process of
CNLBP in clinical practice, the key is to restore the
function of the core muscles, soothe nerve conduction pathways, and increase the stability of the spine;
medication alone could not fully meet these clinical
demands. Therefore, European guidelines for the
management of nonspecific low back pain favor exercise therapy as the first choice. The test conducted
by the rehabilitation team under the lead of Professor Chang4 revealed that exercise therapy technology with sling training as the core can effectively improve the clinical symptoms of patients with CNLBP
and decrease its recurrence rate.
Under an unstable environment, SET can be
used to determine the weak chain structure of patients through the weak chain test and closed chain
training, and enhance muscle strength, in order to
improve balance ability and control ability under
an unstable status. However, this training under
an unstable support status can coordinate multiple
proprioceptors in exercise organs at the same time,
and continuously repeated muscle training actions
can gradually correct the control ability of nerves
on the muscles. The normal muscle exercise control
mode has been reconstructed to increase the stability of the spine and normalize the control ability of
the local trunk stable muscles, and muscle sensation
exercises 9. Long-term SET can gradually restore the
flexibility of lumbodorsal muscles, improve the relative position and mechanical relationship between
lumbar muscles and bone joints, and the stability of
the spine, consequently reducing episodes of lower
back pain, prolonging the interval between these episodes, and improving long-term efficacy10.
For patients with central nerve injuries, the purpose of SET is to break through the abnormal exercise mode, improve proprioception function, and
restore neuromuscular control ability, establishing a
normal exercise mode. The improvement of the stability of the trunk and pelvis can maintain standing
balance and relax motion muscles, such that a separation movement occurs, and limb function can be
890
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stably implemented. Furthermore, SET can improve
the control ability, walking function, and balance
function of stroke patients 11,12.
Puncture is one of the common methods for treating lower back pain. Modern studies have indicated
that the mechanism of relieving lower back pain may
include the induction of 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) neurons and the suppression of the passing
of the thalamus and spinal marrow pain13. However,
traditional puncture can only relieve lower back pain
symptoms for a short period of time, and studies
have indicated that even though low back pain symptoms are reduced, the function of stable muscles of
the spine could not be restored 14-16.
The manipulation method can promote blood circulation to remove blood stasis, soothe the vessels,
resolve tetany and relieve pain, and lubricate the
joints. From the perspective of modern medicine,
manipulation can improve blood circulation, relax
spastic muscles, remove abnormal stress points of
the spine, and reconstruct the mechanical balance
of soft tissues. However, manipulation is a passive
treatment, and its long-term use would generate dependence and not relieve lower back pain by restoring the internal stability of the spine 17-20. In clinical
practice, physicians have always used manipulation
to treat cervical and spinal diseases, and they consider that the “dislocation” of the spine is divided
into two categories: the “external force” dislocation
caused by overexertion and an excessively large
movement range or uncoordinated movement of
the spine, which is correlated with the acceleration
movement of the spine; and the “internal force” dislocation, in which the degeneration of the intervertebral disc results in movable and static force imbalance between the three support points of the motion
segment, and significant changes could be observed
in the stress distribution of the intervertebral disc,
posterior joints, and ligament. Adaptive changes
can be found in the surrounding ligament tissues
of the posterior joints, and the adaptive structure
of joints and the vertebral body is also changed;
for example, the contraction and relaxation of the
ligament. Thus, the deep ontology sense organ and
non-scabbard fine fiber are stimulated, which lead
to reflective continuous muscular tension and pain.
Therefore, the pathological essence of CNLBP remains as a secondary soft tissue disease.
Sun Shuchun, a successor of the Qingkong
Zhenggu School is good in treating tendon inju891

ries. Sun thinks that “bone correction must be performed before the treatment of tendon injury, and
tendon regulation must be implemented before
bone correction”; hence, “bone correction softens
the tendons.” The results of this study show that
statistical differences are observed in the scores and
efficacy between the observation group and control
group, indicating that these two groups achieve significant efficacy in treating CNLBP. Through the
comparison of ODI efficacy, VAS scores, and maximum bucking strength between the two groups,
lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation, in combination with SET, is significantly superior to SET
alone. Lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation can
effectively improve the disorders of the anatomical
structure of posterior lumbar joints, in combination
with the activation of lumbar core muscles by SET,
which summarized the idea behind the treatment:
“attach equal importance to the tendon and bone”
(bone correction by manipulation, tendon regulation through SET), and “correct bones soften the
tendons”. Lumbar oblique-pulling manipulation in
combination with SET not only treats symptoms of
the disease but also re-adjusts the muscle strength
balance of the back, preventing recurrence and further improving the quality of life and working ability of patients. This method deserves promotion and
application in clinical practice.
Fund support: National Science Foundation of
China (No.81674005, No.81804120). Key project at
central government level: The ability establishment
of sustainable use for valuable Chinese medicine
resources(2060302); The Fundamental Research
Funds for the Central public welfare research institutes (ZZ10-015); Construction of Rehabilitation Evaluation System of Traditional Chinese Medicine (4)
--Standardized Training of Clinical Rehabilitation for
Knee Osteoarthritis, Consciousness Disorder after
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(NO:GZT-KJS-2017-10); International Cooperation
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Chinese Medicine (No.GZYYGJ2018032). The application of traditional Chinese medicine technology in
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Investigar os efeitos curativos da manipulação lombar com o movimento de puxar oblíquo combinado a terapia por exercícios de sling-training para dor lombar baixa crônica não específica.
METODOLOGIA: Um

total de 60 pacientes com dor lombar baixa crônica não específica no ambulatório foram incluídos neste estudo.
Esses pacientes foram divididos aleatoriamente em dois grupos: o grupo de observação e o grupo de controle. O grupo de controle
aderiu apenas à terapia por exercícios de sling-training três vezes por semana, enquanto o grupo de observação aderiu à manipulação
lombar com o movimento de puxar oblíquo combinado à terapia por exercícios de sling-training uma vez por semana. O tratamento
durou quatro semanas.

(1) Antes e após o tratamento, o escore de ODI foi comparado no grupo. Uma significância estatística notável foi observada a partir do terceiro dia (P<0,05). No terceiro mês de acompanhamento, a diferença nos escores de ODI entre os dois grupos foi
estatisticamente significante (P<0,05). (2) Antes e após o tratamento, observou-se que diferenças nos escores de VAS a partir do terceiro dia foram estatisticamente significantes (P< 0,05). (3) A diferença de força muscular entre os dois grupos apresentou significância
estatística notável no terceiro mês de acompanhamento (p<0,05).

RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: A função de reabilitação efetiva da manipulação lombar com o movimento de puxar oblíquo combinada à terapia por ex-

ercícios de sling-training em pacientes com dor lombar baixa crônica não específica é superior à da terapia por exercícios de sling-training sozinha.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Dor as costas. Dor lombar. Terapia por exercícios/métodos. Músculos das costas.
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SUMMARY

Breast cancer (BC) is one of the primary health problems worldwide. As the most common cancer in women in the world and in Brasil,
behind only non-melanoma skin cancer, this neoplasm corresponds to approximately 28% of new cases per year in the country. BC
also affects men, although the incidence corresponds to only 1% of total cases. Currently, most of the chemotherapeutic agents used
in BC treatment are extremely toxic and cause long-term side effects. There is also a need to obtain earlier diagnoses, more accurate
prognoses and make new therapies available that are more selective and effective in order to improve the current scenario. Therefore,
this work sought to evaluate the importance of the biomarker survivin (Sur) in relation to BC, through the detailing of the role of Sur
as a biomarker, the correlation between this protein and the prognosis of BC patients, and a summary of therapeutic strategies that
target Sur for the development of new anticancer therapies.
KEYWORDS: Breast Neoplasms. Prognosis. Neoplasm Metastasis. Inhibitor of Apoptosis Proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer (BC) is one of the primary health
problems worldwide. As the most common cancer
in women in the world and in Brasil, behind only
non-melanoma skin cancer, this neoplasm corresponds to approximately 28% of new cases per year
in the country. BC also affects men, although the incidence corresponds to only 1% of total cases 1.
There are numerous types of BC, and currently,
15 types are known. Among the most common are:
Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), Lobular carcinoma
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in situ (LCIS), Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), Invasive Lobular Carcinoma (ILC), and Inflammatory
Carcinoma of the Breast, which is an aggressive type
of cancer, but rare. The incidence of breast cancer
is not common before 35 years of age; from that period onward cases increase progressively, especially
above the age of 50 1-3.
According to the National Institute of Cancer
(INCA) 1 in Brasil, in 2016 the estimated number of
new cases was 57,960. The number of deaths caused
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THE ROLE OF SURVIVIN AS A BIOMARKER AND POTENTIAL PROGNOSTIC FACTOR FOR BREAST CANCER

METHODS

The present work consists of carrying out research of an exploratory and a descriptive nature,
which aims to relate the variables to the central
analysis. The results will be presented qualitatively,
taken from information collected from primary and
secondary sources, and presented in the form of a
bibliographic review.
The PUBMED and SCIELO databases were used,
and a search with the terms “survivin” AND “breast
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901

FIGURE 1. CLASSICAL INTRINSIC PATHWAY OF
SURVIVIN (SUR) ACTION IN APOPTOSIS.

Intrinsic Pathway

by breast cancer reached 14,388 in 2013, with 181
men and 14,206 women1. Despite the high number
of deaths, it is known that the sooner the diagnosis is
made, the better the chances of a good prognosis and
successful treatment outcomes.
However, most chemotherapy agents currently
used in the treatment of breast cancer are extremely toxic and cause long-term side effects, and there
are also therapies that are no longer effective against
certain types of BC. Faced with this situation, the
demand for new therapies and antineoplastic drugs
that are more specific and effective has grown in recent years 4,5.
Lately, the focus has been on the development of
genetic therapies to treat BC, and one of the possibilities of gene therapy involves the use of survivin4.
Survivin (Sur) is the smallest component of the inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP) family, and its importance is due to its specific expression in tumors that
is unique among all human genetic products. Its expression is identified during embryonic and fetal development due to its role in controlling cell division,
and it is also identified in several different types of
human cancers because of its role in inhibiting apoptosis 6. Apoptosis inhibition through Sur is linked to a
negative prognosis and decreased survival in cancer
patients 7.
Given the relevance of the global health problem
caused by breast cancer, the decreased effectiveness
of existing treatments and the alarming number of
people diagnosed with breast cancer each year, the
main objective of this study was to identify the relevance of the role of Sur in the physiopathology of
BC. Therefore, BC and the biomarker Sur will be considered; the role of Sur in the prognosis of BC and
its therapeutic potential in cancer will also be addressed. Figure 1 shows a summary of the relationship between the pro-apoptotic pathway and Sur.

From a pro-apoptotic stimulus coming from the extracellular
medium, cytochrome C is released from the mitochondria
and interacts in the cytosol with the 2’-deoxyadenosine
5’-triphosphate (dATP) molecule, this interaction activates the
apoptotic protease activating factor 1 (APAF1), which in turn
activates caspase 9 and caspase 3 leading to apoptosis. The
DIABLO or dehydrogenase-dependent activator of caspase
(SMAC) is also released by the mitochondria, and its main
functions include the inhibition of apoptosis inhibitory proteins
(IAPs), such as Survivin (Sur). Survivin is known as the smallest of the IAPs and plays an important role in the apoptosis
regulation through direct inhibition of caspase 9.

cancer” AND “prognosis”, and “survivin” AND “metastasis” was performed.
The inclusion criteria chosen for articles in this
review were the presence of the terms above in the
title or in the abstract of the articles; of these, articles that were published between the years 2012 and
2017, which were in English or Portuguese and fully
available for analysis.
RESULTS

A total of 40 articles were obtained, of which 5
were outside the stipulated period, and 5 others did
894
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not address the theme proposed in this study and did
not have Sur as the focus of study. Thus, only 30 articles remained to be analyzed (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE SCHEME OF THE CHOICE
OF ARTICLES.

DISCUSSION

BC is a malignant tumor resulting from the unbridled multiplication of abnormal cells 1, resulting from
some type of genetic mutation, that is installed in the
mammary glands, usually starting in the mammary
ducts (that connect the gland to the nipple) or in the
breast lobules (milk-secreting parts). BC is classified
as invasive and noninvasive. Invasive or infiltrative
carcinoma is one that invades the breast tissues,
and after growing, it infiltrates the skin and pectoral
muscles; its malignant cells can migrate to the lymphatic circulation and reach the armpits and organs,
such as the lungs, bones, brain, among others, a process called metastasis. Noninvasive carcinoma, also
known as carcinoma in situ, is an initial tumor whose
growth has not reached the basal membrane that
separates the ducts and lobules of the breast from
neighboring tissues 8.
In the classification of BC, 15 types are known,
and the most common are: Ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS), Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), Invasive
ductal carcinoma (IDC), Invasive Lobular Carcinoma
(ILC) and Inflammatory Carcinoma of the Breast,
which is an aggressive cancer, but rare. In addition to
the specific types of BC, there are also stages of cancer ranging from 0 to IV, 0 being a non-invasive type
of cancer and IV indicating metastatic cancer 2,3,9. According to Pavlidou et al.7, the risk factors related
to the onset of breast cancer include genetic susceptibility, mutations in moderate-to high-penetration
genes (BRCA1 / 2, PALB2, CHEK2, BRIP1, RAD50,
NSB1 etc.), hormones associated with reproductive
factors such as altered menstrual cycle, birth of firstborn child at an advanced age, use of hormonal therapies, alcohol consumption and type of diet, obesity,
exposure to radiation and atypical hyperplasia of the
mammary gland 7.
According to INCA1 in Brasil (2016), the estimate
of new cases was 57,960. The number of deaths
caused by BC reached 14,388 in 2013, with 181 men
and 14,206 women. The incidence of BC is not common before 35 years of age, and although the incidence is lower in young patients, the prognosis is
worse in most cases, especially in patients under 40
years of age. After this period, cases increase pro895

gressively, especially above 50 years of age 1. However, it is known that the sooner the diagnosis is confirmed, the higher the chances of a good prognosis
and success in the therapeutic course 10.
The most common forms of early diagnosis of BC
include breast examination performed by a physician to check for lumps in the breasts and armpits,
mammography, breast ultrasound, breast tissue biopsy, and magnetic resonance imaging. After confirmation of the presence of breast carcinoma, additional tests and procedures are performed to determine
the stage of cancer, such as a blood test, computed
tomography scan (CT Scan), and positron emission
tomography (PET Scan). Determining the stage of
cancer generates a more correct prognosis and helps
decide the best available treatments 9.
The choice of appropriate BC treatments depends
on the type of carcinoma, its stage, extent, size, and
sensitivity of the malignant cells to hormones, as
well as the overall health status of the patient. Most
patients undergo breast cancer surgery (lumpectomy and/or mastectomy) and receive supplementary
treatments before or after surgery, such as chemotherapy, hormone therapy or radiation 9. However,
BC presents a high risk of recurrence and metastasis. In addition, as is natural for most diseases, this
type of cancer has evolved over time, increasing in
complexity. Even if all of the above treatments are
used, the prognosis of the disease remains poor.
Hence the urgency to seek new therapies and more
effective treatments.
Cancer biomarkers can also be called tumor
markers or biological markers. According to AlmeiREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901
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da et al. 11, tumor markers (or biological markers)
are macromolecules present in the tumor, blood
or other biological fluids and their presence and/or
changes in their concentrations are related to the
genesis and growth of neoplastic cells. In general,
biomarkers are proteins or parts of proteins synthesized in response to cancer, both by the tumor itself
and by the organism 10,11.
Regarding BC, the main biomarkers used in diagnostic or disease progression tests are BRCA 1
and 212, CA 15-3, CA 27-29, Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) or HER1, EGFR2 or HER2, and
estrogen receptors (ER) and progesterone receptors
(PR) present in tumors 11. In recent years, researchers have been searching for new biomarkers in order
to improve early diagnosis and also the sensitivity of
breast cancer prognosis outcome, among these is the
Sur protein.
Sur is a protein belonging to the family of Inhibitors of Apoptosis (IAP), whose main characteristic is
related to the baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR) domains.
Sur corresponds to the baculovirus IPA repeat containing five domains (BIRC5). This protein acts as
an inhibitor of apoptosis and participates in the control of angiogenesis and cell proliferation. Its role
in controlling angiogenesis and cell proliferation is
identified primarily during embryonic and fetal development 13. On the other hand, the protein plays a
role in inhibiting apoptosis by its overexpression in
adult and neoplastic tissues 7, hence its importance
as a new cancer biomarker. Recently, other functions
related to Sur have been discovered, such as its participation in the control of autophagy and immune
system infiltration, in addition to modulation of the
tumor microenvironment 6,7.
Khan et al.6 verified that the various functions
performed by Sur appear to be related to where it is
found. Sur can be found both in the nucleus, where
it plays a role in regulating mitosis, and in the cell
cytosol, where it modulates the inhibition of apoptosis. This molecule is also present in the extracellular
environment in the form of exosomes, in which Sur
is released from neoplastic cells to the tumor microenvironment through small vesicles attached to a
small membrane 14. It is believed that the presence
of Sur in the extracellular environment can increase
the aggressiveness of the tumor and also diminish or
inhibit the effectiveness of cancer treatments 6.
Kennedy et al. 15 in 2003 confirmed the compartmental cellular division of Sur in histological anaREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901

lyzes, in this study tumor cells were collected from
293 cases of primary breast cancer. In this analysis,
176 tumors showed positive staining for Sur versus
117 that did not. Among the Sur positive tumors,
139 expressed the protein in the nuclear region; 91
showed staining only in the cell nucleus and 48 in
both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Another 37 tumors showed the presence of survivin in the cytoplasm only 15.
Like many gene transcription products, Sur features pairing variants in addition to the so-called
wild-type Sur 7. According to Khan et al. 16, wild-type
Sur has anti-apoptotic properties. The Sur-2B variant, in which a 69 bp exon was introduced, has a
pro-apoptotic nature. Sur-ΔEx3 is characterized by
the exclusion of exon 3 and has anti-apoptotic activity. On the other hand, a part of intron 3 was included
in Sur-3B that also has anti-apoptotic activity 16.
The Sur a-2a variant, which is the shortest transcribed Sur, and contains the inclusion of a region
of 197 bp at the 3’ end of intron 2 and also has a
pro-apoptotic function 17. In the same line of study,
Pavlidou et al. 7 present two other variants: Sur-2B
+32 in which a sequence of 32 nucleotides in intron
2 was added to the sequence 2B, and Sur-image (SI)
which consists of a final product of part of the gene
(345 bp), a part of the image gene for eye cancer (155
bp) added to another insertion of 7 bp.
Sur is involved in tumorigenesis through various
mechanisms, including inhibition of apoptosis, regulation of cytokinesis and cell cycle progression, and
involvement in a variety of pathways such as p53,
Wnt, hypoxia, TGF, and Notch signaling pathways16.
However, the major aspect of Sur and its pairing
variants is its role in the inhibition of apoptosis. The
process of programmed cell death is important both
in carcinogenesis and in the treatment of cancer. In
mammals, thus occurs via two routes, the intrinsic
pathway and the extrinsic pathway of apoptosis.
Both pathways are controlled by caspases, and interactions with Sur occur with caspase-3, caspase-7, and
caspase-9. Thus the inhibition of apoptosis via Sur 12.
Knowing the relevance of Sur in the carcinogenic process, it is necessary to understand its role as
a BC biomarker and how its concentrations can be
measured. Khan et al.16 collected sera from 40 BC patients and then compared the results against 10 control patients who were free of the disease five years
post-treatment. Samples were analyzed for the presence of Sur and its pairing variants and exosomes.
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In BC patients, levels of Sur were significantly
higher than levels in the control patient samples. The
amount of Sur and Sur-ΔEx3 were the same in the
evaluated samples. On the other hand, the Sur-2B
variant showed differential expression in the different stages of BC in the patients 17. The latter result
emphasizes the growing importance of the use of Sur
as an early biomarker and the possibility of using its
levels for prognostic determination.
Despite the numerous treatments and diagnostic
tests available for BC, rates of disease recurrence and
mortality still remain alarmingly high due to poor
prognosis as well as delay in diagnosing the disease.
BC prognosis takes into account the type of tumor,
the stage of the disease, the age of the patient, the
general state of health and therapies the patient had
previously undergone 16.
When the patient’s prognosis is discussed, the
terms survival rate and relative survival rate are used
by physicians in order to assist in better understanding the prognosis itself. The survival rate is calculated based on the percentage of patients living at least
five years after the cancer diagnosis and after receiving treatment therapies, without having a recurrence
of the disease or metastasis. On the other hand, the
relative survival rate also takes into account the cancer stage of the patient. Patients with breast cancer
stage 0 or I, in general, have a relative survival rate
close to 100%. For patients in stages II and III, the
rate drops to 93% and 72%, respectively. Stage IV has
the worst relative survival rate of only 22%. However,
each is a particular case and rates are only estimates
and may or may not prove accurate 14.
In most cases, the earlier BC is diagnosed, the
better the patient’s prognosis, hence the importance
of biological biomarkers such as Sur. As Sur is rarely
expressed in healthy adult tissues and was identified
in most cancers, including BC 6, using it as a biomarker also to obtain prognoses could prove to be of
extreme value. In this review, we considered articles
that discussed the role of Sur and its transcript variants in the prognosis of breast cancer, both negative
and positive.
According to Khan et al. 16, supra-regulation of
the Sur is found in some types of cancers, including
breast cancer, and it is possible that it is associated
with an advanced stage, as well as poor prognosis
and low survival rates.
The Sur found in the nucleus of the cell can be
both an indicator of the degree of neoplasia and as897

sociated with a proliferative phenotype, besides correlating with the stage of the tumor and its histological type. In addition to nuclear Sur, the increased
RNA expression of this protein characterizes an independent prognostic marker, coupled with the expression of Sur transcript variants 6.
A study conducted by Lee et al. 18 describes the
relationship between the expression of Sur and the
poor prognosis of BC. In this study, five different
cancer cell lines were evaluated, and the highest expression of Sur was verified in the nucleus of the
cell (57.27% of the cases) with a decreased expression in the cytoplasm. In addition, the MDA-MB-231
strain, whose cells are potentially more metastatic
than cells from other strains, showed a higher expression of predominantly nuclear Sur, since the
presence of the marker in the cytoplasm of this cell
line was lower 18.
Another important finding of the study refers to
the presence of nuclear Sur in cases in which factors
related to tumor progression were identified, such as
tumors larger than 2cm, Tumor, Node, Metastasis
(TNM) staging system from II to III and metastasis
in the lymph nodes. It was verified that tumors larger than 2 cm associated with lymph node metastasis
were related to low survival rate and progression-free
survival (PFS). In addition, more advanced TNM was
positively correlated with worse PFS. Therefore, it
could be inferred that the expression of nuclear Sur
is associated with a negative prognosis for BC patients 18.
Even though a correlation was identified between
nuclear Sur expression and a negative prognosis for
breast neoplasia, the study by Lee et al. 18 failed to
correlate the protein pairing variants with the prognosis. However, this correlation was described in a
review of the literature carried out by Pavlidou et al.7,
in which the Sur transcript variants were evaluated
according to the clinicopathological characteristics
of BC patients and their survival rate.
The Sur-3B variant was confirmed to be anti-apoptotic, which corroborates previous observations of its
elevated expression in breast tumors with mutations
in p53, and was also associated with patients who
presented worse PFS. Sur-ΔEx3 expression has also
been identified in this type of tumor. Some studies
have correlated the presence of this variant with the
increase of the histological grade of the tumor, mainly in ER-negative tumors. On the other hand, Sur-2a
was expressed in low-grade non-invasive tumors,
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901
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probably due to its pro-apoptotic nature. However,
a comparative study between these four studies elucidated the role of Sur-2a and its association with a
worse prognosis for BC patients 7.
Although one of the studies revealed that wildtype Sur, Sur-ΔEx3, and Sur-2B are not associated
with the prognosis of breast carcinoma, other articles confirmed that these variants, together with
survivin-3B and survivin-2A were linked to a worse
prognosis and progression-free survival. Another
study demonstrated that the expression of wild-type
survivin-2A and survivin-3B indicates an even worse
prognosis. Additionally, there was confirmation that
the interaction between the survivin variants might
alter the patient’s prognosis 7.
Specifically regarding the Sur-2B type, an inverse
relationship was determined regarding the amount
of Sur-2B in patients whose lymph nodes were already compromised due to primary breast neoplasia.
This inverse correlation, coupled with the expression
ratio between Sur-2B/wild-type Sur and estrogen receptors, suggests that Sur-2B may play an antagonizing role in wild-type apoptotic inhibition and may be
used to predict patient survival since it is a possible
marker of tumor aggressiveness 7.
Khan et al.16 identified the location of Sur and its
variants in exosomes of BC patients and the expression of the proteins in these vesicles mirrored the
expression patterns in neoplastic cells, suggesting
the possibility of using them as biomarkers. In the
analyzed samples Sur-2B was related to tumor aggressiveness. This variant was found mainly in primary tumors at the early stage of the disease, whereas in higher-grade tumors Sur-2B was expressed in
much lower amounts or absent, as well as in more
far-reaching metastases. It was concluded, therefore, that Sur-2B can be used for early diagnosis and
serves as a positive prognosis for breast cancer 16.
Finally, it could be inferred that to better determine the prognosis of a patient with BC it is imperative to detect the presence of Sur and its variants
both in neoplastic cells and in their exosomes, in addition to considering the interaction between these
proteins. Once identified, expectations are that it will
be possible to distinguish patients with low-grade
neoplasia who do not need more advanced and expensive treatments from patients who are at higher
risk of death and need a more sensitive diagnosis
so that they could be offered more appropriate and
aggressive treatments 17. Only then can the use of
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901

Sur be validated as a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker and possibly as a target for the development
of new therapies.
Pavlidou et al.7 described some ways of treating
Sur and its isoforms as possible anti-cancer therapy
targets, which have been confirmed and updated in
the study by Chen et al. 17. At first, it was thought
that Sur could not become a new target due to the
structural properties that presented an obstacle to
this end. However, indirect mechanisms have been
proposed as strategies for the use of this protein to
increase the cellular response to apoptosis and to inhibit tumor growth, which are inhibition of its transcription, inhibition of post-translational Sur, vaccines based on Sur and gene therapy that introduces
suppressor mutants which act on this protein 7, 17.
Initially, the strategy of the inhibition of the Sur
transcription was used, as were RNA interference
experiments, which can reduce the production of
these proteins and confirm the fact that they are crucial for the survival of the tumor cells 7.
RNA-based therapies involve the use of small interfering RNA (siRNA), antisense oligonucleotides,
microRNA (miRNA) and ribozymes. An example
can be cited involving Sur’s signaling transcriptional target, HA-CD44, which was inhibited by siRNA,
resulting in its decreased expression and the significant loss in the degree of breast neoplastic cell
invasion. The miRNAs play the role of oncogenes
or tumor suppressors, and the miR-203 group is
a direct target in the case of triple-negative cancer
cells. Silencing or deletion of this group has been
proven to suppress tumors in this type of cancer.
Sur antisense oligonucleotides have the function of
suppressing the expression of this protein; for this,
they must reach the target cells through chemically synthesized molecules or vectors, such as YM155
and LY2181308 agents that can inhibit the expression
of all Sur isoforms. Ribozymes are small RNA molecules that break target RNA via endonucleolytic activity. More recent examples such as CUA110 (RZ7)
and c (RZ1) have resulted in decreased Sur levels and
increased caspase-9-dependent apoptosis; however,
in the study of melanoma cells 7, 17.
Regarding Sur inhibition at the post-translational level, we can cite cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)
inhibitors and heat shock proteins (HSP), especially
HSP90 which forms complex with Sur. CDK inhibition by flavopiridol and purvalanol A prevents mitotic phosphorylation of Sur at Thr34 and accelerates
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its degradation, resulting in decreased expression of
this protein and the induction of apoptosis 19.
Inhibition of HSP90, which functions as a molecular chaperone in protein conformation and generates preventive compounds when complexed to Sur,
has been evaluated with the Shepherdin cell antagonist. This antagonist competes with Sur by binding to
HSP90 and induces apoptosis through independent
and caspase-dependent mechanisms. Regarding anticancer activity, Shepherdin also proved to be highly
selective and is, therefore, a potential target for this
type of therapy, since its toxicity in normal fibroblasts was found to be low, and no other side effects
were observed in normal cells 7, 17.
Knowing that Sur also functions as a tumor-associated antigen 7, the evaluation of the immune response against this protein through T lymphocyte
recognition presents a new strategy to develop new
therapies 17. During a search for tumor-associated
antigens, a spontaneous immunogenic response to
the presence of Sur was identified via CD8+ lymphocytes. Based on this information, some vaccines began to be developed, and the suppression of tumor
growth was demonstrated in some types of cancers
without causing significant toxicity. Despite the high
cost of vaccine development, several studies focusing
on vaccines against Sur have already moved on to
Phase II clinical trials. The fourth strategy currently
employed for the use of Sur as a target in anti-cancer
treatment is gene-based therapy. Within this strategy, there are two more promising approaches to inhibit this protein. The first of these is based on the activation of apoptosis in tumor cells transfected with
Sur-containing vectors and the second is the expression of cytotoxic genes mediated by Sur promoters
in tumor cells. The proposed positive aspect in the
use of the gene-editing strategy is that this approach
causes cell death of neoplastic cells associated with
minimal or even no toxic effects on healthy cells 17.
Other uses for Sur as a target for the treatment of
BC include the association between radiotherapy and
Sur, chemotherapy and Sur and improved chemotherapy through the inhibition of its isoforms, such
as treatment with 5-fluoracil+epirubicin+cyclophosphamide and the combination of docetaxel+epirubicin (Tax-Epi) guided by measurements of the levels of
Sur and its variants 7.
Chen et al. 17 verified that the use of siRNA was
considered the most effective for Sur inhibition in
relation to RNA interference molecules. On the oth899

er hand, Wang et al. 20 used the eukaryotic expression vector pIRES2-EGFP-Survivin siRNA to transfer siRNA to the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line, given
the high expression of this protein in this lineage.
It was concluded that the level of Sur was significantly lower in cells transfected with siRNA compared to the control group, which in turn resulted
in decreased MCF-7 proliferation, migration and invasiveness, as well as an increase in the number of
apoptotic cells 20.
The use of siRNA for Sur was also combined with
chemotherapeutic drugs to increase apoptosis and
reverse drug resistance in MCF-7 mammary carcinoma cells, as detailed in the study conducted by Dong
et al. 21. It was concluded that the siRNA effectively
inhibited the Sur expression and increased the degree of cell death induction already caused by paclitaxel and epirubicin, that is, the combination of therapies conferred MCF-7 cells increased sensitivity to
chemotherapeutic drugs and cellular apoptosis 15.
Other studies have focused on the development
of vectors to transfer siRNA to Sur in BC cells. As an
example, the polyethylene glycol-modified chitosan
nanoparticle vector (PEG-CS) has been synthesized
and the results show that PEG-CS is a safe and efficient vector in reducing tumor growth and in the
prevention of metastasis 16. A second vector that
succeeded in the transfer of siRNA was the nanodiamond NDCONH(CH2)2NH-VDGR. This transporter
showed an inhibitory effect on MCF-7 cell proliferation and Sur gene silencing 14. Both transporters have
been suggested as positive additions for use in the
treatment of breast carcinoma targeting Sur.
Three studies found in this review discuss how
the Sur infra-regulation pathway can be affected.
The first one deals with how the use of eugenol, a
natural phenolic compound found in honey and essential oils, can trigger the death of BC cells through
the down-regulation of the E2F1 transcription factor
and its anti-apoptotic target Sur. The down-regulation of E2F1 reduced the levels of Sur and increased
the cytotoxic effect of eugenol on the target cells 4.
The second article discusses the inhibitor and inducer of autophagy SAHA currently being investigated
for use in patients with BC. According to this study,
the infraregulation of Sur is part of the autophagic
role of SAHA, since the inducer causes a decrease in
Sur gene expression, induces acetylation of the protein and also decreases its stability 15. The last study
involves the use of the miR-204 microRNA that tarREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):893-901
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gets Janus kinase 2 (JAK2). However, this study verified that in addition to inhibiting JAK2 kinase, which
suppressed cell viability and induced apoptosis of
neoplastic breast cells, the increase in programmed
cell death was also caused by inhibition of the Sur
pathway 22.
Concerning the Sur inhibition, one study evaluated that the bovine lactoferrin protein (bLf), both
in iron-free form and saturated with the metal, was
classified as an inhibitor of Sur expression and a
modulator of the apoptotic process in BC cells 23. The
last study deals with the Sur inhibitor YM155, whose
inhibition of gene transcription induced caspase-7 activation-dependent autophagy and DNA damage-dependent autophagy in neoplastic breast cells 24.
It is inferred, therefore, that although Sur is not
an enzyme or a cell surface molecule 17 and it presents structural limitations, it is possible to make use
of the several indirect strategies described so that
this protein is included as a new target of BC treatments. Research on Sur continues with the objective
of finding new strategies and ways to add the use of
this protein to existing treatments and increase the
final therapeutic effect 5, 7.
CONCLUSION

The high incidence of BC added to the still high
mortality caused by this disease stimulates the scientific community to look for new diagnostic methods and develop new therapies to improve the current scenario. Early diagnosis of BC saves millions

of lives each year, and an accurate prognosis helps
in determining more effective treatments for each
patient.
Since biomarkers have played a relevant role to
the topics as mentioned earlier, the evaluation of Sur
as a biomarker and a prognostic factor of BC brings
to light new and interesting possibilities for the treatment of mammary carcinoma.
The articles used in this review showed that Sur
is highlighted among the new biomarkers of cancer
and especially for BC. As a prognostic factor, several authors differ as to the positive or negative representation that the expression of the protein and its
variants confer on the patient’s health, but studies
are still being performed in order to reach a more
accurate determination. However, there is no doubt
that researchers around the world are committed to
increasing the possibility and feasibility of using Sur
as the target of new anticancer therapies.
Since this work used limiting criteria, even
though its use made the production of this paper possible, it would be interesting to expand the research
of bibliographic references, since there is still much
content on the subject to be explored. Since BC is a
disease with a high impact on world health, continuing research on the Sur biomarker is essential.
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RESUMO
O câncer de mama (CM) é um dos principais problemas de saúde em todo o mundo. Como o câncer mais comum em mulheres no
mundo e no Brasil, precedido apenas pelo câncer de pele não melanoma, essa neoplasia corresponde a aproximadamente 28% dos
novos casos por ano no país. O CM também afeta homens, embora a incidência corresponda a apenas 1% do total de casos. Atualmente, a maioria dos agentes quimioterápicos utilizados no tratamento do CM são extremamente tóxicos e causam efeitos colaterais
a longo prazo. Há também a necessidade de se obterem diagnósticos mais precoces, prognósticos mais precisos e disponibilizar novas
terapias seletivas e efetivas, a fim de melhorar o cenário atual. Portanto, este trabalho buscou avaliar a importância do biomarcador
Survivina (Sur) em relação ao CM, por meio do detalhamento do papel do Sur como biomarcador, da correlação entre essa proteína
com o prognóstico de pacientes com CM e de um resumo do tratamento terapêutico e das estratégias que visam utilizar a Sur para o
desenvolvimento de novas terapias anticâncer.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Neoplasias da mama. Prognóstico. Metástase neoplásica. Proteínas inibidoras de apoptose.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the epidemiological data and available treatments for fractures secondary to radiotherapy treatment.
METHODS: Identification of publications on pathological skeletal fractures previously exposed to ionizing radiation.
RESULTS: The incidence of fractures after irradiation varies from 1.2% to 25% with a consolidation rate of 33% to 75%, being more
frequent in the ribs, pelvis, and femur. The time elapsed between irradiation and fracture occurs years after radiotherapy. Risk factors
include age above 50 years, female gender, extensive periosteal detachment, circumferential irradiation, tumor size, and anterior thigh
location. The etiology is still uncertain, but cellular disappearance, reduction of bone turnover and activity were observed hematopoietic as possible causes of failure of consolidation.
CONCLUSION: There is no consensus in the literature on the factors related to the development of fractures, with radiation dose, previous

tumor size and periosteal detachment being suggested as potential factors.

KEYWORDS: Fractures, Spontaneous. Fracture Healing. Radiotherapy. Radiation Effects.

INTRODUCTION

Radiotherapy is a therapeutic technique based
on the use of ionizing radiation, commonly used in
cancer treatments. It has been applied as adjuvant
or isolated therapy for the local control of different
types of cancer. Although it is an important therapeutic tool for oncology patients, radiotherapy is not
exempt from adverse effects. Ionizing radiation also
affects the healthy tissues of the body, which may
lead to complications often difficult to solve. Specifically, in the skeletal tissue, it can lead to osteonecro-

DATE OF SUBMISSION:

sis, actinic osteitis, pathological fractures, failure of
consolidation, and osteomyelitis1.
Pathologic fractures after the bone is exposed to
ionizing radiation, although relatively infrequent2,
have challenging treatment due to the high rate of
complications, especially the failure in consolidation
and infection, leading to disastrous functional results3.
The objective of this study is to critically and systematically review the literature available on this
topic. The review will focus on epidemiological data,
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FIGURE 1 - RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING OF
PATHOLOGICAL FRACTURE OF THE RIGHT PROXIMAL
HUMERUS IN PATIENTS WITH UNDIFFERENTIATED
PLEOMORPHIC SARCOMA AFTER TWO YEARS OF
TREATMENT WITH RESECTION AND RADIOTHERAPY.

and SciELO databases. We included in this systematic review articles published in English, Spanish, and
Portuguese. The relevant keywords identified are
shown in Table 1.
After identifying the keywords, they were
searched in the PubMed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed), Lilacs (lilacs.bvsalud.org), and SciELO
(www.scielo.org) databases. The results were classified hierarchically based on the relevance of the
study. Finally, after retrieving the publications, the
search was expanded with the use of the related citations and see all tools, inside the PubMed database.
We also searched for publications in the Ovid Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and the Ovid
Cochrane Database of Controlled Trials.
RESULTS

especially risk factors, as well as the treatments
available for these fractures.
METHODS

This systematic review was conducted by identifying publications about pathological fractures on
skeletons previously exposed to ionizing radiation.
We considered relevant randomized prospective clinical trials, meta-analyses, and systematic reviews of
the literature. We considered less relevant studies
with case series and case reports.
The search began by determining the keywords,
after formulating the structured question. The keywords were determined based on the PubMed, Lilacs,

We did not identify in the PubMed, Cochrane, LILACS, and SciELO databases relevant publications
that include randomized prospective clinical trials,
meta-analyses, and systematic reviews of the literature. All publications retrieved are of lesser importance, including case series and case reports.
We retrieved 38 publications in English, from the
PubMed database, in humans4-25. We did not identify
any publications on the subject in the Lilacs and SciELO platforms. Table 2 shows the number of articles
retrieved for each combination of keywords.
These studies were ranked based on the number
of patients included in the study. We also identified
nine experimental studies performed on animals.
DISCUSSION

Radiotherapy, despite its important adjuvant
effect in the treatment of cancer and even of some
noncancerous lesions, is not devoid of complications.
In the skeleton, its deleterious effect can lead to fractures, delay of consolidation, osteonecrosis, complications of the operative wound and, when performed
on children, physeal growth disorders2.

TABLE 1 - KEYWORDS IDENTIFIED IN PORTUGUESE, SPANISH, AND ENGLISH.
Portuguese

Spanish

English [MeSH Terms]

Fraturas espontâneas

Fracturas Espontáneas

Fractures, Spontaneous

Consolidação da fratura

Curación de Fractura

Fracture Healing

Radioterapia

Radioterapia

Radiotherapy

Efeitos de radiação

Efectos de la Radiación

Radiation Effects
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FIGURE 2 - RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING OF ACTINIC OSTEONECROSIS IN THE LEFT HIP BONE OF A PATIENT AFTER
RADIOTHERAPY.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

The fractures, despite being relatively infrequent,
have high rates of complications. The incidence of
fractures after irradiation varies from 1.2% to 25%2629
. In most publications, the incidence is approximately 3%. However, fractures are difficult to treat.

The consolidation ratio ranges from 33% to 75%.
When it evolves to a consolidation failure, a secondary infection is often present. Of these, 43% required
amputation to resolve the complication.
The fractures can occur in any bone previously irra-

TABLE 2 - FREQUENCY OF RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS FOR THE COMBINATION OF KEYWORDS OBTAINED FROM
THE PUBMED DATABASE.
“Fracture Healing”[Mesh]

“Radiation Effects”[Mesh]

12 results

“Fractures, Spontaneous”[Mesh]

“Radiation Effects”[Mesh]

81 results

“Fractures, Spontaneous”[Mesh]

“Radiotherapy”[Mesh]

163 results

“Fractura Healing”[Mesh]

“Radiotherapy”[Mesh]

10 results

TABLE 3 - FREQUENCY OF COMPLICATIONS FROM RADIOTHERAPY.
Complication

Frequency

Fractures

1.2% to 25%

Delay of consolidation

>45%

Osteonecrosis

15%

Complications of the operative wound

10% to 28%

Physeal growth disorders

60%

REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):902-908
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CHART 1 - FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION AND
INCLUSION IN THE STUDY

TABLE 4 - RISK FACTORS FOR PATHOLOGIC
FRACTURES AFTER RADIOTHERAPY.
Age over 50 years.
Female gender.
Location of the fracture: ribs, pelvis, and femur.
Tumor size: larger size, greater frequency.
Periosteal detachment.
Circumferential femoral irradiation.

diated. They are more frequent in the ribs, in patients
irradiated for treating breast cancer, on the pelvis, in
patients treated for cancer in abdominal and pelvic organs11,30,31 and in the femurs, and in patients treated
for soft tissue sarcomas. Of these fractures, those that
have a greater functional impact are the femoral ones,
because they require surgical treatment and lead to
greater mechanic repercussions.
Several studies seek to relate pathological fractures after radiotherapy and risk factors. After evaluating 89 patients with soft tissue sarcomas of the
thigh treated with surgical resection and radiotherapy, Blaes et al.1 identified as risk factors the periosteal detachment performed at the moment of the tumor resection, the circumferential irradiation of the
femur, and tumors located in the anterior compartment of the thigh. Other factors such as age, gender,
905

radiation dose, association with chemotherapy, extension of the irradiation field, and histology showed
no association with femoral fractures. An important
aspect of the study was the follow-up time. The time
elapsed between the irradiation and the fracture was
very relevant since the fracture occurs many years
after radiotherapy.
Gortzak et al.29, in a study with 22 patients who
presented pathologic fracture of the femur from 101
patients treated using the association of surgery and
radiotherapy for thigh sarcomas, identified as risk
factors age, female gender, tumor location in the
anterior compartment of the thigh, the tumor size,
dose of radiation used and degree of periosteal detachment.
In their publication, which evaluated risk factors
for pathologic fractures, Lin et al.27 observed no relevance of the dose of radiation employed in the treatment to the occurrence of a fracture. The relevant
factor observed in their study was the periosteal detachment during the surgical treatment. On the other hand, Holt et al.32, in spite of its small case series,
found evidence that a high dose of radiotherapy, defined as between 60 and 66 Gy, was statistically more
dangerous as a risk factor that a low dose, defined as
50 Gy.
Therefore, there is no consensus in the literature
about which risk factors are really related to the fractures after radiotherapy treatments. Table 4 lists the
risk factors observed with greater frequency in the
largest series of cases published in the literature.
ETIOLOGY

Some studies have tried to explain the reason
why fractures in irradiated bones have greater consolidation difficulty. These studies are experimental
and use animals, particularly rats.
In an experimental study after femoral exposure,
radiotherapy at a dose of 18 Gy and fracture in rats,
Nicholls et al.33 observed the evolution toward consolidation failure when examining the femurs in micro-CT. The images showed an absence of callus formation, with a production deficiency of the osteoid
and chondroid matrix. However, they did not evaluate the cellularity of the sample.
In a classical publication on the topic, Maeda et
al.34 demonstrated, in an experimental study in rats,
the histological evolution of an irradiated bone, not
fractured. Over the first two weeks, there is a disapREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):902-908
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pearance of bone cells, a reduction of bone turnover
and of hematopoietic activity, without biomechanical
repercussion. Between six and 18 weeks, histological
changes are maintained, with a gradual increase in
bone resorption, reduced cortical thickness, and increased bone porosity. After 18 weeks, they observed
the gradual improvement of bone porosity and of the
number of osteocytes, and increased periosteal bone
formation, leading the bone tissue to the physiological state.
By evaluating the effectiveness of the use of amifostine for preventing the death of osteocytes in rat
jaws irradiated and fractured, Donneys et al.35 observed a decreased number of osteocytes in the fracture and increased gaps in the matrix. These findings
demonstrate that the cell death of osteocytes at the
site of irradiation where the fracture is located is
greater than when the fracture occurs in non-irradiated bones. This same study showed an inability
of the bone tissue to produce a new matrix after the
fracture in a bone exposed to ionizing radiation.
Generally, we classify failures of consolidation as
vascular and avascular. This differentiation indicates
the presence or absence of biological stimulus to bone
consolidation. The studies on the subject demonstrate the biological effect of ionizing radiation on
normal bones, showing the death of osteocytes and
the tissue inability to regenerate, perhaps due to cell
deficiency at the fracture site. The scientific literature lacks data on vascularization of the fracture site
in irradiated bone tissue, because the typical fracture
is repopulated by cells from neovascularization, and
this detail needs more in-depth studies.
TREATMENT OF PATHOLOGIC FRACTURES
AFTER RADIOTHERAPY

Some publications address the prevention of
fractures after radiotherapy, especially in cases that
include thigh tumors. In their study assessing risk
factors for pathologic femoral fractures after treatments for thigh sarcomas, Gortzak et al.29 suggest
intramedullary nailing for patients who meet the criteria for risk of fracture.
In a publication with 22 patients victims of a
pathologic fracture after radiotherapy, Sternheim
et al.3 demonstrated a high degree of failure after
femoral intramedullary nailing. They reported 86%
of complications, of which 82% were failures of consolidation. Of the 22 patients, five presented failure
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):902-908

of synthesis material after pseudoarthrosis and two
had infected pseudoarthrosis.
Primary arthroplasty as a treatment for pathologic fractures after radiotherapy is defended for injuries on some specific locations. Kim et al.2 published
36 patients with femoral fractures. Of these, 30 were
diaphyseal fractures and 06 trochanteric fractures.
Of the 36 fractures, 6 were treated with primary arthroplasty and 30 with osteosynthesis. The patients
submitted to osteosynthesis had more complications
and need for reoperation with greater frequency
than those submitted to arthroplasty. The authors
suggest further investigation of primary arthroplasty
as a treatment for pathologic femoral fractures after
radiotherapy.
In view of the high rate of complication of the
treatment of fractures after radiotherapy, some authors suggest the introduction of factors that can
collaborate with the consolidation. Duffy et al.36
treated 17 patients with 18 femoral fractures after
radiotherapy, with vascularized fibular graft associated with an autologous graft. They reported consolidation in 16 patients in an average time of 9.4
months. These results were not replicated in other
studies2.
In an experimental study on rats, Nicholls et
37
al. assessed the effectiveness of the morphogenetic protein 7 (BMP7, OP-1) in the consolidation of
fractures after radiotherapy. They did not observe
the effectiveness of the protein in the consolidation
of fractures.
In another study on rats, Donneys et al.35 demonstrated that Amifostine is effective to prevent the
death of osteocytes at the site of fracture of femurs
exposed to ionizing radiation. This is a drug developed to prevent febrile neutropenia in patients undergoing chemotherapy treatment because it seems
to have a cytoprotective activity. There are no studies
proving its effectiveness in human bone tissue.
This systematic review could not determine a
safe and effective therapeutic method for pathologic
fractures secondary to radiotherapy.
CONCLUSION

There are studies in the literature relevant to the
topic. All publications relating to the subject consist
of case reports and case series, or experimental trials
on rats.
Due to the absence of relevant studies, there is
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no consensus in the literature evaluated on factors
related to the development of fractures. The dose of
radiation, previous size of the tumor, and the periosteal detachment are suggested as potential factors.

The treatment is difficult and with high rates of
non-consolidation.
Conflict of interest: The authors declare there are
no conflicts of interest in the present

RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Avaliar dados epidemiológicos e tratamentos disponíveis para fraturas secundárias ao tratamento radioterápico.
MÉTODOS: Identificação de publicações sobre as fraturas patológicas ocorridas em esqueleto previamente exposto à radiação ionizante.
RESULTADOS: A incidência de fraturas após irradiação varia de 1,2% a 25% com taxa de consolidação de 33% a 75%, sendo mais frequente em costelas, pelve e fêmur. O tempo decorrido entre a irradiação e a fratura ocorre anos após a radioterapia. Os fatores de
risco incluem idade acima de 50 anos, sexo feminino, descolamento periosteal extenso, irradiação circunferencial, tamanho do tumor
e localização anterior na coxa. A etiologia ainda é incerta, mas foram observados desaparecimento celular, redução do turnover ósseo
e da atividade hematopoiética como possíveis causas da falha de consolidação.
CONCLUSÃO: Não

há consenso na literatura avaliada sobre os fatores relacionados ao desenvolvimento de fraturas, sendo a dose de
radiação, o tamanho prévio do tumor e o descolamento periosteal sugeridos como fatores potenciais.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Fraturas espontâneas. Consolidação da fratura. Radioterapia. Efeitos de radiação.
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION: The Zika virus (ZIKV) is an arbovirus isolated for the first time in 1947 and transmitted to humans by the Aedes aegypti
mosquito. In Brasil, it was first detected in May 2015. Since then, ZIKV has been identified as the etiological agent of acute exanthematous disease in Brasil, and Neuropediatricians of the Recife warned about an epidemic of microcephaly, and the Brazilian Ministry of
Health confirmed the association between ZIKV and Congenital malformations and neurological syndromes. The eye, as an extension
of the developing brain, has been examined in patients with microcephaly and maternal history of ZIKV infection.

METHODS: Twenty newborn patients with microcephaly, whose mothers had presumed Zika virus during pregnancy, were analyzed
through medical records. The nonparametric chi-square statistic was used to verify the association between head circumference and
ocular alteration at a significance level of 0.0001.

RESULTS: The significance of P = 0.000 in the value of non-parametric chi-square statistics was lower than the value of α = 0.0001,
demonstrating that, at a level of 0.0001, there is an association between head circumference and ocular alteration.

CONCLUSION: Although the knowledge of the natural evolution of the disease is still scarce, the current evidence is strong enough to
establish a causal relationship between ZIKV infection during pregnancy and the increased incidence of the microcephaly and serious
eye alterations that lead to the severe lower vision of these children.
KEYWORDS: Zika virus. Pregnancy. Microcephaly. Eye manifestations.

The Zika virus is an arbovirus that was isolated
for the first time in non-human primates in Uganda,
in the Zika forest, in 1947, through a network for sylvatic yellow fever monitoring, and is transmitted to
humans through the bite of Aedes aegypti. In Brasil,
it was first identified by molecular biology in May
2015, and since then, his presence was confirmed in
18 Brazilian states, initially in the Northeast region1-3.

DATE OF SUBMISSION:

Since then, the Zika virus (ZIKV) was identified
as the etiologic agent of the acute exanthematous
disease in Brasil, and from October of the same
year, neuropediatricians in Recife (Pernambuco)
warned about an epidemic of microcephaly with
peculiar radiographic changes suggestive of congenital infection4. The Ministry of Health of Brasil
confirmed the relationship between the Zika virus
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and microcephaly and issued an epidemiological
alert about the association between the viral infection, congenital malformations, and neurological
syndromes1.5.
Microcephaly is not a disease in itself, but a sign
of destruction or deficit of brain growth, with a congenital malformation defined as a head much smaller in size than those of other babies of the same age
and sex4.6.
The sequelae of microcephaly depend on its etiology and the age at which the event occurred, the earlier the infection, the more serious are the anomalies
of the central nervous system (CNS) 4.6.
The eye, as an extension of the developing brain,
has been examined in patients with microcephaly
and a maternal history of infection by Zika virus. In
55% of patients with Zika virus infection, in the 20152016 Brazilian epidemic, there were central anomalies in the retina and other ocular alterations4,7-11.
These neurodevelopmental defects, associated with
Zika infections, are grouped into what is called Zika
virus syndrome12.
The retinal changes caused by Zika virus infection usually involve the macula, with injuries ranging from mild pigmentation alterations to retinal atrophy13-16.
The present study describes the profile of children with microcephaly, born in a maternity hospital
of reference in João Pessoa, whose mothers presumably had a Zika infection during pregnancy, and the
association between ocular alterations and head circumference, in addition to a review of the literature
on the subject.

METHODS

We analyzed, by means of a medical chart, 20
newborn patients with microcephaly, whose mothers presumably had a Zika virus infection during
pregnancy. This study was carried out in a maternity
hospital of reference in Grande João Pessoa-PB, and
we also performed a bibliographic search in the SciELO, Lilacs, and Medline databases.
The data analysis was performed from the descriptive statistics, with mean, standard deviation,
median, amplitude, confidence interval, minimum
and maximum values for the continuous variable of
head circumference. The nonparametric Chi-square
statistics were used to verify the association between
head circumference and ocular alteration, at a significance level of 0.0001. The data were tabulated and
analyzed using SPSS software (Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences).
RESULTS

Of the 20 newborns whose medical records were
analyzed, 10 were males and 10 females, all born
at term, with gestational age ranging from 37 to
40 weeks and an average weight of 2.649 kg. Most
mothers, around 70% (14 mothers), reported the
presence of a rash during pregnancy, suggesting that
they might have been affected by Zika virus in the
gestational period.
Of these, 11 reported it during the first trimester
of pregnancy, and three in the second trimester. The
head circumference ranged from 27 cm to 31.5 cm at
birth, with an average of 29.5 cm.

FIGURE 1 - MACULAR CHORIORETINAL ATROPHY IN BOTH EYES OF A PATIENT; THE LARGER LESION IN LOCATED
ON THE LEFT EYE (LE).
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):909-913
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In relation to the imaging exams, all children had
an ultrasound after birth, in which neurological abnormalities were observed suggesting an intrauterine infection. Of these, the most frequent was ventriculomegaly/hydrocephalus in 75% of the patients,
followed by brain calcifications in 55% of them. Other
changes found were cerebral hemorrhage and brain
alterations, such as lissencephaly and pachygyria.
In relation to the ocular effects, these were observed in 70% of the patients, and macular atrophy
was the most frequent (30%) (Figure 1). The ocular
alterations found ranged from normality to paleness
and hypoplasia of the optic nerve, dispersion of retinal pigment epithelium in the macular region and
chorioretinal macular atrophy (Figure 2).
According to the data in Table 1, the mean head
circumference is of 29.55 cm, with a positive or negative variation of 1.54. The minimum value observed
for the head circumference was 27 and the maximum 32. The amplitude of the head circumference,
i.e., the difference between the highest and lowest
values was 5.
The significance level of P=0.000 in the non-parametric chi-square statistic value was less than α =
0.0001, showing that P<α; thus, we can conclude
that, at a 0.0001 level, there is an association between the head circumference and ocular alteration.
DISCUSSION

It is known that the intrauterine period is a critical stage for the growth and development of fetal
organs and tissues and that injuries suffered during
this stage interfere with this process. Pregnant wom-

TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTIVE AND INFERENTIAL STATISTICS
OF THE HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE.
Average

29.5500

Confidence interval of 95% for the
mean: Higher threshold

Lower threshold

28.8301

30.2699

Median

29.5000

Standard deviation

1.53811

Minimum

27.00

Maximum

32.00

Range
Chi-square - Sig. Assin. (2 tailed)

5.00
0.000*

P<0.0001*

en, when infected by teratogenic etiologic agents,
such as toxoplasmosis, rubella, cytomegalovirus,
herpes, and syphilis, can transmit them vertically. In
Brasil, the event of the epidemic of microcephaly simultaneous with the widespread Zika virus infection
meant that, for the first time, a possible causal association between arbovirus infections and congenital malformations was reported and, subsequently,
confirmed1.
Even though the knowledge about the natural
evolution of the disease and its pathogenesis is still
scarce, the current evidence is strong enough to establish a causal relationship between a Zika virus
infection during pregnancy, particularly in the first
trimester and not necessarily symptomatic, and the
increased incidence of abortions, stillbirths, and early mortality, in addition to microcephaly and severe
ocular alterations that lead to severe low vision of
these children4.
The knowledge of the ocular effects of the Zika
virus syndrome is based on a series of cases by many

FIGURE 2 - DISPERSION OF PIGMENT EPITHELIUM IN THE MACULAR REGION OF BOTH EYES OF A NEWBORN.
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researchers, including the study group on Zika virus,
which proposes to carry out ophthalmologic evaluations, not only of newborns with clinical and/or
laboratory evidence of ZIKV, but also of apparently
healthy children whose mothers had laboratory evidence of ZIKV infection during pregnancy or even
suspected cases in endemic areas3.17.
In a case study carried out in Recife-PE, three
cases of intrauterine Zika virus infection were reported, detected using a funduscopy exam of the
eyes, macroscopic macular pigment, and macular
chorioretinal atrophy5. In another study, 15 patients who had macular abnormalities were also described, but these have not been reported in other
outbreaks of Zika virus worldwide2. Changes in the
optic nerve were also observed, such as hypoplasia,
paleness and an increased excavation of the optical
disk2,5,18,19.
A study conducted in Colombia and Venezuela,
which evaluated 43 patients between October 2015
and June 2016, showed that 12% of the cases of congenital Zika with microcephaly had anomalies of the
anterior segment of the eye and 88% presented macular and optic nerve abnormalities. The visual sequelae of theses ophthalmic effects remain unknown20.
The physiopathology of the injuries presented by
these infants may be related to the virus or the inflammatory response. This can result in serious brain findings (abnormal development and brain calcification),
as well as ocular lesions2,3,5,19. The association between
head circumference and ocular alterations observed in
this study is supported by Ventura et al.21.
It is still unknown whether the ocular alterations

are directly related to the effect of the ZIKV infection,
microcephaly, or both. Additional studies are needed
for a better understanding of this issue20.
The retinal changes caused by Zika virus infection usually involve the macula, with injuries ranging from mild pigmentation alterations to retinal atrophy13-16,19.
These exams are important both to obtain a better understanding of the disease, but also to plan
strategies for visual rehabilitation in order to improve cognitive aspects17.18. Multicenter prospective
studies are necessary because it will provide important data about the natural course of the disease,
which will contribute to the creation of guidelines
relating to the diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up
for the rehabilitation and eye care of newborns with
Zika virus syndrome.
The perspective of this study is to corroborate
other articles in relation to the existing association
between Zika, microcephaly, and ocular changes, in
addition to contributing with public health policies
and social measures aimed at encouraging that all
newborns of mothers who presumably had a Zika
infection go through ophthalmologic screenings, for
early visual stimulation, in order to minimize the
dependencies and the social effects caused by these
changes in patients affected. In addition, this work
emphasizes to the authorities that there is a need for
more public and private investment for the better understanding of the disease, since the lack of financial
resources for research is a key limiting factor in this
process, with an impact on public health in Brasil
and worldwide.

RESUMO:
INTRODUÇÃO: O vírus Zika (ZIKV) é um arbovírus isolado pela primeira vez no ano de 1947, sendo transmitido para o homem pelo
mosquito Aedes aegypti. No Brasil foi detectado pela primeira vez em maio de 2015. Desde então, ZIKV foi identificado como o
agente etiológico da doença exantemática aguda no Brasil, e neuropediatras do Recife deram o sinal de alerta sobre uma epidemia
de microcefalia, tendo o Ministério da Saúde do Brasil confirmado a associação entre ZIKV e malformações congênitas e síndromes
neurológicas. O olho, sendo uma extensão do cérebro em desenvolvimento, tem sido examinado em pacientes com microcefalia e
história materna de infecção por ZIKV.

Foram analisados, por meio de prontuário médico, 20 pacientes recém-nascidos, portadores de microcefalia, cujas mães
tiveram presumidamente Zika vírus durante a gestação. A estatística não paramétrica Qui-Quadrado foi utilizada para verificar a
associação entre perímetro cefálico e alteração ocular, no nível de significância de 0,0001.

MÉTODO:

RESULTADOS: A

significância de P=0,000 no valor da estatística não paramétrica de Qui-Quadrado foi menor do que o valor de α =
0,0001, demonstrando que podemos afirmar que, em um nível de 0,0001, há uma associação entre o perímetro cefálico e a alteração
ocular.

CONCLUSÃO: Apesar

de ainda serem escassos os conhecimentos sobre a evolução natural da doença, as evidências atuais são fortes o
suficiente para estabelecermos a relação causal entre a infecção pelo ZIKV durante a gravidez e o aumento da frequência da microcefalia e alterações oculares graves que levam à baixa severa da visão dessas crianças.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Zika vírus. Gravidez. Microcefalia. Manifestações oculares.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: The objective of this review was to investigate the epidemiology of Fulminant Acute Hepatitis in Latin America and the
Caribbean and identify possible measures aimed at a better understanding and improvement of patient support.
METHODS: We used 3 different researchers to investigate the topic of Fulminant Acute Hepatitis in pediatrics in papers published by
Latin American and Caribbean authors in the PubMed and SciELO databases from 2000 to 2016.

RESULTS: We found 2,879 articles in the databases searched. After selecting and excluding articles according to the study protocol, 68
remaining studies were obtained for analysis. A total of 1,265 cases of acute fulminant hepatitis were detected, with a predominance
of females (42.9%), followed by males (39.4%), with no description of sex in 17.7% of the cases. The main cause was viral hepatitis,
representing 45.1% of the cases. The hepatitis A virus was responsible for 34.7% of the total cases and 76.9% of the infectious causes.
Of the total number of patients, 26.9% were described as idiopathic, and 11.5% had no cause.

The preventable causes of Fulminant Acute Hepatitis include hepatitis viruses - primarily the hepatitis A virus - and
poisoning. Active vaccination, basic sanitation, and public awareness can reduce the number of patients and, consequently, the costs
of liver transplantation due to these causes.

CONCLUSION:

KEYWORDS: Hepatitis. Viral hepatitis vaccines. Liver transplantation. Review.

INTRODUCTION

Fulminant Acute Hepatitis (FAH) is a serious
and dynamic clinical syndrome characterized by the
quick worsening of hepatic function in patients without a history of liver disease.1.2 Both the epidemiology and etiology of FAH are little known, especially
in pediatrics. It has several causes, the main ones being acetaminophen poisoning, infections (especially
DATE OF SUBMISSION:

viral ones), metabolic diseases, autoimmune diseases, among others.
The interval between the onset of symptoms and
hepatic encephalopathy has determined different
definitions for FAH.2.3 Although these definitions
may differ in some clinical aspects, in clinical practice, they are usually not used. Actually, hepatic en-
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Caribbean and identify possible measures aiming at
a better understanding and the improvement of the
patient support.

cephalopathy (HE) can be subtle in pediatric patients
with FAH or may not even manifest until the end
stage of the disease, which makes it not essential for
the clinical diagnosis.
It is estimated that spontaneous recovery occurs
in only 15-20% of patients with HE4 and that FAH
is responsible for 10-15% of all pediatric liver transplants.5 Due to the absence of therapies that effectively restore hepatocyte function or promote its regeneration, the support treatment is one of the few
options before liver transplantation.6.7 The prognosis
is determined based on the complications caused by
acute liver failure (ALF), including cerebral edema,
sepsis, and multiple organ dysfunction.
Considering the great heterogeneity of causes,
the few possibilities of effective treatments after
the IHA and the frequent complications from HAF,
preventive measures are still the primary means of
reducing morbidity and mortality.8 In this context,
the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean
comprise a list of countries with low to medium
Human Development Index, and preventive measures about FAH could be implemented to reduce
its incidence.9
The objective of this review was to investigate
the epidemiology of FAH in Latin America and the

METHODS

For the selection of the articles analyzed in this
review, the PubMed and SciELO databases were
searched by three different researchers (JCJ, RT, and
FC), as shown in Figure 1.
We included studies of the following modalities: prospective or retrospective cohort, papers of
systematic and non-systematic review and clinical
trials, case reports, and case series containing a description of patients with HAF with a maximum age
of 18 years. Only studies available in Portuguese,
English, or Spanish were considered.
In the search mechanisms, the following terms
were used: acute OR fulminant AND liver OR hepatic
AND failure in the PubMed database and acute liver
failure/falla hepática aguda in the SciELO database.
We used three filters: for languages (English, Portuguese and Spanish), age (pediatrics), and date of the
study (from 2000 up to 2016). All references were
checked to decrease the possibility of excluding any
relevant studies.

TABLE 1 - DISTRIBUTION OF INFECTIOUS FAH PER COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.
Infectious causes

915

Brasil

Argentina

Chile

Cuba

Others

Total

%

Hepatitis A

99

268

61

0

11

439

76.9

Hepatitis B

26

2

2

0

0

30

5.3

Hepatitis C

0

0

0

1

0

1

0.2

Hepatitis D

5

0

0

0

0

5

0.9

Hepatitis E

2

35

0

0

1

38

6.7

Hepatitis A + C

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.2

Hepatitis A + B

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.2

Hepatitis B + D

8

0

0

0

0

8

1.4

Chronic Hepatitis B + C

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.2

Chronic Hepatitis B + D

6

0

0

0

0

6

1.1

Viral Hepatitis, untyped

0

0

7

0

0

7

1.2

Yellow Fever

13

0

0

0

0

13

2.3

Leptospirosis

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.2

Rubella

2

0

0

0

0

2

0.4

Parvovirus B19

0

0

2

0

0

2

0.4

Dengue

0

0

0

1

0

1

0.2

Schistosomiasis

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.2

Herpes

1

0

0

2

0

3

0.5

CMV

0

0

0

8

0

8

1.4

EBV

0

1

1

1

0

3

0.5

TOTAL

145

306

73

13

12

571

100.0
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FIGURE 1 - FLOWCHART OF THE SEARCH ON PUBMED AND SCIELO DATABASES.

Database
Pubmed

Selection

Identification

Database
2771 papers

168 papers

10:35
papers

Papers excluded
- Adult (10)
- Not LATAN (2)
- Experimental (0)
- Unrelated
to the subject (8)

RAT:43
papers

Papers excluded
- Adult (8)
- Not LATAN (0)
- Experimental (3)
- Unrelated
to the subject (17)

JCJ :86
papers

FC:4O
papers

Papers excluded
- Adult (6)
- Not LATAN (0)
- Experimental (2)
- Unrelated
to the subject (17)

Papers excluded
- Adult (10)
- Not LATAN:(7)
- Experimental (3)
- Unrelated
to the subject (21)

RAT: 94
papers

FC:65
papers

Papers excluded
- Adult(16)
- Not LATAN (1)
- Experimental (3)
- Unrelated
to the subject (27)

Papers excluded
- Adult (20)
- Not LATAN (0)
- Experimental (1)
- Unrelated
to the subject (8)
- No abstract (2)

67 papers

26 papers

Eligibility

93 papers

Included

Papers excluded:
- Duplicates (9)
- Unrelated to the
subject (16)

We adopted the following exclusion criteria: duplicate studies, editorials in journals, book chapters,
papers retrieved by the search terms but which no
relation to the subject of the review, studies in adult
patients, experimental studies, and articles not related to the Latin America and Caribbean regions.
The data obtained were entered into tables, and
the sum of the columns and the averages were calculated. The chi-square test and the Student’s t-test
were used for statistical analysis.
RESULTS

We found 2,879 articles in the databases searched.
After the initial selection, we evaluated the titles or
REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):914-921

68 papers

abstracts and removed 2,785 papers based on the exclusion criteria; a total of 92 publications were left
for evaluation. After further verification, we excluded another 24 articles (8 duplicates and 16 not related to the topic of the study). As a result, there were
68 remaining studies for analysis.10-77
Of the studies analyzed, 34 were published in international journals and 34 in national journals of
their respective countries. In total, we evaluated FAH
1,265 cases, with a predominance in females (42.9%),
followed by males (39.4%); in 17.7% of cases, there
was no description of sex.
The virus, especially those of hepatitis, were the
main causes for ALF, in 45.1% of the cases. The hepatitis A virus was responsible for 34.7% of the total
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number of cases and 76.9% of infectious causes. Other viruses such as parvovirus, herpes, cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr, dengue, and rubella were also
described. Of the total of patients, 340 (26.9%) were
described as idiopathic, and 145 (11.5%) had no cause
described. Table 1 shows the distribution of infectious HAF per country of origin.
We found 62 cases (4.9%) of autoimmune diseases, and poisoning accounted for 3.4% of cases, the
most common being poisoning by fireworks (27.9%),

followed by the use of isoniazid (16.3%). Paracetamol
was reported in only 0.2% of all cases of ALF and in
4.6% of the drug causes.
The countries that had the most published articles on FAH were Brasil (30.4%), Chile (24.3%), and
Argentina (18.8%). Reports were also found from the
following countries: Peru, Uruguay, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Mexico, and Cuba.
Other data found also refers to the number of
deaths and transplant patients. There were a total of

TABLE 2 - MAIN ALF STUDIES IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN.
Author/
Country

Objective

Intervention

Controls

Sample

Results

Moreira-Silva
et al.10, 2002,
Brasil

Description of
a series of ALF
cases in children

None

Evaluated biochemical and serological
tests of patients

46 patients

38 patients with hepatitis A; 2 cases with hepatitis B, and 6 cases with no diagnosis; mortality
of 50%

Uribe et al.39,
2005, Chile

Analysis of
epidemiology and
outcomes of LT in
ALF in Chile

LT in patients
from the waiting
list for liver
transplantation
in the country

Use of steroids,
42 patients, 27
cyclosporine, and
submitted to LT
azathioprine, with the
use of mycophenolate, and tacrolimus in
some cases.

27 patients with LT: 13 females; 1 male; 10 with
hepatitis A; 3 autoimmune; 12 cryptogenic;
7 died after LT, with 3 unsuccessful retransplantations; 20 patients were discharged
with 5-year follow up after the procedure and
survived

Cuarterolo et
al.40, 2005,
Argentina

The child evolution during the
first year after LT

All patients
received cyclosporine

Periodic examinations 143 patients
during the first year
after LT

Of the 143 patients, 14 needed retransplantations

Ciocca et al.33,
2008, Argentina

Study the etiology, outcome,
and prognosis in
children with ALF

None

Patient follow up until 215 patients, but 128 patients with hepatitis A, 68 indetermihospital discharge,
only 210 with
nate, and 13 of other causes; 59 survived with
death, or LT
medical records hospital discharge and no LT; 61 died and 90
received LT

Ferreira et al.31;
2008; Brasil

Retrospective report of the last 10
years of children
with ALF due to
hepatitis A

None

Evaluated biochemical and serological
tests of all patients

33 patients

13 patients were positive for hepatitis A, 11 had
no cause determined, 1 had a spontaneous
recovery, 5 died before LT, 7 underwent LT with
total survival after of 4 patients (1 with no LT
and 3 without after LT)

Roque et al.61,
2009, Chile

Report the
LT
experience of a LT
center

Evaluated biochemical and serological
tests of all patients

8 patients
underwent LT
between 1997
and 2008

5 patients received LT from a dead donor; 5
female patients; 3 had kidney failure, with 2
deaths among the 8 patients

Sotelo et al.53,
2009, México

Description
of early use in
patients with
ALF secondary to
hepatitis A

Treatment
with N-Acetyl
Cysteine for
patients with
ALF secondary
to hepatitis A

Clinical symptoms
12 patients
and biochemical tests. with ALF, of 72
patients with
hepatitis A

6 males; 6 females - 9 patients received oral
treatment and 3 through nasogastric intubation. Average treatment for 15 days, with one
case needing more 15 days

Uribe et al.16,
2013, Chile

Analysis of
epidemiology and
outcomes of LT
in ALF

LT in patients
from the waiting
list for LT in the
country

Hospital protocol of
immunosuppression
regimen

189 patients

230 LT performed; ALF etiology was unknown
in 50% of cases; 68% of the patients had 10year survival, with 90% in the last 3 years

Silverio et al.13,
2015, Cuba

Describe the outcome of children
with ALF in Cuba

None

Evaluated biochemical and serological
tests of all patients

31 patients

61% of the cases were infectious, 41% by cytomegalovirus; spontaneous recovery in 48% of
cases (15); only 3 received LT and 13 died

Living and dead
donor LT in ALF
patients

Clinical symptoms
115 patients
and biochemical tests.

Tannuri et al. 77, Results of LT
2016, Brasil
before and after
living donor LT
became possible,
starting in 2007

48 of the 115 patients with LT indication before
the institution started performing living donor
transplantation, 67 after; 48% mortality after
LT, with greater incidence in patients who
received LT from a dead donor, 64.3% before
2007 and 50% after; 45% with undefined
etiology

ALF: Acute Liver Failure; LT: Liver Transplantation.
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326 deaths reported (25.8% of cases) and 634 transplant patients (50.1% of cases).
The main studies, with their objectives, number
of patients, and results are listed in Table 2.
DISCUSSION

This is the first review of the epidemiological
aspects of FAH in the Latin America and Caribbean
regions. With the results obtained, we evaluated the
importance of VH in the causes of ALF. Although
some of them are preventable by vaccination, VHs
are the main infectious agents that cause FAH in the
regions assessed, representing 94.3% of all cases described in this study, followed by yellow fever (2.3%),
and cytomegalovirus (1.5%).
FAH secondary to VH has as its predominant
cause the type A virus (HAV), representing 76.9% of
all infectious causes; Argentina alone is responsible
for 61.0% of all HAV cases. This reality seems to be
changing after the introduction of HAV vaccination
on a large scale in the country in 2005.78 Since 2006,
there was a 88.1% decrease compared to the period
prior to the vaccination. Also were also no cases of
FAH not notified in the country, nor the need for liver
transplantation due to HAV since March 2007.79
It should be noted that, way behind HAV infection, there are also infections by the type E virus
(6.7%), and type B (5.3%), which could indicate the effectiveness of the Type B VH vaccination, which used
to be more prevalent and nowadays is a rare cause
of FAH.80
The country with the highest number of cases described was Argentina, with 53.6% of all infectious
HAF, followed by Brasil (25.4%), and Chile (12.8%).
These data lead to the question: Do these numbers
reflect the reality in these regions studied or just the
publication capacity of researchers from each country? Regardless, these data provide important information on the causes of FAH in Latin American and
Caribbean countries with potentially preventable diseases, thus providing the possibility of planning effective measures that can contribute to the reduction
of morbidity and mortality.81
Among the drug or poisoning causes, we found
a different reality from the one reported in other
countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom, where paracetamol is the main agent
of drug-induced FAH and mushrooms can cause
enough poisoning to produce FAH.4.82 In Latin AmerREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):914-921

ica and the Caribbean, paracetamol appeared in only
two out of a total of 43 cases. Surprisingly, fireworks
were the main etiology of FAH in patients suffering
from exposure to its chemical agents, especially yellow phosphorus.54
Considering the other causes, a considerable
number of FAH cases due to autoimmune diseases
appears in this review. There were 62 cases (4.9%
of the total), and Brasil (28 cases) and Argentina (16
cases) were responsible for the majority of the cases
reported. There is also a large number of cases classified as idiopathic. There was a total of 340 cases
classified this way (26.9% of the total), in addition to
145 cases with no cause described, which proves the
difficulty of performing more complex etiological diagnosis in the pediatric age range, only notifying the
most common infectious causes.8.83
Another important data found in this study concerns the outcome of FAH cases submitted to liver
transplantation (LT). Only half of the patients (50.1%)
was submitted to LT, which might reflect the low
mortality rate found (25.8% of cases).7
Considering the population of the regions studied
(Latin America and the Caribbean), we found a number of articles below expected, comprised mostly of
case reports or case series and regional studies in a
single center. We noticed the absence of multicenter
studies of greater impact, which could best contribute to the review.
CONCLUSION

The avoidable causes of Fulminant Acute Hepatitis in Latin America and the Caribbean include the
hepatitis viruses — especially hepatitis A — and
poisonings. The active vaccination, basic sanitation,
and public awareness can reduce the number of FAH
patients and, consequently, the costs with the LT due
to these causes. Paracetamol does not represent an
emerging cause of FAH in this region, according to
this review. Moreover, the high number of patients
with idiopathic HAF or with no cause described
draws attention and should guide public health efforts for the better elucidation of the epidemiology
of FAH.
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RESUMO
OBJETIVO: O objetivo desta revisão foi investigar a epidemiologia da hepatite aguda fulminante na América Latina e Caribe e identificar

possíveis ações objetivando melhor compreensão e melhora do suporte desses pacientes.

MÉTODOS: Pesquisou-se o tema hepatite aguda fulminante em pediatria, publicado por autores da América Latina e Caribe nas bases

de dados PubMed e SciELO por três diferentes investigadores no período de 2000 a 2016.

RESULTADOS: Foram encontrados 2.879 artigos nos bancos de dados pesquisados. Após seleção e exclusão de artigos de acordo com
o protocolo de pesquisa, resultaram 68 estudos remanescentes para análise. Foram avaliados 1.265 casos com hepatite aguda fulminante, havendo predominância no sexo feminino (42,9%), seguido do masculino (39,4%), sendo que não houve a descrição de sexo em
17,7% dos casos. A principal causa foram as hepatites virais (HV), representando 45,1% dos casos. O vírus da hepatite A foi responsável
por 34,7% do total de casos e por 76,9% das causas infecciosas. Do total de pacientes, 26,9% foram descritos como idiopáticos e 11,5%
não tiveram causa descrita.
CONCLUSÃO: As causas evitáveis de hepatite aguda fulminante incluem os vírus da hepatite — principalmente o vírus da hepatite A — e
intoxicações. A vacinação ativa, o saneamento básico e a conscientização pública podem reduzir o número de doentes e, consequentemente, os custos com transplante hepático por essas causas.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Hepatite. Vacinas contra hepatite viral. Transplante de fígado. Revisão.
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First, I would like to note that primary health care
for liver diseases in pediatrics is scarce. This is quite
evident when we see families traveling with their
“liver diseased” children to municipal centers that
have better health resources so that they can enjoy
an adequate quality of life inherent to the disease.
In this sense, the paper “Fulminant Acute Hepatitis in Pediatrics in Latin America and the Caribbean”1
is of interest not only to health professionals, but
also to managers in public health, so that primary
health care can become paramount in the municipalities, providing an improved quality of life to the population, especially in the pediatric age range, with
regard to viral hepatitis and, more specifically, type
A hepatitis.
It is worth pointing out that public health primary care concerning the hepatology and immunologic prevention of viral hepatitis and population
awareness campaigns focusing on these diseases are

REV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):922-922

not that costly when compared to the treatments
required by complications of the condition, among
them fulminant acute hepatitis, hepatic encephalopathy, esophageal varices and, most importantly, liver
transplantation.
Therefore, I would like to conclude by adding
that the paper contributes not only to a scientific
approach of the disease and its complications, but
also raises awareness of public health agents, both
professionals and health managers, in order to better organize the distribution of resources based on
epidemiological data using as a successful example
what was carried out in our neighboring country, Argentina.
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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the association between genotype insertion or deletion polymorphism of the angiotensin-converting enzyme
gene (ACE) and susceptibility to coronary artery disease (CAD) in Chinese Han population.

METHODS: We conducted a comprehensive search for the OR value of contrast between the group of genotype insertion or deletion
polymorphism of the ACE and the group of CAD as an effective index. A meta-analysis (Stata 12.0) was used to test the heterogeneity
of the results, combine the values for effect, conduct sensitivity analysis, and basic evaluation.
RESULTS: A total of 638 studies were found on the association between polymorphisms of the angiotensin-converting enzyme gene and

CAD, of which 44 studies met the inclusion criteria. In total, our study included 5619 cases and 4865 controls. The heterogeneity test
of each study (P < 0.001) was carried out using a random effect model. The OR value of DD/ID+II was 1.95, 95% confidence interval
(95%CI) (1.66-2.29). The OR value of II/DI+DD was 0.63, 95%CI (0.55-0.72). The funnel figure is basically symmetrical and the results
of the sensitivity analysis were stable.

CONCLUSION: The

population.

KEYWORDS:

DD genotype of the angiotensin converting enzyme gene may be a weaker risk factor for CAD in the Chinese Han

Angiotensin-converting enzyme gene, Gene polymorphism. Coronary artery disease. Meta-Analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The pathogenesis of coronary artery disease (CAD)
is unknown. The angiotensin-converting enzyme
(ACE) is a key enzyme in the renin angiotensin system, which catalyzes the conversion of angiotensin I
to angiotensin II and inactivates bradykinin. The hu-
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man angiotensin I converting enzyme gene is located on autosomal 17q23, according to whether there
is a 287bp sequence in its intron 16. It is divided into
two types of alleles, insertion(I) and deletion(D), (ACE
Gene I/D polymorphism). There are three genotypes
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(DD, II, ID) in human populations. Although the pathogenesis is still unidentified, recent studies showed
that I/D polymorphism in intron 16 of the ACE gene is
associated with CAD.
At present, a lot of research is being carried out
on the relationship between ACE polymorphism and
CAD, but no consensus has been achieved.
According to the results of a randomly chosen
study by Camblen et al.1,2 the frequency of DD homozygous was significantly increased in patients
with CAD compared to that in normal controls.
The DD genotype was considered an independent
risk factor for CAD, and ACE I/D polymorphism is
closely related to Myocardial Infarction in Caucasians. However, a recent 2010 study that included
224 randomly chosen CAD patients of an Iranian
population showed that there was no association
between the DD genotype homozygote of the ACE
gene and the risk of CAD3. Alazhary’s et al.4 study
on the Saudi Arabian population showed that the
ACE gene DD homozygotes were not associated
with the risk of CAD.
The distribution of genetic polymorphism varies
in different races and populations. Over 3000 studies in our references pointed out that there is an obvious racial and regional difference in the distribution frequencies of ACE genotypes. For example, in
Caucasians, DD was 36.25%5. In the first generation
of white immigrants living in London, DD was 23%,
30.9% in the African population, 18.3% in South Asian
population6, and 8% in the Japanese population7.
Studies in Chinese Han populations8
In the study of Jing et al.9, the results showed
that the DD genotype was not associated with CAD
in the Han population. They found that the DD genotype was associated with CAD in the Hui population,
whereas it had no relation to the Han people. Therefore, it is of great significance and value to study the
genetic polymorphism of ACE in the Chinese Han
population. This study collected the relevant literature of the Chinese population for comprehensive
quantitative analysis; a meta-analysis can control the
heterogeneity of the study and the individual level
of related factors to investigate the relationship between ACE and CAD.
METHODS

1.1 Literature search on Medline, Pubmed, CBM,
Chinese Biomedical Literature Database and ForREV ASSOC MED BRAS 2019; 65(6):923-929

eign Biomedical Literature Journal Service system,
etc. and keywords: Angiotensin-converting enzyme;
Genetic polymorphism; Coronary artery disease;
Evidence based medicine. Meta-Analysis to search
for insertion/deletion of intron 16 of the ACE gene
reported in China published before January 2018
on the relationship between I / D polymorphism and
CAD disease risk.
1.2 Research Inclusion Criteria For the case-control study published independently in China, the literature needed to provide comprehensive statistical
indicators: the case group was CAD, and the control
group was the healthy population. The observation
index was the odds ratio ( OR ) of the two groups
of patients with genotype frequency, including ACE
DD ( ID +II ) OR and II ( ID+ DD ) OR. Those who reported incomplete information or studies with only
special samples, such as patients with myocardial
infarction or CAD complicated with diabetes, or minority populations, as well as those in the control
group that did not comply with the law of genetic
balance were removed. If studies included the same
sample of multiple literature reports, we selected
the most recently published.
1.3 Quality assessment Two investigators independently screened the literature according to
the predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria. If there were disagreements that could be discussed or resolved by third parties in order to determine the methodological quality of the NOS, to
Newcastle-Ottawa scale was used. The scale uses
a “star rating” to determine the quality of the observational study, with NOS scores between zero
and nine stars. A score higher than or equal to 7
points is considered to be high-quality literature,
and the evaluation includes three items: the selection of the case group and the control group (4
points), comparability (2 points), and exposure (3
points).
1.4 Statistic treatment The Excel database was
established by double input. The genotypes of the
control group were tested using the Hardy-Weinberg
(H-W) genetic balance test, and the database was statistically processed by Stata 12.0 analysis software,
including OR value, 95% confidence interval (95%CI)
and the heterogeneity test of each study. According
to the test results, a fixed effect model or random effect model was selected to combine the data and a
funnel chart was drawn for linear regression analysis to assess result bias.
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TABLE 1 CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDIES INCLUDED IN THE META-ANALYSIS
First author

925

Year

Region

CAD patients

non-CAD control

(province/city)

Total

D frequency

Total

D frequency

NOS
score

Xiang et al.10

1995

shanghai

80

0.64

48

0.38

7

Kario et al.11

1996

china

276

0.409

147

0.411

8

Gu et al.12

1998

beijing

95

0.54

100

0.35

8

Shi et al.13

1998

zhejiang

148

0.446

159

0.425

7

Qiu et al.14

1999

zhejiang

73

0.58

102

0.38

8

Jia et al.15

1999

jiangsu

187

0.497

160

0.537

8

Sui et al.16

1999

tianjing

40

0.46

50

0.4

7

Tan et al.17

1999

shandong

137

0.639

63

0.436

8

Shi et al.18

2000

tianjing

169

0.583

94

0.441

8

Xie et al.19

2001

jiangsu

106

0.44

86

0.36

7

Chen et al.20

2001

hubei

51

0.422

30

0.3

8

Deng et al.21

2002

sichuan

55

0.34

102

0.36

7

Liu et al.22

2002

jiling

51

0.61

83

0.45

8

Su et al.23

2002

jiangsu

157

0.5637

112

0.3884

7

Zhu et al.24

2002

jiangsu

140

0.421

106

0.3585

8

Zhang et al.25

2003

guangdong

102

0.43

148

0.33

7

Huang et al.26

2003

jiangsu

89

0.567

75

0.413

8

Mao et al.27

2004

hunan

100

0.64

54

0.4537

7

Wang et al.28

2004

hubei

50

0.6

56

0.41

9

Zhu et al.29

2004

beijing

192

0.359

98

0.342

7

Lin et al.30

2005

guangdong

72

0.417

50

0.350

8

Wang et al.31

2006

guangdong

105

0.4381

50

0.32

8

Shi et al.32

2006

zhejiang

169

0.49

168

0.4167

9

Wang33

2006

jiangxi

161

0.56

109

0.46

7

Yang et al.34

2007

sichuan

80

0.581

80

0.413

7

Li et al.35

2008

hebei

80

0.63

100

0.62

8

Jia et al.36

2008

shanxi

110

0.605

80

0.444

8

Shi et al.37

2008

sichuan

80

0.56

80

0.41

8

Zhao et al.38

2008

shang hai

115

0.46

47

0.34

8

Yun et al.39

2009

hai nan

150

0.46

150

0.343

7

Yang et al.40

2009

xin jiang

42

0.4405

82

0.36

7

Chen41

2009

hu nan

86

0.57

38

0.25

8

Xie et al.42

2009

nei menggu

94

0.367

67

0.358

8

Liu and He43

2010

nei menggu

54

0.6665

88

0.4886

7

Wang et al.44

2010

jiang xi

158

0.55

109

0.47

7

Yang et al.45

2011

shan dong

146

0.55

113

0.46

7

Peng et al.46

2011

guang dong

196

0.643

200

0.435

8

Yi et al.47

2011

guang dong

180

0.609

180

0.467

8

Wang et al.48

2012

qing hai

89

0.567

75

0.413

8

Hu et al.49

2013

hu nan

86

0.57

38

0.25

7

Zhao et al.50

2015

he bei

233

0.51

99

0.42

7

Zhang et al.51

2016

liao ning

568

0.345

580

0.267

8

Jing et al.52

2016

qing hai

59

0.305

193

0.35

8

Dai53

2017

shan dong

208

0.45

216

0.34

8
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RESULTS

Results of the Literature Search and Analysis
of Research Quality

< 0.001) (Fig. 1) . The combined II/ (DD+DI) OR was
0.63, 95%CI (0.55-0.72) , Z=6.64, (P < 0.001).

A total of 638 related research papers were retrieved. The genotype distribution of the control
group in 11 papers did not conform to the Hardy-Weinberger (H-W) genetic balance test law and
were removed; 44 papers were found to meet the
requirements (Table 1). Among them, 8 were published in English (or in Chinese/English), 31 in Chinese only, and 5 were officially published master’s
theses. The published time of the literature was from
1995 to January of 2018, the study population was
comprised of 5619 cases of 44 studies in more than
twenty provinces/cities of China and 4865 normal
control. The diagnosis of CAD cases in each study
was in accordance with the WHO standard. The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) genotyping was
based on three internationally recognized genotypes
of DD, II, and ID. The detection methods were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and gel electrophoresis.

Sensitivity Analysis And Bias Assessment
Concerning the polymorphic susceptibility analysis of the gene, after removing the largest sample
and applying a random effect model analysis, the OR
value of the comprehensive effect of the DD genotype
was 2.00, 95%CI (1.70 – 2.34) , Z=8.55 (P<0.001). The
comprehensive OR value of the genotype II was 0.62
, 95 %CI (0.54-0.71) Z= 6.68 (P < 0.001) .
According to the combined effect value of the
three groups (sample size < 100, 100 ~ 200, ≥200)
, the Q value for the DD/DI +II and II/DI +DD genotype heterogeneity test was 7.54 (P=0.023) and 11.98
(P=0.003) ; the OR value was combined with the
random effect model. The OR value of combined
DD/(DI+II) was 1.92, 95 %CI (1.51-2.44) , Z = 5.33, (P
< 0.001), and the OR value of combined II/ (DI+DD)
was 0.66 , 95%CI (0.51-0.86) (P = 0.002). The sensitivity analysis results were stable. A meta-analysis
is an observational study, in which publication bias
is very common. Among the 44 articles collected, 29
reported that ACE DD genotype was associated with
the risk of CAD, and 15 were not associated with the
risk of CAD. The funnel map (based on ACE (I / D)
polymorphism and the OR value of CAD risk were
drawn as the horizontal coordinate and the standard

Analysis Of Angiotensin Converting Enzyme
Genotypes
The Q values of DD/DI +II and II/DI +DD genotype heterogeneity test of ACE gene were 105.74 and
100.56 respectively (P < 0.001) and the combined DD/
(DI+ II) OR was 1.95, 95%CI (1.66-2.29) , Z = 8.09 (P

Articles identified through eletronic
database searching
(n=638)
Studies were excluded after
title and abstract assesses
(n=583)
Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n=55)

Studies Studies included in the metaanalysis: (n=11) the control group did not
conform to the Hardy-Weinberg (H-W)
genetic balance test

Studies included in the
meta-analysis
(n=44)
FIGURE 1 FLOWCHART OF THE SELECTION OF STUDIES INCLUDED IN THE META-ANALYSIS.
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of OR value as the vertical coordinate ). The Egger
linear regression analysis was used to test the symmetry of the funnel graph. The Y-axis intercept of the
DD genotype was 2.17 (95% CI 0.78-3.56 ) P=0.003,
and the II genotype was -2.47 (95% CI -3.75 - 1.19) ,
P<0.001. According to the standard of P=0.1, the two
funnel graphs were both asymmetrical.
DISCUSSION

A total of 44 works of literature published in
the past more than twenty years was included,
with 5619 cases and 4865 controls. A meta-analysis revealed that ACE gene insertion/deletion (I /
D) polymorphism was correlated with the risk of
CAD in the Chinese Han population. The risk of
CAD in individuals with DD genotype increased
by 95% compared with the DI/II genotype. There
is evidence that the DD genotype may increase
the risk of left ventricular hypertrophy after myocardial infarction 54, and the incidence of chronic heart failure in patients with CAD who carried
DD genotype and D allele increased significantly.
Moreover, the genotype can be used as a marker
for the deterioration of cardiac function55. Studies
have shown that the change of single nucleotide
polymorphism of ACE gene increased the level of
angiotensin II (Ang II) and bradykinin in peripheral or local circulation by influencing the level of
ACE expression, which stimulates the release of
aldosterone in blood vessels and enhances the re-

lease of norepinephrine from sympathetic nerves.
Consequently, the process of local inflammatory
response in patients with atherosclerotic CAD was
affected, and the process of atherosclerosis was
aggravated 56. The DD genotype was clearly associated with acute coronary syndrome, especially in
acute myocardial infarction patients. The ACE activity of individuals carrying D alleles is improved,
causing the coronary plaque to become unstable,
prone to rupture and form ulcers, which leads to
the formation of thrombus57,58. This study was consistent with the results of the meta-analysis conducted by Zhou et al.59 in the Chinese population.
According to the results of Alazhary et al.60, no association between ACE I / D gene polymorphism and
CAD in Saudi children was found, possibly due to regional and ethnic differences in this association. Although a study conducted in Japan indicated that ACE
I / D gene polymorphism was associated with CAD, it
was not linked to the severity of coronary artery stenosis, and the DD genotype was probably unrelated to
the development of coronary artery stenosis61.
This study was divided into three groups according to the sample size. ACE I/D gene polymorphism
was found to be related to the risk of CAD in subgroups with sample size ranging from 100 to 200 and
greater than 200, while no correlation was found in
the subgroup with a sample size smaller than 100.
As only two pieces of literature were included in the
subgroup, the reliability of the consolidation effect
values was low. Sensitivity analysis depicted there

TABLE 2 SUMMARY ODDS RATIO FOR THE ASSOCIATION OF ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING ENZYME
INSERTION OR DELETION POLYMORPHISM AND CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE GROUPED BY SIZE
Study group
(N° of studies)

CAD
cases

No CAD controls

23/68

11/69

581/1211

283/1298

1002/2734

577/2627

Test for heterogeneity

Q=7.54

Combined
OR(95%CI)

<100 cases (2 )

100-200
cases (22 )
≥200 case
(20 )

927

N° of patients with DD
genotype/DI and II N° of
patients

Combined OR(95%CI)

N° of patients with II
genotype/ DI and DD N°
of patients

Combined OR(95%CI)

CAD cases

No CAD controls

2.303[0.772,6.870]

34/57

33/47

0.792[0.422,1.488]

2.311 [1.883, 2.836]

439/1353

593/988

0.499[0.406, 0.612]

1.680 [1.337, 2.111]

1222/2514

1276/1928

0.745[0.632, 0.879]

P=0.023

Q=11.98

P=0.003

1.919

[1.510, 2.438]

0.659

[0.505, 0.860]

Z=5.33

P<0.001

Z= 3.07

P=0.002
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was almost no change in the results after removing
the largest sample, suggesting that the meta-analysis
results were of good stability. The Egger regression
analysis of funnel pattern represents the symmetry
of graphs, and no publication bias exists.
In conclusion, ACE gene (I / D) polymorphism is
related to the risk of CAD in Chinese Han population.
In this study, recognized scientific methods were adopted, such as the joint use of multiple approaches

to literature retrieval, the formulation of rigorous
inclusion criteria, and the inclusion of documents.
When we sifted through the literature, we took into
account factors that may affect the results, and every study was in accordance with the law of genetic
balance. The study population, which covers the Han
population in most parts of China, has certain representativeness and guarantees the reliability of the
meta-analysis results.

RESUMO
OBJETIVO: Investigar a associação entre o polimorfismo de inserção ou deleção do genótipo do gene da enzima conversora da angiotensina (ACE) e a susceptibilidade da etnia Han chinesa para a doença arterial coronariana (DAC). Métodos: Foi realizada uma pesquisa
abrangente para o valor de OR (Odds Ratio) de contraste entre o grupo de polimorfismo de inserção ou deleção do genótipo do gene
da enzima conversora da angiotensina (ACE) e o grupo de doença arterial coronariana (DAC) como um índice de eficácia. Uma meta-análise (Stata 12,0) foi utilizada para testar a heterogeneidade dos resultados, combinar os valores de eficácia, realizar análises de
sensibilidade e de avaliação básica.

Um total de 638 estudos foram encontrados sobre a associação entre polimorfismos do gene da enzima conversora da
angiotensina e doença arterial coronariana, dos quais 44 satisfaziam os critérios de inclusão. Nosso estudo incluiu 6246 casos e 5713
controles. O teste de heterogeneidade de cada estudo (p < 0,001) foi realizado seguindo o modelo de efeito randômico. O valor de OR
para DD/ID+II foi 1,95, com 95% de intervalo de confiança de (95%CI) (1,66-2,29). O valor de OR para II/DI+DD foi 0,63, com 95% IC
(0,55-0,72). A figura do funil é basicamente simétrica e os resultados da análise de sensibilidade foram estáveis.

RESULTADOS:

CONCLUSÃO: O genótipo DD do gene da enzima conversora da angiotensina podem ser um fator de risco mais fraco para doença cor-

onariana na população chinesa Han.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Peptidil Dipeptidase A. Polimorfismo Genético. Doença da Artéria Coronariana. Metanálise.
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We read with great interest the study by Zhang
and colleagues1 in which they demonstrated that the
DD genotype of the angiotensin-converting enzyme
gene might be a weaker risk factor for coronary heart
disease in the Chinese Han population. We appreciate the contribution that this meta-analysis makes
to the field. However, some questions should be addressed.
First, there are many risk factors for coronary artery disease, such as serum triglycerides 2. Thus, the
author should exclude some articles which included
patients with some of these complications. Additionally, age also has an influence on the relationship between the DD genotype of the angiotensin-converting enzyme gene and coronary heart disease.
However, the authors failed to include more information in table one.
The authors further stated that “the database was
statistically processed by Stata 12.0” in the statistic
treatment section. However, no figure produced by
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Stata 12.0 was found in the results section. A funnel
plot was also needed to present the publication bias.
It is evident that the author should add more figures
in this article.
When the heterogeneity is existing, the author
should explore the sources of heterogeneity. In our
opinions, a subgroup analysis should be performed
when heterogeneity occurs3.
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Erratum

http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1806-9282.65.6.931

1. Regarding the article “The overexpression of lncRNA H19 as a diagnostic marker for coronary artery
disease”, with DOI number: http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1806-9282.65.2.110, published in Journal of the
Brazilian Medical Association, 2019;65;02, page 110
Gang Xiong2, Xuejun Jiang1, Tao Song1,3
Names of the authors in the article changed from:
1
2
Now Read: “ Yuan Yao ,
Gang Xiong , Xuejun Jiang1 , Tao Song1,3”
2. Regarding the article “Analgesic effects of a capacitive-resistive monopolar radiofrequency in patients
with myofascial chronic neck pain: a pilot randomized controlled trial”, with DOI number: http://dx.doi.
org/10.1590/1806-9282.65.2.156 published in Journal of the Brazilian Medical Association, 2019;65;02,
page 156
Names of the authors in the article changed from: Diego IMA, Fernández-Carnero J, Val SL, Cano-de-laCuerda R, Calvo-Lobo C, Piédrola RM, Oliva LCL, Rueda FM.
Now Read: ““Alguacil-Diego IM, Fernández-Carnero J, Laguarta-Val S, Cano-de-la-Cuerda R, CalvoLobo C, Martínez-Piédrola R, Luna-Oliva L, Molina-Rueda F.”
3. Regarding the article “Crohn’s disease - treatment with biological medication”, with DOI number:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1806-9282.65.4.554published in Journal of the Brazilian Medical Association,
2019;65;04, page 554.
Where was written: “Marta Machado Brenner”
Now Read: “Marta Brenner Machado”
4. Regarding the article “Most common histopathological patterns of the Minas Gerais Association of the
Centers of Nephrology”, with DOI number: http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/1806-9282.65.3.441 published in
Journal of the Brazilian Medical Association, 2019;65;03, page 441.
Where was written: “Soraia Goretti Machado Rocha Machado”
Now Read: “Soraya Goreti Rocha Machado”
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